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ERRATUM TO REPORT NO. ASD-TPL-61-i:28, Part 2
"-F;TUD1J'S OF BRITTLE BEH-AVIOR OF CERAMIC MATERIALS"

Thlere ax e fi;ur statement!; thPIS should be deleted frc m the text of the
j'c~t report because they resulted from a misunderst; nding on the part of
3o ro-Rponsible for the conduct of the program at the t .me. These state-
ritsa re,

Page' 9- "Neither the precise composition, nor t-%e density or specific
grain size distribution for this material has been supplied by
A. 1. , despite recurrent statements tha' such will be done.
if such information is not received frorr A. 1. in the near
future, analysis of the material will be .ecured locally.

Page 37: "For this qieries only the as-received A esgo AL-9Qj..
(seconid explored arnd the BeO was not tested at .11, s ince only the
pa r. )medium volume size of specimen was si.pplied by A. 1."

Page. 41: "To reduce the details of presentation, igain only the final
(second Weibull plots are presented for this series; also, .4.s stated,
pInkr. ) data foi BeO could not be t tcur ed, s inc e this mate rial was

suppl;ed in only one volume."11

PAgeC 62Z: "First the specimens were not suppl',ed according to specif,-
(fiist cations; neither the' volumetric variatio'i nor different grain
pa r. )sizes were rendered available to us for experimental work on

FReo."1

!I should also be stated that Atomics International (vith aut~ho!ýizatlon from
C) mnade the BeO samples available to the program i;1962 wit:-out charge
this assistance is gratefully ackn'owledged.

With regard to the statemenat on page 9, the burden of material ch&racteri-
Onr Was with the Program manager and the Atomics laternatioral personnel

lei m~ade any commitments or promises to provide d insity, gr tin size
ýr ib.ýIt on, or any other material property. This was clearly uzidc stoond in
correopondence with A. 1. The statement on page f should i .1so be deleted
tho saame reason.

Thi statements on pages 37 and 41 shou~ld also be c-:leted sir ce the BeO
loriiis sizes and sha~pes were agreed upon, and it w;#s underst~ood that no
'rflpt woihl. be made to fabricate other sizes or shap -s at A. I

TrL sumnmarv, the statements on page 9, page 37, p ýge 41, a:id pagle 62 are
!ri ..ir, aijLd due to an unfortunate choice :)l words, le;ve atn errnrneot:5
)reULrsio about the role oi A. 1. in this p~rogram. The BeO m~aterials were
vt.je'd to this p%, ,ýram "lgrati's' by A. I1. who, we bi.lieve. baid no reqnr~nni-
'Y Alr characterizat~ion of the materials. We are sc:ryv for this unforwti.na'
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FOREWORD

This report represents the Final Report on the continuation
phase of Armour Research Foundation (ARF) Project No. 8203, funded
under Contract No. AF33(616)-7465, and covering the work performed
during the period December 1, 1961 to November 30, 1962. In view of
the fact that this work represents a direct continuation of the first
phase of this effort, reported on ASD-TR 61-628*, it has been decided
to identify this report with the number ASD-TR 61-628 UI, even though
the first numeral was not designated with the postfix I.

This contract is supported by the Ceramics and Graphite Branch
(ASRCMC), Metals and Ceramics Laboratory, Materials Central of the
Aeronautical Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command (ASD of
AFSC). With all sponsored research, but particularly with a program
as large and diverse as this one, the success of the effort is strongly
influenced by the guidance given it by the sponsoring agency. It is
pleasing to acknowledge in this regard the frequent exchange of helpful
information and suggestions advanced during the pursuit of this research
program by J. B. Blandford, the technical monitor for this project, as
well as by W. B. Ramke , Head, and the entire staff of the Ceramics
and Graphite Branch of Materials Central, ASD, all of who took an
abiding interest in the progress of this work.

N. A. Weil, Ed., Studies of the Brittle Fracture of Ceramic Material.
ASD-TR 61-628 (April 196Z).
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ABSTRACT

Factors influencing the fundamental behavior of brittle, non-metallic
ceramics were investigated. Poly and single crystals of magnesium oxide

beryllium oxide, and two grades of aluminum oxide were the principal
materials used. Fifteen problem areas were probed in individual studies
termed tasks:

Task 1 - Effect of Structural Size: the "Zero Strength" studied the
statistical fracture characteristics of the four oxides. The
Weibull theory was found to descriptively characterize the
cumulative distribution function of the fracture strengths
and to adequately predict the variation of mean strength
with specimen size.

Test temperature, prior thermal history, surface finish,
test atmosphere, and specimen finish were found to influ-
ence the Weibull zero strength, flow density exponent and
scale parameters.

Task 2 The Effect (- Strain Rate from 10-7 to 10 sec" 1 at tempera-
tures from 75' to 1800'F on the fracture stress in bending
for the four oxides was experimentally determined. A tech-
nique for achieving uniaxial tension in a state of dynamic
loading was developed.

Task 3 The Effect of Non-Uniform Stress Fields on the fracture
characteristics of the brittle materials was studied. With
the assumptions of the Weibull theory as a basis, extensive
theoretical derivations for the risk the rupture of bend speci-
mens were carried out to interpret experimental observations.

Task 4 - The Effect of Microsructure on the fracture mechanisms of
the polycrystalline oxides was studied under uniaxial com-
presaion in the temperature range 1000-1900*C. The frac-
ture strength showed a marked dependence on temperature
and grain size. A brittle-ductile fracture transition tem-
perature was not observed.

Task 5 Internal Friction Measurements were made to determine
the effect of anneal time and temperature, stresb amplitude
and dislocation density on dislocation damping. Attempts
were made to explain experimental results in terms of the
analytical models of Koehler, Granato-Lucke and Brailford.
Damping studies made on polycrystalline aluminum oxide
showed that at temperatures below 800 C, the relaxation
process resembles that in alkali-free glass.

Task 6 Effect of Surface Energy on Brittle Fracture was studied
using three techniques (1) crack propagation in plates con-
taining pre-drilled cracks, (2) adsorption isotherm deter-
minations and (3) zero-creep determinations at elevated
temperatures.
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Task 7 - Fracture Meclhanisms were investigated along two distinct
lines: various-temperature studies on polycrystals and
microscopic and X-ray studies on single crystals. The
importance of kinking induced high stresses in c-.ack nu-
cleation was established. Crack initiation was also traced
to the arrest of dislocation bonds by an obstacle band, and
to the simultaneous widening of two conjugate dislocation
bands where cracks are nucleated by stresses in finite tilt
boundaries.

Task 8 The Effect of Impurities on_$trength was investigated by
examining the influence of carefully controlled additions
of selected doping elements, Fe2O3, ZrOz, SiO, TiOz
and Cr 2 G3 .

Task 9 . Static Fatigue: Delayed Fracture studied the corrosion
processes which affect long-term strength. Fatigue theory
was applied to low-temperature experimental data on mono
and polycrystalline aluminum oxide. The observed bend
strength of monocrystalline aluminum 9xidce was found quite
sensitive to the prior thermal history.

Task 10 - Effect of Thermal-Mechanical History on the Mechanical
Properties of Magnesium Oxide included three investiga-
tions: (1) the effect of heat treatment on the aging of fresh
dislocations; (2) the effect of heat treatment on microstruc-
ture and the resistance of the lattice to the movement of
fresh dislocations and (3) the mobilization of grown-in dis-
locations by such means as heat treatment, fluctuating
thermal stresses, and stressing at high temperatures.

Task I - Surface Active Environments, as an embrittling effect on
the mechanical properties of the rriono and polycrystalline
oxide were studied. Gaseous environments included hydro-
gen, nitrogen, air and water vapor.

Task 12 - Dislocation Studies of the existence of plastic flow in the
oxides followed two approaches: thin fiber electron trans-
mission microscopic and plastic flow studies in bulk speci-
mens.

Task 13 - Crack Proea.ation studies were initiated to determine con-
dition required for the catastropic propagation of such
cracks and available methods of arrest. An experimental
technique for determining the stress fields about cracks
was developed. A search and comprehensive review of
existing steady-state and dynamic solutions for stress
fields surrounding cracks in semi-infiniteplates was made.

Task 14 -Rheotroic Behavior was explored to determine the possi-
bility of introducing room-temperature ductility into poly-
crystalline oxides by effects ascribable to elevated tem-
perature deformation. The sintering characteristics of
submicron magnesium oxide powders weru studied.
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Task 15 - Effect on Porosity and Grain Size on Strentth and •lastic
Modulus was studied analytically and expervmentally. The-
literature is reviewed and the Hashin's analysts of the ef-
fect of elastic inclusion is extended to yield closed-form
solutions for Young's modulus. These results are thon
simplified to yield definitive and simple expressions of uni-
form format for the effect of porosity! on all the elastic con-
stants.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR THE COMMANDIER:

W. G. Rarnke
Chief, Ceramics ano Graphito Branch
Metalp, and Ceramics Lsboratory
Directorate of Materials and Processes
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I. INTRODUCTION

The program is aimed at diverse and fundamental studies of

the causes and mechanisms of fracture in inorganic, non-metallic

ceramics, and the parameters influencing their strength and failure

characteristics. The initial investigations were reported in ASD-

TR-61-628.

Because of the wide-ranging research interests and large

over-all effort involved, it was decidid at the very outset of this

program to divide the investigation into individual Tasks, eacb

concerned with the investigation of a single well-defined effect

bearing upon the brittle fracture of ceramic substances. Each

Task was to be hoaded by a Principal Investigator responsible for

its technical planning and the execution of work, with over-all pro-

gram direction supplied by N. A. Weil, acting as Project Coordina-

tor. About one-half of the original Tasks was subcontracted to

leading academic and industrial research organizations, on topics

where the Principal Investigator for the Task has established in

outstanding reputation or achieved unique progress in the scientific

field concerned. -

The initial areas of investigation included I I Tasks. A com-

prehensive breakdown of the original Tasks, is presented as

Table I. As can be seen, five of the original Tasks were conducted

at the Foundation, while six were subcontracted, in keeping the

general philosophy of this program.

All of the original Tasks were continued during the extension

phase of this work. However, because the technical effort was

largely crompleted in Tasks 1, 4 and 9; only a modest additional

effort, aimed primarily at filling in missing pieces of information

or completing some partially finished experimental series, was

spent on these tasks. Likewise, a lessened rate of activity was

exerted on Tasks 2 and 3, as these tasks were gradually approach-

ing their stated objectives. On the other hand, intensified effort

was exerted on Task 5, whose objectives were now expanded to

Manuscript released by authors March 1963 for publication as an

ASD Technical Report
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include a two-phased research, Part One dealing with single

crystals and Part Two with polycrystals.
Four new tasks were initiated during this extension phase,

two of which were dual tasks. The over-all organization of the

tasks under active pursuit during the extension of the project, is
given as Table II. As Table II shows, the even- distribution of
"in-house" and subcontract effort has been continued during the

extension phase of this contract.
The same materials were used for experiments conducted on

each Task to afford ready comparisons and provide background

data for the individual research undertakings. Aluminum oxide

and MgO were selected as the principal materials because of their

comparatively ready availability both as single crystals and multi-
crystals in reasonably large sizes, the particularly simple crys-
tallographic nature (ionic lattice) of MgO, and an extensive amount
of literature available regarding their behavior. In this context,

A12 03 and MgO are regarded as "model materials"; if their phe-
nomenological behavior is satisfactorily explored, it will open the

way to an understanding of the anticipated performance of other

brittle substances (nitrides, borides, carbides, silicides, inter-

metallics) intended for structural use in ultra-high temperature

environments. During the current year, BeO has also been studied

to some extent.

The proper organization and presentation of the results of a
research program as broad as the current one always poses some

difficult problems. To maintain the continuity of presentation,

and still identify the specific problems attacked on each phase of
the program, general information pertaining to the materials is

described in Chapter II. Research carried out on this program

is summarized in Chapter III. Each Task is described as an in-
dividual self-contained item. Thus, each of the task reports is
identified in regard to principal investigator and research organiza-

tion, contains an abstract and conclusions; figures, tables and ref-
erences are identified by a prefix corresponding to the task number.
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A complete description of all results obtained on those tasks

which, having attained their objectives, will be completed and

closed out at the conclusion of this research period. While this

may involve a duplication of information already partially con-

tained in ASD-TR 61-628, this course is pursued to give a rounded

story of completed tasks. Tasks 1, 4, 9, 11 and 14 are in this

category. On all other tasks, only the current year achievements

are reported, and the work of the previous year is referenced

where necessary.

It bears mentioning that Part Two of Task 15, the theoretical

work on the effect of porosity on the mechanical properties of

ceramics, was not scheduled to be performed as part of this con-

tract. Rather, this work resulted from an internally sponsored

ARF program, carried out in support of the research funded by

ASD; because of its obvious close association with the current

work, and the planned continuation of the effort on Task 15, the

results of this study are included in this report.
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II MATERIALS

Two oxides, A12 03 and MgO, were originally studied; during

the continuation of the program a third oxide, PeO, was added. In ad-

dition, ionic compounds such as Kcl, NaCI and CaFz and such

photoelastic materials as CR-39 and Plexiglas were used for ex-

ploratory purposes on several tasks. The A12O 3 investigated was

of three forms: single crystals (sapphire) and two types of poly-

crystals. Magnesium oxide used was monocrystalline and high-

density, high-purity polycrystalline. Only polycrystalline BeO was

used.
Because the preparation, compaction and physical properties

of the A1203 and MgO were discussed in such detail in ASD-TR

61-628, Pt I, they are noted only briefly here.

I. ALUMINUM OXIDE

Single-Crystal (sapphire) AL203 was supplied by the Crystal Prod-

ucts Section, the Linde Company Division of the Union Carbide Cor-

poration. A representative composition is; Fe 1-10 ppm; Mg and

Li 1-10 ppm; Mn, Sn, B undetected within measurement sensiti-

vity of 10 ppm; Ag, Ca, Cr, Cu undetected within measurement

sensitivity of 1 ppm; balance Al1Os.

High Density Commercial Multicrystals, a proprietary composition

labeled WesgoAL-995, were supplied by the Werstern Gold and

Platinum Corporation. The bulk specific grav•ity of the material is

listed as 3. 89 (theoretical: 3. 996). Spectroscopic analysis of the

material is as follows.

Semi-Quantitative Analysis, Wesgo Al-995*

Element Amount Present (percent)

Al Principal Constituent
Mg 0.3
Si 0.3
Ca 0.04
Fe 0.02
Ga 0.01
Ti 0.008
Cr 0.006
Ni 0.002
Cu 0.00005

By Chicago Spectro-Service Laboratory, Inc.
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Wesgo Al-995 is prepared from a starting powder using ad-

ditions of approximately one percent plasticizer to strengthen the

green compact and 0. 25% MgO to inhibit grain growth during fir-

ing. The compact is cold-pressed and sintered by firing for 3 hr

at 1700 1C.

Ultra-High Density Multicrystals, trademarked Lucalox, were

supplied by the Lamp-Glass Division of the General Electric

Company. The semi-quantitative composition of the material is

as follows.

Semi- Quantitative Analysis, Lucalox*

Sample Crushed in Agate "As Received", Not
Element Mortar, Amount Present Mortared Amount

(percent) Present (percent)

Al Principal Constituent Principal Constituent

Fe 0.07 0.002

Mg 0.15 0. 15

Ti 0.01 Not Detected

Mn 0.001 Not Detected

V 0.004 Not Detected

Na 0.08 Not Detected

Cu 0.0003 Not Detected

Ni 0.0015 Not Detected

Ca 0.04 0.004

Cr 0.002 Not Detected

Ga 0.003 Not Detected

Si 0.03 0.03

By Chicago Spectro-Service Laboratory, Inc.

2. MAGNESIUM OXIDE

Monocrystalline and polycrystalline magnesium oxides were

used. Single crystals were procured from the Norton Company

and from Semi-Elements, Inc. Because of the larger size, higher

purity and greater supply reliability, Semi-Elements was the

principal supplier. The Armour Research Foundation fabricated
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the high-density sintered MgO and supplied investigators with

specimens. Spectroscopic analyses of MgO follow.

Quantitative Analysis, Single Crystal Magnesium Oxide

Impurity (ppm) Max. Total
Material Source - Impurity,

Al Ca Cr Cu Fe Mn Si (percent)
IRange 200- 600- 60- 30- 5-
for 3 2 600

1000 1500 100 40 10

Norton Co. spec. - o0.6
Aver, 1 600 900 73 2 600 37 7

Semi-Elements, 200 200 80 2 400 30 5 0.3
Inc.

By Chicago Spectro-Service Laboratory, Inc.

Semi-Quantitative Analysis, Cold-Pressed

and Sintered Magnesium Oxide*

Amount Present,

Element (percent)

Mg Principal Constituent
Al 0.05
Si 0.03
Ca 0.04
Fe 0.005
Cr 0. 0003
Cu (".0002

Chicago Spectro-Service Laboratory, Inc.

3. BERYLLIUM OXIDE

The polycrystalline BeO was supplied by the Atomics Inter-

national Division of North American Aviation, Inc. This mate-

rial, developed by Al as part of a research program funded by

the US Atomic Energy Commission, is hot-pressed, and con-

tains somewhat less than 1 percent MgO used as sintering aid.

Part of the MgO added, however, escapes as MgF 1 gas during

hot-pressing, leaving an estimated 0. 5-0. 6%6 MgO in the final

material. The average grain size of the material is about
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50 microns and, since the MgO remaining in the sintered product

is assumed to be fully soluble in BeO, the final structure of the

polycrystalline material is single-phased. Neither the precise

composition, nor the density or specific grain-size distribution

-for this material has been supplied by Al, despite of recurrent

statements that such will be done. If such information is not re-

ceived from Al in the near future, analysis of the material at

hand will be secured locally.
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III DISCUSSION

TASK 1 - EFFECT OF STRUCTURAL SIZE;

THE "ZERO STRENGTH"

Principal Investigators: S. A. Bortz and N. A. Weil
Armour Research Foundation

ABS TRAC T

A detailed study of the statistical fracture characteristics
of four ceramic oxides, Wesgo and Lucalox, ARF MgO and Al BeO
was undertaken. It was found that the Weibull theory provided a
devcriptive characterization of the cumulative distribution function
of the fracture strengths of all materials studied, and predicted
very adequately the variation of mean strength with specimen size.

The Weibull parameters u-, n, and ir were found to be
greatly influenced by the test variaoles; test te~nperature, prior
thermal history, surface finish, test atmosphere and specimen
size. Specifically, grinding increases the value of m and lowers
the mean strength. Annealing at 1700"C for 3 hr. increases the
values of both m and a-, resulting in an average increase of
about 15 percent in the mean strength; the latter effect is ascribed
to a diminution of deleterious residual stresses during the anneal-
ing process. Increased testing temperatured lowered the strength
of materials tested; at 1000°C the loss of mean strength amounted
to 12-25 percent as compared to room temperature values.

Rather uniform values of the flaw density constant were
derived for all materials, when arranged into groupings of as-
received, ground and annealed categories at both test temperatures
(20°C and 1000OC)explored. The zero strength was found to be
generally less than one-half of the average strength. Lastly, a
purposeful truncation of the extensive test series carried out on
BeO showed that suppression of a comparatively small (less than
10 percent) of a large population consisting of 150 samples resulted
in a complete change of the cumulative distribution function of the
Weibull function from an apparent composite distribution to one of
nearly gaussian character.
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TASK I - EFFECT OF STRUCTURAL SIZE: THE "ZERO STRENGTH"

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task is to investigate the applicability of
the statistical theories of fracture to several ceramic oxides. These
materials all exhibit what is commonly called "brittle fracture".
They demonstrate essentially elastic behavior until fracture and give
no warning of failure. Once the condition of fracture is initiated,
failure is catastrophic. None of the materials exhibit a unique value
of fracture stress. The value of the fracture stress has been observed
to vary with size, stress state, temperature loading rate, and surface
condition. Many experimenters have attempted to examine the random
nature of the fracture stress to determine if this behavior is an
inherent property of the material. If the behavior of the strength of
a brittle material can be considered to be truly random then,

theoretiqally, a description of its probable behavior can be obtained
from an accurate plot of its frequency distribution curve. This
information, in turn, can be used to construct a cumulative distri-
bution curve which gives the probability of fracture for any stress.
Thus the distribution curve gives a complete description of the
strength of a material under the test conditions and allows for the
choice of a stress determination from a probability of failure from
zero through 100 percent.

The most frequently mentioned theory is the one developed by
Weibull~ 1 -l. It is based on the weakest-link concept, i.e., failure
in the material occurs when the forces of a critical flaw become
large enough to cause crack propagation. In developing his theory
Weibull assumed a normal distribution function relating the
proability of fracture to actual stress observed at fracture. He
found that this asevimption did not trWaly fit the physical facts and
attempted to correct the theory by proposing a semi-empirical

distribution based on experimental Oata. From this distribution
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function two basic material parameters can be determined, a

constant m descriptive of the flaw density, and the stress

level that the material can withstand with absolute assurance of

freedom from failure, which is termed the zero strength, au .

This task has attempted to investigate the applicability of

Weibull's semi-empirical distribution function to the ceramic

oxides selected and to derive values of the material parameters,

under various conditions of test temperature, heat treatment,

and surface conditions, as well as to confirm the effect of speci-

ment size in these materials.

Previous work(l12) on this task demonstrated that surface

treatment, test temperature, and heat treatment have considerable

effect on the -material parameters. The present work attempts

to complete this work and fill in the area not previously covered.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Materials

The large number of specimens required for this investigation

made the use of commercially obtainable oxides necessary. To

assure material consistency companies supplying these specimens

were required, where possible, to fabricate them from one batch

and one firing.

Materials studied included two types of Al 2 0 3, Western Gold

and Platinum Company (Wesgo) AL-995 and General Electric

Lucalox; one grade of MgO manufactured at ARF because a

commercial source which Could produce the MgO specimens within

the time and funding allotted was not found, and one type of BeO

supplied by Atomics International.



B. Specimens

Because of the difficulty in making adequate tension studies

bending tests were used to obtain test data. The study of size

effects required that a controlled gage section be loaded in pure

bending. This requirement is best met using a four-point loading

system. To avoid any friction effects(I" 3 ) under load, the speci-

mens were loaded through their neutral axis. To ensure uniformity

of denseness and to make the job of fabrication easier a flat coupon-

type body was decided upon. After bonme investigation a final shape

resembling a dogbone was selected. Figure 1-1 shows the shapes

and dimensions adopted for the bulk of this program. Time and

fabrication limitations reduced the study of BeO to the fixed volume

type specimens under a study in Task 3. These consist of rectangular

bars 1/3 x 3/16 in. and 1/4 x 1/4 in. in cross section. The rectan-

gular section was tested on both faces and all specimens were loaded

over a 2-in. gage section in pure bending.

C. Testing Conditions

The majority of experiments were performed at room temper-

ature and at 1000*C. Attempts made to obtain data at 1750"C were

abandoned because the test fixtures failed because of thermal shock.

The time required to reduce this hazard for each test could not be

realized because of the large number of specimen data required.

Specimens were studied as combinations of the as-received, ground,

and annealed conditions at 1750"C.

For this work a 30, 000-lb Universal testing machine was used.

The high temperature experiments were performed in a resistance

type furnace. The test jig for the dogbone specimens is shown in

Fig. 1-2, that for the rectangular bars in Fig. 1-3, The rollers

shown in Fig. 1-3 were used to eliminate the friction effects. Data

obtained using either test jig were compatible with each other.

The main problem with the jig shown in Fig. 1-3 was that of keeping

the rollers operational at high temperatures.
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SEC. A-A
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UPPER JAW,

Fig. 1-2 FLEXTURE TEST SPECIMEN

Rigidly Connected
to Crosshead of
Loading Machine

Base

Fig. 1-3 LOADING FIXTURE USED TO TEST PRISMATIC BARS
IN PURE BENDING
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3, THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Weibull theory(I1 "1 , 1-4) is based on the concept that brittle

materials contain a large number of flaws, which lower the fracture

stress in a material below the theoretical rupture stress. Theme

fl. -,,; t .ze assumed to be of random size and distributior, throughout the

body and to be the cause of scatter observed in the failure of a

ceramic material: Starting with the expression for probability of

fracture,

S = 1 - e"B (1-1)

the fundamental assumption of the Weibull theory is that the risk

of rupture for uniaxial tension is given by

0F - inB= (.ru ) (1-2-)

where V is a dimensionless number expressing the quantity of unit

volumes subjected to uniform tension.

While for a beam of rectangular cross section, b x 2h, subjected to

pure bending over a length, L, the risk of rupture becomes

B f f() dV = bL 'h +r "u]m dy (1-3)

0 u

- Z(m+') in ]T :)m
where m (the flaw density exponent) and wo are material constants,

V - 2 bhL is the volume of beam under pure bending expressed in

dimensionless numbers, a. io the bending stress at the extreme

fiber, and hU = o h/ar is the fiber distance from the neutral axis

at which the stress equals the tero strength, w~u.
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Equations I-1 and I-2 can be rewritten in the form applicable

to beaing specimens

1loglog TL" = log B •+ loglog e

(1-4)

log B = (m.l) log ( - r) - log a + log V
2 (m+l) wm

0

where the logarithms are Briggs'. The expression for the probability

of fracture, S, for a particular stress level, wn, can be calculated

from

S= nT-- (1-5)

where N is the total number of specimens, and n is the specimen

serial number listing the fracture is in an increasing or-!er from 1 to

N, (in being the nth fracture stress). The relation can therefore

be written,

loglog 1 loglogN+

Equation 1-4 can now be restated as

N+l V +lgo
loglog ,- (m+I) log (0-'u) - log 0. + log m + loglog e=+- n u Z(m+l1) C

0

(1-6)

If au = 0, the equation simplifies to

loglog Nl mlog i +log V + log log e (1-7)
n-Z(m+ 0-m
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For the case of pure tension a test plot is made first assuming

ru = 0, and presenting results on a graph with loglog [(l-S)'] or

loglog (n+l'f!(N+l-n) as the ordinate and log or as the abscissa.

If the plot follows a straight line, o is indeed equal to zero; if the

resulting curve has a downward concave curvature, a trial value

is taken for a V 0 and the data are replotted using this time

log (a- - ru ) as the abscissa. If the curve reverses itself, the

trial value of a-u is too high and a new value, lower than the

previous one, is chosen. The process is iteratively continued

until a reasonably straight line plot is obtained, which corresponds

to the correct value of cr . The slope of this straight line will

yield m. while the intercept will have a value of log V-mlogc° 0

+loglog e, which allows for the determination of c- 0 once m and V

are known.

For the case of pure bending, the procedure is quite similar,

except that all graphs subsequent to the first one are presented

"in the coordinate system of

loglog -g= -Iu
l+lgg - + log a- versus log (o" - u)

The value of au is again determined by trial-and-error; the correct

value is again the one that results in a straight line plot. For the

correct value of a- the slope of the straight line will be m+l; withu
m thus determined and V known, a- can then be determined from0

the value of the intercept givcn by log V - log 2 (m+l) - m log ar
0

+ loglog e.

For the special case where a- is equal to zero the constants

are obtained by plotting loglog [(N+l)/(N+l-n)I versus log a- as

in the case for tensile specimens,
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The method of plotting developed here for the case of bending

is beliived to be a novel contribution, reference available in the

lite rature ( 11,-1 - 12, 1- 13) universally adopting the assumption

that a u = 0. It should also be mentioned that if the first plot
yields an upward concave curve, the results will not be reducible

to a straight line under any assumption of a 0. Rather, thisS~U
condition implies that the material is governed by different fracture

mechanisms operative at various levels of fracture probabilities,

and its statistical fracture behavior must then be represented by
(1-1 3)a set of "mixed" Weibull distribution parameters

Attempts were made to develop a computer program for

determining the material constants. Themethod described in full de-

tail in Task 3, was based on a least-squares technique of curve

fitting and would have provided firmer numerical material constants
than graphical plots which are ,subject to subjective analysis. How-

ever, these techniques proved unsuitable with data available and,

because of time considerations, the effort was abandoned.

After determining the materials constants, the theoretical

effect of volume on the flexural specimens can be calculated arid

compared to the test data. The mean stress a- and variance a2

of a group of specimens with a zero strength arO is given by

=m aFU + for, ( 1-8)
0

and

A e -B d(a'2) 2
m
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When Eq. 1-1 and 142 are substituted into these equations, the

expressions for the mean strength and variance in uniaxial tension

become

a'V u '+0 1 /inr,(l+2~ (1-9)rn u 0 in

aZ U, V.2/m (I+ it (l+2 L) (-10)

where the r function is defined as

00x-1 .5
(x) - x e- ds.

The equation which relates the size effect can then be written

WW4 + tr ' o V1 11
T 0' +0 V 1 m- (1.11)

U 0 0 in

For the case where ru = 0 , the expressiop simplifies to

"I 1 .V•I )/m

The significant features of the Weibull probability density function,

assumed here to characterize the statistical strength of the ceramics
drawn un.or study, were treated in detail in the previous year's re-

port of this program(1 ), and need not be reiterated here. None-

theless, in interpreting the results obtained, the following features

of the Weibul function must be borne in mind:

(1) The value of the flaw density exponent m characterises
the nature and dispersion of flaw# contained in the material. This

flaw distribution is not measured, but rather inferred through the
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observed dispersion of fracture strengths of the samples; a physical

description of actual flaw sizes, if of interest, could be readily

developed by means of the Griffith fracture criterion (with full

awareness of the simplifying assumptions involved in the latter

theory).

(Z) The ze-ro strength aU represents the limit stress below

which the material is absolutely free from any risk of failure,

regardless of the size of the specimen or structure. To a degree

as covered in point (5), a-u is also a measure of the inherent

strength of the material.

(3) The only free parameters of the Weibull distribution of

Eq. 1-1 and 1-2 are ou and m. The volume and applied stress,

V and a- , represent actual conditions of test, and thus are

variables rather than parameters. Also, co is merely a normal-

izing factor, and is neither an independent parameter, nor can

it be related to any identifiable physical property of the material.

(4) A low value of m indicates a material which either

contains flaws of highly variable severity, or in which the flaws

are very nonuniformly dispersed. Conversely, a high m value

characterizes a material with a uniform distribution of highly

homogeneous flaws. If two materials have identical values of

V, au and aro, the one with a lower m value will possess a

higher mean stress. This can be readily confirmed by an

inspection of Eq. 1-9, where the effect of m is far greater on

the term VlI/m than on F (1 + _L-) , the latter being close

to I for all save very low values of m.

(5) For two materials with identical values of V, 0o and

m, the material having the higher value of r-u will also have the

higher-mean stress as can be ascertained by an inspection

of Eq. 1-9.
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(6) Again, by Eq. 1-9, the mean stress will be the larger,

the higher the numerical value of a-0

(7) By Eq. 1-10, the variance (or standard deviation) will

increase with higher values of ro0 and decreasing values m;

this quantity is unaffected by the value of w , as must be the case.

(8) From viewpoint of structural utilization or design,

materials characterized by high values of 'ru, m and w 9 should

be preferred. These conditions ensure a high mean stress arm.

A high value of m, indicative of a homogeneous distribution of

flaws, will also serve to narrow the range of fracture stresses

corresponding to any desired level of risk of rupture, as Eq . 1-1

and 1-3 readily confirm, in fact, for m = cc, there obtains B = 00

and S = 1 for all values of (r , so that crm = a"u, and the fi %cture

probability abruptly changes from S = 0 for ar a-u to S = 1 for

T AC 0ru. High values of m also reduce the variance thereby

contributing to the application of a lower safety factor in design

for a stated value of the risk of rupture.

(9) The expressions contained in Eq. 1-9 and 1-10 are

valid only for the case of uniaxial tension, and are not descriptive

of fracture under pure bending. As it happens, for the latter case,

Eq. 1-8 turns out to be nonintegrable; an approximate form of the

mean fracture strength for pure bending was given in Ref. 1-9.

In view of the approximate nature of the latter expression, and

because it yields results very close to the case of pure tension,

Eq. 1-9 has been utilized throughout this work for the calculation

of mean fracture strengths from known values of ru , m, wo and V.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Selection of Population Samples

During the initial phases of the program, 0 -2) cells of five

specimens were tested for each selected variable and

combination of variables. The plan was to establish the material
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parameters by statistically separating the variables and combining

all the data into one distribution function. This presupposes that

the variance for each cell comes from the same sample population.

However, as the data were being tabulated, cells which should

show similar strengths were discovered to indicate significant
strength differences. This led to the conclusion that the population

sampling was too small to provide accurate variable differences.

The method of experimental approach was changed. The 0. 047 -

cu in. gage volume specimen population for each material was

enlarged so that estimates of the material parameter could be

made from a single group. The number of specimens required

was estimated from the population sampling already obtained.

The allowable error can be expressed in terms of confidence

limits( -5). If L is the allowable error in the samples and the
results are not to exceed the 95 percent confidence limit, then

Z S (1-13)

where S is the standard deviation and n is the population size.

From Eq. 1-9

n = _r1 (1-14)

For a coefficient of error limited to 5 percent, a required

population size of thirty to forty specimen results. A population

Ssize of sixty was established as more advisable, since it allows

the rejection of invalid tests. In some cases specimens were

lacking to meet this requirement and also fractures occurred out

of the gage section so that certain specimen populations are less

than this amount.
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B. Data Acquisition and Presentation

With specimens and testing methods described in Section 2 experi-

ments were conducted on the four materials entailed in this program,

Wesgo (AL-995) Al 2 O 3

Lucalox Al 03

ARF MgO
.A'• BeO0

Variables explored included'

'1) Test Temperature

(2; Specimen Size

(3) Prior Thermal History

(4) Specimen Finish

(51 Test Atmosphere

Variable ,5; entailed experiments at room and elevated temperature

conducted in testing environments represented by air, saturated steam

and dry argon. As has been already noted, an analysis of variance

conducted on the medium size specimens tested :it room temperature

showed that for the as-received material the environmental atmos-

phere had no significant effect on the fracture strengths Therefore,

this variable was eliminated from all further tests, other than a modest

exploration of its effect at 1000°C on Wesgo AL-995 samples repre-

sented by the very limited population of five samples each

Specimen finish and prior thermal history were given a complete

exploration for the Wesgo AL-995 tested at room temperature Speci-

men finish consisted of the as-received condition and a "fine ground"

finish; prior thermal history consisted again of the as-received

'condition, and an annealing treatment represented by soaking at 1700'C

for 3 hr, followed by slow furnace cooling Hence, the complete

permutations for Wesgo AL-995 tested at room temperature cover the

four cases of as-received, c"', a nria I - e(ci, and g -u'IV

ancld ;-:naled conditions A modest amount of a comparable study was
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also carried out on Wesgo AL-995 at 1000°C, but specimen limitations

confined the experiments to population samples of groups of five, as

reported later. No comparable studies were carried out on Lucalox,

MgO or BeO, either becau, e a sufficient number of specimens was

not available, or because the specimens were shipped with an already

ground finish (Lucalox, BeO).

The temperature levels investigated included room temperature and

1000C., which were explored for all materials, save for BeO.

The primary test program, then, dealt with the effects of material

composition, temperature, surface treatment, heat treatment and

environmental atmosphere upon the Weibull parameters and statistical

values descriptive of material properties. To obtain reasonably

meaningful data, a minimum of 20 specimens was tested; actual

population samples varied between 20 and 140 samples for the medium

size specimens (V = 0. 047 cu in). For sake of compactness of

reporting, the results are presented in the form of cumulative distri-

bution functions in Fig. 1-4 to 1-7 inclusive. With these data as the

basis, Weibull plots were prepared for each test condition, using the

graphical method described in Section 3. The resulting graphs are

shown in Fig. 1-8 to 1-13, inclusive. Lastly, to summarize the

results obtained, a condensed form of the resulting material parameters

is presented in Table 1-I, which also contains other salient

information of interest.

A second experimental program dealt with the effect of specimen

size upon fracture strength. The volumetric variation of specimens

chosen comprised an eight-fold range, from a test volume of 0. 012

to 0. 098 cu in. ; most of the experiments were conducted on the

'ý)hedium" specimen size having a gage volume of 0. 047 cu in.

The principal purpose of this work was to obtain an evaluation of the

adequacy of the predictions of the Weibull theory for the effect of

volume on resulting failure strength; this consideration entails no

arbitrary assumptions, but constitutes a factual prediction of the theory

as now formulated.
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Two experimental series were conducted to examine this condition.

One series, already reported upon but not evaluated in the previous

annual report I'2" , consisted of experiments on Wesgo AL-995 at 20O

and 1000*C using, for the most part, population groups of five for

each of the small (0. 012 cu in,) and large (0. 098 cu in. ) specimen sizes;

results for the medium specimen size (0. 047 cu in.) were taken from
the main test series which constituted the bulk of the work on this

program.

Because the population samples consisting of only five individuals

proved highly inadequate for the construction of Weibull distributions,

a new test series was conducted on the small and large specimen shapes
at room temperature. For this series only the as-received Wesgo

AL-995 was explored, and the BeO was not tested at all, since only

the medium volume size of specimen was supplied by AL. To curtail

the amount of presentation, only the final Weibull plots for this

experimental series at roo,., temperatire are shown; these are pre-

sented in Fig. 1-14, 1-15 and 1-16,

A second set of experiments, conducted at 1000DC, consisted of two

separate series. The first series considered Wesgo AL,- '95 only; as
o1-2)has been presented in Table 1-I of the previous year's final report

experiments were conducted on all three specimen sizes under the three
different environmental atmospheres at 1000*C. Acting on the results

of room temperature tests, which showed that environmental atmosphere

had little influence on the resulting fracture strength, data for the

group of 5 contained in this test series were combined to consider

solely the effect of specimen size, This was done in hope that the

resulting groupings of 15 specimens would yield a sufficiently large
population to allow a tentative evaluation of the Weibull parameters,

even though it w&5 known that 40-60 specimens are necessary for a

reliable assessment of these constants.
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This was not the case. The data points were still insufficient to

determine the Welbull parameters; the information was too sparse and

the dispersion too large. Therefore, only cumulative distribution plots

(Fig. 1-17, 1-18 and 1-19) were prepared for this test series and no

attempt was made to reduce these data into the graphical presentation

required for Weibull plots. While in this regard the results were

disappointing, data are significant enough to allow for a credible deter-

mination of mean fracture strengths, used subsequently for the study

of volumetric effects as predicted by the Weibull theory. Here it

should be "noted that the curve for the medium-sized, as-received

Wesgo specimens is not included, since such information was already

presented in Fig. 1-5 and 1-9. Also, no tests at 1000C were conducted

on ground and annealed Wesgo AL-995 for lack of available specimens;

hence this information is lacking from the test series shown in

Fig. 1-17 to 1-19.

As contrasted to Wesgo AL-995, rather complete experimental

work was carried out in the second 1000'C series on the other

materials, allowing for the determination of detailed Weibull

type plots. The exception was Lucalox, for which the small specimens

could not be supplied by the vendor (G. E. ), and for which only twelve

large specimens were available for this experimental work. Thesei

nonetheless, gave adequate distribution curves and are included in the

graphs, The corresponding curves for this series are presented in

Fig. 1-20 and 1-21. To reduce the details of presentation, again only

the final Weibull plots are presented for this series; also, as stated,

data for BeO could not be secured, since this material was supplied

in only one volume.

To summarize the extensive data compiled in Fig. 1-14 to

1-21 the signficant information derived from the test series on

volumetric effects has been compiled in Table 1-I. As can be

seen from this table, the Weibull parameters were left off for the

cases where the number of experimental points proved in-

sufficient to allow a detailed assessment of material properties
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(i. e., for the results presented in Fig. 1-17 to 1-19,4

The curves and tables secured from these experiments form

the basis of the evaluation of test results. To keep the main

purposes of work on this task clearly defined, the treatment

of the ensuing section is separated into sub-sections dealing with

(1) parametric influences on the strength of ceramic substances,

(2) a critical appraisal of the size effect predictions involved in

the Weibull theory, and (3) an evaluation of the data derived from

tests on BeO which led to interesting conclusions beyond those

obtained from the other tests.

5. EVALUATION IND DISCL )SiOI'. )F EXPERIMENTAL R.2,SULTS

A. Effect of Parametric Variables on Strength

Table 1-I and Fig. 1-8 to 1-13, upon which it is based, indicate

clearly the primary finding of importance, notably that both of the

independent Weibull parameters a-u and m are highly variable'

with surface condition, heat treatment or testing temperature.

Thus, these parameters cannot be considered to be constants at

all, as has been often implied in the literature, but must be

recognized as fluctuacing with the thermal and mechanical history,

testing temperature or surface finish applied to the specimen.

The room-temperature Wesgo AL-995 series shows that both

grinding and annealing chanige the values of the Weibull parameters.

Specifically, grinding serves to increase the m values, leaving

the values of a u and a-0 relatively unaffected. Thus, from the

theoretical considerations discussed in Section 3, the increased

m value should result in lower strengths for the ground material.

This is confirmed by the mean strength values displayed in

Table 1-I, where the as-received specimens are seen to have

somewhat higher 0rm values than their ground counterparts.
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Annealing, on the other hand, induces a significant rise in the

value of m, accompanied by an equally signficant drop in if

which, in fact, invariably becomes zero in the annealed condition.
The former effect is clearly indicative of a type of "flaw-healing"

effect, since a higher m value is characteristic of a greater

uniformity of flaw severity and distribution. In this regard,

annealing might be assumed to act in the direction of eliminating
the "worst" flaws interspersed comparatively infrequently in the

as-received material, either through the mechanism of blunting
the tips of atomically sharp cracks, or by means of removing

a residual stress pattern from the material which is conducive

to crack initiation in a narrow (probably surface) layer of the

material.

At the annealing temperature of 1700'C employed in the

present treatment, the latter mechanism appears to have more

validity. As has been shown by the work conducted on Task 4(1-2)o

at 1600'C there is ample-evidence of a pseudo-plastic flow in

Al 203. as measured by the gross manifestations of a stress-

strain curve. However, this apparent plasticity is the result

of boundary layer viscosity while the grains themselves undergo

only a rigid translation and rotation. Therefore, creep and the

accompanying self-diffusion, which must lie at the base of any

crack blunting mechanism,are unlikely to occur at these temper-

atures, unless the few worst cracks accounting for the low

values of m in the as-received material and the resulting high

variability of flaw dispersion, are all situated in an intergranular

fashion. In the latter case, the cracks must all take the form
of porosity between grains and self-diffusion, accompanied by

crack blunting tendencies, becomes a valid mechanism, since

grain boundary viscosity is detectable in this material at temper-

atures as low as 1400°C(1 2 , Nonetheless pending proof that all
the worst cracks are associated with interstitial porosity, this

mechanism must be regarded with some reservation in attempting to

account for the "flhw healing" effect accompanying annealing.
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The removal of residual stresses is a more plausible hypothesis

for this case. Such a stress sytem, if it exists, must consist of a

high order of stress in the surface layer, accompanied by low stress

levels of the opposite sign throughout the inner bulk of the material.

Stress redistribution and relaxation is manifest at the earliest sign

of gross plasticity existing in the material; in Al.0 3, the correspond-

ing temperature at which this phenomenon begins to exhibit itself,

might be put at about I I00"C on the basis the precipitous rise in the

internal friction value of polycrystalline AlzO 3 of this temperature,

as obtained from studies conducted on Task 5. Once stress

relaxation occurs, it will equally benefit all existing cracks,

regardless of whether these take the form of surface scratches

or intergranular porosity. Thus the flaw at the surface, whose

effectiveness is enhanced by a high stress operating in a thin

layer, lose their criticality upon removal of the residual stress

pattern due to annealing. The consequence is that the flaw dis-

persion becomes more uniform, and the m value increases.

There is some evidence to support the latter argument by

noting that grinding dropped the mean strength of the Wesgo

AL-995 at 20"C for both the as-received and annealed condition.

Since grinding can affect only the flaw density and severity

existing at the surface, the lowering of strength incurred by

grinding is strictly a surface-layer induced phenomenon. If this

observation is generalized to the statement that the fracture of

ceramic substances is always a surface-controlled phenomenon,

the stress-relief mechanism acting to remove high residual

stresses in a thin-surface layer by means of annealing takes on

added validity.

It is interesting to note that, other things being equal, the

increase in m and decrease in a u accompanying annealing

should be expected to lower the mean strength. However, anneal-

ing is also accompanied by a pronounced increase in the value

of ao This factor, in turn, contributes to a sharp increase in
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m to an extent, in fact, that is sufficient to outbalance the combined

contributions of m and o . The net result is that the annealed

material shows a substantially higher (by 13 to 17 percent) mean

fracture strength than the comparable as-received material.

The effect of the test temperature was studied using three

materials, Wesgo AL-995, Lucalox and MgO using (Table l-II)

and two temperatures, room 20°C and 1000°C. The examination

of these results permits the following comparisons.

The flaw density exponent m increases in each case as the

temperature is raised, specifically from 3. 23 to 3. 60 for Wesgo

AL-995,5. 05 to 7.75 for Lucalox Al203 and 3. 25 to 5.25 for MgO.

This increase, while signficant, however, is far not as pronounced

as that associated with annealing. The trend for both on the other

hand, is similar, and could be ascribed to identical mechanisms,

i. e. a diminution of the effectiveness of "worst" flaws extant in

a shallow surface layer, by dint of a reduction of high level residual

stresses locked up near the surface due to fabrication. The result

is a leveling-out effect of the volumetric effectiveness of flaws,

leading tc a more uniform flaw dispersion and, hence, to a higher

value. The testing temperature of 1000*C is far less effective

in accomplisling this than the anneal treatment of 17000C for 3 hr;

it is likely that a test temperature of 1000°C induces only a modest

redistribution of residual stresses, whereas the 1700'C anneal

is effective in a nearly complete elimination of locked-up stresses.

Hence, the changes in m values are correspondingly different.

In regard to the zero strength, Tu remains virtually unaffected

in Wesgo AL-995 by an increase in testing temperature from 20

to 1000°C. In Lucalox and MgO, however, the result is a sharp

drop in T u at the higher test temperature.
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As might be expected, these results taken together imply a

significant decrease of mean strength at the higher temperature,

based purely upon the theoretical considerations. This condition,

in fact, is observed. The Mean strength drops as the testing

temperature is increased from 20 to 1000*C in all instances:

by 25. 5 percent for Wesgo AL-995 is, in fact, so pronounced

that at 1000"C it becomes distinctively weaker than Lucalox,

even though at room temperature the two materials have nearly

identical average strengths.

In examining the parametric Weibull values characterizing

these materials, it is found that the flaw-density exponents

descriptive of the different ceramic oxides are grouped quite

closely together, if care is taken to compare strictly identical

conditions. Thus, for as-received unannealed materials, the

m values range over the extremely narrow range of 3. 23 for

Wesgo AL-995 and 3. 25 for MgO at room temperature. For

ground material at 20"C, the results are 6. 10 for Wesgo AL-995

5. 05 for Lucalox and 7. 35 for BeO. Likewise, at 1000"C, the

results are: 3. 60 and 5. 25 for as-received materials, and

7. 75 for the only ground material (Lucalox). As alreadv seen,

annealed Wesgo AL-99S at 20"C has m values ranging between

10.0 to 12.5.

One is almost tempted to generalize from these observations

that for ceramic oxides fabricated in conformity with practices

applicable to the materials studied here, the flaw density expon-
ents can be characterized by:

m " 3.25 for as-received material at room temperature

m ' 6.0 for ground material at room temperature

m A1 . 0 for annealed material at room temperature

m -- 4.5 for as-received material at 1000"C

m r 8.0 for ground material at 1000"C
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Naturally, any broad generalizations of this nature must be heavily

tempered by an appreciation for the enormous variability of fabri-

cation practices (and resulting material properties) possible with

these materials, the comparative scarcity of data accumulated to

date, and the relative freedom of choice with which Weibull

parameters of a rather broad range can be fitted to a given set of

data.

In the latter aspect, it is well to recall that Anthony and

Mistretta(1-15) working with ATJ graphite derived m values of

7. 5, 7. 3, 14. 5 and 7. 8 at temperatures of 70, 2000, 2500 and

2750"F, respectively. While their work is subject to criticism

because the broad generalization that T u = 0 for all cases is used,

their finding of a nearly two-fold variation of m over the com-

paratively narrow temperature range of 2000 to 2750"F is remark-

able. Unless ascribable to the sweeping simplifications or to an

unknown mechanism operative in AT3 graphite at 2500*F, the

results can only show the extreme variability that might be exper-

ienced in determing Weibull parameters even under controlled

test conditions.

Beyond these clearcut conclusions, there is no apparent way

in which either the temperature or the nature of the material

affects the parameters a-u or a0 . Perhaps the only comment

of interest that can be made is that the zero strength, if it exists,

is nearly always less than 50 percent of the average strength.

Any design, therefore, that is based on an allowable stress

exceeding one-half of the average strength of ceramic materials,

as determined from appropriately sized test specimens, is likely

to incur at least some risk of failure of the completed structure

under actual service conditioans.
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B. The Effect of Size on Strength

Experiments conducted to evaluate the effect of specimen size

upon the specimen strength are summarized in Table 1-II, which

is tabulated from Fig. 1-5, 1-9 and !-14 to 1-21. As stated, no

attempt was made to evaluate Weibull parameters where less than

20 specimens were tested*. In this connection it is well to recall
that in excess of 50 specimens are generally required for a reliable

determination of Weibull parameters; only three sets of experiments

(as-received Wesgo AL-995 tested at Z0*C and MgO tested both

at .0*C and 1000°C, all for the medium specimen size) out of the
totai of 32 sets completed in this series satisfies this stipulation

Hence, the apparent values of the Weibull parameters derived

from these experiments must be regarded with serious reservations

and treated as approximate Values only

The test series itself had two primary purposes: (1) an examin-

ation of whether the Weibull parameters themselves were subject

to variations with changes in specimen size, and (Z) to examine the

correctness of the Weibull theory regarding the effect of size upon

the mean fiacture strength of the structural piece

In regard to the first consideration, the Weibull theory plainly
predicts that, all other considerations remaining identical, the

basic Weibull parameters (u' , m, ra ) characterizing the material

should not vary with the specimen size adopted for the experiments.

This becomes obvious from the second of Eq. 1-4, where log V

occurs merely as a numerical constant defining the value of log B;

it is further also evident from the description of the method of

plotting the test results, as described in Section 3.

Exceptions to this statement are large specimens (V -- 0 098 cu in.)
of 'r,ucalox at both test temperatures. Despite of a mere 10 and
12 specimens tested, the data points seemed consistent enough
to allow for the determination of the apparent values of Weibull
parameters.
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A quick glance at Table 1-I readily shows that this: postulate

of the Weibull theory is contradicted by the results of the current

task. Where complete test results exist, (e.g. for as-received

Wesgo AI-995 at ZOoC, Lucalox and MgO both at ZO'C and 1000'C),

all three Weibull parameters are seen to fluctuate over a broad

range of values; moreover there is no consistent trend in the

variation of either T u, m or '(° with specimen size. This, in

fact, points to the observation that a completely different set of

Weibull parameters could have been adopted to characterize

material behavior, depending on whether one chooses to accept

the results obtained from the test series conducted on the small

(0. 012 cu in. ) medium (0. 047 cu in.) or large (0. 098 cu in.)

gage volume specimens.

These deductions, nonetheless, should not be taken as a

negation of the validity of the Weibull theory, for two reasons.

First, as has been already pointed out, the number of experimental

data points are far too few in the overwhelming majority of

conditions tested to allow for a credible determination o: Weibull

parameters. Secondly, the different specimen sizes used in

these experiments were prepared in separate batches using, by

force of necessity, different dies. Even though care was taken

that the superficial characterizations (grain size and apparent

density,) coincided for the different gage volume specimens, it

is an extremely strong probability that the different starting batches,

dies, and possibly even the details of fabrication methods

employed, resulted in different material characteristics for the

various gage volume specimens utilized in this series. This

argument is supported by Task 3 findings where identical gage

volume (0. 047 cu in) Wesgo AL-995 specimens, differing only

in the shape of the cross section (and thus in the dies employed

for their fabrication), yielded widely varying results for their

Weibull parameters, despite of a sufficiently large number of

specimens employed in each test series.
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The second aspect of this test series, namely the validity of the
Weibull theory's prediction of the effect of size upon the mean fracture

strength, received much more adequate evaluation. This is for

reasons that a set of eight to ten tests is generally regarded to be a
statistically sufficiently large sample of population to allow for a
credible evaluation of the mean value, regardless of the dispersion

involved in the test results. As can be seen from Table I-II, only
in 4 cases out of 32 were less test specimens than this available
for the calculation of the mean strength. For this purpose, therefore,

the experiments reported I.n Table l-IU are regarded as having
yielded fully significant results.

The theoretical predictions of volume upon mean strength were
evaluated by using Eq. 1-11 for cases where au 4 0, and

Eq. 1-12 for au = 00. It should be recalled that in these equations
V is dimensionless; hence, the equations will serve to predict
the mean fracture strength w2 for any arbitrarily chosen value of

specimen volume V2., provided the strength (1 corresponding
to a basic specimen volume VI is known. In order to be consistent,
the mean fracture strength determined for the median sized speci -

mens (V1 = 0. 047 cu in. ) was used to define the value of aI, with

¢2 then calculated by substituting alternately V2 = 0. 012 cu in.
or V2 = 0. 098 cu in, for the sroall or large specimen shapes,
respectively. This choise was further recommended by the fact

that the largest number of test points, leading to the most reliable

determination of mean strength, existed invariably for the medium

size specimens.

I It should be noted that Eq. I-I I and I.-12 are rigorously valid only
only for pure tension; no closed-forM solution can be obtained for
bending with the theory used. However, numerical calculations
confirmed that these eq,.,ations give very satisfactory predictions
when used as approximat4 expressions for the case of pure
bending, as well.



Similarly for greatest credibility, the Weibull parameters

um, o0 entering Eq. 111 or 1-12 were chosen to correspond

to the median gage volume specimens. In addition, for the one

case of the as-received Wesgo AL-995 tested at room temper-

ature, calculations were also carried out using the Weibull

parameters corresponding to the large specimens (V = 0. 098

cu in. ), since these were substantially different from those

obtained for the other two gage volumes.

The results are presented in Fig. 1-22 to 1-24, inclusive.

In these figures the results of theoretical calculations are shown

in full lines, while the experimental data corresponding to the

discreet values of V = 0. 012, 0. 047 and 0. 098 cu in. are

presented by the overall range of variations as well as the
calculated mean value. It should be noted that the theoretical

curves approach au asymptotically as V-•-oo. Also, as

mentioned, two theoretical curves are presented in Fig. 1-22(a)

corresponding to the Weibull parameters of the medium and

large specimen volumies, respectively.

In general, the agreement between theory and experi-

ments is very satisfactory. An almost perfect prediction

is recorded in Fig. 1-22(b) and (c), 1-23(b) and 1-24(a).

In most other instances the theoretical curve falls within the

range of variation of the experimental results, the exceptions to

this statement being presented by the small-sized specimens

of Fig. 1-22(d) (4 tests only) and the large volume specimens

of Fig. 1-23(a) (10 tests only). As a matter of general obser-

vations, therefore, it can be stated that these tests confirm the

validity of the Weibull theory's predictions, insofar as the effect

of specimen (or structural) volume upon mean fracture strength

is concerned.
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C. The Beryllium Oxide Test Series

The experimental work conducted on the BeO specimens deserves

special consideration for two reasons. First the specimens were not

supplied according to specifications; neither volumetric variation,

nor different grain sizes were rendered available to us for experi-

mental work on BeO. This, however, enabled us to concentrate

all of the effort on a searching study of the vsriability of predictions

of material parameters, as derived from the Weibull theory, by

testing all of the specimens under a single environmental condition:

20*C in air.

As mentioned, the BeO specimens were of two configurations:

3/16 by 1/3-inand 1/4 by 1/4-in.in cross section, the latter coinciding

with the medium specimen shape used in the main test series. The

volume subjected to maximum stresses was the same for both
specimen shapes. Fifty specimens each of the 1/4 by 1/4-inand

3/16 by 1/3-in.specimens were tested for rupture strength, the

latter utilized both in the edge-wise and flat-wise condition. Thus,

a total of 150 tests were performed, in which the only variable

was the stress gradient existing in the specimer.; the test results,

analyzed from a different viewpoint, are also reported in Task 3.

As far as can be asertained, the 100 spacimens of 3/16 by 1/3-in.

cross section came from a single batch; the 1/4 by l/4-in.specimens

were fabricated in a different batch.

The cumulative distribution functions (c. d. f. ) for the three

groups are shown in Fig. 1-25. The average fracture strengths

for the 3/16 by I /3-in.groups were 15, 650 and 15, 392 psi,

respectively; that for the 1/4 by 1/4-in specimen was found to be
14, 455 psi. As can be seen from Fig. 1-25, the distributions curves

for the 3/16 by I /3-in specimens coincide very-closely; however,

the specimens having the square cross section produce a different

distribution curve, particularly at the lower end of the strength

values.
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The customary log-log plot of these distribution curves, based

initially on the assumption that cu= o, is presented in Fig. 1-26.

It can be seen that the rectangular specimen shapes produce straight

lines of slightly varying shapes. However, the square cross

section specimens yield a curve which is concave upward which,

as has been mentined before, cannot yield a physically meaningful

(non-negative) value of a u' regardless of the mathematical or

graphical manipulations attempted. WeibullU -4) terms this behavior

as being that of a discontinuous anisotropic material; if the test

points can be connected by two (or more) intersecting straight

lines, a composite Weibull distribution would result, each straight

segment characterizing the operation of a different failure mechanism.

An interesting change in the character of the data points

results, however, when all 150 data points are lumped together

to give a single distribution curve. This is shown in Fig. 1-27,

and results in a smooth curve only slightly skewed toward the lower

values. The log-log plot of this probability density curve, presented

in Fig. 1-28, is still concave upward, signifying a discontinuous

anisotropic material, for which no single physically meaningful

value of a-u exists. However, if the 10 lowest data points,

contributing in the principal degree to the observed skewness, are

dropped, and the remaining 140 data points are lumped in groups

of about 7 to produce 19 unit probabilities (done merely for sake

of convenience of plotting and presentation), the resulting c. d. f.,

shown in Fig. l-29,is almost gaussian. Its log-log plot exhibited

in Fig. 1-30, now produces a straight line for the assumption of

Ulu = 0, and can be solved for the Weibull parameters characterizing

this material. The m value of 7. 35 so determined coincides the

rectangular cross section groups determined in the log-log of

Fig. 1-26. This is not altogether surprising, since 8 of the 10

data points dropped off 'at the skewed low-strength tail of the curve

corresponded to the square specimen shapes, so that 98 of the

remaining 140 data points originated from the rectangular specimen

shapes.
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The manner of data manipulation and presentation previously

discussed is very instructive, since it shows that large specimen

populations of the same material, consisting of 50 units each

with very similar average rupture strengths, can produce substantially

differing material parameters. Moreover, when lumped together

into a single population as large as 150 units, the character of the

resulting c. d. f. can be radically changed by suppressing less than

10 percent of the population, even though, in this case, the

population suppression was not of a random character.

6. CONCLUSION

The work described here was aimed at a thorough study of the

probabilistic aspects of the fracture strengths of inorganic ceramic

oxides, with particular reference to the applicability of the modified

Weibull probability density function for describing the fracture

characteristics of these brittle materials, and to derive values

of the appropriate material parameters as influenced by test

temperature, heat treatment, surface preparation and test

atmosphere. An added part of the investigation was aimed at

evaluating the predictions of the Weibull theory regarding the

effect of structural size upon the average fracture strength of the

object tested.

Dogboae-shaped specimens of three effective volumes were

developed solely for purposes of these experiments. They were

tested under conditions of four-point loading to develop pure

bending in the critical gage section of the specimens. Experi-

ments were conducted on four ceramic oxides, represented by

Wesgo and Lucalox Aly3' ARF MgO and AI BeC,. Variables

explored during the studies included (1) the test temperature,

(2) prior thermal history, (3) specimen surface finish, (4) test

atmosphere, and (5) specimen size. The following conditions of

these variables were investigated:
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Test Temperature: 20 and 1O00"C.

Prior Thermal History: As-received or annealed at 1700GC
for 3 hr.

Surface Finish: As-received and ground.

Test Atmosphere: Air, saturated steam and dry argon

Specimen Size: 0. 012, 0. 047 and 0. 098 cu in.

As analysis of variance conducted on the medium size Wesgo

AL-995 specimens tested at room temperature showed that for the

as-received material the environmental atmosphere had no significant

effect on fracture strength. Therefore, to limit the large number

of specimen requirements already incorporated in the program, this

variable was eliminated from most further tests. A thorough study

of the test results obtained permit the following conclusions to be

drawn.

(1) All Weibull parameters, as represented by Tu' m and

To0 vary substantially with surface condition, heat treatment and

testing temperature for each of the materials included in this

study. Therefore, these parameters cannot be considered true

material constants, but must be taken as correct descriptors of

material behavior for only a single (rigidly described) set of test

or service conditions.

(2) Grinding serves to increase the value of the flaw density

exponent, m. leaving the values of a-u and T-0 relatively unaffected.

This results in a lowered mean strength for the ground material.

Since grinding can affect only the flaw density and severity existing

at the specimen surface, these results appear to imply that

fracture in ceramic substances is generally a surface-controlled

phenomenon.
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(3) The effect of an increased testing temperature (from 20

to 1000"C) is to induce a rise in the value of the flaw density

exponent, which is again indicative of a flaw-healiyng effect ascribable

to a reduction of adverse residual stresses. However, the effect

of a 1000"C testing temperature in this regard is far more modest

than that associated with a 1700"C annealing treatment, as otays

constant or drops at the higher test temperature. These factors,

taken together, result in a significant reduction of mean strength

at 1000"C, which ranges from 12 to 25 percent, as compared to

the room temperature values, for the material tested.

(4) Characterizations of the statistical dispersion of strength

values of the brittle oxides by means of the Weibull theory were

found to be quite applicable and descriptive. Even though the theory

has shortcomings (i. e., a full fracture probability is not attained

until the applied stress rises to infinity) and a reliable determin-

ation of its parameters requires a comparatively large number of

tests, it defines the cumulative distribution function of the strength

values of brittle oxides very well, and is perhaps the easiest yet

most flexible three-parameter theory that can be used for this

purpose.

(5) For the materials tested, the following m-values were

found to characterize the materials: 3. 25 for as-received material

at room temperature, 6. 0 for ground material at room temperature,

11. 0 for annealed material at room temperature, 4. 5 for as-received

-material at 1000*C and 8. 0 for ground material at 1000*C. These

findings, however, apply only to the test series conducted here,

and their uncriticai generalization to other cases does not appear

warranted at the present s'tate of knowledge.

(6) The zero strength, if it exists, is generally less than

half of the average strength; design with ceramic materials should

not be based on an allowable stress exceeding this value, unless
one is prepared to accept a reasonable risk of rupture of the

structural piece.
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(7) The predictions of the Weibull theory, insofar as the effect

of size on the average strength is concerned, were well supported

by experimental results. At the same time, the slightly different

batching and preparation techniques used in fabricating the specimen

shapes for the volumetric effect studies resulted in wide variations

of Weibull parameters for the same materials tested under identical

conditions.

(8) A special test series conducted on BeO showed that a

purposeful suppression of a comparatively small portion (less than

10 percent) of a large population, represented by 150 individuals,

can completely change the character of the c. d. f. from an apparent

composite Weibull distribution to one having a well-behaved and

nearly gaussian character.
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TASK 2 - EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE

Principal Investigator: J. W. Dally
Armour Research Foundation

ABSTRACT

The effect of strain rate on the fracture stress in bending
has been studied for Lucalox A12 03, Wesgo AL-995, ARF MgO
and Atomics International BeO. Strain rates in the range i0-7
sec-l to 101 sec-l at temperatures from 75 *to 1800"Fhave been
included in this investigation. At room temperature all of the
materials show higher strength at increasing strain rates, except
for Wesgo AL-995 which shows a small decrease. The rates of
strength enhancement, as derived from a least squares linear data
fit, were -328 psi per decade of strain rate for Wesgo, +997 psi
for Lucalox, +415 psi for intermediate ARF MgO, +1130 psi for
small size ARF MgO and +1030 psi per decade for Atomics
International BeO.

The rate of strength increase with strain rate was more
pronounced at elevated temperatures. At 1000 *F Wesgo AL-995 and
Lucalox showed a rate of strength increase of 4060 and 3960 psi
per decade of strain rate, respectively. At 1800 F the comparable
results were: Wesgo AL-995 8330 psi per decade, Lucalox 1510
psi, ARF MgO 20 psi and Al BeO at 100Z psi per decade.

A technique for achieving uniaxial tension in a state of dy-
namic loading has been evolved and is being extended to higher
temperatures.



TASK 2 EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this task is to study the effect of strain rate

on the failure strength of polycrystalline Alz03, MgO and BeO in

tension. The scope of the task includes strain rates from 16-7

per second, to 102 per second, at temperatures from 75*F (nomi-

nal room temperature) to 1800"F.

During the initial contract period (June 1960 through Octo-

ber 19610 the principal effort was directed toward the development

of uniaxial tension loading and measurement techniques. A great

deal of effort was expended in the design of a tensile apparatus

and measuring system which could reflect the true tensile strength

of a brittle material. A state of pure tension through a direct, but

highly refined "pull" technique was never achieved with the dog-

bone type specimens. The difficulty of constructing such an ap-

paratus arose from physical and mechanical constraints which

could not be relaxed sufficiently to allow the development of a
feasible test procedure.

While direct tension techniques have been very successful

in studying the telsile properties of ductile or even semi-ductile

materials, the use of such techniques for brittle materials has

never been successfuli Several procedures for indirect genera-

tion oi a tensile state of stress in a brittle specimen have evolved.

Development work on the attainment of a pure tensile stress state

is now in progress by severail laboratories. One of these tech-

niques, applicable to the highest strain rates considered in this

project, is currently under development at ARP with a portion of

the results included in this report. The classical approach to the

study of brittle materials in tension is the bend test in which the

lower face of a bend specimen is in a state of pure tension.
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In the first contract extension period (November 15, 1961

to November 15, 196Z, emphasis was placed on the well estab-

lished bend or rupture modulus technology. This development

produced a bend fixture for four- point bending of dogbone speci-

mens over a wide range of strain rates and temperatures.

Z. STRAIN RATE EFFECTS IN BENDING

A. Bending Fixtures

A four-point bending apparatus was designed, built and modi-

fied to provide the most favorable condition of pure bending with

a minimnum of frictional constraint. Figures Z-] and 2-2 show a

typical benditwg fixture. The fixture consists of a pair of grips

which attach to each end of the dogbone producing a variable sec-

tion beam. Each grip contains two pins, one of whicbprovides a

"loading point and the other a support point. In the resulting f-iir-

point loading system, the entire active portion of the specimen is

in a region of constant bending moment. This puts the uniform

reduced section of the dogbone in a state of pure bending. Care

was taken to locate the pins so that the active contacting surfaces

were all on the nominal neutral axis of the specimen. In addition

to this, the pins were free to roll, thereby eliminating any fric-

tion contribution to the bending moment or induction of a net fric-

tional tensile stress across the specimen cross section. One end

of the load bar and one of the support pads contain pins perpendi-

cular to grip pins. This assures point contacts at one end of both

the loading bar and the support. This feature prevents the devel-

opment of torsional stresses about the longitudinal axis of the dog-

bone since the fixture cannot ideally apply a torsional moment

around this axis. -

The type apparatum(several of which were built) was

used over the entire spectrum of strain rates and temperatures.

For strain rates from 5 x 10-7 to I x 10-2 per sec, the apparatus
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Fig. 2-2

TYPICAL BEND TEST APPARATUS POSITIONED IN UNiVERSAL
MACHINE FOR INTERMEDIATE SIZE DOOBONE, SPECIMENS
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was loaded in .Riehle and Instron universal testing machines.

Loading rates were varied from 0. 0005 in. per min of cross head

motion to 20 in. per min. For strain rates above 10"2, a falling

weight was used with the same bend fixture. Essentially, this

apparatus consisted of a guide tube in which a vw eight was dropped

from a prescribed height onto a loading ball at the center of the

load bar. This impact can be controlled well enough to apply a

reproducible load pulse giving a state of dynamic bending.

B. Elevated Temperature Furnace

Initial pilot tests were performed in t#e 2chrome V wire-

wound furnace described in r e f e r en c e Z*- I . While the furnace

was functional in the design temperature range, the temperature

gradient along the specimen gage section (length of uniform cross

section) was unacceptably large. In addition to this, after many

cycles of temperature, & hot spot developed in the wire coil leav-

ing serious doubts as to its reliability.

To circumvent some of the problems associated with the

wire-wound furnace, a new furnace was designed around four sili-

con carbide Glo-bar * heating elements. The four heating elc-

ments are mounted in a firebrick furnace. This furnace was found

to be far superior with regard to temperature gradient alothg the

gage section, and also had improved over-all ruggedness and re-

liability. Photographs of the furnace in the assembled and opened

conditions are shown in Fig. 2-3 and 2-4, respectively. The fur-

nace is built in two notched halves to permit rapid specimen in-

sertion and to cut down on over-all testing time. In the machine

tests it was possible to attach the upper section of the furnace to

the moving cross head, so that after a specimen is broken and the

cross head raised to insert a new specimen, the furnace is opened

*Trade Name., The Carboruidum Corporation.
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Fig. 2-3
TYPICAL BEND TEST APPARATUS IN CLOSED FURNACE
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Fig. 2-4

TYPICAL BEND APPARATUS IN OPEN FURNACE
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automatically. A plot of the temperature over the specimen gage

length at a nqminal temperature of 1800 F is given in Fig. 2-5.

C. Measurement of Failure Loads and Strain Rates

As discussed, the mounted specimen is in a region of con-

stant bending moment as long as the symmetry o& the loading sys-

tem is maintained. The symmetry condition was verified early

in the bend test program; thereafter, a section of constant bending

moment was assumed to exist for all tests since care was taken

to maintain the symmetry of loading in each experiment.

The total failure load and time to failure are the only quan-

tities needed to compute the failure stress and strain rate. The

bending moment over the gage section can be computed directly

from the total load, and the failure stress determined from the

bending moment and the section modulus at the failure section.

To compute the strain rate it was necessary to determine the time

to failure and to assume a value for the modulus of elasticity of

the material at the temperature in question.

Early in the bend test program modulus of elasticity deter-

minations at room temperature were made for Wesgo AL-995,

Lucalox, and ARF MgO, and found to agree well with the results

of other investigations (reference 2-2, page 104, Fig. 24). At

room temperature these modulus values were used to compute the

failure stress for the drop tests as well as the strain rate for the

other tests.

Values of the elastic modulus at elevated temperatures were

obtained from the data given in Fig. 24 in reference 2:-Z. It should

be pointed out that this procedure is sufficiently accurate at high

temperatures because the log scale of strain rates on the final

plots of failure stress versus log strain rate is quite insensitive

to comparatively large percentage errors in the modulus of elas-

ticity. The effect of a percentage error in the modulus is to shift

the entire spectrum of points horizontally only a slight amount,

hence it is of only minor importance.
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For strain rates from 10-7 to 10-o4 sec" 1 the measurement

of failure load and time to failure by conventional means (chart

records or load dial plus stop-watch) is acceptable over the whole

temperature range. For strain rates of 10-3 to 102 per sec the

system response requirements preclude the use of static record-

ing and dynamic recording is required. All the recording in this

regime was accomplished using a cathode ray oscilloscope with

the load on the y axis and time following a trigger signal (on pulse

rise) on the x a:xis in conjinction with a Pola.,A)id back-scope

camera. Load was transduced by a load cell and strain indicator,

demodulated and low pass filtered for oscilloscope presentation.

Because of the difficulties encountered in attempting to mea-

sure load v,ith transducers at the highest strain rate, (drop test),

.•s,•cimens were individually instrumented with etched foil resist-

ance strain gages mounted on the tensile face Each strain gage

was used as an active element in a four-arm d-c bridge. Strain

pulses were recorded by oscilloscope photography, sweep being

triggered by a microswit h contacted by the falling weight This

procedure requires that failure strength be. computed from the

known moduli at each temperature as discussed earlier. Exten-

sion of this technique to higher temperatures (1000°F and 18000F)

was not successful. The sensitivity of available high temperature

strain gages in the region of 1OQQ microstrain full scale was not

sufficient to meet the requirements. In addition, the program

could not bear the high cost of procuring and mounting the

requisite number of high temperature strain gages.

D, Specimens

The experiments on Lucalox and Wesgo AL-995 were per-

formed using the intermediate sized dogbone depicted in

Fig. 1-1. Part of the room temperature and all of the

1800°F work on ARF MgO was done using the same specimen



geometry. A series of room temperature tests was also run on

small-size ARF MgO dogbones shown in Fig. 1-5 of reference 2-1).

All of the experiments on AI BeO were carried out using 1/4 in. x

1/4 in. x 4 in. bars.

All specimens were used in the as-received condition; they

were stored from date of delivery until actual usage at atmospheric

conditions in an air conditioned laboratory. Specimens for use at

the higher temperatures, 1000"F and 1800 F, were equipped with

thermocouples mounted in the center of the gage section at the

neutral axis.

3. RESULTS

Summaries of the data for temperature of 75"F, 1000"F and

1800"F are given in Tables 2-I, 2-lI and Z-I1, respectively. In

these tables, the strain rate, isothermal failure stress, standard

deviation in failure stress, coefficient of variation and number of

specimens are presented for each material. These data have been

subjected to a linear least squares analysis to arrive at the failure

stress versus log of strain rate plots shown in Fig. 2-6 through

Z-16, and represented by the equation,

aF AO + A, In() (2-1)

where

TF is the failure stress

I is the strain rate

A is the value of failure stress at a strain rate
0 of io, and

A, is the derived slope.

Since the lowest experimental strain rate was on the order
-7 -1 -7of 10 sec 4 0 was taken to be 10- . This normalization is

arbitrary and does not change the line but only the form of the

equation.

*The inicrostructure, physical dimensions, and surface finish of these

specimens are discribed in reference 2-1.
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Table 2-I

SUMMARY, RESULTS OF STRAIN RATE EXPERIMENTS
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Mean Nuimber
Strain Failure Standard Coefficient ob

Material Rate Stress Deviation of Variation Specimens

(sec- ) (psi) (psi) (%)

4 x 1.0-7 37,800 4700 12.4 8

Wesgo 2 x 10-5 40,000 8400 21.0 8
AL-995 2 x 104 36, 300 4000 11.0 9

1 x 10-2 37, 300 5200 13.9 10

Z x 101 37,600 5000 13.3 8

4 x 10- 7  28,500 2400 8.4 8

Lucalox 2 -. 10-5 26, 000 3600 13.8 8

1 x lo- 28, 300 3600 12.7 10

I x 10- 2  31, 100 6700 21.5 8
1

2 x 10 30, 300 3900 12.9 10

5 x 10- 7  16,900 2300 13.6 8
-5

ARF 2 x 10 14,300 ZR00 19.6 8
MgO 2 x 10-4 16, 700 2200 13.2 10

9 x 10- 14,800 2100 14.2 8

2x i01 17,800 1500 8.4 7

ARF 7 x 10-7 17,000 1900 11.2 20
MgO I x 10-4 18,000 1400 7.8 20
(Small -2
Section) 1 x 10 17,700 1900 10.7 20

3 x 10"1 20,500 500 2.4 20

7 x 10-7 15,200 3800 25.0 20
-5

AI BeO I x 10 16, 500 800 10.9 20

5 x 10-4 16,600 3600 21.7 20
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Table 2-IH

SUMMARY, RESULTS OF STRAIN RATE EXPERIMENTS AT 1000 °F

Strain Mean Standard Coefficient Number
Material Rate Failure Deviation of Variation of

- I Stress
(sec ) (psi) (psi) (%) Specimens
6 x 10-7 27,000 3300 12.2 20Wesgo -

AL-995 2 x 10"4 29, 100 4900 16.8 20
6 x 10- 3  34,500 5700 16.5 20

8 x 10-7 21,600 3100 14.4 20
Lucalox 2 x 10-4 25,600 1700 6.6 20

7 x 10-3 28,400 5000 17.9 20

Table 2-Ill

SUMMARY, RESULTS OF STRAIN RATE EXPERIMENTS AT 1800 -F

Strain Mean Standard Coefficient Number
Rate Fai'ure Deviation of Variation of

Material 1 Str- ss
(sec ) ('psi) (psi) (%) Specimen

7 x 10"7 19,200 2000 10.4 20
Wesgo 2 x 10-4 29,700 2300 7.7 20
AL-995 -37 x 10 33,400 2700 8.2 16

7 x 10-7 19,900 2600 13. 1 20

Lucalox 1 x 10-4 22,500 4000 17.8 18

8 x 10-3 22,500 5400 24.0 19

1 x 10 13, 600 1800 13.2 15

ARF 3 x 10-4 14,900 1700 11.4 19
MgO 9 x 10-3 13,400 1500 11.2 13

8 x 10-7 10,800 4200 38.9 20

Al BeO 1 x 10-5 14, 100 2400 17.0 20

3 x 10-4 12,1 00 4000 33.1 20
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On the basis of available Data this linear relationship appears

to represent the most realistic fit to the experimental data points

obtained. As more points are added either by expansion of the

strain rate range or by filling in of the existing strain rate

spectrum, a refinement for curves of a higher complexity than the

simple semilogarithmic linearity may becoma appropriate.

The parameters from the least square fitting of the data are

shown in Table Z-IV.

It is interesting to note that all of the materials except Wesgo

AL-995 show an increase in failure strength with strain rate at

room temperature. The value of this decrease is sufficiently small

to leave some question as to its validity; this fact will be discussed

in some more detail later in this task report.

At 1000°F the Wesgo AL-995 and Lucalox show a remarkably

similar strain rate sensitivity, at 1800'-F they show an equally re-

markable difference with Lucalox which returns to near its room

-temperature in sensitivity. The ARF MgO and Al BeO show small

strain rate dependence at 18000F, quite similar to the behavior

of Lucalox.

4. DISCUSSION

The basic strain rate effects are summarised in Table 2-IV.

There are as yet, not enough different temperatures explored to

allow for the derivation of a representative value of activation

energy corresponding to a strengthing mechanism or mechanisms.

The strain rate effects, or lack of them, will be discussed at each

of the three test temperatures.

A. Room Temperature Behavior

At room temperature all of the materials, with the exception

of Wesgo AL-995, show an increase of strength with strain rate.

The decrease of strength in the case of Wesgo AL-995 is suffi-

ciently small that it may not be of significance.
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Table 2- IV

SUMMARY OF LINEAR FIT STRAIN RATE PARAMETERS

q F = A0+ A, inr~~ ____

(rF- Ao A] •(10--T)

Temp. A A, Number Strain RateMaea 3 0o p of Strain Range
Material (OF) (10 psi) (10 psi) Rates (sec I)

Wesgo 75 38.45 -0.33 5 14 x10" toxI01

AL-995 1000 24.99 4.06 3 6x10" to6x 10"3

1800 16.60 8.33 3 7x10"7 to 7xlO3

75 27.18 1.00 5 4x 10"7 to Zx 101

Lucalox 1000 19.98 3.96 3 8x 10" 7 to 7x 10"3

1800 19.73 1. 51 3 7x.10 7 to 8X10"3

ARF MgO 75 15.40 0.42 5 5x10" 7 to 2x101

(Int.size) 1800 13.94 0.02 3 Ixl0-3 to 9x10"3

ARF MgO 75 16.34 1.13 4 7x10-7 to 3x10-1
(Small size)

Al BeO 75 - 15.12 1.03 3 7X10.7 to 3xl104

1800 11.09 1.02 3 8x10"? to 3x10"4

Any explanation for an increase of strength with strain rate

for brittle materials at room temperature must be based, to a

fair extent, on conjecture. At room temperature almost no data

exist with the exception of this work and that of Kingery and

Pappis(2-3) the latter study being performed at a single indeter-

minate strain rate (pendulum impact).
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A tenable explanation for the room temperature behavior

can be evolved using the known effects of dislocation mobility and

dislocation pile-ups leading to crack nucleation. (2-4) In a basi-

cally brittle material there is strong evidence that failure is due

to inherent cracks and their propagation under stress. The ener-

getic requirements for crack growth in any material exceed the

simple Griffith criterion based upon elastic energy only, by an

amount corresponding to the energy dissipated by plastic work

about the highly stressed tip of the propagating crack. If any

amount of dislocation mobility, however small, exists, plastic

flow at the tip of the crack is possible and will contribute to the

observed fracture energy. Increasing strain rates increase the

yield stress, and thus contribute to an increase of observed frac-

ture strengths. The small size of the effect over the broad range

the eight orders of strain, rate and the anomolous behavior of

Wesgo A.1 30 make an exact interpretation very difficult. Exiten-

sion of the strain rate by two more orders of magnitude and reduc-

tion of the scatter bands might provide sufficient information to

permit firm conclusions to be drawn.

B. Behavior at 1000F

The two materials tested at 1000 F, namely Lucalox and

Wesgo AL-995. di splay a significant increase of strength

with increasing strain rate. This is as expected, since disloca-

tion mobility is enhanced by increased temperature and increased

strain rate will accordingly decrease the time available for nucle-

ation of plastic flow in regions of high shear st, ess. Once again,

not enough points are available to tie down a dependence other than

that displayed by the straight line approximations employed in

Fig. 2-10 and 2-11.
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C. Behavior at 1800*F

At 18000F. Wesgo AL-995 shows a pronounced increase of

strain rate. On the other hand, Lucalox At 2 O 3, ARF MgO and

Al Beo all show a very small strain rate effect, with Al equalling

1510 psi, 20 psi, and 1020 psi, respectively. The only possible

explanation must be based on the relative purity of Wesgo AL-995

as compared with the other materials. It is possible that impuri-

ties precipitated at the grain boundaries in the other materials

have caused a mechanism change. The Kingery and Pappis( 1 0-3)

data reproduced in Fig. 2-17 show a drop of impact energy for

A 1O 3 at less than 1800°F which would tend to confirm the data

for Lucalox, but leaves the question of the behavior of Wesgo

AL-.995 unanswered. The greate. purity of Wesgo AL-995 as

compared to Lucalox which used up to almost I percent MgO

addition as a grain growth inhibitor, may be offered as a hypo-

thetical explanation for the observed effect.

It is of interest to consider the work of Folweiler(2-4 in

light of the research performed on this program. Folweiler in-

vestigated creep effects at various cross head speeds for three

point bending at temperatures ranging from 2600'F to 3270"F

for A - 2 0 3 having average grain sizes of 7, 13 and 34 microns.

The corresponding strain rates were approximately 1. 7 x 10 6

to 1.7 x 10.3 sec"1

Folweiler's results show that the stress at which the

A12O3 will flow is linearly related to the strain rate over a

very narrow range of stress (only at low stress levels). That

is, the higher the strain rate, the higher is the stress required

to cause plastic flow. In addition, Folweiler found that for

Al203 with a grain size of 34 microns at 2600'F the stress

required to cause plastic flow exceeded the fracture stress.

These results indicate that essentially brittle behavior should

be observed at temperatures below 26000F and that strain rate

effects on yield should be small.
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In addition, if the stress required to cau.se flow increases with

an increasing strain rate, then a tendency toward brittle be-

havior should be exhibited at higher rates of strain. This be-

havior, however, may only become important at temperatures

above 2600 *F.

In the work of Kingery and Pappis, the effect of temperature

upon impact strength wa,, st die .d Thework was per-

formed on A12 0 3 and MgO loaded as a three-point bend test, the

impact load being applied by a pendulum striker. These investi-

gators found the impact strength of Al 1 0 3 to be essentially con-

stant to about 1650 °F and then it decreased rapidlytoabout 30 per-

cent of the room temperature value and thereafter remained con-

stant to about 3000 F. Magnesium Oxide was found to decrease

slowly to about 50 percent of the room temperature value over the

same temperature range. In no case did the authors notice any

increase in 4mpact strength at elevated temperatures where plas-

tic deformation is known to occur for low strain rates. The au-

thors suggest that the yield stress or flow stress ma always be

above the fracture stress for impact loadings at the temperatures

considered.

In this investigation the failure strength seems to increase

for Al 1 0 3 at the temperatures and strain rates studied. However,

additional studies are needed to reveal more information regard-

ing the effect of strain rate on brittle materials at elevated tem-

peratures; further work regarding completion of the experiment

carried out to date, and an extension of the investigation to higher

strain rates and temperatures is planned as part of the continua-

tion work on this task.
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5. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF A STRESS WAVE
TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING THE TENSILE

STRENGTH OF CERAMIC MATERIALS

A preliminary investigation of the stress wave technique

was carried out during the course of the program. The purpose

of this investigation was to establish the feasibility of the method

for studying the effects of a uniform uniaxial state of tensile stress

at very high strain rates in ceramic materials. It has been sug-

gested that such a method of loading would provide a means for

determining the ultimate tensile strength of ceramic materials if

effects of strain rate on failure strength were small or negligible

under these conditions. If, on the other hand, there is a strain

rate effect in ceramics and if the nature of strain rate sensitivity

can be established, the stress wave technique can still be used

as the basic standard tension test for these materials. Such a

technique also offers the opportunity to study the effects of strain

rate on tensile strength in a region of strain rates substantially

above that provided by ordinary testing machines and conventional

impact tests.

Perhaps the most favorable aspect of the stress wave tech-

nique is the simplicity of the method coupled with the thorough

background. (?'-5) A compression pulse is generated (by the explosion

of a contacting pellet for example) at one end of a freely sup-

ported bar. This compression stress wave travels down the bar

and is reflected as a tensile stress wave which, in turn, travels

back toward the end at which the original compression pulse was

generated. The phenomena of stress wave reflection at a free

boundary is shown diagramatically in Fig. 2-18.

As the tension wave is being formed at the free end during

the reflection process, the tensile stress developed in the bar

may exceed the tensile strength of the material; the bar will then

fracture a short distance from the free end. Data collected during
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such an experiment would indicate the strain rate, as well as the

stresses and strains at the point of fracture.

Success using this technique depends upon minimizing the

effects of geometrical dispersion, and pulse attenuation. Ideally,

the incident and refiected waves are plane waves; this would en-

sure a uniform stress distribution over the entire cross section.

Apparently this condition will be the case for stress wave pulse

of a length of about ten times the nominal cross sectional dimen-

sions; i.e. for pulses which are long as compared to the cross

sectional dimensions of the specimen.

For cases where the dimensions of the cross section are

large as compared to the length of the pulse, the phenomena of

geometrical dispersion will occur. That is, a spherical wave front

will be generated and, as it travels down the bar, multiple reflec-

tion will occur from the longitudinal boundaries; these effects are

then superimposed upon the principal wave thereby causing it to

disperse. Needless to say, a state of pure tension cannot be ob-

tained when the dispersion factor becomes important.

The degree of attenuation which will occur in a stress wave

depends upon the material through which the pulse is being trans-

mitted. If one considers a viscoelastic material it is possible to visu-

alize what will happen to the pulse as it travels through the mate-

rial. The strains and displacements are large upon impact stres-

sing because the material has a low modulus of elasticity. As a

result of the inherently large strains and viscoelastic behavior

(loss of energy through internal friction) the pulse amplitude will

be sharply reduced and the length of the pulse will be substantially

increased continuously as the wave travels down the bar.

If continuous attenuation of the pulse occurs as it travels,

one would have no simple means of knowing what its shape is at

the failure section. However, the principle of attenuation is use-

ful as it can be used to lengthen an incident pulse, thereby mini-

mizing the effects of dispersion.
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The pilot experiments carried out at ARF indicate quite

clearly that the effects of dispersion and attenuation are minimal

for A1 2 0,. For these studies an A12 O3 (/4 in. x 1/4 in. x 4 in.)

bar wa& provided with strain gages at two stations, one near the

point of pulse generation and the other near the free end. With

the use of an explosive (lead azide) a pulse was generated and

monitored through the first reflection with a cathode ray oscillo-

scope. The results are shown in the form of inset photographs of

oscilloscope traces in Fig. 2-19.

Both insets A and B show the incident and reflected pulses.

Notice that both photos show a "clean" pulse for both incident and

reflected conditions and these pulses are of the same length and

amplitude. The pulses in A and B are not of the same size because

the vertical scale calibration factors ire different for the two strain

gages.

The effects of dispersion are quite obviously absent, be-

cause*

(1) both incident and reflected pulses are "clean".

(2) both incident and reflected pulses are of the same

amplitude and duration.

(3) a crude calculation shows the pulse length to be

about eight times the cross, sectional dimension.

Also the effects of attenuation are not important because both

A and B show incident and reflected pulses to be of the same amp-

litude and duration. This would not have been the case if attenua-

tion had occurred.

The ceramic materials therefore seem to be ideally suited

for this technique and additional research is planned to perfect

the technique and render it applicable as a useful tool of studying

tensile fracture conditions at very high strain rates.
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6. SUMMARY

This task was organized to study the effect of strain rates

upon the fracture strength of brittle ceramic oxides. Candidate

materials included A12 03 and MgO, to which Beo has

been added at a later stage.

Work during the initial contract period concerned the de-

velopment of experimental procedures for achieving uniaxial ten-

sile loading in the brittle materials in question. Special equip-

ment and recording techniques were developed for the range of
-7 1 -l

strain rates from 10 to 10 sec , but even the most refined

techniques could not achieve pure uniaxiality of loading throughout

the entire run of the experiment. The reason for this resides in

the extreme brittleness of these materials, coupled with generally

high values of Young's modulus. The maintenance of uniform ten-

sion in the specimen required a degree of concentricity of loading

and straightness of the specimen which could not be achieved with

current developments of the state of the art.

It was, therefore, decided to concentrate on the use of bend-

ing specimens for evaluating strain rate effects at various tem-

peratures. The dogbone specimens in general used throughout

this program were adapted for this purpose, and special end fix-

tures were designed which put the entire beam in a state of pure

bending. The fixture, moreover, was provided with support con-

ditions which allowed for the precise and unambiguous determina-

tion of loads (thereby stresses) and strain rates in the specimen.

Furnaces which could be fitted about the existing loading equip-

ment were constructed, capable of developing temperatures of

1000 0 and 1800 °F with a good uniformity of thermal profiles about

the gage section of the specimen. Extensive shake-down tests

were carried out which proved the suitability and adequacy of the

experimental apparatus and recording system over the entire

range of strain rates and temperatures.
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Experiments were carried out on Wesgo AL-995 and

Lucalox, two specimen sizes of ARF MgO and Al BeO at room-l

temperature for strain rates ranging from 10-7 to 10 sec 1

eight decades of loading rate's. Except for Wesgo AL-995,

the results indicate a small increase of strength with strain

rate at room temperature. It is hypothesized that a very

small amount of dislocation mobility may support slip bond

formation and plastic flow at the highly stressed areas around

at the tips of propagating cracks, leading measurable plastic

contribution to the surface energy and hence fracture stress.

Higher loading rates normally ha e the effect of retarding

dislocation mobility increasing the stress required to unlock

dislocations from their impurity atmospheres serving as

pinning points, and thereby raising the yield stress and the

corresponding fracture stress. Higher temperature strain

rate effects, namely at 1000. C are more significant. A

similar explanation is more applicable as the increased

temperature enhances dislocation mobility and thus plastic

flow. The increased strength is a clear reflection of a

greater resistance to slip bond formation and the develop-

ment of plastic flow at increasing strain rates.

Unexplained anomalies exist at 1800°F for Lucalox,

ARF MgO, and AIBeO, At this time it is not possible to

advance a reasonable theory for these effects. Work on a

dynamic loading technique for the attainment of a pure state

of tension by use of reflective compression waves has indi-

cated that both uniaxiality tensile loading and higher strain

rates can be obtained in the extension phase of this task.
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TASK 3 - EFFECT OF NON-UNIFORM STRESS FIELDS

Principal Investigators: N. A. Weil and I. M. Daniel
Armour Resea~rch Foundation

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this program is to investigate the effect of
non-uniform stress fields on the fracture characteristics of brittle
materials, the principal aimbeing to determine whether the stress
gradient existing at the location of fracture initiation has an inde-
pendenit effect upon the fracture strength.

To interpret experimental observations, extensive theoreti-
cal derivations were carried out for the risk of rupture of bend
specimens based upon assumptions of the Weibull theory- This
resulted in complete formulations for the probability of fracture
of a prismatic beam subjectedto a symmetrical four-point loading
of arbitrary spacing, based upon either volumetrically dispersed
or surface distributed flaw conditions. An analytical iteration
procedure, aimed at determining the unique "'best" set of material
parameters by a computer solution was worked out; this method,
however, failed to work in practice, possibly because of the many
potential "best" set of answers that the solution may converge to.

Experiments were completed on WesgoAL-995 at 20 °C and
1000 °C, and BeO at Z0 °C, on prismatic beams having a nearly two-
fold .variation of extreme stress gradients. For this range, no ef-
fect of the stress gradient upon mean fracture strength or standard
deviation could be discerned. Furthermore, fracture for these
materials, using specimens with ground surfaces only, was found
to be go- erned solely by a volumetric flaw distribution condition;
the fortuitous and accidental mutual cancellation of euperposed
stress gradient and surface flaw effects must be ruled out on the
basis of extensive experimental evidence already obtained.
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TASK 3 - EFFECT OF NON-UNIFORM STRESS FIELDS

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task was to determine the influence of

non-uniform stress fields upcn the fracture characteristics of

brittle materials. The materials investigated during this phase of

the program were Columbia Resin, polycrystalline Alz 03, MgO,

and BeO.

The simplest descriptor of stress distribution non-uniformity

is the stress gradient, or the rate cf change of the peak boundary

stress along a line normal to the boundary. A specific objective,

therefore, was to determine whether the stress gradient has an

independent effect on the fracture stress.

The past research period(3-1) was primarily devoted to the

development of experimental procedures and to the design, selec-

tion, and evaluation of specimens giving known stress gradients.

A wide range of stress gradients was covered by using tensile,

pure bending, ring- and theta-shaped specimens. It was known

that in cases of complicated stress distributions, such as that in

the ring specimens tested, a stress gradient along one line was

not sufficient to describe the effective stress distribution. For

this reason, a second parameter connectedwith stress distribution

was introduced, notably the effective size or volume under high

tensila stress. It was not possible, however, to segregate the ef-

fects of stress gradient from those corresponding to the effective

size of the highly loaded region of the specimen.

The underlying theory used in this work is the statistical

theory of failure based on the weakest link concept and using the

Weibull distribution function. (3-2) This theory uses two basic

failure criteria, size and normal tensile stress; within the validity

of these postulates it is capable of describing failure for any type of

stress distribution, uniform or non-uniform, uniaxial or polyaxial.

I
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Failure characteristics are described in terms of three material

parameters, the zero (probability) strength, a flaw density expo-

nent and a scale parameter. In practice, these parameters would

be determined first from a simple test and the results would be

applied to predict the probability of fracture of a given structural

component of the same material.

The specific objective of this task is also equivalent to the

investigation of the adequacy of the Weibull theory for predicting

failure under conditions of non-uniform stress distribution. This

is accomplished by comparing experimental results for specimens

having various stress gradients but the same risk of rupture ac-

cording to the theory. Another aspect of the investigation was to

establish whether failure in the materials tested is governed by a

volumetric or surface flaw distribution, and to establish proce-

dures for determination of the corresponding material parameters.

These objectives were pursued by testing the simplest type

of specimen, a prismatic beam under pure bending, since for this

specimen the predictions of the Weibull theory are mathematically

derivable and the stress distribution can be fully described by a

stress gradient.

To understand the predictions of the theory and select suit-

able prismatic specimens, theoretical expressions were derived

for the risk of rupture of prismatic beams under three- and four-

point loading. This was done for materials whose failure is gov-

erned by volumetric and surface flaw distributions. Methods for

the determination of material parameters were investigated. An

analytical method, requiring the solution of a system of three

equations, was presented. However, this system proved to be

unwieldy, even for the computer. As a result recourse was made

to the trial-and-error graphical method originally introduced by

Weibull(3-3) for the evaluation of material constants.
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Prismatic specimens of different stress gradients but with

identical risks of rupture (or effective size) were selected and

tested under four-point loading. Materials used were Columbia

Resin (CR-39), Wesgo Ala O (AL-995), MgO, and BeO. Results

indicate that no stress gradient effect upon the mean failure stress

and standard deviation exists. They also tend to show a volumet-

ric flaw distribution rather than a surface one.

Z. APPLICATION OF WEIBULLIS THEORY
TO BENDING SPECIMENS

A. Risk of Rupture

The statistical theory of failure based on the W

bution function uses two basic criteria of failure; si ull distri-

tensile stress. Within the validity of these postul• nd normal

is capable of describing failure for any type of 8, the theory

uniforin or non-uniform, uniaxial or polyaxL s distribution,
~o a uniaxial

strers field the probability of fracture in a ri orned by

volumetric flaw distribution is given by rial governed by

L= { [ a ieooU)n e-Bdv-t>0.} (3-1)

where A u

B IV mdv ribk of rupture (3-2)

and

(ru is the zero probal
m/is the flaw d strength (location parameter),

or is the scale . exponent (shape parameter), and0 •,arameter.

The last three pi•Seameters are associated with the material.
Ten1 failure stress is given by

O 0m =u + eB d, (3-3)
I 

o" u

41
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and the variance by

-B
al =o0, + e-B d(co) a' a (3-4)A~ m

From Eq. 3-1, it is seen that the theory does not make any

special allowance for the non-uniformity of stress distribution.

Each infinitesimal element of a specimen is considered to be under

uniform tensile stress and the risk of rupture for the whole speci-

men is obtained by integrating the risk of rupture of each infini-

tesimal element over the volume of the specimen. The stress gra-

dient does not enter as an independent parameter and all the non-

uniformity effects seem to be accounted for by the risk of rupture.

The question of whether the stress gradient has an independent ef-

fect on fracture stress is equivalent to the question of whether the

Weibull theory is sufficient to predict failure for non-uniform

stress fields.

In a material governed by surface flaw distribution, the risk

of rupture is

T - 0,A (00u d A. (3-5)

To establish the dependence of the risk of rupture on the di-
mensions of a specimen, and to reach some conclusions regarding

the validity of predictions of the Weibull theory, the risk of rup-

ture was calculated for a general case of a prismatic beam under

four-point loading. Derivations were made for both cases of volu-

metric and surface flaw distribution.
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Material Governed by Volumetric Flaw Distribution

Case 1: a-9 0u

The distribution of tensile stresses in the beam shown in

Fig. 3-1 is

Zk bLa =i hL yfor O_<x < and L L<x <L'

ZIT YX ( ) (3-6)
r= ".T- y for - L.

k _

The risk of rupture is

4Bb -= B'b + B" (3-7)

where B 'b corresponds to the central portion of the specimen

subjected to uniform bending and B" vefers to the outer portions.

It can be shown that

=bL - l -0y dy=
b/ ((Y k) 0

Yu

-- ( - +u) 1 ", (3-8)

where

h uYu= M fr'•

and

B" = b L "b ro) dydx

= 2m bhL-1 y-) dy (3-9)
b 2(m+l) k IF *m y
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where

u h L Yu L

For the case where mn has an arbitrary (non-integer) value,

let m = + a, where (M) is the largest integer less than or equal

to m; then after some mathematical manipulation, the integral of

Eq. 3-9 can be shown to have the value

h/2 l\2mb+1-0 m+l-r
Y I ym+l-r (~b u)

tu ~~~r=o I1 + I

+ .uo + ( (3-10)
where a

h= 1  y- o- dy. (3-11)

By substitution of Eq. 3-10 and 3-1 1 into Eq. 3-9,

b = 2(m+1) " ý')(b,- ) k2(m+l)Tboa, 0° I

(3-12)

where

SI O'b
E= t~- u

r= o

Finally, by Eq. 3-7, we obtain

Bb -- 2(m +T( " u X%•-- ) [ " - + z
b~(w +1 1 ]

+ v .m•)r3 + 1m  (3-13)
k(m + 1) rbo T0-10
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If m is an integer, i.e. if m = Im] and a = 0, Eq. 3-13 re-

duces to

B-= I - 3Ib [Iz+zV (3-14)b Z/\ + "o ) [ -1- 1
b 2(m.m+

+ V -(-( ) M+l h(rn u ln-~---

k(m + 1) ("bbr u

Special forms of this formula can be obtained by assigning values

to the parameter k. The following special cases are of interest.

Pure Bending (k = m)

B-b V (1 F- bu' (3-15)
b7. 2+1 b

Quadrant - Point Loading (k = 4)

V a u)(rbTu)m h(3-16)

+ V (-0 u) log " h

4(m+ 1) brou

Third -Point Loading (k = 3)

Bb = 6(m+ 1)' u +2 (3-17)

V (-or)m+ I In h

3(m+ 1) %bo-

Three-Point Loadin-v (Center-Point Loading; k = 2)0 (C-
Bb V -7 Z r-O (3-18)

+ V (.(*unm+IIn)m+ 1I h
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Case 2: = 0u

When a- = 0, both Eq. 3-13 and 3-14 reduce to

- V ( k) m+ ) - ?m (3-19)
Bb =(Zm+T T) k(m+) (3"1

Again, we list below some typical cases of interest for specific

values of k.

Pure Bending (k = oo)

B V (2(bi m (3-20)Bb = Z-[m--+"• Vo/

Quadrant-Point Loading (k = 4)

Bb -2(m +1) (3-21)+

Third-Point Loading (k = 3)

V (T(m m +3 (3-22)

Three-Point Loading (Center-Point Loading; k - 2)

Bb = 2 "V _(7b_1 (3-23)

b 2(m +) To,) m + 1

Material Governed by Surface Flaw Distribution

Case 1: oa- 0

For the same stress distribution described by Eq. 3-6 we

have
B = B' + B"

bb b

h/ /% y "b Y-0 Mbc hm
"B 2( "--1 9f' o dy+ () -( ) b-"' u1 )

= (-�)L2 r-uro m [ _ ( + b] 3-24)
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and L/k h/ ? ( 7-k O b Y )a- m

B" = 41 dydx
b

+Zb LkbX T d

4 h/2 1 2(r Y -0- m+1 dy

+ 2 bL (3-25)
k(m+ 1) a-b a mo~ b'u

where T

Then,

b m+l~ k/O Lk L kJ

+~ Lb

+ 2 hL 7 El(-r) M 1  0 (3-26)
k(m +1) Tb 0 l

If m is an integer, Eq. 3-26 redu~ces to

B = iEi )(%ufL(12z) h + zhZ+z

2)\(a"b-Ou m 2 h L m h
- r ~ 1j\k~+ )(rb T0 - u2

(3-27)



Here again, it is of interest to list the same special cases men-

tioned previously.

Pure Bending (k = co)

bm + b] (3-28)

Quadrant-Point Loading (k = 4)

Bba' +-Tb (- O't)Cb m[,,+ Li+J
(3-29)

( b U) 2hL (r )m+l h
4(m+ l) arbom

Third-Point Loading (k = 3)
L '- r11) {O'b'°'1u•m [h _h +..]

B +Bb= m +l 7b /_-

(3-30)I ou bb + (-u) nLb + 2h L m+l h
0 3 (m + l)crbToa 2 Yu

Three-Point Loading (Center-Point Loading; k = 2)

Bb - ~ b ((To)

+ 2 h L m+( In - (3-31). 2 (m+ l)br 0 2 yu

Case 2: 0 = 0u

When a, = 0, both Eq. 3-26 and 3-27 reduce to

Bh=LT+b) _klm+ 1)-m (3-32)
bh 0.) mo k(m-+ 4)
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For the specific values of k considered above, Eq. 3-32

yields:

Pure Bending (k = o)

Bb = L (-I +b) (3-33)

Quadrant Point"Loading (k = 4)

Bb= r +~i(OT 2(m+1) (3-34)

Third-Point Loading (k = 3)I

Bb= L o + +b) 3m +3 (3-35)

Three-Point Loading (Center-Point Loading; k = 2)

B L() (jm--- +b) m+l (3-36)

B. Relationship between Bending and Tensile Strengths

For a material governed by a volumetric flaw distribution,

the risk of rupture in a tensile specimen is

t U<t- ) M,
Bt = Vt (3-37)

where Vt is the volume of the specimen. For a prismatic speci-

men under pure bending the risk of rupture is

Bb= ( - I I ,' (3-15bis)

To compare mean failure stresses the risks of rupture

given above must be substituted into Eq. 3-3 in order to compute

Sfor the two cases. However, this is quite involved for the

case of pure bending, since for this loading case Eq. 3-3 does
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not yield a closed form expression. A comparison of median

failure stresses or, for that matter, any stresses of a given prob-

ability of fracture, is easily carried out by equating instead the

risks of rupture corresponding to the different loading conditions.

Vt m V 1),b-ur

from which

t" u_ I Vb (1 0u)
Sb- q"u Zm + l) " t " b

or

For t ( (3-38)

For cu =0, this expression reduces to

"•b = (re b) " ' (3-39)

In this case the relationship between median stresses is the same

as that between mean stresses as can be shown easily. In the

case of a classical material (m = co) Eq. 3-38 yields

t = Tb= Tu "

For a material governed by surface flaw distribution, the

risk of rupture in a tensile specimen of rectangular cross sec-

tion (b x h) is

Bt = 2 L (b + h) y-u) (3-40)

For a prismatic specimen of the same dimensions under pure

bending the risk of rupture is

B,= L u.

b (-0-0 m'T (101 b.)..b (



not yield a closed form expression. A comparison of median

failure stresses or, for that matter, any stresses of a given prob-

ability of fracture, is easily carried out by equating instead the

risks of rupture corresponding to the different loading conditions.

tr -v~ m Vb (1 Tr.Tbl /•rb'T u

from which

'T - U* Vt u 1 b u m

or

+ . (3-38)Vb u)•

For a -- 0, this expression reduces tou

T = b+l) VJ - (3-39)

In this case the relationship between median stresses is the same

as that between mean stresses as can be shown easily. In the

case of a classical material (m = co) Eq. 3-38 yields

*t = 07b = Tu "

For a material governed by surface flaw distribution, the

risk of rupture in a tensile specimen of rectangular cross sec-

tion (b x h) is

Bt= 2L(b+h) (-TO-) (3-40)

For a prismatic specimen of the same dimensions under pure

bending the risk of rupture is

r( -), , ( C) + b] (3-28)
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Equating risks of rupture we obtain the relation:

o1
°t (m +• +\ l/u

b' bur Cb [(m + 1) b(1 + tb4b

which, for r = 0, reduces to

b 1/rn°- t ,.,,3+,42)

C. Conclusion

From Eq. 3-1 3 it is seen that for materials whose fracture

is governed by a volumetric flaw-density distribution, the only

form in which the dimensions of the specimen enter the expres-

sion for the risk of rupture is their product giving rise to the

total volume, V. An independent variation of length, width, and

depth of specimen without a change in volume does not affect the

risk of rupture and, therefore, the latter is independent of stress

gradient.

The dependence of the risk of rupture on specimen dimen-

sions is more complicated for the case of a material governed by

a surface flaw distribution. For a given material (ot T u and

m are constants. If one is,therefore, interested solely in the ef-

fect of depth and width upon the risk of rupture, h and b should

be regarded as the only variables, while the length, L, and ex-

treme fiber stress, cr b should be kept constant. Then, the

risk of rupture for a pure bending specimen (Eq. 3-28) remains

constant provided b and h satisfy the relationship

h + b = constant.

+1 u.7
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2%b

Substituting now h = , where g is the stress gradient, there

results

glb + 1) - + b constant,

or

K- +b= K (3-43)g

where
K- 2

K, = m +-- (r •b - •u)

K = constant.

From Eq. 3-43 it follows that it is possible to vary the stress

gradient without affecting the risk of rupture, provided the width

b varies in such a manner that Eq. 3-43 is satisfied. This cor-

relation involves the stress level 0 b* Given a stress (rb it is

possible to design specimens with different gradients but with the

same risk of rupture or probability of failure at that stress.

The above derivation and resulting expressions make it

clear that in this investigation strong preference should be given

materials whose fracture initiation is governed solely by a volu-

metric flaw distribution. Materials with fracture governed ex-

clusively by surface flaw distribution would complicate the inves-

tigation of stress gradient effects and should be avoided if pos-

sible. Materials governed partly by volumetric flaw distribu-

tion and partlyby surface flaw distribution are unsuitable for the

current investigation.

Further simplification would result if a material governed

by volumetric flaw distribution is also characterized by ru = 0.

Then, any type of bending test would be suitable for the deter-

mination of material parameters.
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If (u • 0, material parameters can 1be uniquely deter-

mined only from a tensile or a pure bending test. This means

that for four-point loading the loads should be as close to the sup-

ports as practicable, yet without incurring the risk of causing

shear failures to develop next to the support points. In any case,

only fractures occurring in the portion of the beam under constant

bending moment should be regarded as being valid, and all tests

resulting in fracture in the outer portions of the span (between

supports and loading points) should be discarded from the statis-

tical appraisal and evaluation of test results.

3. ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION
OF MATERIAL PARAMETERS

For a specimen of a given material and geometry subjected

to a given loading the probability of fracture at a given stress is

expressed theoretically as a function of specimen geometry and

material parameters. In practice, a number of specimens is

tested and a value of the probability of fracture determined for

the failure stress of each specimen. The problem, then, is to

find those values of the material parameters which make the

theoretiT'aTurve of probability of fracture fit the experimental

points best. As before, we distinguish two types of materials,

one for which the mode of failure is governed by volumetric and

the other by surface flaw distribution.

A. Material Governed by Volumetric Flaw Distribution

The risk of rupture at a given stress, 0 nP of a prismatic

specimen under pure bending is

n u
n 2(m+ 1) -
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where,

V is gage volume of specimen,

a is zero probability strength (location parameter),

m is flaw density exponent (shape parameter), and

Sis scale parameter.

The probability of fracture at the stress on isn

S = 1 - e Bn, (3-45)n

from which one can obtain

y nAnIn 1 =XnBnIn _n (m+l)+(m+l)On((nr.-u)
n

- n - m no-. (3-46)

The corresponding (estimated) value of this function of probability

of fracture obtained experimentally is
Y nI N + 1 (3-47)

Yn Nnn N+l-n

where

N is total number of specimens tested, and

n is the serial number of specimen (when specimens

are ordered according to increasing failure

stress arn)

According to the method of least squares, the curve of

Eq. 3-46 will fit best the experimental points of Eq. 3-47 when

N

Z n - Yn)Z = minimum. (3-48)

n=l
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The necessary conditions for the existence of this minimum are
N

N -(Y8y 
n 0~

n (Y - Yn~=
(Yn - Yn) T- = 0

N Clyn -
> _(Y n "Yn) a' 0 (3-49)

n= 1

N y n
(Y n "Yn) -3m 0

nl

or,
N

~n n N+l -fnB] m +1 0n: [ N + 1 - n n - C

n=] n -

N

N N+l -37-. ['0 nI÷''n- j- T-- 0:0

which reduce toN nin N+l - n B - no n u 0

z [- N +I nj n] [i!=+n= I

N+

n In N+l -n -B]

n /n N+l -InB B =3O.

NTF nn N+l-nn-3
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B. Material Governed by Surface Flaw Distribution

The risk of rupture at a given stress, an' of a prismatic

specimen under pure bending is

B = L ( [)+ ] (3-51)
0 /

where,

L is gage length of specimen,

b is width, and

h is depth.

A theoretical relation between the probability of fracture,

S n, and the corresponding failure stress, or, is

Yn = n In -1 S In B n = n L + mLen (a- n -r_) - mlncr0n

+ in H 1 -* +b]. (3-52)

The corresponding experimental value is

Yn =n ln N + 1 (3-53)n N+l -n

Application of the least squares method yields Eq. 3-49,

which in the present case can be written as

4 nn N+l -ninB] m + h =0

nTn l 7- + b](m+l)cr

L.[-n. n N+ I - fn = 0 (3-54)

n- 
U

Njenfn N+l-n .B' h

nn 1 
n A +bl(m+l)Z

X r -3 0
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Equations 3-50 or 3-54, depending on the type of material,

are solved for the three material parameters upa 0 and m.

These are too involved for a conventional solution to be attempted

and a computer solution is required.

The system of Eq. 3-50 was programmed for the computer

but no convergence was obtained, probably because of the highly

non-linear nature of the equations. To overcome these difficul-

ties, a new equivalent system of equations was introduced. The

development of this system for the case of a material governed

by volumetric flaw distribution is described below.

Consider the ordered set of N failure,stresses, (r, ,rz

T N where orl:<o¢Z <:53 < (-. N" We seek to deter-

mine the Weibull constants ou' a- and m such that the function

fn e- -B n (3-55)

where

B= V (jn- T*ru + (3-56)n 2(m + I) n" o

best approximates the experimental data. In Eq.3-55 and 3-56, n is

the index and V is the volume of a prismatic specimen subjected to

pure bending.

In the following, let
TT n (3-57)

f = f(X; ab, c) + 1 en

where,

n

u (3-58)

0

C = m
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As a measure of the "best" choice of a, b, and c, we seek to min -

imize in some fashion the residuals.V where
n

V n - Yn; ..... "n=l,2 .,N. (3-59)

A method of weighted averages, such as that of least squares is

indicated. However, because Eq. 3-39 is highly-nonlinear in a,

b, c, a solution of the resulting normal equations is difficult.

The approach adopted consists of a least squares fit based on

linearization of Eq. 3-59 in terms of correction factors to an

initial estimate of a, b, c

Let ao, bo, c denote an initial estimate of a, b, c. The

correctjrpfjzqtors are

a= Aa = a-a
o o

P A b = b -bo (3-60)
0

c = c - c-- Co o

If the correction factors are sufficiently small, it is meaningful

to expand fn(x; a, b, c) in a Taylor series about a , bo, c 0 and

retain only linear terms in aj P, Y. Thus, we may write

f ( x; a, b, c) = f° +af + Pf + Yf (3-61)
n n na n nc

where

f n = fn (x; ao, bo, Co)

f fn (x; ao, bo, co)f = ; etc.
na aa

Substitution of the statement of Eq. 3-61 into 3-59 leads to

V = " -n + af + Pnb+ Yf ; n = , 2,... N (3-6Z)n n n n a nb nc

Equation 3-62,being linear in the correction factors, admits of

the usual application of a least-squares fit. Thus, we seek to

determine a, P, Y such that

N

nV1 = minimum.
n
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As necessary conditions, we require

N N N

-i•2 )ovz= VZ I =0 (3-63.)Sn _n Y• Vn

n1 n= I n= 1

Upon differentiation, as indicated in Eq. 3-63, there results

N N N N

na fn nb fna n ( -

n_ n fna nb + Y/ n n = nL a 'n= 1n n= I n= n

N N N N

na n b + n3Z b >1  fn b n IL ) (fno -n

n= n n-l n= 1 n= 1

N N N Nfo fo + foo , +• .'Y ':= > -fa. .,o
afnf~p~nfn+ 7  n f1 n (fn

nnn n (3-64)

Equations 3-64 are solved for the correction terms a, P,
Y. The resulting a, b,. c may be thought of as improved values

of ao0 boo c 0 and the above process can be repeated until some

criterion of convergence is satisfied.

Despite the linearization effected by this new system of

equations the computer program did not prove successful, except

in the case of CR-39 tests. The reasons for this lack of conver-

gence are not fully understood. However, it is assumed that the

lack of success with a suitable machine solution is ascribable to

the nature of the Weibull theory, which appears to admit with al-

most equal facility a variety of widely divergent solutions. This,

in fact, was noted in several computer trial runs, when the ans-

wer for a given set of test data could be made to converge with

almost equal ease to different sets of Weibull constants.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Failure experiments were conducted on Columbia Resin

(CR-39), a photoelastically sensitive amorphous polymer, Wesgo

AIO$(AL-99% BeO doped with about 1 percent MgO, supplied by

Atomics International and ARF MgO.

Of these, Wesgo Al-995 was tested both at room tempera-

ture and elevated temperature (1000 *C). Elevated temperature

tests on BeO were in progress at the time of this writing. All

room temperature tests, except those on BeO, were conducted

in an Instron Model TT testing machine. Elevated temperature

tests on Wesgo AL-995 and all tests on BeO were conducted in

a hydraulic testing machine. Loading rate and environmental

conditions were maintained constant during each of these tests.

All specimens were 4-in. long prismatic bars and were

subjected to four-point loading with a gage length of 2 in. under

pure bending and a distance of 3/4 in. between loads and supports

(Fig. 3-2). The presence of pure bending is demonstrated by the

isochromatic fringe pattern in a CR-39 specimen shown in Fig. 3-3.

For each of the ceramic materials three types of specimens were

tested. These were prismatic bars of dimensions in the order of

width, depth and length of 3/16 in. x V/3 in. x 4 in., 1/4 in. x

1/4 in. x 4 in. and 1/3 in. x 3/16 in. x 4 in. These three speci-

mens have different stress gradients (for the same extreme fiber

stress) but the same gage volume and, therefore, according to

the Weibull theory, the same probability of fracture.

A. Columbia Resin CR-39

This material was selected for preliminary work in estab-

lishing procedures and techniques. The first task was to obtaih

a stress-strain curve to failure and evaluate the degree of brittle-

ness of the material. For this purpose, long (about 8-in. gage

length) dogbone specimens were made and tested in an Instron
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testing machine. It was found that there is some deviation from

linearity in the stress-strain relation near failure. The plastic

flow that precedes failure would alter the stress distribution in

the case of non-uniform stress fields. However, a statistical

analysis such as Weibull's is applicable, provided the stress dis-

tribution at failure is known.

Thirty-six specimens 0.4 in. x 0.4 in. x 4 in. were cut

from a 1/2 in. thick sheet of CR-39 with all surfaces of each

specimen having a uniformly machined finish. These were test-

ed in four-point bending at a crosshead speed of 1/2 in. per min-

ute. A load versus crosshead deflection record was obtained

and no deviation from linearity was noticed. Although this fact

does not preclude localized non-linear deformation, the data

were analyzed on the basis of linear elastic behavior to failure.

The following results were obtained:

Mean failure stress: F = 6,460 psi

Standard deviation: a = 1, 060 psi

Variance: az = 1, 123, 600 (psi)z

Coefficient of variation: v = 16.41 percent

Highest failure stress: a'high 8780 psi

Lowest failure stress: alow = 3670 psi.

The cumulative distribution curve of the failure stresses

is shown in Fig. 3-4. A tendency of the points to follow a bimodal

distribution may be explained by the fact that one group of failures

occurs in the elastic linear region of the material while the group

of high stress failures includes non-linear elastic and plastic

deformation. The transition zone between these two groups is

around 6, 000 psi which is the zone of yielding of the material.

The frequency curve could be obtained by graphically differentiat-

ing the cumulative distribution function of Fig. 3-4 since fre-

quency of fracture at a given stress is proportional to the slope

of the distribution curve at that stress. It can be seen from
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Fig. 3-4 that this would result in a distribution skewed slightly

toward the lower values. For typical brittle materials, in con-

trast, the plot would tend to be skewed toward the higher values.

Applying the analytical error minimization process de-

scribed previously, the computer programming resulted in the

following values for the material constants of CR-39:

S= 940 psi

To - 3030 psi

m= 5.79

Figure 3-4 illustrates the closeness of fit between the theoretical

curve for the cumulative distribution function and the experimental

points. As can be seen, the agreement is very satisfactory. It

should be remarked, however, that the nature of the fitting cri-

terion used (minimization of least squares) does not necessarily

guarantee a best fit in other respects; e.g. the derivative of the

cumulative distribution function which provides the probability

density function may not show an equally satisfactory correlation.

B, Wesgo Aluminum Oxide AL-995

Sixty specimens of each of the three types described were

tested at room temperature in the Instron machine at a crosshead

rate of 0.02 in. per min. The experimental results are assembled

in Table 3-I. It should be noted that specimens A and C are iden-

tical in shape, except for one being tested "edge.-on", the other

"flatwise". These specimens were fabricated using the same

dies, and assumed to have been made from the same batch. In

contrast, specimen B has a different cross section and must be

pressed in a different die, therefore, these specimens were made

iii a different batch. The significance of these observations will

become evident.

Figure 3-5 shows the cumulative distribution curves for the

failure stresses of these specimens. The specimen shapes and

dimensions were selected such that the volume subjected to pure
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Table 3-I

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

OF WESGO AL-995 AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Specimen Type A B C

3 1 1  1 1
Dimensions (in.) -x-x4 xT 4 x 1-x 41 1 3 31

Cross Section (in.)
1 13--6 T

Gage Volume, V, (cu in.) 0.125 0.125, 0.125

Number of Specimens 60 60 60
Tested, N

Mean Failure Stress, 29,770 31,850 29,750
a m' (psi)

Standard Deviation a, (psi) 2, Z50 2,210 1,800

Coefficient of Variation, 7.57 6.94 6.05
v, (%)

Mean Stress GradientatFiue(psi/in.) 178, 620 254, 800 317, 340at Failure(pin.

Lowest Failure Stress, 23,540 24,910 25, 540
O*1ow' (psi)

Highest Failure Stress, 33,800 36,430 33,980
ahigh' (psi)
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bending is identical for each configuration. The only parameter

varied was the stress gradient. The most significant result

seems to be the fact that specimens A and C with the largest

variation in stress gradient seem to have almost identical cumu-

lative distribution functions. The significance of this result is

two-fold: first it suggests that there is no gradient effect on fail-

ure stress, at least for the range of gradients studied; and sec-

ond, that the material is governed by a volumetric flaw distribu-

tion. The latter can be explained by the fact that in specimens

A and C the effective volumes are the same while the effective

surface areas are different. The contingency that a fortuitous

combination of mutually opposing surface flaw distribution and

stress gradient effects would tend to cancel each other is highly

improbable. The fact that specimen B with an intermediate value

of stress gradient shows a higher mean failure stress than either

A or C must be attributed to a difference in the batch of ceramic

powders used for pressing these specimens or manufacturing

procedure employed. Later experiments on a new order of Wesgo

AL-995(not reported here) indicate that differences in strength

and elastic properties from batch to batch may be appreciable.

A combined probability density curve was obtained for

specimens A and C by graphically differentiating the cumulative

distribution curve (Fig. 3-6). The mode was found to be almost

identical with the mean of r = 29, 760 psi. It can be seen also

from the shape of the curve that the skewness is imperceptible

and that a normal (Gaussian) distribution function might be a

good approximation. A Gaussian distribution has actually been

applied by Frenkel and Kontorova(3-5) to describe the fracture

strengths of brittle materials.

The trial and error graphical method suggested by Weibull

was used in this case for the determination of material parameters.

For a volumetric flaw distribution these parameters satisfy the

equation
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loglog N + 1-n=(m+)lo( -u)-lgo"lo

+log -2 +-- 1)+loglog e (3-65)

(The logarithms here are referred to base 10.)

The recommended procedure is to plot oglog N+l- + log

versus log (cr-ru ). The value of au has to be obtained by trial and

error until a straight line results for the correct value of this

parameter. Values of a-u lower than the correct one would re-

sult in curves concave downward, values higher than the correct

one would give curves concave upward. Once a straight line plot

is obtained, (m + 1) i s determined as the slope of this line and

a'0 is found by substituting all, by now known, quantities into

Eq. 3-65.

To improve the accuracy of this graphical determination,

a smooth curve was drawn through the Fig. 3-5 data points cor-
N+Iresponding to specimens A and C. Then, loglog , was

1
replaced by loglog 1 1 S where the S values are ordinates of the

curve drawn. The above mentioned plot was obtained for values

of 0-u equal to 0, 5, 000 psi, 10, 000 psi, 15, 000 psi, 20, 000 psi

and 25, 000 psi. In all cases except the last, the resulting curve

was concave downward; indicating an assumed value of a-u lower

than the correct one. For a- = Z5, 000 psi, a reasonably straight

line was obtained. As a further refinement for an estimate of the

value of a-u the following procedure was adopted;

For each of the assumed values of T u the highest and the

lowest values of m were obtained from the end slopes of the
I

curves loglog 1 + log a- versus log (c-cu). These enveloping

values of m, called respectively m, and mz , were plotted

versus the assumed a- values (Fig. 3-7). The correct value ofu

T u is obtained from the point of intersection of the m, and ma

curves. This gave the values of a- and m. This final value of
1 u

au was used in the loglog 1 + log a- versus log (a-cru) plot
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(Fig. 3-8) and the following values of the parameters were ob-

tained:

S= 24, 400 psi

m= 2.4

o = 560 psi.

This value of Tux however, appears high, especially in
3 1.view of the fact that two of the - in. x - in. specimens failed at

stresses below 24, 000 psi. There is no doubt, however, that

the above values of the parameters represent the best over-all

fit to the set of experimental data obtained for this material.

A similar series of tests on Wesgo AL-995 was conducted

at 1000 C. Experimental results for specimens A and C are

assembled in Table 3-IL. "Data on specimen B were also obtained;

although they were consistent in themselves they gave a mean

value much lower than that for specimens A and C. As in the

case of room-temperature tests there is no significant difference

between the mean failure stresses from the two gradients studied.

Besides, the effect of the elevated temperature used seems to be
nil as the mean failure stresses are Temarkably close to those

obtained at room temperature.

Figure 3-9, shows the cumulative distribution curve for

these tests. A procedure similar to that described for the room

temperature tests was adopted for the graphical determination of

the material parameters. Figure 3-10 depicts the variation of

values of the parameter m obtained for assumed values of o .

Three different values iln, mz and m were obtained for each

* . These were obtained from the end slopes and a mean slope ofuI
the curves loglog 1 + log q versus log (cr-ou). Final values

of (0 and m were obtained from the coordinates of the common

intersection point of the three ru versus m lines. This value

of a* was used in the plot of Fig. 3-11 from which the following

values of the parameters were obtained:

a' = 18, 200 psi; m = 5.4; o = 4,500 psi.
u 0
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Table 3-I1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF WESGO AL-995 AT 1000"C

Specimen Type A C

3 1 x 3
Dimensions (in.) x -S x 4 3 17 -x 4

Cross S-ction (in.) I

3

Gage Volume (cu in.) 0. 125 0. 125

Number of Specimens 52 60
Tested, N

Mean Failure Stress, Z, 780 29,710
a', (psi)

Standard Deviation, a, (psi) Z, 120 2, 000

Coefficient of Variation, 7.12 6.73
v, (%)

Mean Stress Gradient 178,680 316,910
at Failure (psi/in.)

Lowest Failure Stress, 25, 060 24, 960
T low (psi)

Highest Failure Stress, 33,700 33,790
Thigh' (psi)
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C. Beryllium Oxide
3 11 113A series of 1-in. x-sin. x4in, Tin. x.in. x 4 in., 3 in.

x 1- in. x 4 in. BeO specimens were tested at room temperature.

Experimental results are assembled in Table 3-I11. As in the

case of the A12 03, there is no stress gradient effect evident. The

mean failure stresses of all three specimens are close. The vari-

ability, however, is higher than that of A12 03. Here, the coeffi-

cient of variation ranges from 14. 74 percent to 16. 34 percent.

This increased variability of failure stresses shows in the cumu-

lative distribution curves plotted in Fig. 3-12. The data points lie
1

on a wide S-shaped band. The points corresponding to the 1 in.
3

x 1-6 in. x 4 in. specimens lie near the middle of this band. By

drawing a curve through these points a reasonable cumulative dis-

tribution function was obtained and the graphical method of param-

eter determination was applied. To average out the results for

all three types of specimens, a cumulative distribution curve

(Fig. 3-13) was obtained by combining the results of all tests.

This seems justified in view of the fact that the mean and standard

deviation were about the same for all three specimens. The con-
1

ventional loglog IlI versus log o plot for the two alternative cumu-

lative distribution curves is shown in Fig. 3-14. The resulting
1

curve is clearly a straight line (especially in the case of the 1 in.
3.x 1-6 in. x 4 in. specimen) which indicates a value of a u equal to

zero. The values of the material parameters obtained are:

0- =0
u

m= 7. 25

T= 7,800 psi.
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Table 3-111

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF BERYLLIUM OXIDE

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Specimen Type A B C

3 1 1 1 1 3Dimensions (in.) --1 x - x 4 x 4x 4 -1 x 3--x 4

Gross Section (in.) 1
T1 1

Gage Volume (cu in.) 0.125 0.125 0.125

Number of Specimens 48 42 50
Tested, N

Mean Failure Stress,
o*__, (psi) 15,740 15,540 15,650

Standard Deviation, 2; 320 2,540 2, 530
a, (psi)

Coefficient of Variation, 14.74 16. 34 16. 17
v, (%)
Mean Stress Gradient 94,440 124,320 166,930

at Failure (psi in.)

Lowest Failure Stress, 11,830 8,870 10,210
'low-* (psi)

Highest Failure Stress, 19,900 19, 320' 21,000
T'high' (psi)
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D. Magnesium Oxioc (ARF)

A similar series of tests was conducted using MgO speci-

mens. While the data have not been completely analyzed some

preliminary results are given in Table 3-IV.
I Table 3-IV

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF BEND TESTS

ON ARF MAGNESIUM OXIDE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Specimen Type A B C

Specimen Dimensions (in.) 1-- x 4 1 x I x 4 1- x- x 4

Number of Specimens, N, 50 50 50

Mean Failure Stress, 14,430 16, 520 15,060
Tm' (psi)

Standard Deviation, a (psi) 2, 380 1, 660 2, 250

Coefficient of Variation 16.50 10. 04 14.93
v, (%M __ _ __

Although the mean failure stresses here are somewhat dif-

ferent, it is not clear whether this is an indication of a stress

gradient effect, especially in view of the higher variability of the

results. The differences may not be significant at all or they

may indicate a surface effect. The latter may be due to the fact

that not all surfaces in the specimens were ground.

5. CONCLUSION

The results of the experimental work described are sum-

marized in Table 3-V. Even though this work is not yet complete,

it is sufficiently extensive to lead to reasonably well founded con-

clusions. The prismatic pure-bending specimens used here proved

a simple and effective means of studying the stress gradient effect.

The specimens used gave almost a 2 to 1 ratio of extreme stress

gradients. The gage volume was the same in all three types of
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specimens and, as a result, the effective size (arrived at either

by Weibull's theory or by an arbitrary definition based on a given

percentage of the extreme fiber stress) was the same.

Table 3-V

SUMMARY OF BASIC WEIBULL MATERIAL PARAMETERS

FOR COMPLETED TEST SERIES

Source Test Weibull Parameters

and Temperature, Tu m 0
Material ("C) (103 psi) (103 psi)

Wesgo AL-995 20 24.4 2.4 0.56

Wesgo AL-995 1000 18.2 5.4 4.50

BeO 20 0 7,25 7.80

The results on Wesgo AL-995 and BeO prove that the stress

gradient does not have an independent influence on the mean failure

stress and standard deviation, at least for the range of stress gra-

dients investigated. This proved to be the case both at room tem-

perature and at elevated temperature (1000 °C) for the Alz O3.

This result is in full accordance with the Weibull theory. The

latter does not make any special allowance for the stress gradient,

but it accounts for the non-uniformity of stress distribution by

assigning a risk of ruputre to each infinitesimal element. The

risk of rupture for the entire specimen is then obtained by a vol-

ume integration. According to Weibull(3-6), the stress gradient

should not have an independent effect when it is moderate but it is

conceivable that it might, when the effective size (linked to the

stress gradient) is of the order of the grain size or of the order

of Volume elements between "weak points'".

Another conclusion reached from the A12 03 and BeO speci-

mens tested is that failure in these materials is governed by a

volumetric flaw distribution. This was evidenced by the fact that
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specimens having the same effective volume but different effec-

tive surfaces gave the same average failure stress. This, as

discussed previously, can only be attributed to a volumetric flaw

distribution rather than to an improbable combination of mutually

cancelling stress gradient and surface effects. This is not sur-

priping, however, since these specimens had been ground in order

to obtain the dimensional tolerances requested. It is believed that

specimens with "as-fired" surfaces would show appreciable sur-

face effects.

The determination of unique and fundamental material prop-

erties is still a difficult problem. The analytical procedure speci-

fically developed in an attempt to evolve unique numerical answers

did not lend itself to a computer solution. The graphical trial and

error method originally suggested by Weibull is still the most con-

venient method. Some suggestions for improving the accuracy of

this method were offered in the text, but the method is still not

entirely free of misinterpretations. tke result of subjec-

tive judgment. The only way to increase the reliability of the

graphical determination of material parameters is to obtain per-

fectly homogeneous and isotropic materials and an nduct a large

number of failure tests under well controlled experimental con-

ditions.

Work on the stress gradient effect and the type of flaw dis-

tribution governing failure is expected to continue in the extension

phase of the program. The range of stress gradients investigated
1.

will be extended by testing specimens of cross sections - in. x
I1. I 1

in. and - in. x - in. A more systematic procedure for the in-

vestigation of the type of flaw distribution is contemplated, by

simultaneously varying effective size and surface of specimen.

Work on MgO and Beo at high temperature will be continued and

completed. Lucalox will be another grade of Al2 
0 3 to be investi-

gated. In addition to the influence of temperature, the influence

of annealing on the stress gradient effect will be studied.
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...-TA•SK-4---I•ECT OF PvUCRO6TRUJCTURE

Principal Investigator: P. R. V. Evans

ABSTRACT

The fracture behavior of polycrystalline MgO and
Lucalox Al O over a limited grain size range was studied
under uniaxxar'compression in between 1000 and 1900 C,
The fracture strength of both oxides showed a marked depen-
dence on temperature and grain size. Microscopical exam-
ination showed that the fracture path was essentially inter-
crystalline in Lucalox and MgO at high temperatures. How-
ever, there was evidence of mixed transgranular and inter-
crystalline fracture in some of MgO specimens at the lower
test temperatures.

While the grain size (d) fracture strength (ar) data
involved scatter which was considerable at low temperatures,
average reau~s were found to fit the Petch equation
a, = or +kd' " at all temperatures tested. The parameter k
was found to decrease with increasing temperature as might
be expected and at any given temperature, was greater for
Lucalox than MgO. Contrary to expectations, Lr ,which is
considered to-represent a measure of the fractional stress
imposed by the host lattice on mobile dislocations, most
frequently increased with increasing temperature.

No brittle-ductile fracture transition temperature
was observed in either oxide. However, at high temperatures,
stressing was accompanied by extensive grain rotation and
grain boundary sliding imparting an apparent ductility to both
materials.
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TASK 4 - EFFECT OF MICROSTRUCTURE

1. INTRODUCTION

The metal oxides offer considerable promise as structural

materials for advanced applications particularly where strength

at high temperatures is required. In this latter respect their

general superiority over metals is well known. However, one

of the major problems associated with the use of these oxides is

their extreme brittleness especially at temperatures below about

1/2 Tm (Tm = melting point, "K). In recent years some effort

has been devoted to developing a better understanding of the na-

ture of this brittleness and the relationship between stress, tem-

perature, grain size and porosity. Although such knowledge is

still incomplete, significant advances have been made.

In a detailed review of the dependence of mechanical strength

of brittle polycrystalline materials on porosity and grain size,

Knudsen( 4 - 1 ) derived a relationship of the form:

-a -bP
S = KG e (4-1)

where

S is the strength of porous brittle material,

G is the mean grain diameter,

P is the specimen porosity,

e is the base,of Naperian logarithm, and

k, a and b are constants.

Crandall, et al(4-2) studied the fracture strength in trans-

verse bending as a function of grain size in Al2O 3 . Since all speci-

mens were of near theoretical density, porosity was eliminated as

a variable. Although only three grain-size levels were examined,

the relationship

S= 86000G-/3 (4-Z)

was found to hold between fracture strength, S (psi) and grain

size, G, (microns).
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--. .. In more recent work, Spriggs and Vasilos'-investigated

the influence of porosity and grain size on the transverse bend

strength for polycrystalline A1zO3 and MgO. The testing was con-

fined to room temperature. These investigators showed that the

effect of porosity on strength was of the type previously suggested

by Knudsen and Duckworth . On extrapolating to zero

porosity, the variation of strength with grain size for the two

oxides was found to be:

A1 2 0 3  S = 86000 G- 1 3 (4-3)

MgO S = 75000 G 2 1 (4-4)

for fabricated and machined specimens over a limited grain size

range, while an expression of

S = 50000 G- 1 6 (4-5)

was obtained for specimens heat treated to yield much broader

grain size range.

Comparison of equations (3) and (2) indicates that the data

for AlZ0 3 is identical with the previous findings of Crandall, et a

Of course, these equations represent empirical relationships be-

tween the different variables that influence strength at a given tem-

perature and do not provide information regarding the nature or

mechanism of fracture in these polycrystalline materials.

In recent years work by Stroh( 4 5 ), Cottrell(4 6 ), Petch(4 7 )

and others(4-8, 4-9) on cleavage fracture in so-called semi-brittle

materials * such as many of the b c c metals at cryogenic tempera-

tures has lead to significant advances in understanding of the

mechanisms involved.

The success of these current theories dealing with the atomic

mechanisms of cleavage fracture in metallic lattices prompted an

extension of this thinking to a study of fracture behavior in ceramic

materials. This approach, used in this task to study fracture in

i.e., those crystalline materials which undergo some plastic
deformation, although this may be extreme',, small, before fracture.
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....................- pulycrystallin e--Ai0ir--n-d-MgO- -centes r-around-The Petch eq-a---

tion relating fracture strength,, .F, and grain size,, d,

TF = 0o + kdl/2 (4-6)

where co represents the frictional stress on an unlocked dis-

location and k is a constant directly related to the surface enler-

gy associated with the formation of the fracture surfaces. This

equation is particularly useful in studying fracture behavior since

it separates the factors controlling aF into three components.

Furthermore, the equation is based on a dislocation model for

fracture and the parameters in the equation may therefore be

interpreted in terms of this model.

In addition to studying the influence of d on a*F over a

broad range of temperatures, the experimental work was aimed

at investigating the existence of a ductile-to-brittle transition

temperature of the type observed in b c c metals. Previous

work (4- 1 0, 4- 11) demonstrated that non-metallic single crystals

do exhibit a ductile-to-brittle transition behavior which, in gen-
(4-12Z)eral, is very gradual compared with metals. Kronberg

however, showed that in the case of Al 2 O3 the transition tem-

perature was relatively sharp and sensitively related to strain

rate.

The influence of porosity on strength was not investigated

in this study. Porosity, except for two grain-size levels in the

Al 2 03 specimens was held as low as possible and constant through-

out. This permitted a direct determination of the influence of

grain size without having to compensate for variations in porosity

in different specimens.

Some of the experimental detail and results presented here

have been reported before(4"13) but are included so as to render

this report complete in its present form.
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-.. 2- .- -M AT ER IAL .. .. ...--- -

A. Polycrystalline Magnesium Oxide

All the MgO specimens tested were produced by hot pres-

sing and subsequently grinding to a cylindrical shape 1 in. long

by 1/2 in. diameter, such that the end faces were square to with-

in 0. 001 in. of the specimen axis. Details of the hot-pressing

procedure were reported previously: (4-13) The surface finish

resulting from grinding was smooth and reproducible. The re-

quired variation in grain size was achieved by high-temperature

annealing of hot pressed material at either 1700 * and 1900"C for

three hours. The grain size results, given in Table 4-I, were

determined by quantitative metallographic methods using the

eq u a tio n .0 5(
1.07 (47)

where

M is the magnification,

A is the area (sq cm),

N is the number of grains in area, A, and

D is the average grain diameter (cm).

Table 4-I

GRAIN SIZE OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE SPECIMENS

Average Grain Average Grain
Condition Diam. , d, (mm) Diam , 1/Z(mm",/?-

As-Hot PreasMd 0.02z 6.9

Annealed at 1700 "C for 3 hr 0.043 4.8

Annealed atl900°Cfor 3 hr 0.070 3.8
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-qh~e-anneain•-jempetre '--g-rain eize -dta- indicate-that . .. -

the rate of grain growth in these specimens was considerably

lower than is normally encountered in polycrystalline MgO (see,

for example, Daniels, Lowrie, Gibby and Curler (414)). The

reason for the marked reluctance for grain growth to occur in

this material is not clearly understood; grain boundary impuri-

ties, such as carbon picked up during hot pressing in graphite

dies, probably play an important role in this phenomenon.

The chemical analysis of as hot-pressed and annealed

materials is given in Table 4-11. These data indicate that, within

the limits of accuracy of the analytical method, high-temperature

annealing produced small changes in the impurity content of the

oxide. The possible extent to which these changes influenced

subsequent mechanical behavior is not known.

The relatively high carbon content of the hot-pressed mate-

rial is attributed to contamination from the hot pressing dies re-

ferred to above, and its incomplete removal during the subsequent

decarburization treatment. (4 13)

Typical microstructures of the as hot-pressed and the

1900"C annealed materials are given in Fig. 4-land 4-2, re-

spectively. In both cases the grains are equiaxed and of uniform

size. The densities of test specimens ranged from 99. 4 to 99. 7

percent of theoretical; the small amount of porosity being con-

fined in general to the grain boundaries and particularly grain

corners.

B. Polycrystalline Aluminum Oxide

The polycrystalline A12 0 3 specimens were supplied by the

General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio under the trade

name Lucalox at five grain-size levels (see Table 4-11). The

chemical analysis of Lucalox is given in Table 4-IV. In the as-

received condition the specimens were 1 in. long by 1/2 in. diam-

eter, with the end faces square to the specimen axis to within
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I

X 250

Fig. 4-1

AS HOT- PRESSED POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE
Etched in 5% Sol. HCJ in Alcohol Grain Size = 0.02-0. 025 mm

4L it., :q " '

X 500

Fig. 4-2
POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE HOT-PRESSED AND
ANNEALED AT 1900 'C

Etched in 50% H 2 So 4 + 50% Sol. NH 4GC held at 50 *C
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-O.01 in- -During preliminary tests it was discovered that the

loading capacity of the compression testing unit was not adequate

to produce fracture in these specimens at temperatures below

1900*C. They were, therefore, centerless ground to 3/8-in.

diameter to reduce the cross sectional area and thus the load at

fracture. Subsequent testing at 1000*C necessitated a further

reduction in specimen diameter to 1/4 in. Although the height

to diameter ratio for these specimens varied from 2 to 4 it was

not thought to influence significantly any comparison made be-

tween the tests data collected at a 1000"C and the higher tempera-

tures.

Table 4-I11

GRAIN SIZE AND DENSITY DATA, LUCALOX SPECIMENS

Nominal Avg. Measured Avg. Measured Avg. Density,
Grain Diameter, Prain Diameter, Grain Diameterl/Z (g/cc)

(m(m m) m)d1/2(ml/1Sd, (ram) d" (rmm -

0.005 0.004 15.7 3.85

0.01 0.018 7.3 3.94

0.03 0.040 5.1 3.98

0.05 0.047 4.5 3.98

0.10 0.10 3.2 3.98

The microstructure of Lucalox is illustrated in Fig. 4-3

and 4-4. The grain size in these structures, as in all specimens,

was uniform and the presence of porosity is clearly evident in

the fine grain material (Fig. 4-3). As for the MgO material,

grain size determinations were made on a series of selected

samples using Eq. 4-7.

The density of the Lucalox varied with grain size as the

data in Table 4-11I indicated. Theoretical density was approached

at the coarser grain-size levels while falling to about 97. 22 per

cent of theoretical for the 0. 004-mm material. Since porosity
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X Z50

Fig. 4- 3
PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF LUCALOX AT 0. 005 mm Grain Size.
(Note small amount of intergranular porosity characteristic

of the finer grain specimens, unetched)

X 150

Fig. 4-4
PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF LUCALOX. LITTLE EVIDENCE OF
POROSITY; MATERIAL APPROXIMATELY OF THEORETICAL
DENSITY. Unetched. Grain Size = 0.05 mm
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Table 4-IV

-SEMI- QUANTITATIVE SPECTROCHEMICAL

ANALYSIS, OF LUCALOX

Element Concentration
(w/o)

Al Principal constituent

Fe 0.07

Mg 0. 15

Ti' 0.01

Mn 0.001

V 0.004

Na 0.08

Cu 0.0003

Ni 0.0015

Ca 0.04

Cu 0. 002

Ga 0.003

Si 0.03

has a pronounced influence on strength properties, its presence

in the fine grain samples must be considered in the final analysis

of the mechanical property data. ...---

The dimensions of the compression test specimens were

chosen with three considerations in mind:

(1) the specimens 'should be stubby enough to avoid

the possibility of elastic buckling. This require-

ment is amply satisfied, since elastic buckling is

seldom of concern below "slenderness ratios"

of 60;
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(2) The -/[J ratio should be large enough to avoid any

distortion of data resulting from friction effects

exerted at the specimen-platen interface (these

effects, resulting in an apparent increase in com-

pressive strength owing to the frictional constraint,

become significant only below L/D ratios of 2:0); and

(3) to satisfy the dimensional allowances of the avail-

able high-temperature testing machine which could

accept specimens only up to 1-1/4 in. in height.

The specimen size selected satisfied all of these

requirements.

Each specimen was carefully calipered to determine its

actual diamctcr and cross sectional area prior to testing.

3. APPARATUS AND TESTING PROCEDURE

The high -temperature -compression testing apparatus was

built around an existing high-temperature resisti.nce furnace. (4-15)

A sectional view of the apparatus is given in Fig. 4-5. Testing

was carried out in a helium atmosphere and, with a tantalum

heating element, the furnace was capable of temperatures up to

2Z00 C. The rate of heating and cooling of specimens was close-

ly controlled by manual adjustment, this being necessary in the

case of MgO, which is particularly sensitive to thermal shock.

It was also thought that controlled heating rates would tend to re-

duce the possibility of thermal cycling damage to the Lucalox

rams usecin the testing of Lucalox specimens.

The compression specimen was positioned in the uniform

temperature zone of the furnace and the load applied through the

bottom ram by a screw jack. The screw jack was driven by a

1/2-hp variable speed d-c motor through a 50: I reduction gear.

The load was measured by a resistance strain gage load cell

which was directly recorded on a Speedomax recorder. The
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I •SE-LF ALIGN ING SEAT

•1 2 LOAD CELL

3 O-RING SEALS
---- 2 4 FURNACE BODY

5 TUNGSTEN PLATENS---'- --- "3: 6 SPECIMEN

7 SIGHT GLASS ASSEMBLY
8 TUNGSTEN COMPRESSION RAMS
9 HEATER

4 10 SPACER COLUMN
8 II JACK PRESSURE PAD

S.5 12 JACK

67 13 RADIATION SHIELDS

9-

Ilk.

Fig.4-5 HIGH TEMPERATURE COMPRESSION TESTING APPARATUS
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- s-crew Ja-k- --ee-Wa-d .8 1-i" ni. per min re-

suiting in a relatively constant strain rate of 6.8x 10"2 in. per in.

per min (1.13 x 10"3 sec-1

Two major problems were encountered in building the ap-

paratus and in carrying out the compression tests; (1) obtaining

axial alignment of the rams and (2) selection of a suitable ram

material that would withstand the extremely severe temperature-

stress condition involved.

The alignment problem was overcome by improved engineer-

ing design.

After a series of preliminary experiments it was decided to

try both tungsten and Lucalox as ram materials, since both mate-

rials were commercially available in shapes suitable for this ap-

plication. A set of 3/4-in. diam:, tungsten rams have proved

satisfactory for testing MgO up to 1600 C, although the specimens

did cause a small amount of localized deformation of the tungsten

at the ram-specimen interface. The depth of penetration observed

was about 0.0005-0.001 in. To avoid damaging the ends of the

rams in this way, flat tungsten discs were always placed between

the specimens and the rams. These discs were readily removed

after each test, ground to yield a flat surface, and re-used for

further testing.

Tungsten rams even up to 1-in. diam,.,were found complete-

ly inadequate for the testing of Lucalox where higher test tempera-

tures were to be studied. It was, therefore, decided to use Lu-

calox rams for this phase of the work. Rods, 1-in. diam. were

employed together with 1/4-in. thick discs which formed the work-

ing surfaces of the compression unit and thus reduced the possi-

bility of damaging the rams. The rams were friction fitted into

steel grips as illustrated in Fig. 4-6. Although this material has

proved satisfactory from a mechanical standpoint, these desirable

strength properties appear to deteriorate at high temperatures.
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Fig. 4-6
LUCALOX RAMS, DISCS AND A COMPRESSION TEST
SPECIMEN USED IN THE HIGH TEMPERATURE COM-
PRESSION TESTING EXPERIMENTS
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Between two And five specimens of a given grain sise were

tested at each temperature, the larger numbers being used at the

low temperatures where the scatter in fracture stress data was

greatest.

4. RESULTS

A. Magnesium Oxide

The compression testing of hot-pressed MgO was carried

out at three grain-size levels (see Table 4-I) in the temperature

ringe 1000°-1600 C. The fracture strength data are summarized

in Fig. 4-7, and illustrate the dependence of strength on tempera-

ture and grain size. As the results indicate, the scatter in ex-

perimental data increase with decreasing test temperature, lead-

ing to overlapping of the strength values for the different grain-

size levels at 1000 0 C. However, the average results do indicate

a decrease in strength with increasing grain size.

The relationship between o F and d"I/ is given in Fig. 4-8.

Using the mean values of a- F at the different grain-size levels,

the data yield essentially linear plots, in agreement with the

Petch equation. The constants oi and ky for these tempera-

tures are given in Table 4-V. However, as this table shows, no

regular dependence of (r on temperature can be no ;ed.

Table 4-V

VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS (r AND k

FOR MAGNESIUM OXIDE DETERMINED

USING* THE PETCH EQUATION

Temperature, 0 0 k

( 0 C) (psi) (psi/mms

1000 3,500 4,700

1300 8,500 2,150

1600 2,200 1,960
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"IL 16000C
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Fig. 4-8 PETCH-TYPE ANALYSIS FOR MAGNESIUM
OXIDE IN THE TEMPERATURE RANGE
10000 - 1600"C
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Some typical autographic load-compression curves for the

fins grain specimens are given in Fig. 4-9. The fracture stress
in these tests was taken as the point where the elastic portion of

the curve deviated from linearity (F 1 , F, etc. in Fig. 4-9)
since this represented the initiation of microscopically visible
cracks. At low temperatures complete fracture occurred at this
point (curve 1, Fig. 4-9) while at higher temperatures (1400 C

and above) fracture in the fine grain specimens resulted after
varying amounts of apparent plastic deformation. The extent of
this apparent plastic strain showed a general increase with in-
creasing temperature. Microscopic evidence indicated that this
deformation was associated with extensive grain boundary sliding
accompanied by the rigid rotation of grains and the formation of
intergranular cavities, i.e., micro cracks. At these tempera-
tures microscopical evidence indicated that the crack nuclei did
not grow catastrophically but joined together as the compression

test progressed, ultimately resulting in the collapse of the speci-
men. This apparent plastic deformation, thus, did not represent

true ductility as is observed in metals and, as will be seen, was
found to occur in the finer grain AIO 3 specimens. The 0.043-mm

and O. 07--mm MgO specimens were completely brittle at all test

temperatures, exhibiting load- compre s sive strain curves similar

to curve I in Fig. 4-9.
Microscopic examination of polished and etched* specimens

after testing indicated that the fracture path in the 0. 0ZZ-mm
grain size material was intergranular at all temperatures (see
Fig. 4-10 and 4-13). Intergranular fracture also predominated

in the O. 04 3-mm and 0.07-mm specimens but there was evidence

of some transgranular cracks in the fracture pattern. These

transgranular cracks were most frequently observed at the lower

*Etching was performed us'ing a mixture of equal parts of sat.
NH 4Cl solution and conc. H2 SO4 maintained at 50 SC.
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X 500

Fig. 4- 10
INTERGRANULAR FRACTURE IN POLYCRYSTALLINE
MAGNESIUM OXIDE. COMPRESSION TESTED AT 1000 °C.

Grain Size = 0.022 mm

X 500

Fig. 4-11
INTERGRANULAR AND TRANSGRANULAR FRACTURES IN
MAGNESIUM OXIDE. COMPRESSION TESTED AT 1000 C.

Grain Size = 0. 043 mm
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X 500

Fig. 4-12
INTERGRANULAR AND TRANSGRANULAR FRACTURE IN
MAGNESIUM OXIDE, COMPRESSION TESTED AT 1000 °C.

Grain Size = 0. 007 mm

m X Z50

Fig. 4-13
INTERGRANULAR FRACTURE AND SOME EVIDENCE OF
GRAIN CHANGE IN SHAPE IN MAGNESIUM OXIDE AFTER
COMPRESSION TESTING AT 1600 *C. Grain Size = 0. 004 mm
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test temperature in the 0. 07-mm material. Typical example 6f

mixed intergranular and transgranular cracking are illustrated

in Fig. 4-11 and 4-12; the large black areas in these photomicro-

graphs are due to grains pulled out during mounting and polishing.

Examination of grain shape in fractured specimens suggested

that the MgO grains with the exception of the 0. 022-mm specimens

did not undergo any gross plastic deformation at any temperature.

There was evidence in this material tested at 1600 "C that indivi-

dual grains were exhibiting some plasticity (see Fig. 4-13).

The type of fractures obtained in the compression tests,

shown in Fig. 4-14 through 4-16, illustrate the marked change in

fracture geometry with test temperature. The specimens deformed

at 1600 °C (Fig. 4-16) often buckled during testing which might sug-

gest that the loading was not uniaxial. An alternative explanation

is that the onset of "plastic deformation" is accompanied by grain-

boundary shearing along a preferred direction in the specimen.

Further strain develops this localized shearing at the expense of

other possible directions until fracture is ultimately reached. A

similar effect has been observed in the Lucalox specimens (see

Fig. 4-21).
Surface blistering of specimens has been observed at 1400 °C

and above, increasing in severity with temperature. The extent

of blistering varied from specimen to specimen and in some cases

did not occur. The blistering was thought to be due to the presence

of unstable impurities in the MgO.

B. Aluminum Oxide (Liacalox)

The compression testing of Lucalox was carried out in the

range 1000 C- 1900 'C at five grain size levels (see Table 4-I11).

The variation in fracture strength with temperature, given in

Fig. 4-17 and 4-18, clearly shows the superior strength of Lucalox

compared with MgO at least between 1000 and 1600 C. The data
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Fig. 4-14
POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE COMPRESSION
SPECIMEN FRACTURED AT 1200* C. Grain Size = 0.022 mm

Fig. 4-15
POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE COMPRESSION
SPECTMEN FRACTURED AT 14000 C. Grain Size = 0.022 mm

Fig. 4-16
POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE COMPRESSION
SPECIMEN FRACTURED AT 1600" C. Grain Size = 0. 022 mm

(Note Surface Blistering and Buckling of Specimen)
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f or the 0. 004-mm and 0. O-nm-spe-cmen-ae- t

ly (Fig. 4-18) since they contained significant amounts of porosity

and thus cannot be compared directly, from the standpoint of

grain-size effects, with the fully dense material.

The data indicate that, like MgO, the strength of Lucalox is

both temperature and grain-size dependent. Up to 1600°C this

dependency is what would be anticipated with increasing grain

size and temperature leading to corresponding reductive in aF'

Above 1600 °C the strength of the fine grained materials contain-

ing porosity falls off very rapidly, with the result that, at 1900 'C,

they have the lowest strength of all specimens tested. Also, the

fully dense specimens exhibited a slight increase in (F at 1700 °C

compared with 1600 °C and thus is thought to be a real effect al-

though the cause is not known.

The relationship between aF and d-/Z for the fully dense

specimens at the various test temperatures is given in Fig. 4-19.

Again, the data for the porous specimens have been omitted. As

in the case of MgO, the data are limited and considerable scatter

in T F exists at the lower test temperatures. It cannot be con-

cluded decisively, therefore, that the crF - dl/2 results agree

with the linear relationship implied by Eq. 4-6. However, straight

lines have been drawn through the data points and the correspond-

ing values for the constants c and k are given in Table 4-VI.

The significance of these results will be discussed in the next

section.

At all test temperatures the 0.1-mm, 0. 047-mm and 0.04-

mm specimens were completely brittle and fractured into many

small pieces. The 0.018-mm and 0. 004-mm specimens did ex-

hibit apparent ductility at 1800 "C and 1900 °C in a similar way to

that observed in five grain MgO (curve 3, Fig. 4-9).

Figures 4-20 through 4-ZZ show the marked change in frac-

ture characteristics with temperature at the 0. 004-mm grain-size
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Fig. 4-20
LUCALOX SPECIMENS BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING IN
COMPRESSION AT 1600 G. Grain Size = 0.004 mm

Fig. 4-21
LUCALOX SPECIMENS BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING
IN COMPRESSION AT 1700 *C. Grain Size = 0.004 nm
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Fig. 4-22
LUCALOX SPECIMEN BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING IN
COMPRESSION AT 1900 °C. Grain Size 0. 004 mm

X4

Fig. 4-23
CROSS SECTION OF LUCALOX SPECIMEN COMPRESSION
TESTED AT 1900 °C ILLUSTRATING THE NON, UNIFORM
STRAIN PATTERN AND THE ZONES OF MAXIMUM SHEAR
STRAIN. Grain Size = 0.004 mm
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Fig. 4-22
LUCALOX SPECIMEN BEFORE AND AFTER TESTING IN
COMPRESSION AT 1900 *C. Grain Size = 0.004 mm

X4

Fig. 4-23
CROSS SECTION OF LUCALOX SPECIMEN COMPRESSION
TESTED AT 1900°C ILLUSTRATING THE NON-UNIFORM
STRAIN PATTERN AND THE ZONES OF MAXIMUM SHEAR
STRAIN. Grain Size = 0. 004 mm
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-Table 4-VI

VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS T AND ko

FOR LUCALOX DETERMINED USING THE PETCH EQUATION

Temperature T k("C) (psi) (psi//mm 1/)

1000 66,000 12,500

1600 3,000 6,740

1700 6, 000 6,500

1800 8,750 4,150

1900 9, zoo 2,760

level. The apparent ductile behavior of this material is illustrated

in Fig. 4-ZZ. Metallographic evidence of specimen deformed at

1900 'C showed that deformation within the specimen was marked-

ly heterogeneous with extensive intergranular cavities and fissures

concentrated in regions of maximum shear (see Fig. 4-23 and 4-24).

In those regions restrained from flowing, adjacent to the compres-

sion rams, the microstructure showed little change (Fig. 4-25).

In addition, there was no evidence of any change in grain shape as

a result of compression which suggests that the Lucalox grains

did not undergo any gross plastic deformation.

5. DISCUSSION

The experimental data clearly show that the brittle fracture

strength of polycrystalline MgO and Lucalox (Al2 03) increases

with decreasing grain size and decreasing temperature in the

range 1000*-1600*C. Above 1600"C, some of these grain size-

strength trends for Lucalox are reversed. The behavior of these

ceramic oxides between 1000 *- 1600 *C is identical in nature to

that of brittle metals, As a result one is tempted, in the light of

this and previous work (see, for example, references 4-16, 4-17,

and4-18), to account for the fracture characteristics of
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x ZSo

Fig. 4- 24
PHOTOMICROGRAPH SHOWING THE EXTENSIVE POROSITY
THAT DEVELOPS IN REGIONS OF MAXIMUM SHEAR IN
LUCALOX, COMPRESSION TESTED AT 1900 -C.

Grain Size = 0. 004 mm

x ZSO

Fig. 4-25

PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF AN AREA ADJACENT TO THE
PLATEN- SPECIMEN. Interface Shbwing has Pictorial
Constraint, Prevents Formation of Intergranular Cavitation
Taken from Specimen Shown in Fig. 4-23
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po-lycrystalline oxides in terms of current, fracture theory: that

some prior plastic deformation occurs to produce dislocations

which, in turn, can generate crack nuclei. Since this slip need only

be very limited, it is often difficult to detect it experimentally.

Although the generation of glide dislocations in these oxides is

more difficult than in metals, it has been demonstrated on single

crystals of both MgO and Lucalox, that this is feasible at the tem-

peratures and stresses under consideration.

When the crack nucleus has formed it may propagate inter-

granularly or transgranularly. In this study, fracture generally

propagated by the intergranular mode indicating that, assuming

some prior slip, the intergranular cohesive strength of hot pressed

polycrystalline MgO and Lucalox controls mechanical strength in

the range 1000°-1600GC. Stokes and Li(4" 19 ) reached a similar

conclusion in room-temperature tensile tests on bi- and tri-

crystals of MgO produced by hot-pressing techniques. The low

intergranular cohesion in these materials is probably due to the

presence of small amounts of residual porosity in the grain bound-

aries remaining after fabrication. Furthermore, grain boundaries

often serve as sinks for impurities which can also lead to a lower-

Jrng of intergranular cohesive strength.

It is clearly evident that the method of fabricating polycrys-

talline ceramic bodies must have an extremely important and often

predominating influence on their mechanical behavior. All powder

methods of fabricating have the inherent disadvantage of residual

porosity, sometimes immeasurably small and, also, possible

pick-up of impurities. Thus the true intergranular cohesiye

strength is never reached in such materials. Further work in-

vestigating the properties and determining the nature of grain

boundaries in ceramic materials to include the influence of con-

ventional and new fabrication techniques is much rieeded at this

time.
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No transition from brittle to ductile behavior with increasing

test temperature was observed in either MgO or Lucalox. In this

respect these polycrystalline oxides were unlike many metals which

exhibit this transition in fracture mode with temperature. It is

interesting to note, however, that ductile-brittle transitions have

been observed in single crystals of MgO 4 10) and Al3

suggesting that a temperature dependent transition in fracture

mode is an inherent characteristic of these oxides. The fact that

a transition was not noted in this investigation is attributed to the

interplay between intergranular cohesive strength, its tempera-

ture dependence and the difficulty of producing grain-to-grain slip.

The brittleness characteristic of MgO and Lucalox at the

lower test temperatures gave way to apparent ductile behavior with

increasing temperature and decreasing grain size. This was con-

sidered to be due to a decrease in intergrauular cohesion with in-

creasing temperature so that a stage was reached when the applied

stress led to extensive grain boundary sliding and the formation of

intergranular cavities, i. e. , cracks. Crack growth then occurred

by the linking up of small intergranular cracks as the applied

stress increased and under such conditions catastrophic brittle

fracture propagation was completely suppressed.

The Petch-type analysis of the grain-size data for MgO and

Lucalox must be examined with caution because of the limited

number of grain sizes studied and the scatter in fracture stress

results observed at the lower temperatures.

Averaging the fracture stress values at all test tem -

peratures yielded linear relationships between a F and d -/2,

indicating the following points of interest:

(1) The values of k for both oxides show a decrease

with increasing temperature, i.e., r F becomes

less grain-size dependent. According to Stroh:(4 5 )

k -7 (4-8)



whe-re

Y is the effective surface energy associated
with fracture,

G is the shear modulus, and

v is Poisson's ratio.

. includes a contribution resulting from plastic work

in the vicinity of the crack (y p), in addition to the true

surface energy (yT). Since 'yp should increase with

temperature, it is difficult to explain the behavior of k

in terms of a decrease in y. Assuming that v varies

only slightly with temperature, possible changes in G

must be considered. The data in Table 4-VII shows

that G falls rapidly for both oxides in this tempera-

ture range and can account, in part at least, for the

temperature dependence of k.

Table 4-VII

VARIATION IN SHEAR MODULUS WITH TEMPERATURE

FOR MAGNESIUM OXIDE AND ALUMINUM OXIDE

.0.

4-20 MgO Hot pressed - 30 16.7

Z500 psi, 1100 10.3
Fired 1830"C 12-00 8.4
for 5 hr 1400 5. 2

4-21 Al20 3 Fired at 1885 3 RT 18. 1
1050 15.4
1350 9.8
1550 505
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(2) The grain-size dependence of 0 F for Lucalox

is more pronounced than for MgO at any given

temperature in agreement with the work of

Spriggs and Vasilos. (4-3) This effect may be

related to the significant difference in G for

these oxides if the other parameters in Eq. 4-8

are assumed to be relatively similar'. for the two

materials.

(3) The values derived for cr for both oxides

show, with two exceptions, a surprising and

unexpected increase with temperature. Since

a0 represents the frictional resistance imposed

by the lattice on a mobile dislocation it is to be

expected that this parameter would decrease

with temperature. The exceptions to this pattern

were found in Lucalox where between 1000 C and

1600"C ao drops rapidly and from 1300 to 1600"C

in MgO. However, the value of 66, 000 psi at

I000 "C for Lucalox appears abnormally large.

6. CONCLUSION

The fracture strengths in uniaxial compression of both

polycrystalline MgO and Lucalox of high density showed a marked

temperature dependence in the range 1000 *- 1600"C and 1000 '-

1900 C, respectively. This variation in strength was also ac-

companied by a change in the mode of fracture which showed a

similar trend in both oxides.
The fracture strengths of MgO and Lucalox were shown,

in general, to increase with decreasing grain size at any given

temperature. This dependence was more pronounced in Lucalox

than MgO. The fine grain Lucalox specimens were exceptions

to this behavior in the range 1600*-1900*C. This was attributed,

in part at least, to the presence of porosity and a concomitant

change in fracture mechanism.
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Microscopic examination of fractured specimens of both

Lucalox and fine-grain MgO indicated that failure always oc-

curred by intergranular fracture. The medium and coarse

grain MgO exhibited mixed intergranular and transgranular

fracture paths although the former mode did predominate.

The fracture stress data indicated that Lucalox is con-

siderably stronger than MgO. At 1000 0 C, Lucalox has about

three times and at 1600 0 C, twice the fracture strength of

MgO.

The fracture stress-grain size data were subjected to a

Petch-type analysis. Because of the limited amount of data and

scatter in the fracture stress results obtained at low-test tem-

peratures, it cannot be concluded with certainty that the Petch

equation holds. However, averaging of test data did yield

linear plots between a F and di/Z. The constant k de-

creases with increasing temperature for both MgO and Lucalox

while at any given temperature, it is always higher for Lucalox.

The behavior of a was unexpected since it generally increased

with increasing temperature.

There was evidence of apparent ductility in both MgO at

1600 0 C and Lucalox at 1900 0 C. However, in the case of Lucalox,

the ductility was traceable to a grain boundary sliding mechanism

rather than gross plastic deformation of the bulk material. In

polycrystalline MgO this mechanism may also have been opera-

tive although metallographic evidence did suggest that some true

plastic deformation of the grains may also have occurred. It

appears, therefore, that the possibility of obtaining true ductility

is greater in polycrystalline MgO than Lucalox. This conclusion

might reflect basic differences in the slip mechanisms and the

crystallographic structures of these oxides.
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TASK 5 - INTERNAL FRICTION MEASUREMENTS

Principal Investigator .: P D Southgate and L. M Atlas
Armour Research Foundation

ABSTRACT

On Part One of this Task the internal friction of single
crystal MgO was studied to determine, in particular, the effect
of anneal time and temperature, stress amplitude and dislocation
density upon dislocation damping in the material.

The activation energy of dislocation pinning during anneal
was found to be 2. 3 or over a temperature range of 4000 to 700'C.
A construction involving curve translation is suggested which
permits collapsing the whole temperature range onto a single
anneal curve, valid for the entire range Evidence strongly
indicates that the dislocation pinning process is ascribable to
the diffusion of vacancies to the dislocations.

Attempts to explain the experimental results in terms of
existing theories were not successful Analytical models examined
included the stretched string model of Koehler and Granato-Lucke
and the abrupt kink model of Brailsford Comparisons were
developed for three measurements (1) temperature dependence,
(Z) amplitude dependence, and (3) the annealing kinetics of
internal friction,

Information was also gathered on the room temperature
creep behavior of MgO crystals, and work on dislocation damping
behavior below room temperature has begun.

Damping studies on polycrystalline commercial Wesgo
Al 0 constituting the work on Part Two of this program,
sh~w~d that at temperatures below 800°C the relaxation process
resembles that in alkali-free glass. Between 800°C and 1350GC,
damping appears to be controlled by the motion of impurity
cations, which gradually gives way to the diffusion of 0 vacancies
as the temperature is increased. The formation of a s,•gle
relaxation peak in this material appears to be prevented; instead
Q- 1 exhibits a continued rise with increasing T In creep studies
carried out to 1300°C, the deformation rate appears to be
controlled by the diffusion of Al ions.
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TASK 5 - INTERNAL FRICTION MEASUREMENTS

-. Part-One: Stud1ps on Single Crystals

Principal Investigator. P. D. Southgate
Armour Research Foundation

1. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic properties of dislocations in ceramic mater-

ials are being investigated along three major lines. First, the

fundamental origin of the damping force on a dislocation in an

otherwise perfect lattice is being sought. Secondly, the mech-

anism of diffusion of point defects in the crystal to dislocation

sites, and the consequent pinning of dislocations during an anneal

at elevated temperatures is being investigated. Thirdly, a study

is being made of the nature of non-linearity of forces acting on a

dislocation line, which apparently allow increased ease of motion

once the dislocation has moved away from its equilibrium position

under the action of an applied stress. All these features of dis-

location motion are related to the degree of brittleness of the

material: their relevance has been discussed in the introduction

to the previous report

Internal friction measurements form a valuable tool for

determining both the damping forces and the forces required to

break a dislocation away from its equilibrium position. In this

task we are measuring internal friction between 10 and 50 kc/s

from -195"C to 1000'C in material which has been plastically

deformed at room temperature to introduce dislocations. Studies

have been confined entirely to single crystal MgO of commercial

purity. The results are analyzed in terms of three phenomena:
(1) the temperature dependence of the logarithmic decrement

measured at low amplitudes of oscillation, which is independent

of amplitude (2) the reduction of this amplitude-dependent

damping during anneal at temperatures in the range 400 -

700°C (3) the nature of the amplitude dependence of

damping. In each case, experimental results are com-

pared with existing theories; the agreement is often
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found unsatisfactory. Further theoretical developments, given in

sections 5-8 and 5-9 are based on similar models of dislocation

motion to those used in the past.

T1, damping and break-away forces measured by internal

friction may be taken to be very similar to those operating to

dissipate the energy of a moving crack, since in both cases the

motion of the dislocation is fairly small. On the otbe r hand, it

should be pointed out that both the damping and the break-away

forces operating during gross slip of the material will be of a

different nature, since in this case we are dealing with a general

rearrangement of the dislocation network. Each dislocation will

be constantly intersecting other dislocations and lattice defects

as it moves through the lattice, and consequently the energy dissi-

pated during these intersections will be added to that dissipated

by dislocation motion through an ideal lattice.

2. SPECIMEN DEFORMATION

Dislocations were introduced into the specimens by bending

at room temperature. The bend technique is essentially as des-

cribed in the previous report on this program (5-1), creep being

allowed to occur under constant load. A displacement gage was

added to the apparatus (shown in Fig. 5-1) so that creep curves

could be plotted. The strain gages mounted on the ring are con-

nected in a bridge, the output of which is fed through a d-c ampli-

fier to a recorder. Relative displacement of tubes connected to

opposite sides of the ring will unbalance the bridge, producing

recorder displacement.

There is a considerable advantage in using specimens of dumb-

bell form, since then, during flexural oscillation, the bending

moment is almost constant along the center section. Furthermore,

dislocations may conveniently be introduced by plastic bending in

a more uniform manner than in i straight bar. The technique used
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is shown in Fig. 5-2. The bar is initially cleaVed to ihipe and

the further cutting and drilling carried out with an ultrasonic tool.

Initially a portion is cut from one side of the center section. Three-

point bending at high temperature follows, the resulting slip line

pattern being approximately indicated in the figure. Finally the

other side of the center section is removed, the material thus cut

away just including the neutral axis. Since the dislocation density

increases now nearly linearly across the center section, the average

dislocation density across the specimen should remain constant,

if the section is thinned from both sides by a chemical etch to

reduce the resonant frequency. Thus a study of internal friction

as a function of frequency for a given dislocation density may be

readily carried out using only one specimen. Care has to be taken

to etch away sufficient surface material, so that none of the layer

that has suffered additional working after deformation resulting

from the ultrasonic machining process remains.

The data for this series of experiments are assembled in

Table 5-1. Specimens prefixed 109 and Ill were obtained from

Semi-Elements, Inc. and have a somewhat lower impurity content

than the remainder which originated from the Norton Company.

All were in the form of bars with the axis in the [1O0] direction.

The stress, 0l, quoted in column 7 of the table, an approximation,

is derived on the assumption of a constant strtss across the speci-

men during slip. Derivation of the outer fiber strain also is

approximate, since it depends on the extent of the deformation along

the bar. Studies of the dislocation pattern as revealed by etch-pits

show that usually the slipped region extends along about 1. 5 times

the specimen thickness. In the arbitrary assumption that the

strain in this region is constant, the outer fiber strain, E it
becomes equal to one-third of the angle of bend, independent of

the specimen thickness. However, the ratio of strained to unstrained

material will be proportional to the thickness.
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TUble 5-1

BENDING DATA ON SINGLE CRYSTAL SPECIMENS

Specimen Total Bend Thickness Width Weight Total Outer Approx-
Angle Fiber Strain imate

Average
(deg) (mm) (rmm) (mm) Stress

1074 1.2 2.97 4.9 12.9 0.7 1.1

1092 4.0 2.25 3.7 6 2.3 1.8

1093 Q. 44 2. 1 3.7 4.5 0.26 1.5

1094 0.55 2.5 3.7 6 0.32 1.4

6.5 1.6

7 1.7

1095 6 2.4 3.8 6 3.5 1 .6

1112 Small 1.8 3.2 4.2 Small 1.5

1113 4.3* 1.5 3.4 3.06 2.5 1,5

1114 2.8* 1.2 3.3 2.0 1.6 1.6

1115 2.7* 1.05 3.3 1.38 1.6 1.5

1225 0.8 2.08 3.0 10 0.47 1.6

1233 2.1 3.0 4.75 6.5 1.2 0.7

1234 2.4 3.2 4.75 8 1.5 0.75

* Bend reversed.
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(a) First Cut

,

(b) Bending, Showing Approximate Distribution
of Slip Planes

K b

a00

(c) Second Cut, Further Thinning of Bridge Section
Maintains Average Dislocation Density

Fig. 5-2 FABRICATION SEQUENCE FOR PLASTICALLY
DEFORMED DUMBELL SPECIMENS
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Three creep curves taken over about an hour on different MgO

crystals are shown in Fig. 5-3. All show two stages of creep,

both of which are approximately linear on a strain versus log time

plot. There seems to be no direct correlation between creep

rate and stress, since the specimen showing the slowest creep

rate in the later stages in fact had the greatest applied stress.

Analysis of these specimens for purity has not yet been carried

out, so it is not clear whether the different behavior is due to purity

difference. However, it is interesting that the logarithmic creep

law is obeyed over these extended times. Figure 5-4 shows curves

for specimens deformed over shorter times. If a specimen was

loaded in stages, each stage is plotted separately, a fresh zero

of time being taken as each extra load is applied. Here, considerable

variation of behavior is observed; however, there is again a ten-

dency for logarithmic creep behavior. The most highly strained

specimen shows clear signs of strain hardening after 1. 6 percent

deformation.

3. DISLOCATION DAMPING ABOVE ROOM TEMPERATURE

Previous work has shown a broad peak in internal friction which

is due to dislocation damping above room temperature. Further

measurements have been made now which confirm the existence of

this peak in more specimens, and show that its shape is unchanged

as the total damping is reduced by anneal. Figure 5-5 demonstrates

this in a specimen subjected to three stages of anneal. The lowest

curve is flatter than the rest since a constant background damping

has been added to the internal friction, reducing the total variation.

The plotted points represent the internal friction at low amplitudes;

at higher armplitudes, the internal friction always increased. The

nature of the amplitude dependence, as well as possible interpre-

tations of the temperature variation of damping, will be discussed

later.
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Fig. 5-5 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF LOGARITHMIC
DECREMENT FOR A SPECIMEN, TAKEN AT SEVERAL
STAGES OF ANNEAL
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4. ANNEALING OF DISLOCATION DAMPING

A. Pinning by Vacancies

Work in other ionic crystals has shown that dislocation

damping usually decreases as annealing occurs. This effect has

been interpreted as being due to pinning of the dislocation at

points along its length by cation vacancies. Bauer and Gordon(5. 2 ' 5-3)

have investigated the pinning in NaCi, KCI, KBr, KI as vacancies

are created by x-ray irradiation, and find that the results fit the

Granato-Lucke theory for internal friction as a function of free

dislocation segment length. The vacancies were created adjacent

to the dislocation, and their effectiveness in pinning depended upon

whether or not they had captured electrons and become F-centers.

The earlier measurements of Gordon and Nowick (5-4) on annealing

of Internal friction in NaCl were analyzed by Granato, Hikata and
(5-5)Lucke ", who showed that they fitted the concept of diffusion-

limited precipitation of vacancies generated in the bulk, obeying a

Cottrell-Bilby t2/3 law.

In MgO, the vacancies which play the major role are anion

vacancies. Hence, they cannot form F-centers, as do the vacancies

in alkali halides, and their state of ionization cannot be so readily

observed by optical means. In addition, since they are created

by the deformation they will always lie within the slip bands,

although not necessarily immediately adjacent to a dislocation.

Depending upon the mechanism one favors in alkali halides, one

would expect x-ray irradiation to form vacancies either adjacent

to dislocations or uniformly throughout the bulk material. Thus

some differences are to be expected between annealing of irradiated

NaCl and deformed MgO.
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B. Analysis of Results

An extensive series of measurements were carried out on

two crystals which were bent through about 5 deg. Figures 5-6

and 5-7 show the results of a series of anneals at differing tem-

peratures, a new zero of the time scale being taken for each

change of temperature. A background damping has been assumed

equal to the logarithmic decrement measured after a prolonged

anneal at the highest temperature, and this has been subtracted

from the total logarithmic decrement before plotting Fig. 5-6

and 5-7. It is reasonable to suppose that the background is due

mainly to acoustic radiation along the specimen support wires. It

will thus remain constant during the anneal, and depend only

slightly upon temperature.

It will now be shown that the anneal curves may be synthe-

sized into a single composite curve by a suitable scaling procedure.

We start by assuming that the effect of temperature on the anneal

process is t.• alter its rate, without changing its form. Then, any

anneal curve may be assigned a time zero, the effective time of

all previous anneals. Additionally, in this analysis we assume

that the temperature dependence is governed by a single activation

energy. Thus, to obtain the zero time of an anneal at temperature

T 1 following anneals of periods t 2 , t 3 ... at temperatt.res T2 , T 3....
we add effective times:

to = t2 e exp H 1• -• 1 te exp H-(T 1 13+.

where H is ie activation energy. If a composite curve corres-

ponding to an anneal at T is being produced, the time scale of

the curve must then be shifted by a factor

expH• (.1 1_I

1 2
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Finally, an adjustment must be made- in- the-rragtd-•d of the logarith-

mic decrement to allow for the temperature variation which is inde-

pend of annealing. This adjustment may be made either by fitting

the beginning of one anneal curve to the end of the previous one, or

by reference to the temperature dependence curves of Fig. - The

whole procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5-8. Two imaginary anneal

curves at temperatures T 1 and T are shown. Stage I is then the

initial subtraction of background damping; 2, compensation for tem-

perature dependence; 3, the addition of the zero time due to previous

anneals; and 4, the shift which is due to temperature dependence of

anneal rate. The activation energy H is chosen so that after the

shift a continuous curve is formed. Figures 5-9 and 5-10 now show

the result of the procedure applied to the previous anneal curves,

using an activation energy of 2. 3 ev, In both cases, a composite

curve which is straight, except in the final stages, and has a slope

of 1/2, is obtained. The fit is good over the whole of the tempera-

ture range.

Treatment along similar lines of the less complete and accurate

annealing curves obtained previously is shown in Fig. 5-11. Again,

a line of slope 1/2 is obtained along the majority of the anneal. For

specimens 1114 and 1115, however, an initial flat protion of the curve

is seen. The magnitude of the damping at any time is very roughtly

proportional to the outer fiber strain produced during plastic defor-

mation, with the exception of specimen 1074, which shows an

anomalously low damping for -L .U, cuxplanation can be offered at

the present time. During the annealing of specimen 1094, it was

held at 4000 C for a period of 2 hr, and later for 46 hr; no reduction

in log decrement was observed during these periods, and indeed

they turn out to represent only very short equivalent times at 5000C.

The activation energy of 2. 3 ev which has been used in producing

the composite anneal curves is probably reliable to * 0. 2 ev.
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Considerable weight is, therefore, lent to the hypothesis of pinning

by vacancy migration, since 2. 1 ev is the energy of vacancy motion

derived from vacancy-impurity pair relaxation, discussed in sub-

section 5-5. Some idea of the distance traveled by the vacancies

may be gained by considering that the log decrement is reduced to

about one-tenth after 100 min at 5000C. In this time, the vacancies

will have made 1. 5 x 1014 x exp(-2. 1/kT) x 60 x 100 = 2.3 x 1O4

0
jumps, which, as a random walk, would take them about 1000A.

This is of the order of magnitude of the spacing of dislocations; in

other words, it is quite possible for all the vacancies in the deformed

material to precipitate on dislocations during the time of anneal.

C. Anomalous Precipitation Kinetics

It soon becomes clear on investigation that the analysis of

Granato Hikata and Lucke, which used the t2/3 precipitation law,

and which appeared to fit the NaCl results, cannot fit the MgO

results. It is not clear whether this indicates any fundamental

difference in the modes of pinning in NaC1 and in MgO. The NaCl

results are taken over only one decade of time, and indeed, if they

are plotted in the same way as the data of Fig. 5-9, they give an

approximately straight line of about the same slope. Thus, it is

possible that the agreement obtained by Granato et al(S-5) is

fortuitous.

Subsequent work on diffusion-limited precipitation on disloca-

tions by Bullough and Newman(5-6) shows that after a short initial

period, the defect density will be linearly dependent on time, rather

than on the two-thirds power given by Cottrell and Billy.. Now,

the internal friction is proportional to the fourth power of the length

of free dislocation segments between pinning points, according to

the Koehler-Granato-Lucke theory(5-7, 5-8) Therefore, if the

precipitating defects remain isolated, the internal friction would be

expected to be proportional to'the inverse fourth power of the time

over most of the range. The initial stage in which existing pinning
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points are important can be shown to be of brief duration. This

prediction is strongly at variance with the observed t"1/2 law,

and so it is evident that the model used for NaC1 cannot be appli-

cable. There are several possible reasons for this. First, pre-

cipitation may be limited by causes other than diffusion along a

concentration gradient, such as electrostatic interactions, which

may vary as the proportion of ionized vacancies changes. Secondly,

the pinning points may not be isolated vacancies but clusters, which

increase in size more rapidly than fresh clusters are nucleated.

If this is the explanation, it would imply that the cluster density

varies as the 1/8 power of the cluster size. For impurities the

electron microscope observations of Venables (5-9) show how clus-

tering can occur along the dislocation line; but whether vacancies

behave in a similar manner has yet to be confirmed. Thirdly,

the simple application of the Koehler-Granato-Lucke theory to

give a '14 variation of internal friction may be incorrect. The

expression of this theory for log decrement, at least in the fre-

quency region where inertial effects of the dislocation may be

ignored, is

A = 8G2 At 2 (5-2)

where the relaxation time is

IT C

Here G is the shear modulus; a, the atomic spacing; A , the

dislocation density; 1, the free dislocation segment length; B,

the damping constant per unit length of dislocation; and C, the

line tension. Thus, for small damping constants , «T 1 I and

Sa . 4; but for large damping constants, A is independent off.

It is possible that we are working in the latter range, and that the

relatively slow variation of log decrement with vacancy precipita-

tion reflects a change of damping constant due to buildup of a

cloud around the dislocation, rather than an effect ascribable to a
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reduction of ý. Further analysis of the frequency dependence of

logarithmic decrement is required to elucidate this point, so that

the location of the WT• = 1 condition may be sought. The inter-

pretation is very much clouded by lack of knowledge of the tem-

perature dependence of the damping constant. Discussion of the

point will be given in subsection 5-8 where consideration is given

a model in which the damping constant originates in thermally

generated dislocation kinks.

5. POINT DEFECT RELAXATION AND VACANCY DIFFUSION

It was previously reported(5-1) that some MgO specimens

showed a pronounced internal friction peak in the region of 200 0 C,

which exhibited all the features of a relaxation peak. Further

investigation of this peak has been carried out on a project separately

funded by ARF. It now is evident that the interpretation originally

suggested, that the peak is due to relaxation of impurity-

vacancy pairs is in error, and that the mechanism is, in fact,

operative at a higher temperature. Figure 5-12 shows the peak

near 200 0 C (" D-peak") on a corrected temperature scale. From

an analysis of its shape and of the shift with varying frequency for

twelve specimens, it appears that the activation energy of the pro-

cess giving rise to the peak is 0. 64 ev and, hence, the relaxation

frequency is of the form 1. 8 x 10 I exp (-3. 64/kT). The ?re-

exponential factor is an order of magnitude lower than that usually

found for point defect relaxation processes, which indicates that

some other type of mechanism may be operating, possibly one

which involves the cooperative motion of several atoms. A search

was made for a correlation between the height of the peak and the

proportion of a number of impurities in the specimens, including

Cr and Fe, but no correlation was found. Discussion of the mechan-

ism is not pursued here, as this would lead us too far from the

general purpose of the study.
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A . cold,,which Is now believed to be due to relaxation of

Cr-vacancy pairs, is shown in Fig. 5-13. The specimen used in

these measurements was doped with about 0. 05 percent Cr, and

only this specimen shows a peak of this size. Comparison with

Figures 5-26 and 5-27 of reference 5-1 shows that the same peak,

of reduced height, is indeed visible in specimens 1026 and 1074

which contained about 0. 01 percent Cr. Specimens doped with

Fe show no analogous peak. This is not surprising, since if the

specimen is heated to the range in which a peak may be expected,

all the Fe is converted to the divalent state, and any nearby

vacancies would no longer be electrically bound to the iron.

The theory of Lidiard predicts that a vacancy-impurity

peak would not be a simple relaxation peak, since there are a

number of different kinds of vacancy motion between nearest

neighbor and next-nearest neighbor positions having slightly

different activation energies. To a first approximation, the

total logarithmic decrement may be regarded as compounded

of three peaks as indicated in Fig. 5-13. The slope of the low-

temperature shoulder gives an activation energy of about Z. 1 ev,

which agrees with that derived from the shift with frequency. It

is this activation energy, then, which is that of cation vacancy

motion close to trivalent Cr, and the activation energy of motion

for free cation vacancies may be expected to be close to this..

No other direct estimate of the energy of motion of vacancies

in MgO is known. The pre-exponential frequency factor is

1. 5 x 1014.

It is interesting to consider the results for the activation

energy of diffusion of transition metal impurities in MgO obtained

by Wuensch and Vasilos (5" 1 1 ) using radioactive tracer methods.

All these energies were close to 2 ev; while the exponential factor

in the diffusion constant, normally near 0. 1, was of the order

10-5. The value of pre-exponential factor was taken t.o indicate
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a very low value of entropy of diffusion. However, since we now

have the 'value 2. 1 ev for the energy of vacancy motion alone, it

seems very possible that in the temperature range in which the

diffusion measurements were made, the vacancy concentration was

being held constant by some requirement of charge neutrality.

The impurity diffusion energy would then approximately equal

that of vacancy motion. At higher temperatures, the vacancy con-

centration would increase due to thermal activation, so that the

diffusion energy would equal that of vacancy motion plus that of

vacancy formation. If this is the case, the low value of pre-

exponential factor in the former temperature range loses the special

significance assigned to it. We may examine the validity of the

hypothesis by observing that the energy of self-diffusion of Mg

measured by Lindner and Parfitt( 5 l?')is 3. 4 ev, and hence the

formation energy of vacancies will be 3. 4-2. 1 = 1. 3 ev. The ex-

pected vacancy concentration at 1000 0 C will then be about exp

(-l.3/kT), or 10-3. With such a concentration of trivalent im-

purities, the vacancy concentration would be held at a similar value

below 1900°C; however, there is some doubt whether the specimens

used in the diffusion studies did contain such a high impurity con-

centration.

6. DAMPING BELOW ROOM TEMPERATURE

An apparatus which will allow measurement of internal fric-

tion below room temperature was constructed. A semi-diagram-

matic. section is given in Fig. 5-14, and a photograph in Fig. 5-15.

The method of operation is the same as for the high temperature

apparatus, and the same electronic drive and detection equipment

is used in conjunction with the apparatus. The high temperature

furnace has been replaced by a double-vessel cryostat, with the

inner vessel or the space between the inner and the outer being
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capable separately of being evacuated or filled with helium ex-

change gas. The outer vessel is surrounded by liquid N 2 . The

temperature of the inner space may then be controlled by filling

the intermediate space with helium to cool it, or by evacuating

the space to isolate the inner container and using the heater to

warm it. Calibration of the frequency-temperature curve of the

specimen is achieved by filling the inner vessel with a helium

pressure of approximately 0. 1 torr. This is sufficient to give

reasonable thermal contact between the specimen and the dummy

which contains the thermocouple, without damping the specimen

acoustically to a degree that would induce an appreciable fre-

quency shift to occur.

The drive grid is fabricated using a standard photographic

transfer and etch technique to produce a copper film of the cor-

rect form on an epoxy resin sheet base. This allows a grid of

very high senritivity to be produced since small uniform spacings

can be readily achieved.

A series of measurements were made on three specimens

using this apparatus. The curves obtained are not presented

here, as their significance is not clear. Two dumbbell specimens

were measured in flexural vibration, but it seems likely that the

nodal suspension was not sufficiently accurately placed. As a con-

sequence, a rather large damping was observed which showed

very little variation between 20°C and -195OC, in both a bent and

an as-grown specimen. An undeformed specimen of simple bar

form showed a series of peaks at -90, -110, and -140 deg, but

the repeatability of these is in doubt, and their amplitude was

small. Hence, comparison with the peaks observed at -30 deg by

Chang(5-13) is not yet possible.
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7. THEORY OF DISLOCATION DAMPING

Calculations were performed with three different objectives

in view. The first was to consider the effects of some modifications,

made by Southgate(5- 14) to a theory of dislocation motion originally

worked out by Brailsford( .15). The zecond objective concerned

an exploration of the temperature dependence of the amplitude inde-

pendent dislocation damping in MgO in terms of the Brailsford

theory. Finally, an investigation of the dislocation breakaway

theory of Granato and Lucke (58)was made.

8. THEORY OF AMPLITUDE INDEPENDENT DAMPING

A. The Braileford Model

Brailsford's model is based on the assumption that the dis-

location tends to lie in potential vafleys which follow close-packed

crystal directions. Displacement of the dislocation between adja-

cent valieys is made by abrupt kinks. The form of such a disloca-

tion is shown in Fig. 5-16. In this figure, x denotes a close-

packed crystal direction and a is the separation of adjacent potential

valleys. There are two types of kinks. Those in Fig. 5-16 will

be called "left" kinks. Kinks of the opposite sense (which would

carry the dislocation from the upper-left to the lower-right of

the figure) will be called "right" kinks.

y

tX

Fig. 5-16 SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF A DISLOd.iTION
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Kinks may be produced by thermal activation. If the end

points of the dislocation are pinned, they must be produced in pairs

of a right and left kink. If the end points of the dislocation are

pinned in different potential valleys, there will be kinks present

at 0°K; this is the case shown in Fig. 5-16. The kinks are assumed

mobile. Under the influence of an external force or of a nonuniform

distribution, there will be a current of kinks di'fusing along the

dislocation. When this motion leads to the collision of a right and

left kink, the kinks annihilate each other. In equilibrium, the
right and left kink currents must separately vanish and the genera-

tion and recombination rates must be equal.

Consider a dislocation with end points pinned at x = 0 and x = L.

In general, we will suppose the end points to be pinned in different

potential valleys. Let the number of left and right kinks in the

element of length between x and x + + dx be n(x) dx and p(x)dx

respectively. The kink generation rate per unit length in the x-

direction is taken to be independent of x and will be denoted by g.

The recombination rate is taken to be rnp, where r is also inde-

pendent of x. The kink densities satisfy the continuity equations

gt + g + rnp = 0 (5-3)

an +_ "' g + rnp = 0

Ft 8ax

where I P and I n are the right and left kink currents respectively.

If F is the force per kink on the right kinks (-F on the left kinks),

the kink currents are

I = FIAp - D OP
IpOx

(5-4)
In =FIn -DOn
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where 1 is the mobility and D the diffusion coefficient of the

kinks. These are~assumed to satisfy the Einstein equation

D (5
_= kT -(5- 

)

In equilibrium

Ip I n = 0 (5-6)

and

g = rnp (5-7)

4 In addition to setting up the equations in this manner, Brailsford

makes the reasonable assumption that an external shear stress a-

produces a force on the kinks of

F = 4r ab (5-8)

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector.

B. Modification of Brailsford's Theory

Southgate(5- 15) modified Eq. (5-$ by considering the force

resulting from the stress field surrounding the dislocation. He

assumed that the stress field energy is that of a tube which follows

the average dislocation direction and that this energy is computed
from elastic continuum theory. If the dislocation line is curved,

and the stress field energy per unit length of dislocation, or line

tension, is E 0 there must be added to Eq. (5-8) the term

Ea0
P

where p is the radius of curvature ;f the dislocation.

In terms of the kink densities

y(x) = (n-p)dx (5-9)
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Thus, assuming ýy « I,

a 2  28aF =rab+E0 aj =- rab+ ÷ a -W(n-p) (5-10)
0 S

The effect of this modification was considered for the case in

which only one type of kink is present, in particulir for the case

n(x• = 0. Here we wish to consider the possibility that both n(x)

and p(x) are non-vanishing. The situation which is of interest is

that of a small, uniform applied stress, which varies so slowly

with time that the system is approximately in equilibrium at all

times. To clarify the meaning of this last requirement we write

n = no+ &n p -- po+ Ap,

when, since o is small, An<<n 0 and &P'<Po

Then, neglecting second-order terms,

np =n 0 p 0 + n0 AP + p 0 An.

Now, for a system in equilibrium, we have, from Eq. (5-7),

np =noPo

Thus, by the requirement that the system lie approximately in

equilibrium, we mean that

no 0 p + p0An

is at most of the second order of smallness so tha

np noPo (5-l1)

(Note that separately n0 Ap and p An are of the first order of

smallness).

Now, substituting Eq. (5-10) in Eq. (5-4), one obtains
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Ip =oab~p+ E az .p ýx (n-p) -D k,
p0

I =-TibýLn - E a Ln a (n-p) -D1 n

With the aid of Eq. (5-11), one can eliminate n(p) from the

expression for 1p (In). Neglecting second-order terms and using
Eq. (5-5)leads to the results

I = 0"ab pp- D'L5
I = 0'-ab tn - DO a-n-n(-
n Ox

where 2 Dao (no+po)

= D [1+ 0. J (5-13)

Thus, we see that, to firstorder, the effect which the additional

term in Eq. (5-10) involving the line ten.sion has on the currents is

a modification of the effective value of kink diffusion coefficient.

For a reasonable rate of kink generation, a (n0 + po) may be about

0. 1; and the diffusion coefficient will be enhanced by a factor of

about 50.

Now let us consider the case of a constant applied stress. If

the system is in equilibrium under the applied stress, Eq. (5-6)

will be satisfied and Eq. (5-11) will be satisfied to all orders. The

effect of the stress is to change the kink densities n and p and

this, in turn, causes an increase in the average length and energy
of the dislocation. From Eqs. (5-6), (5-11) and (5-12), we have

e Xx,
n- xC (5-14)

Xxp = phe , nKpX=nop°

where
L o- 

..

The values of n X and p X can be obtained'from Eq. (5-14) and the

boundary condition
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L

Ay(L) - af (An,- Ap) dx = 0
0

The equation will be satisfied if the end points of the dislocation are

pinned.

The average length of the dislocation is given by

irL [ 2 /

Jo 8X +1] 1/2 x (5-15)

where

y = yO +Ay.

The first-order terms in A/ vanish because of the boundary condi-

tions Ay(L) = Ay(o) = 0 and the fact that& y 0 /Ox is constant. Thus

the leading term in A2 is
(La f z fL

A ~x lJ (-)dx a j (An -Ap dx (5-16)

Using the values of n and p from Eq. (5-14), one obtains, for small

applied stress (i. e., small X),

aL(z + 2. 21
24 (n

The change in energy depends on the change in kink densities in
two ways, First, if each kink has an energy E k' there wil be a

change in energy

L
Ek (JO (n + Ap) dx.

Secondly, under the action of the stress, the kinks will pile up at

either end of the dislocation. To calculate the change in energy

which is due to this piling up, consider the kinks which were orig-

inally in the element of length dx at the point x - I/ZAx and which

moved to the point x + 1/2&x when the stress was applied. The

change in energy of these kinks is
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1/2 F (n-p) Ax dx,

where we have taken the average force on the kinks to be F/2 and

have assumed that the change in the kink densities is small. This

leads to a change in the energy of the dislocation line of
L

I/i Zj F(n-p) 4x dx.

Now

(n-p)A x = y(an - Ap) dt.
a j

Thus, the total change in the energy of the dislocation is

EE =kf (An +Ap)dx + 1/2 F f (An + Ap) dt dx. (5-18)

Again taking the values of n and p from Eq. (5- 14) and using

Eq. (5-17), one obtains for small stress.

4. k 4 Enopo kT
AE z z , k 1o- + .-Z (no + po0 + 4EonOP (5-19)11 no + P° la (no + P° a

n0  p 0  a1n 0 +p 0)01 (-9

This disagrees with the result obtained by Brailsford [Eq. (19) of
reference (5-15a which is

AE =
a (no +po)

Brailsford's results contains -neither the term in Eo, which appears

because of the modification made in Eq. (5- 10), nor the term in kT

which should appear even in the case E = 0. In addition, his term

in ak does not agree with that in Eq. (5-19). In the limit, as ak. -o

Brailsford's results predicts that. 4E .•c. This does not appear, to

be correct, since in this limit no kinks can be excited and hence

there is no change in energy. In the limit of infinite E k' theri will be
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only built-in kinks, so that 'either n0 or p0 must vanish. In

fact, Brailsford indicates that the product n0 p0 vanishes expo-

nentially as E k'* O. Hence, the term in 4k in Eq. (5-19)

vanishes in this limit, as expected.

C. Application of Brailsford's Theory to Magnesium Oxide

An attempt was made to see if Brailsford's theory would

explain the broad peak in the temperature dependence of the log-

arithmic decrement in MgO. If one assumes that all of the dis-
locat ias have the same length and neglects the modification: made

in Eq. (5- 10), Brailsford's theory gives for the decrement at small

stress amplitude the expression

A = A(L, T)] LZ (5-20)

where
8Ga 2b 2L 3

6(L, T) v 4abkL 0 +- pa) (5-21)I4VkT o

and
L 2

L 2 (5-22)"rL 'x _ (-T

Here w is the angular frequeney, V is the volume and G the

shear modulus of the sample. Brailsford considers the diffusion

to be thermally activated so that

D = D0 exp (-) (5-23)

If one supposes that only built-in kinks are present, n0 + p is

independent of temperature and the decrement will have a maximum

at a temperature to given by

exp (-- 40
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In a plot of A versus 103 /T, the half-width of the peak is given

approximately by

103 k Z ( 2-' -"in (--- .

There are three quantities appearing in the preceding equa-

tions whose magnitudes are not known in advance. These are the

loop length, L, the diffusion activation energy, W, and the equi-

librium kink density, p0 , (assuming only right kinks are present).

To compare theory and experiment, these quantities were chosen

so that the theoretical and experimental curves agreed in the posi-

tion and magnitude of the maximum and in the half-width. For

example MgO 1115, discussed in reference (5-9), the following

values were obtained;

W = 0.1 ev

L = 1.3 x 10 4

S 1 4 -1 -6 -1
PO= 1.8 x 10-4A 1. 8x 10 cm.

The values of W and L are quite reasonable, but the value of p0

is much too small. It would imply that a negligible nuinbet' of kinks

make the entire contribution to the decrement.

Attempts were made to obtain better agreement with experi-

ment by considering the thermal generation of kinks, the effect

of the stress field energy E0 , and the possibility of a distribution

of dislocation lengths. None of these factors, however, give a

significant improvement in the agreement.

D. Effect of a Localized Charge Cloud

One mechanism which might produce additional damping is the

formation of a charge cloud around a dislocation which is also.

charged. The cloud could be produced by trapped charge carriers
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or, since MgO is an ionic crystal, by an excess of vacancies of

one sign (cf. reference 5-16). Analysis of the effect of such a

cloud is rendered difficult by the fact that the parameters, such

as vacancy formation and diffusion energies, which determine

the configuration of the could are not well known. The effect of

the charge cloud, however, can be expected to depend strongly on

its configuration. In particular, if the radius of the cloud is

small compared to the amplitude of vibration of the dislocation,

so that the dislocation can break away from the cloud, one would

expect an amplitude dependence in the damping. On the other

hand, if the radius is large, the cloud might exert only a small

force on the dislocation.

Because of these difficulties, these investigations were dropped

pending further experimental results which might help to clarify

the situation.

9. AMPLITUDE DEPENDENT DAMPING

A. Outline of the Granato-Lucke Theory of Dislocation Break-Away

Granato and Lucke(5"8) assume that the crystal contains a

network of dislocations and that each dislocation is strongly pinned

at its points of intersection with other dislocations. Between these

network pinning points, the dislocaations are further pinned by

imipurities. The length LN between network pinning points is

taken to be the same for all dislocations, but a distribution of lengths,

with average length Lc, is assumed between impurity pinning points.

At larger amplitudes the dislocation will break away from the im-

purities and vibrate between network pinning pd nts. This breakaway

produces an amplitude dependent damping.

To determine the strain produced by the vibrating dislocation,

Granato and Lucke postulate that dislocations behave like a stretched
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string with a line tension C. Consider a single dislocation loop

which breaks away at a shear stress, orI. Neglecting the small

strain produced by bowing of loops Lc before breakaway, we have,

for increasing I al, the dislocation strain

4d 8b 2 L N35-24)

'r- 4 C ,w%,°

Once one point has broken away, the remainder must also do so,

and the loop length will be LN for decreasing r

8b 2 LN 3

d d -4C a. (5-25)

The energy loss per cycle is given by

&W= i d -

cycle

8b2 L N3 12

.4C
IC

The decrement which is due to a single dislocation loop, which breaks

away at stress 0j, is thus

AW GAW 8Gb N7 LN-r6(al) = -. w =f Gz ---A (-6

0 0

where aro is the amplitude of the stress and W is the energy per

unit volume of the sample. It is assumed that the whole material

has an applied-periodic shear stress in the glide plane of the dislo-

cation. Now let n(a)dar be the number of loops per unit- volume

that break away at stresses between a and ar + dor. Then the total

decrement is
a, SGb 2

(0 0 00
S 6(a 1 ) n () dor1 = -243-

S(5-27)
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To determine the function n( a), we observe that a dislocation

breaks away from an impurity when the force exerted on the impurity

by the line tension of the dislocation is greater than the binding

force. Consider two adjacent loops of length .1 and t 2" The

force on the impurity at the intersection of the two loops is

S22).

Thus, breakaway occurs if Il + I2 is greater than the breakaway

length

4ir a.
where f is the binding force.

m

Let the probability, that before breakaway a 1Qop has. length

between A and I + d. be P(.) d 9 . For a giveap (and hence,),

the probability that two adjacent loops, of length I and Ie have2
not broken away is

r1= j P( 1 ) P(1f 2) d12 d1 1 .

0 0

The probability that a network length has not broken-away is I v

where " = LN/Lc N 1 = Lq/Lc is the number of loops in the whole

dislocation line and hence the probability that the whole line has

broken away is M = - I . In terms of this quantity

n = dM A- dM

L )U ' (5-z8)
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where A is the total dislocation length per unit volume and Y= Ofm/4b.

For small o*, 1 "= 1 so it is convenient to write

I= l-J

where J<I. Then

M = 1 - (1 - 3) Y' .J

Thus

- YA dJ -YA dI

c c

To evaluate the derivative, we make the change of variables

17. = 'ý-

In terms of these variables

I P(q-le) P(i') dý dq (5-30)

which is just the probability thatt :1 + '5 /<(+ de.

Combining Eqs. (5-27), (5-29) and (5-30), we have

8Gby .A LN /3 0  P'.
4 CLcOo Jj P(o -) P() dd.

Finally, making the change of variable

and letting X = Y 1' so that X is the breakaway length corres-

ponding to the maximum stress occurring during the cycle, we have

8Gb 2 AL3 OD 'X
X? f -1--- ~ J P(d.f-ý) Po) d ide. (5 - 31)

i4CL
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B. Analysis of Experimental Results on Amplitude Dependent

Damping

The preceding discussion has been in terms of the shear stress
a. In an actual experiment the sample is subjected to a longitudinal

stress, T; and one measures the total longitudinal strain,
C = E/E, wheveE is Young's modulus. The shear and longitudinal

stresses are related by

a- =RE,

when R is a geometrical factor which takes into account the orien-

tation relations between the longitudinal axis of the crystal, the slip

direction and the direction of the normal to the slip plane. In our

case R = I/2. For a sample in longitudinal stress, the energy W

is the denominator of E . (5-26) should beE T
W 0 - 0o=R 

E
The rest of the discussion remains unchanged so that Eq. (5-31)

now becomes
8R2Eb2 LN ýjP(tf) P(4) dA de,

rC L ' (5-32)

Granato and Lucke use the exponential distribiution of loop length

derived by Koehler(
5 -7)

1

P() - exp (- 0iLc) (5-33)
c

Application of this form to Eq. (5-32) gives an .ression for A
such that a plot of log A 0 vI. 4 °should be a straight line. Figure

5- 17 shows that this is clearly not so. A similar example was given

in reference 5-1. In Fig. 5-17, the amplitude dependent decrement
AH was obtained by subtracting the amplitude independent decrement

measured at low amplitudes, from the total decrement.
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One possible difficulty with the theory is that the actual distri-

bution of loop lengths differs from the exponential distribution used

by Granato and Lucke. An attempt was, therefore, made to obtain

information about the distribution from the measured decrement.

Since only a small range of the curve of & versus X is known, it in

not possible to determine the distribution function P(g). However,,

it is possible to obtain information about the distribution of the sum

of lengths of pairs of loops. Let Q(X) dX be the probability that
". + 1 X + dA; we recall that

Q(X) f P(X-I)P(I) di.

0

From Eq. (5-32) we see that

Q(X v4CL, 2d A
1 REb.ALN3X

To use Eq. (5-34), it is necessary to estimate the magnitudes

of the parameters which appear in it. The binding force between

the dislocation and an impurity atom was assumed to be due to an

elastic interaction between the dislocaticn and impurities lying directly

above the dirlbcation. Then from Sottrell's theory( 5 1 7 ),
4Gb#_'r•

where r is the radius of the solvent atom, F' is the difference in

solute and solvent radius,divided by the solvent radius,and /0 is the

distance of the impurity from the dislocation. F o r the line tension,

a good estimate is(5- 14)

C = Gb
2

We thus find the relation 3
7 G g'r 3  1

X= I r 1(5-35)

and
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p') = P c P d (A 2  (5-36)

Y N L_ r 3d0 0
= 10~12 dn/erqc,

We now take the values: E 2. 45 x W dyne/Per sq cm,

G ..5 x 1012 dyne per sq cm, b = 2.8.•, 2 Z2., r = 11, L
:3 043 5 z

L 10 A, LN = 5 x 10 A,. 10 cm"2 . The low value of dis-

location density reflects the fact that the specimen under considera-

tion had never been deliberately deformed, such mobile dislocations

asare present having been introduced incidentally during cleaving

p and machining.

Using Eqs. (5-35) and (5-36), we obtained Q(O) from a measured

curve of A versus c . The result is shown in Fig. 5-18. All the

factors involved in calculating the abscissa are known fairly accu-

rately with the exception of the misfit parameter e'; hence, it is

plotted in terms of A/E' Because measurements were iVace only

at relatively small stresses, which correspond to large breakaway

lengths, only the tail of the distribution has been obtained. Never-

theless, the result indicates a very sharp cut-off, much sharper

than that given by the exponential distribution. Assumption of the

reasonable value 0. 1 for E' gives a cut-off near 0. 14p, which is

of the magnitude to be expected. The cut-off value suggests that

L should perhaps be smaller than the 0. 111 which we used. TheC

magnitudes of Q(X) do not have much significance since they depend

strongly on the value of LN, which can only be estimated crudely.

As this point, the results suggest that the Granato-Lucke theory

may be valid provided an appropriate distribution of loop lengths is

used. However, further investigation will be necessary to deter-

mine whether the required distribution is meaningful. Extension

of the amplitude of measurement may show whether we are dealing

with a sharply peaked function or whether the portion derived is the
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tail of a continuously decreasing distribution. In either case, a

strong ordering force is required during precipitation of the pin-

ning points along the dislocation, since a sharp cut-off on the length

distribution implies an abnormal regularity of pinning pdnts. At

this time, it is difficult to see how the ordering force arises, and

the possibility must be borne in mind that the mechanism of ampli-

tude dependence may be totally different from that developed in the

Granato- Lucke model.

10. CONCLUSION

The data presented in this report augment considerably the

previously available information on dislocation damping in MgO.

Probably the most significant conclusion reached is the determina-

tion of an activation energy of approximately 2. 3 ev for the process

oi dislocation pinning during anneal between 4000 and 700 0 C. From

the way in which this activation energy can be used to convert to a

common curve, anneal curves taken over the whole temperature

-range, it may be deduced that a single anneal process is taking

place over the whole range. Comparison of the activation energy

with that of vacancy motion around Cr impurities suggests strongly

that the dislocation pinning process is ascribable to the diffusion of

vacancies to the dislocations

Interpretation of the data in tern-,s of a detailed model raises
difficulties. The models which have been examined are the stretched-

string model proposed by Koehler and developed by Granato and

Lucke, and the abrupt-kink model of Brailaford. These models are

closely related in the case where no dislocation kink pairs are

thermally generated. Attempts have been made to use them to

explain three types of observation: the temperature dependence of
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the internal friction measured at low vibration amplitudes; the

dependence of internal friction upon amplitude of vibration; and

the annealing kinetics of the low-amplitude internal friction. In

each case, the theories are found to fit, only if certain assump-

tions which are sufficiently unusual to cast doubt on the validity

of the theories are made. The assumptions are as follows:

(1) The broad peak centered around 2000 C found in deformed
specimens can be fitted on the abrupt-kink theory, in
which case it is analogous to the Bordoni peak observed
in many metals. However, to affect the fit, a ridicu-
lously low value of the average angle between the dis-
location line and the lattice plane, about 10- 13, must
be assumed.

(2) On the Granato-Lucke theory of amplitude-dependent
damping caused oy break-away of the dislocation from
pinning points along the length, the exact form of
amplitude dependence depends on the statistical dis-
tribution one assumes for the pinning point spacing.
The theory has been extended so that it is possible
to deduce the distribution curve for the spacing of
next nearest neighbor pinning points. Application
to a typical curve of damping versus amplitude
showed that a distribution having a very rapid cut-off
was required for the theory to be valid. It is diffi-
cult to see how such a distributiai might arise, if
pinning is indeed caused by point defects or clusters
of defects which have condensed on the line.

(3) The stretched-string theory assumes a damping force
per unit length on the dislocation line which is indepen-
dent of the free dislocation length. The internal friction
derived from the model is either independent of free

,dislocation length, or proportional to the fourth power,
depending upon whether the damping force is high or
low. Now the theory of diffusion limited precipitation
of point defects onto a dislocation gives a defect density
which is approximately proo6rti6nal to the time of pre-
cipitation over most of the period. Hence, free dislo-
cation lengths should vary inversely as the time, and the
internal friction independent of time or inversely as the
fourth power. The observations reported here have shown
that, in fact, the variation is as the inverse root of the
time. One could effect a fit by assuming a variable
clustering of impurities, but the assumption is some-
what artificial.
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The failure of these theories to give an immediately satis-

factory account of the dislocation behavior leads one to examine

alternative models of a different nature. One such model depends

on the fact that dislocations in ionic materials are charged and

hence tend to accumulate a charge cloud of opposite sign, which

may consist of vacancies or of trapped charge carriers. This

charge cloud will greatly modify the restoring force on a dislo-

cation from that given by the elastic line tension, increasing its

value and rendering it non-linear. Extra damping forces will

be introduced by oscillation of the charge cloud. However, the

consequences of this model have yet to be worked out.

Information has also been gathered on creep of MgO at room

temperature under constant load. There is considerable scatter

in the data, which is felt to reflect intrinsic differences in the

material. However, specimens whose creep was allowed to occur

for more than a few minutes showed a steady increase of strain,

varying as the logarithm of the time. After about 10 mrin, a change

of creep rate occurred so that a new logarithmic law having a

higher proportionality factor was followed.

Some rieasurements of internal friction were made below

room temperature, but so far no peak analogous to that reported

by Chang at 15 mc/s has been seen.

It is evident that there are still expe rimental data which

should be gathered to extend the present findings. The following

are suggested as the most significant:

(1) Extension of the anneal studies to discover the maximum
range over which the Z. 3 ev energy is the dominant one.

(2) Measurements of similar specimens over a wider fre-
quency range, so that the frequency dependence of
amplitude independent damping may be determined and
compared with the predictions of the stretched-string
theory.
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(3) Comparison of a relatively pure specimen with one
doped with an impurity such as Fe which may be
modified to exist either in the divalent or trivalent
state. This should indicate the relative importance
of elastic as compared to electrostatic interactions
between impurities and dislocations.

(4) Investigation of other cubic ionic materials such
as NaCl to show how closely analogous their
behavior is to that of MgO, and indicate whether
the double-charged nature of the ions in MgO is
causing any fundamental difference of behavior.

(5) Continuation of measurements below room temper-
ature.

Part Two, Studies o:n P.)! ycrystal-Ine Crystals
Principal Investigators: L. M. Atlas

Armour Research Foundation

11. INTRODUCTION

Ceramic bodies used in structural applications in the pL st

frequently contained two or more phases -- commonly a crystalline

compound embedded in a vitreous matrix. Many of the electrical

and mechanical properties of such aggregates were clearly dom-

inated by the characteristics of the cementing matrix, and by those

of the interface between it and the crystalline grains. With the

advent of relatively pure single phase ceramics, however, the

properties of polycrystalline aggregates become increasingly

more dominated by those of their constituent single crystals.

This has prompted an increasing tendency to explain the mechanical

behavior of apparently single phase ceramics-in terms of single

crystal slip processes.

Nevertheless, even the purest of present-day oxide cer-

amics really contains two types of material: (1) relatively ordered

material within the individual grains, and (2) highly disorganized

layers, in which many impurities may be concentrated, at the
e

grain surfaces and contacts. As a result, an elastic movement

in commercial single phase polycrystalline oxides still appears

2
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to occur at or near the grain contacts. This is probably true not

only at high temperatures, but for unheated ceramics as well.

Thus, Hanna and Crandall( 5 "1 8 ) found a clear relationship between

the internal friction (Q" 1) and the mean grain surface area of

MgO ceramics measured at room temperature. Moreover, the

magnitude of Q-I in these ceramics, and in Al 2 0 3 also, is ten

or more times higher than that observed for single crystals

(see Task 5, Part I). Since diffusion rates are extremely low

in AI203 and MgO at room temperature, dislocation movements
are likely to be the agents of slip; however, these processes are

controlled by the stress inhomogeneities at the grain boundaries,

and they may actually be concentrated in the grain contact zones.

At high temperatures, diffusion (either directly or through

its control of dislocation climb) appears to be the rate limiting

factor for slip in fine grained ceramics (Beauchamp, Baker and
(5-12) (5-13)Gibbs and Warshaw and Norton

The dependence of creep rate on grain size indicates that

it too is governed by the grain boundaries, although it may

actually take place in the surface layers and/or through the grain

bulk. For the steady state creep of polycrystalline A10 3 , the

diffusion of oxygen vacancies appears to occur mainly in the

grain surface layers. Thus, Warshaw and Norton found that

diffusion constants calculated by applying the Nabarro-

Herring(5- 2 1 , 5-22) relation to creep in A1 2 0 3 ceramics were

several orders of magnitude higher than those obtained by Oishi

and Kingery( 5 2 3 ) from measurements of oxygen diffusion in

single crystals. Diffusion of oxygen at the grain surfaces is so

rapid that creep rates in A12 0 3 and BeO appear to be limited by

the migration of aluminum and beryllium cations (cf. Paladino

and Coble 5 - 2 4 ) for A1 2 0 3 ).

For coarse-grained A12 0 3 ceramics, Warshaw and Norton

found that the strain rate dependence on stress is not linear, and

they suggested that intragranular dislocation movements may

contribute significantly to the creep deformation.
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High temperature damping in fine-grained oxide ceramics

is also considered to be produced, or at least limited by diffusion

(Chang(5"2 5)). Stress differences at the grain boundaries provide

the driving force for this diffusion as it does for dislocation

movements at lower temperatures. Unlike creep, however,

damping need not be limited by the diffusion of a particular

species. Therefore, movements of cations and anions both at
the surface and through the grains, may contribute separately or

additively to the dissipation of energy. Another point of differ-

ence from steady state creep arises from the fact that in damping

the mechanical stress varies periodically with a certain maximum

amplitude. The diffusion takes the form therefore, of a flip-flop

or oscillatory nmotion similar to dipole rotation in a ceramic die-

lectric. Since the diffusion path length is limited in the oscillatory

process, Q" reaches a maximum with rising T and then falls

off to form a relaxation peak (see discussion in Part I of Task 5,

and also the work of Kirby on glassS-b). Commonly, the peaks

representing the separate relaxation times tend to overlap, or else

diffusion of a single species may, with rising temperature, pro-

gressively penetrate into deeper regions of the grain. The result

of the first effect would be to diffuse a sharp peak into broad zones

of high damping, while the second might, at high temperatures,

produce a steadily rising internal friction over a relatively long

temperature interval.

From the above discussion, creep and internal friction

might be expected to have the following response to the influence

of impurities and oxygen and hydrogen environments- (1) If the

diffusion of aluminum ions is the controlling factor in creep,

hydrogen and divalent cation impurities such as Mg (both of which

tend to increase the concentration of oxygen vacancies or reduce the

number of cation vacancies) should tend to lower the creep rate.

This agrees with the experience of Beauchamp, Baker and Gibbs,

who noted that additions of ionic Mg and Mn did retard the creep

of Al 203 -- in apparent violation of the commonly accepted model
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,that creep is controlled by the diffusion of oxygen vacancies; (2)

If the.sur-face diffusion of oxygen vacancies is faster than the

bulk diffusion of aluminum ions, the former make the dominant

contribution to Q- over some interval of T. In this region,

hydrogen and divalent cations should serve to augment the energy

dissipation processes.

To study these effects further, and to examine the relation-

ships between diamping and creep processes in a commercial high

Al 2 O3  ceramic, the temperture dependence of Q-I and creep

in annealed and unannealed Wesgo AL-995 were measured in

oxygen and hydrogen atmospheres.

12. ZXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Damping and creep measurements were carried out on

Wesgo AL-995 and Morganite Triangle RR Al203 rods 6 in. long

by 1/4 in. diameter, having a curved gage section (3-in. radius)

1/4 in. wide and 1/10 in. thick at its thinnest point. Three types

of Wesgo AL-995 specimens were examined: (1) as received from

the supplier, (2) annealed in H2 at 1800"C for 2 hr, and (3) annealed

in 02 at 18001C for 2 hr. The untreated specimen was subsequently

measured in air, while the others were exposed to the same gases

as were used during annealing.

Internal friction measurements were performed near

20 c/s by measuring the decay of flexural vibration presumably

caused by damping in the gage section. A specimen was fastened

at the bottom end, either by being cemented with a water-cooled

steel fixture with an epoxy compound or, later, with a combin-o

ation of cement and a Swagelok fitting . Only the central section

of the rod was heated by a small platinum-wound furnace fitted

with both thermocouples and a direct sight port for pyrometer

measurements. The top of the rod was fastened into a rigid

plastic tube which served as a pendulum extension arm for

Crawford Fitting Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
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magnifying the deflection. The entire apparatus could be enclosed

in an outer steel case fitted with a flexible plastic bag at the top.

This permitted control of the internal atmosphere, while at the

same time allowing the pendulum arm and transformer core to

be moved from the outside. Specimens were set into vibration

through the plastic bag by the action of an external solenoid

pusher on an extension of the pendulum arm. When the solenoid

current was on, its core displaced the pendulum arm a controlled

distance; after the current was shut off, the spring loaded core

retracted and allowed the specimen to oscillate freely. For

creep experiments, the A12 0 3 bars were subjected to a £(ous•.nt

flexural load of 50 g by means of a weight suspended through a

simple pulley system from the pendulum arm.

Bending movements of the specimen werc maintained

by a linear variable differential transformer whose core was

fastened near the top of the pendulum arm. The primary of the

transformer was supplied with a ZO00 c/s voltage, and the output

of the secondary was demodulated by a Daytronic Model 30OBF

Differential Transformer Indicator. For damping measurements,

the fluctuating demodulated output was introduced to a Bruel and

Kjaer High Speed Level Recorder, which plotted logarithmically

the decay of the output envelope. For creep measurements, the

output was traced directly by a recording millivoltmeter.

To calculate the internal friction from a level recorder

trace (which was genex ally linear), the slope was first converted

to a reverberation time (RT) by means of a special protractor,

Reverberation time was then transformed int? Q"I by

1- 4.40 (5-37)
RT x Frequency
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Bending displacements of the Wesgo AL-995 specimens were

converted to units of tensile strain in the outermost fibers

of the gage section by means of a calibration curve obtained

by strain gage measurements at, room temperature. The

stress in this area (3400 psi) was calculated from the beam

formula:

S 6WL (5.38)
bd

where S is the stress

W is the load applied at the free end of the beam

fL is the distance from the loading p-...t to the gage section

b is the width of the gage section

d is the thickness of the gage section.

Use of Eq. 15-38 implies that there is no significant

stress concentration in the gage section because of its

curvature. According to Peterson's( 5 - 1 9 ) curves this assumption

is warranted for the 3-in, radius of curvature of gage sections

used in this program.

The system described had a sensitivity of 0. 1 in. on the

recording chart = 0. 001 in. of pendulum deflection (at a point

14 in. from the gage section) = 3. 4 microinches /inch maximum

strain in the gage section. Its main limitation was a relatively

high level of background damping (probably localized in the

lower specimen grip) which corresponded to a Q 1 of about

1. 5 x 10-3. Although this masks the damping values obtainable

with polycrystalline specimens at room temperature, the

specimen damping rose above this background level at just a

few hundred degrees Centigrade.
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13, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Curves of Q" I versus T for the Wesgo AL-995 specimens

are shown in Fig. 5-19 (as-received), Fig. 5-20 (annealed and

measured in 02) and Fig. 5-21 (annealed and measured in dry

H2 ). A partial damping curve for the Morganite Al 203 is included

for comparison in Fig. 5-19. Creep results are presented in

Fig. 5-22 in the forni of a semilog plot of steady state creep rate

versus 1000/T*K. A comparison of the creep and damping

curves, and an examination of the effects produced by annealing

and by changing the surrounding gas reveals the following

interesting features:

(1) A specimen annealed and measured in 02 has

abouttwike the creep rate of one exposed to H2 ; yet there is no

significant change of activation energy. Since 0Z tends to create

cation vacancies and to eliminate oxygen vacancies, this behavior

is consistent with creep being limited in both specimens by the

diffusion of aluminum ions rather than oxygen vacancies.

(2) Annealing the Wesgo AL-995 at a temperature

about 100"C higher than was used for firing causes the activation

energy of steady state creep to drop to about one-half of its

original value (76-82 kcal/mole as compared to 165 kc*b/mole),

and raises the creep rate at lower temperatures. Since the

decrease of U is independent of the surrounding gas, it appears

to arise from effects produced by the heating itself. These effects

might include: (a) the thickening of a semi-vitreous impurity-rich

surface layer as it absorbs more Al 2 0 3, (b) grain growth, (c)

increased solution and homogenization of impurity cations which

are soluble in AI 2 0 3, (d) evaporation of volatile impurities,

(e) the thermal creation of anion and cation vacancies and cation

interstitials, and (f) the additional pinning of dislocations.

Of these, (b), (c), and (d) would tend to raise U by reducing both

the area of grain surface and the concentration of impurities in
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that ration. Processes (a), (e), and (f) might all lower U, but in

the case of (e), any defects frozen in after the annealing treatment

shodld tend to disappear by equilibration at the lower temperatures

of the creep experiments. Additional dislocation pinning would

make diffusion relatively more dominant, but would only serve to

k'hbtract from the total pool of deformation processes; this does

not explain the higher creep rate of the annealed specimens, On

the other hand, increased development of an impurity-rich layer

would not be reversible (although some devitrification might

occur during the creep runs) and it would tend to increase creep

rates, Since Wesgo AL-995 contains about 0. 5 percent of

impurities (mainly SiO2 and MgO), this layer may well be thick

enough after annealing at 1800°C for it to serve as the site of

most of the creep diffusion occurring at the temperatures

studied.

In the unannealed specimens -- which had been heated to

only 17000C -- the high value of U suw ;sts that the impurity

layer is so thin or poorly developed that it does not control creep.

Although the surface diffusion of oxygen vacancies may still

occur primarily in this layer, the movement of aluminum ions

appears to be through the alumina itself. Furthermore, the

bulk Al 2 0 3 may contribute to the deformation through s1.•i.•

processes other than diffusion, The presently measured U

of 165 kcal/mole for the unannealed Wesgo specimen (average

grain size about 40 microns) lies between Warshaw and Norton's

extremes of 130 kcal/mole for fine-grained AI 2 0 3 (3-13 microns)

and 185 kcal/mole for coarser materials (50-100 microns).

Although additional corroboration is needed from the dependence

of creep rate on stress, the above results suggest that dis-

location movements do contribute to the creep of unannealed

Wesgo AL-995.
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(3) In an oxidizing atmosphere, the internal friction of

an annealed bar is generally higher up to about 1250"C than for an.

as-rcceived specimen. Below 800*C, this increased Q- takes

the form of a broad maximum peaking near 600*C. The gentle

rise on the low temperature side of this peak has a superficial

resemblance in shape and magnitude of Q0I to the damping

curves of alkali-free glasses (Ryder and Rindone(5" 2 8 )\. A

second peak occurs between 950 and 1000*C for both annealed and

as-received specimens but is somewhat more highly developed

in the former. Above 1050"C, Q" rises exponentially, except

for a change of slope near 1350°-1400"C, Below the irregularity,

the temperature dependence of Q' corresponds to U = 60 kcal /mole

for the annealed bar, and U = 71 kcal/rmole for the as-received

specimen. Above the inflection, U rises to 122 kcal/mole and

III kcal/mole for the two bars -- closer to the activation

energy determined from the creep of an unannealed specimen.

These results are consistent with the model that below

about 1250" to 1350"C, energy is dissipated mainly in a thin,

impurity-rich, and possibly vitreous surface zone, and that at

higher temperatures it penetrates progressively into the Al C 3

itself. This transition is not seen in the creep data -- probably

because the creep experiments were conducted at temperatures

at and below 1300"C.
-I

The Q versus T curve of Morganite Al O3 does not
show a' inflection, and has a slope corresponding to the upper

portions of the other damping curves. Since Triangle A12 0 3

is purer than Wesgo A12 0 3, this provides some additional

support for the important role played by a surface impurity

layer.
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(4) In an H2 atmosphere, the damping curve of an

annealed specimen differs from the curve measured in 02

in the following respects: (a) The low temperature zone below

800 0 C is characterized by an overlapping double maximum

(peaking at about 200" and 430'C) which has an even closer

resemblance to the glass curves of Ryder and Rindone

(b) The exponential rise of Q" 1 in H 2 is apparently displaced to

somewhat lower temperatures (c) The change of slope near

13506C is not as great in H2 as in 02 -- corresponding to a

rise of U from 69 kcal/mole to only 85 1". /mole. Further-

more, on the evidence of only one point, it appears possible that

there may be another change of slope between 1400- and 1450'C.

,The displacement of the exponential portion of the damp-

ing curve to lower temperatures by H 2 suggests that damping

in this region is caused or limited ")y the surface diffusion of

02 vacancies rather than by the movement of Al ions, as in

creep. This agrees with the concept that the diffusion of the

slower species -- in this case the cations ..- limits the large

scale transfer of material in creep (because of space charge

effects), but does not retard the small displacements involved

in damping.

The relative insensitivity to different atmospheres of the

small peak near 950*C suggests that it may be of impurity origin

-- possibly the oscillation of impurity cations (e. g. , Mg4) 1 ,r the
2-,- 2 4-frotation of pairs such as Mg - 02 vacancy, or Mg -Si

Changes in the "glass" peak at low temperatures may reflect

atmosphere control of the cation/O 2 ratio in the vitreOus sur-

face layer.

(5) Despite a similarity of vibration frequencies to

those used by Chang, none of the specimens of this program show

the well developed relaxation peak that Chang found at about 1100"C.

However, Chang observed this peak only for very pure Al 2 0 3 ;
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upon adding Cr 2 0 3 or L;2.03 impurities, his internal friction

curves takes on the appearance of those shown in Fig. 5-19

to 5-21,

14. CONCLUSION

Summarizing the above observations, it appears that up

to about 1300*C, creep in an unannealed commercial 99. 5 percent

Al 2 0 3 ceramic is controlled largely by the diffusion of Al ions

with possibly some contribution from dislocation processes.

In specimens annealed at higher than the firing temperature,

Al ion diffusion continues to control creep but it appears to

take place largely in a surface zone rich in impurities.

At low and moderate temperatures, damping in Wesgo

AL.995 is characterized by relaxation processes which resemble

those occurring in an alkali-free glass. Above 800"C, however,

damping may be controlled first by the oscillatory movement

of impurity cations, possibly paired with 02 vacancies, and later

by the diffusion of 02 vacancies. Up to about 13500C, this

seems to occur in an impurity-rich surface zone, but above

that temperature, the process apparently penetrates deeper into

the Al203 itself. This prevents the formation of a simple

relaxation peak characterized by a single relaxation time, and

produces instead, a continued rise of Q" I with T, and an increase

of U.
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TASK 6 - EFFECT OF SURFACE ENERGY

Principal 'lnvestigitor: N. J, Petch

ABSTRACT

This work is concerned with the determination of the
effect of surface energy in the fracture strength of brittle mater-
ials, particularly as concerns the differences between true(elas-
tic) values and the effective surface energy accompanying crack
propagation. The problem was approached by the utilization of
three techniques (1) crack propagation studies in plates contain-
ing pre-drilled cracks, (2) absorption isotherm detenminations,
and (3) zero-creep determinations at elevated temperatures.

4.

Crack propagation studies carried out on Al. 03, MgO and
glass plates containing pre-drilled cracks showed that the appar-
ent surface energy increases pronouncedly in all three materials
as the temperature is lowered from 20°C to -196"C. Subject to
the substantial plastic deformation required to initiate a running
crack; because of the greater resistance to dislocation mobility
at lower temperatures, such plastic deformation calls for higher
stresses, and leads to higher values of the apparent effective sur-
face etergy.

Studies of the lowering of surface energy which is due to
the absorption of CO., Ha and H.O on AIXO powders showed that
the effects ascribable to the first two substances are completely
negligible. Water vapor lowers the surface energy by about
7 percent and fracture stresses by about 4 percent. This, how-
ever, is insufficient to account for observed effects; the possi-
bility of the added existence of a chemical reaction is currently
under investigation.

Preliminary results for the determination of "zero creep"
rates on A12 01 at 1900"C show surface energy values of 890
ergs per sq cm in excellent confirmation of previously published
results. An extension of the technique to a broader range of
temperatures is currently in progress.
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TASK 6 - EFFECT OF SURFACE ENERGY

1. INTRODUCTION

In the theory of fracture, the term "surface energy" ac-

quires a wider than normal usage. Most commonly the term re-

fers to the reversible or true surface energy; however, often it

is also assumed to include the "effective" surface energy asso-

ciated with fracture. This concept, introduced by Orowan, is

intended to describe Griffith's energy balance criterion for the

growth of a crack when that growth induces plastic deformation

at the crack.

In metals, where the formation of a crack nucleus seenis

to be caused by dislocation processes, the true surface energy

is probably the significant term at the absolute beginning of the

crack formation. However, this stage is probably never detected

in fracture observations commencing at a critical crack size such

that there is an extensive stress field around the crack in which

plastic deformation takes place.

In a very brittle material, such as glass, it has for long

been supposed that fracture involves the purely elastic spread-

ing of a pre-existing crack, involving only the true surface ener-

gy term. However, even this view may require revision in view

of the recent experimental findings of Marsh which appear to show

that the fracture of glass fibers is associated with a catastrophic

flow process, rather than the attainment of the theoretical bond

strength.

It is with this interplay between true and effective sur-

face energies as significant terms in the fracture of inorganic

oxide ceramics that the present work is coi*cerned.

From the work reported in 1961 ), three main lines of
investigation emerged.
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(11 Direct estimation of the effective surface energy in

crack propagation from the stress required to extend pre-

formed cracks in thin plates.

(Z) Measurements of the lowering in surface energy re-

sulting from absorption of CO. H. and H.0 on Al. 03

and the possible relation of this to static fatigue

(3) Measurement of the true surface energy at high

temperature from the stress required to prevent surface

contraction

2 THE FRACTURE OF PRE-CRACKED PLATES

A. Central Cracks

Most of the work on this phase of the program concerned'

fracture studies on thin plate specimens 5 x 3 x 0 1 crr in size

that: contained a centrally-placed elliptical crack with the major

axis perpendicular to the applied tension The cracks, in gener-

al, were ultrasonically drilled and had a tip radius of the order

of 10-3 cm, which was the sharpest that could be manufactured

by this technique.

Initially these plates were loaded by fixing them across

the arms of a U-jig as was described in the previous phase repor-t
(6-1)on this program . However, the axiality of stressing was

found to be unsatisfactory with this device and a new system was

developed In this approach, the tension was applied to the plates

by means of two straps, 2. x IlxC 005 in in size The two ends

of each strap were connected to opposite faces of the long edge of

the plate, forming a loop. This loop passed over a 1-in. diam

roller; in-addition, two smaller rollers pressed against the strap

so that the separation of the two arms of the loop was reduced to

I mm equaling the specimen plate thickness (Fig 6-1). This

system automatically equalizes the load applied to each face,
leading to a very satisfactory axiality of stressing, as shown in

Fig. 6-2, which presents the stresses on the two faces of the plate
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Fig. 6-1

LOADING SYSTEM USED TO OBTAIN UNIAXIAL
TENSION OF THIN PLATES
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obtained by strain gauges.

A standard cross-head velocity of 4.8 x 10"4 in. per min

was used in all measurements; because of the elasticity of the

loading jig, this value was found to correspond to a strain rate

of about 5 x 10-5 min-I

The plates were fractured at a variety of temperatures.

This required that the strap material have a similar coefficient

of thermal expansion to the specimen, otherwise thermal stresses

set up at the joint could lead to premature fracture. Mild steel

was a satisfactory strap material for MgO, but for glass and

Alz 03 an iron-nickel alloy "Nilo 42"1 was used. Low tempera-

ture measurements were made in liquid nitrogen and in acetone-

solid COa. Silicone oil baths were used above room temperature.

The results of these fracture stress measurements are

shown in Fig. 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5, and are expressed in terms of
2

cf c, where cr is the fracture stress in dynes per sq cm and c

is the hall-length of the original crack.

Before these measurements were carried out, it was

thought possible that, although the macroscopic radius of curva-

ture of the drilled crack was obviously too great to satisfy condi-

tions for a true Griffith crack, the actual surface might be so

irregular that effectively Griffith crack propagation might occur

in these very brittle materials. However, assuming reasonable

values for the reversible surface energy, it is apparent that the

observed fracture stresses are too high for this to be true. The

surface energies calculated on the assumption of ideal Griffith

crack behavior are shown in Table 6-I.
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Table 6-I

SURFACE ENERGIES CALCULATED ASSUMING IDEAL

GRIFFITH CRACK BEHAVIOR

Material Range of c Surface energy, Y,
f (ergo/cmnz)

A12 O 3  3.4 x 1016 _i017 2-6 x 104

MgO 7 x 101I - 2.5 x 101 6  4.2 - 17 x 103

tGlass .5x 101 5 - 1016 4-26 x 10 3

The explanation of the high fracture stress could lie simply in

the bluntness of the cracks, the actual propagation being purely

elastic. If this were so, the effective curvature of the crack tip

can be estimated on the assumption that the theoretical strength

has to be reached at the crack tip. Then, the criterion for frac-

ture is given by

0th ZcE 2 f \

~(aY) Y)
where Trth i3 theoretical strength, y is true surface energy, E is

Youngs' Modulus, ais the interatomic spacing and p is the tip

curvature. Table 6-11 gives p values calculated izi this way from

typical fracture stresses at room temperature.

It is evident that although the cracks do not behave as

Griffith cracks, they do behave as if they had effectively much

sharper radii than their nominal values (10-3 cm). Even for a

circular hold in A12 O., the calculated was only 2 x 10-6 cm.
As Fig,6-3, 6-4 and 6-5 show, there is a pronounced increase

in the value of a- fc for all three materials, as the temperature is

lowered from 20C to -196°C. This marked increase in rf c be-
tween room temperature and -196° C indicates that the observed
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Table 6-I1

C.ALCULATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE Ci(ACK '.IADII

Material Theoretical Half-iength Yoang's iSriace ITip Cur-
Strength c, MaL.ulus t;k lr.y,u vature,

Of (c~ii) •' 'r /,n c,

8 12z 3. 7

A1,Of 6.. Z x 10 0.16 3.,75 x 10 ?:.3 Z x 10
8' 10 z031 x1 -7i

MgO Z. 3 x 10 0,165 2. 6 x 10 .2 0

Glass 1 7 x 10: O' 162 6 x 10 1 5 x 10

fracture stresses cannot be explained simply by chaaget inj the

bluntness of the crack tip,. since the only ter.nperatir - dependent

terms available in Eq. (6-1) are the elastic &urfacf ')..&-rgy, Younj,':3

modulus and a, and none of these are sufficiently te'.,iperature

sensitive to explain the observed variation in fracture stress,

There seem to be two possible explanations of the tempera-

ture dependence of the fracture stress.

(1) That the observed fracture is affected by the existence

of static fatigue. At low temperatures, there might be less lower-

ing of the fracture steess by fatigue during the duration of the load-

ing to fracture.

(2) The process of extending these drilled cracks may re-

quire an initial temperature sensitive step, in which either the

macroscopic crack is sharpened cr a c.ea-cafe crack nucleus is

formec a' its ir '-,, --ame d..r r :aliori pý, c,.. the temperature-

dependence o, t,-e iractu-e stress could then arise thtough a temp-

erature-dependence of the stress required for dislocation move-

ment.
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At present we prefer alternative (2), although the critical

test of whether the temperature dependence persists under strin-

gent vacuum conditions has not yet been made. Equipment for this

purpose is being assembled currently.

B. Crack Branching

The fracture experiments described were invariably charac-

terized by a branching of the propagating crack. In glass speci-

mens the details d the propagation are clearly identifiable by the

following stages: at firsý the fracture surface han' a mirror appear-

ance; then a hackle develops which becomes gradually coarser un-

til crack branching occurs. The branches then go through a mirror-

hackle-re-branch cycle. The lower the temperature, the higher

the fracture stress and the sooner crack branching occurs.

The mathematics of crack propagation has been well devel-
(ofe6 -2 ) (6-3)(64

oped by Yoffe-, Cragg-s and Berry 6-4). In our experi-

,ments, the ratio of the area, A, of the plate to the circular area

with the crack length as diameter is __o 150. Treatment of the frac-

ture as occurring under constant stress is then justified.

From Berry, the velocity, v, ofacrackwhen it has grownto

a semi-length, c, from an initial c under a stress cf is given
by c

by2 27r E (o 0 (cO )V = "-' - - - (n-1)

where k is a constant, E is Young's modulus, d is the den-

sity and n is given by

Here, ag is the Griffith critical stress for co and a-f is the

actual fracture stress.

If branching occurs at a critical velocity, which is some

fraction of the maximum theoretical velocity EW . d then,
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( 1 - c 0 (n - 1) = K ,

where K is a constant.

Thus, if K were known, it would be possible to find n and

rg', the fracture stress for a Griffith crack of semi-length co.

This, then could be another method of analyzing the fracture

stresses to obtain the surface energy corresponding to Griffith

crack propagation, since the surface energy, y, is then given by

=r Ir.° This method should give a value of the

*t surface energy independent of tip geometry so long as the crack is

approximately elliptical with a reasonably small minor axis. This

latter condition is necessary since Wundt and Wynne(6-6) showed

that if a good part of the material at a circle inscribed on the

crack as diameter were removed, Griffith propagation condition

is altered,

To carry through this analysis a value for K is required.

Wells and Roberts( .(- ave estimated the maximum terminal

velocity as 0.38-E which for a Poisson's ratio of

1/3 is -'0.6 c , where c is the shear wave velocity. Yoffe

showed that crack branching should occur at velocities approach-

ing 0. 6 cz . On this basis, iK should be slightly-less than unity.
z

Figures 6-3, 6-4, and 6-5 give o c values derived usingg o
assumed values of K within the range of 0. 85-0.95. The experi-

mental data is in Table 6-111 along with the y values. The prin-
cipal interest in this method of analyzing the fracture measurements

lies not so much in the absolute values of y deduced, which depend

rather sensitively on the value of K chosen, but rather in the fact

that reasonable values of K indicate little temperature dependence

of y . Thus, when y is deduced from crack branching, little

temperature dependence is indicated, but, when deduced from the

stress required to initiate crack propagation, there is considerable
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ter, - :rature dependence. Thie '.s further evidence suggesting that

the iniziation of crack propagation at the drilled cracks involves

some pmperature-dependent process whereas, once the crack be-

gins to travel, only a temperature-independent surface energy is

involved.

C. Cantilever Loading of an Edge Crack

Some additional measurements have been made on 3 x 1 x

0. 1 cm polycrystalline specimens containing an ultrasonically

drilled edge crack 1-cm long parallel to the long edge of the speci-

men. This was loaded by pins put through the two arms of the

crack, which consequently bend approximately as cantilevers.

This follows the method used originally by Obreimov and applied

by Gilman to the propagation of cleavage cracks in single crystals,

In the present case, the shape of the specimen, governed by di-

mensions developed for other purposes, did not justify the neglect

of the shear strain energy; hence calculated results for surface

energy values, shown in Table 6-IV for polycrystalline MgO and

Al 03, are apt to be on the high side. The interesting point is not

so much the actual value's., as the fact that these are independent

of temperature. Gilman and Guernsey (6-12) have investigated

photoelastically the stress system in this form of loading and

whown that it is much more localised than that corresponding to a

plate containing an internal crack, Thus, the effect of dislocation

movement on the apparent surface energy may not be so marked.

fl Discussion and Conclusion

From results derived to date it appears that a stopped cleav-

age crack can be re-started with the consumption of about work

equaling roughly the true surface energy at the temperature range

in question in these experiments. Measurements on crack branch-

ing suggest that a running crack also consumes only the true, near-

ly temperature independent, surface energy. However, initiation
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Table 6-IV

SURFACE ENERGY VALUES FROM EDGE CRACKS

IN POLYCRYSTALLINE SPECIMENS

Apparent Surface Energy, y,
Temperature (ergs/cm

(0 C)
A1 20 3  MgO

90 23, 100 -

20 - 6, 175

20 19, 650 5, 400

20" 19,200 4,361

-196 Z3, 840 5, 470

-196 - 5,240

-196 7,360

of propagation with blunter cracks within a plate requires a higher

temperature-dependent, "effective" surface. As has been suggest-

ed here, this appears to require some dislocaticn process to initi-

ate the propagation. This process might involve direct sharpening

of the crack tip, or the production of a cleavage nucleus in the

vicinity of the tip.

There already exists clear evidence of the generation of

dislocations at the tip of slowly moving cleavage cracks (Gilman(6-7)

Tetelman (68)). Figure 6-6 shows the dislocation movement that
occurs when a crack in MgO is stopped by running into a com-

pression region. It is clear that the fast running crack does not

induce any discernable dislocation movement, while the slowly

moving crack iniates substantial dislocation coalescence and asso-

ciated plastic flow at the crack tip.

If the higher effective surface energy for starting the

propagation of the blunter cracks merely reflected some plastic

work associated with propagation of the crack, then this plastic
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$ x40

(a) Fast running portion of crack showing no associated
plastic deformation

x 100

(b) Slow running portion of crack showing associated
plastic deformation

Fig. 6- 6
CLEAVAGE CRACK IN MAGNESIUM OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTAL STOPPED

BY RUNNING INTO ZONE OF COMPRESSIVE STRESSES
Etchant = 50% Sat. NH 4 CI 50% HNO 3
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work should decrease as the temperature is lowered. However,

the experimental evidence is that the effective surface energy in-

creases as the temperature is lowered. Thus, the important as-

pect of plastic deformation in the present case seems to be not so

much that a plastic work factor will be added to the effecti,e sur-

face energy, but that plastic deformation is necessa--y before prop-

agation is possible and this will require a higher stress at lower

temperatures and so appear in the calculations as a higher effective

surface eneigy at lower temperatures.

This possible importance of dislocation movement in the

propagation of the blunter cracks clearly suggests the need for

micrographic evidence of the events surrounding crack propagation.

Preliminary work of this nature has been carried out. The normal

plates used for the ultrasonically drilled cracks proved too fine

grained for satisfactory microscopical examination. However, two

large grained MgO plates have now been examined. These show

a 3. r fold change in fracture stress between room temperature

a-.d -196"C.

An electron micrograph of the fracture surfaces, pre-

pared with an etchant of 50:50 concentrated HNO 3 and saturated

NH4 Ct at 70° C, is shown in Fig 6-7. So far, only the general

etching features of the fracture surfaces have been examined.

Prominent features are the hillocks that appear to be associated

with precipitate particles. Similar observations have been made

by Ghosh and Clark(6 10) and in thin films by Bowen( 6 11). Sub-

grain boundaries and dislocation arrays are also observed. Of

more immediate interest is, of course, the structure in the immed-

iate locality of the drilled crack tip. However, even at these grain

sizes, it has so far proved difficult to get satisfactory replicas

specifically of these areas. Work aimed at the resolution of these

questions is currently in progress.
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x 16,000

(a) Etch hillocks associated with precipitate particles

x 8,000

(b) Dislocation arrays

Fig. 6- 7

ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE
FRACTURE SURFACES ILLUSTRATING NORMAL ETCHING FEATURES

Etchant a 50% Sat. NH4 Cl, 50% conc HNO3
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3. LOWERING OF SURFACE ENERGY

The final report of the previous of this program(6-1) pre-

sented results obtained for the lowering of surface energy on a

sample of fused bauxilite by adsorption of COz, but this powder

had a rather low specific surface area; hence the adsorption de-

terminations were rather inaccurate and not well reproducible.

An A1 2 0 3 powder of much higher specific surface area has

since been obtained and used in adsorption determinations. X-ray

examination has revealed that this ultra-microid polishing AZ0 3

has a y crystal structure, the a-Alz 03 as opposed to structure

of the bauxilite used previously. This material also contained

some impurities, and was characterized by a hexagonal crystal

structure of unit cell dimensions a = 4. 756 A and c = 1Z. 960 A

Despite this difference, however, it was decided to examine ad-

sorption isotherms for this material and if possible obtain a more

accurate value for the lowering of surface energy

A. Experimental Techniques

Adsorption of Carbon dioxide and Hydrogen

For determinations of the adsorption of COz and H, on the

ultra-microid Al. O 3 , the volumetric apparatus previously em-

ployed on the bauxilite material was used. The extremely floccu-

lent nature of the powder, howevex, resulted in pronounced diffi-

culty in outgassing, because of the eruption of the powder and its

rapid transfer from the adsorption chamber into the capillary

tubes and manometer. This difficulty was overcome by employing

an adsorption cell subdivided by means of five thin glass platforms

on which the powder could be distributed in reasonably thin layers

(Fig 6-8). As a result, vacuum outgassing at 3000C could be

carried out without difficulty. After an outgassing period of 1Z hr

adsorption measurements were carried out by adding small
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Fig. 6- 8

PARTITIONED ADSORPTION CELL
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measured volumes of CO z (or Hz ) from the gas burette and deter-

mining the pressu.'e in the adsorption syrtem when equilibrium nad

been attained

The specific surface area of the powder was first determined
by adsorption of COz with the reaction tube immersed in a cardice-

acetone mixture (-780C). A BET plot of the results gave a value

of 46. 5 sq meters per gram for the specific surface area.

Adsorption of CO and H2 at ambient temperature were then

measuzed in a similar manner,

Adsorption of Water Vapo. -

Because of the low saturation vapor pressure of water at

ambient and lower temperatures, the measurement of adsorption

isotherms for water vapour presents difficulties. The volumetric

method was abandoned in favor of the less sensitive but more

practicable gravimetric method In adopting this change it was

considered that the sensitivity of the gravirnetric method would be

sufficient if adequate adsorption occu.t-ted to give an appreciable

reduction in surface energy.

A helical silica spring balance having a sensitivity of about

20 cm per gram was used to detect the change in weight on adsorp-

tion. The powder sample (weighing 0. 6-0.8 gram) was held in an

aluminum foil bucket suspended from the spring by a glass fibF.-.

Movement of the lower end of the spring under load was measured
by a cathetometer reading to 0. 05 mm.

The problem of equilibrium pressure measurement was over-

come by utilizing the variation in saturation vapox pressure of wa-

ter at various temperatures. A steel tube containing ice was p].acea

in the lower end of the glass tube enclosing the silica spring and

was immersed in a cardice-acetone bath until the powder sample

had been outgassed at about 300°C. The pressure of water vapor

o-ir.ý i c ý at -78'C is 0. 00056 torr After the sample had been out-

gassed for Z, or 3 hr, the water vapo.,. pressure in the system was
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increased by simply replacing the cardice-acetone bath by one

containing CC14 and cardice. By using a selection of constant

temperature baths up to ambient temperature the vapor pressure

could be varied and the increase in weight of the powder sample

determined when equilibrium was reached at each pressure. A

description curve could be obtained by reversing the procedure.

The use of a steel container for the ice in the system obviated the

cracking of the glass tube which otherwise occurred on re-freezing

after heating almost to ambient temperature,

To assess whether any irreversible chemical reaction with

the powder occurred, an adsorption isotherm was determined in

one case increasing the vapor pressure to 3. 88 torr, followed by

a reducing to 0. 00056 torr, and then a repeated increase. Results

in the second run were identical wvith the first, within the range of

experimental error, so that the occurrence of any such chemical

reaction can be ignored, at least within 3 hhr d u r at i on of the

present experiments at ambient temperature.

B. Discussion of Results

Adsorption of carbon dioxide

The results obtained for the adsorption of CO0 on ultra-

microid A1 1 0 at -78*C and 19"C are shown in Fig 6-9. Since the

curve for -78°C did not show a distinct plateau corresponding to

monolayer formation as was previously obtained for the bausilite

sample, a BET plot was employed for calculation of specific sur-

face area, Even with the increased specific surface area compared

with the bauxilite powder, the adsorption only amounted to 4. 3 cu cm

(at NTP) per gram at 700 torr pressure.

Various methods of plotting the adsorption results were ex-

amined to obtain a suitable isotherm for integration to give the

surface energy lowering. With these more accurate results the

Langmuir plot no longer gave a linear variation of p/v with p,

where V is the volume of gas (at NTP) adsorbed at an equilibrium
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pressure p. Plotting of results as log p vs log V, as presented in

Fig. 6-10, however, showed close adherence to a Freundlich iso-

therm with the adsorption at 190 C obeying the equation

V = 0 . 1 4 5 p0.5Z (6-2)

when the volume adsorbed is in cubic centimeters at NTP and p is

in torr. If G is the number of gram molecules of gas adsorbed per

unit area, then
-10 0. 52,

G = 0.139 x 10 p = cp (6-3)

where c and n are constants for a particular temperature.
If adsorption takes place at temperature T (°K) from a gas at pres-

sure p, the change in surface energy produced is given by

dy = -GRTdlogp (6-4)

and, therefore,

Y -Y = RTfGdlogp

= RTfcpndlogp (6-5)

RT. .p7' = 0.267 x 10-"RTp

The lowering in surface energy associated with adsorption

of CO. at a partial pressure of 10 torr is thus 2. 15 ergo per sq cm

and the variation in lowering of surface energy with pressure is

represented in Fig. 6-11. The value at 10 torr is in reasonable

agreement with that of 0.80-1.13 erg cm per sq cm obtained for a
(6-2)fused bauxilite sample at this partial pressure

Adsorption of Hydrogen

The amount of H. adsorbed on the ultra-microid Al.03 at

ambient temperature was even considerably less than that of COZ.

At a pressure of 670 torr only about 0. 20 cu cm H2z (at NTP) were

adsorbed per gram of powder. No appreciable lowering of surface

energy could be ascribed to this condition.
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Adsorption of Water Vapor

The method employed here seriously limits the number of

experimental points on any adsorption curve which can be obtained.

However adsorption results are reasonably reproducible at least

up to pressures approaching saturation, as can be seen from

Fig. 6-12.

As well as can be ascertained from results at such a limited

number of pressures the adsorption obeys a Langmuir plot up to

0. 6 of saturation pressure. Results for adsorption at 14GC and

19"C are in good agreement up to this point and a common line has

been drawn through the combined results by the least squares meth-

od (Fig. 6-13). The slope of this line and its intercept on the pres-

sure/adsorption per unit area axis are respectively ý7 and As;

where G and A are the constants in the Langmuir expression

relating the number of moles per unit urbed at a pressire, p,

AG = Gs a (6-6)

p

For adsorption from a gas at pressure, p, and temperature, T,

dy = -GRTdlogp (6-4bis)

and substitution for G from (6-6) and integration gives

S= Y0 -Ga log (l + Ap)

The reduction in surface energy resulting from adsorption of

water vapor at 5 torr calculated from this is 134 ergs per sq cm.

Taking the lowering of surface energy by adsorption of

water vapor at 5 torr as 140 ergs per sq cm and the true surface

energy of A1 03 as -1Z000 ergs per sq cm, the ratio of lowered

to original surface energy is 0.93.

The lowcring of surface energy produced by adsorption of

CO1 or HA on Al1o3 is negligible and would have no detectable
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effect on the fracture stress. This suggests that delayed fracture

effects are induced by the presence of moisture alone in the environ-

ment. The delayed fracture effects observed by Charles(6-1) in a

dry hydrogen atmosphere could then only be attributed to residual

Moisture.

If the Orowan criterion(6-13) for brittle fracture:
L

.Cf

is considered to apply to the fracture of AlzO3 , then arf is propor-

tional to y, so that
°'1 

" I• -

0 0

where y and y, are the original and lowered surface energies

and u- and a, are the original and lowered fracture strsses.
From the measurements of adsorption of water vapor yo (at 5-

torr pressure) is 0. 93 , therefore (- = 0. 96. Thus, the lower-
0

ing of fracture stress attributable to the lowering of surface energy

by the adsorption of water vapor is only about 4 percent, whereas

the lowering in fracture stress in moist air, as compared with

vacuum, observed by Charles(6- 1) was about 30 percent.

Some further factor must therefore be involved; the obvious
suggestion is chemical reaction. However, the reversibility of the

adsorption after a period of 3 hr rules out any reasonably rapid re-

action and Pearson(6 -14) did observe delayed fracture after shorter
periods at certain stresses, although period of several days were

required at lower stresses. It will, nevertheless, be necessary

to carry out a similar determination leaving the water vapor in con-

tact with the alumina powder for a similar period to that involved

in Charles' fracture stress determinations.
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4. SURFACE ENERGY OF ALUMINUM OXIDE FROM THE
STRESS REQUIRED TO PREVENT SURFACE CONTRACTION

The surface energy of Al 2 03 at 1900°C has been estimated

from measurements of the change in length of thin rod specimens

after various times at various stresses, the latter being chosen so

that both contraction and extension were observed. By plotting the

strain rate against stress, the stress corresponding to equilibrium

(zero rate) has been interpolated. The load which just balances de-

formation arising from the stress which is due to surface energy

can then be used for determining the surface energy, since

2
w = Zry - nir -b

where w is the balancing load, r the radius of the rod, y, the

surface energy, n the number of grains per unit length of rod and

Yb the grain boundary tension.

An evacuated graphite resistor furnace has been used for heat-

ing the specimens, which were suspended from the lid of an Al. 03

crucible located in the bore of the resistor element, as was de-

scribed in more detail in the final report of the previous phase(6-1)

Strain measurements were made between gauge marks 2 cm apart

with the aid of a measuring microscope having 0. 001 cm. gradua-

tions. The stress on the specimen arises from the weight of ma-

terial below the mid-point of the gauge length and it may be varied

by using different lengths of rod below the lower gauge mark,

The only modification made in the apparatus since the prev-

ious description has been the incorporation of an iridium-40 per-

cent iridium/rhodium thermocouple for temperature measurement,

replacing the optically temperature recorder used previously. The

thermocouple is introduced through a vacuum seal in the base of the

furnace and extends up the bore of the resistor being sleeved with

a thoria sheath and an outer molybdenum tube. Through a hole
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drilled in its bottom, the hot junction protrudes into the A1Z0 3

crucible.

A. Results

The strain curves so far available are shown in Fig. 6-14
and the plot of strain rate against stress in Fig. 6- 15. In calcula-

ting the surface energy, it is necessary to know not only the stress

for zero creep, but also the number of grains per unit length of rod

and the grain boundary tension. The grain size of the rods has not

yet been accurately determined since the rods are required for

further measurements, nor has the grain boundary energy been

measured. However, visual inspection suggests that the grain size

in about the same as the rod diameter and for the grain boundary

energy been measured. However, visual inspection suggests that

the grain size is about the same as the rod diameter and for the

grain boundary energy we can assume, as has frequently been

found to be the case, that

yb/Ys t' 0.4

The interpolation of the stress for zero creep from Fig. 6-15 can-

not be made with high accuracy because of the paucity and scatter

of available data. However, the minimum value of this stress is44

15 x 10 dynes per sq cm and the maximum value Z4.5 x 104 dynes

per aq cm. These correspond to surface energies of 690 and 1090

ergs per sq cm respectively, with a mean of 890 ergs per sq cm.

B. Discussion

The mean result of 890 ergs per sq cm at 19000C compares
favorably with that of 900 ergs per sq cm at 18500C quoted by Norton

and Kingrey( 6 1 5), although this correspondence may well prove to

be fortuitous in the light of the further measurements contemplated.
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There are a number of possible sources of error in this work,

apart from those already mentioned or those inherent in measuring

small strains at 19000C. The two most important sources of such

.errors are concerned with the purity of the A1 2 0 3 used and with the

time at temperature. The purity of the A1 2 0 3 (quoted a199. 516) is

doubtful because of the observations that, although white when re-

ceived, the specimens became gre'after heating; furthermore, the

degree of vacuum in the furnace chamber is impaired by the presence

of A120 3 . The time involved in heating specimens to temperature is

important at the present stage simply because it is, cumulatively, of

the same order as the time that specimens have been held at temper-

ature and the times shown in Fig. 6-15 refer only to time at temper-

ature. Because of outgassing problems and the cracking of crucibles

by thermal stress it is necessary tS employ times of 2-3 hr in heat-

ing specimens to the operating temperature. This problem will be

avoided in future runs by employing longer holding times and so re-

ducing the heating time to insignificance.

It is apparent that, the technique having been finally estab-

lished, measurements should now be made in which the stress range

is extended so that the interpolation of the stress for zero strain

rate can be made with greater confidence. .The temperature sensi-

tivity of the surface energy should be studied; this will also serve

as an additional check on overall accuracy. These measurements

should be made on samples of A1 O of controlled purity, and in-

deed arrangements have been made-for the supply of such material

by Professor B. Cutler, University of Utah.
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TASK 7 - FRACTURE MECHANISMS

Principal Investigator: E. Orowan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present work is to study the processes
which lead to fracture in high temperature refractory oxides, partic-
ularly Al 0 and MgO. The work progressed along two distinct lines:
studies oA r;Aulticrystalline bodies of Al 0 and MgO at various
temperatures, and microscopic and x-ray Itudies of fracture mechanisms
in MgO single crystals.

Studies on polycrystalline MgO bodies in torsion at room
temperature yielded stresses 20 percent lower than those obtained
at ARF previously in bending. This anomaly was traced to the
existence of impurities and pores in this material, whose stress
concentrating effect in torsion far more pronounced than in bending
or tension. At temperatures running to 15000C, the MgO specimens
showed considerable weakening, the mode of fracture gradually
changing from a brittle toward a ductile type; this behavior was
principally traced to grain boundary sliding.

Work on MgO crystals clearly established the importance
of the high stresses produced by kinking, which are instrumental in
crack nucleation under certain circumstances. Crack initiation was
also trAced to the arrest of dislocation bands by an obstacle band,
and to the simultaneous widening of two conjugate dislocation bands
where cracks are nucleated by stresses in finite tilt boundaries. It
was found that dislocations gliding along a blocked band actually
penetrate some distance into the conjugate obstacle band, rather
than piling up at its boundary. This explainb why the Zener
crack forming mechanism seldom governs crack nucleation. The
formation of conjugate slip bands can also lead to crack formation
by the creation of high tensile stresses in the turn band inter-
section zone. This mechanism is counteracted by an accommodation
mechanism which effectively dissipates the high shear strain
concentration of impinging turns.
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TASK 7 - FRACTURE MECHANISMS

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present work is to contribute to the

understanding of the processes which lead to the fracture of high

temperature refractory materials particularly A12 0 3 and MgO.

The characteristic difference between metallic and

non-metallic materials is the narrow range of transition between

almost complete brittleness and ductility in the latter. In the high

temperature range, the material may be too soft to be practically

useful; this is the case with MgO. in this case, the range of useful-

ness can be extended upwards by the incorporation of a hard phase.

In the low temperature range of nearly complete brittleness, the

material can still become useful if its strength (fracture stress)

can be sufficiently increased - e. g., by the incorporation of

crack arresters; an example for this possibility is Pyroceram.

What appears most attractive at first sight is the extension of

ductility to lower temperatures, in order to relieve stress concen-

trations. This is occasionally possible, if the lack of ductility is

due to the absence of mobile dislocations, it may be increased by

the introduction of such dislocations. The crucial point, however,

is whether the introduction of nvbile dislocations can increase

the ductility without giving rise to crack formation or propagation.

In 1934 it became clear(7- 1 ) that the observed low

strength of NaCl crystals could not be explained if they were

assumed as essentially brittle and behaving according to the

Griffith theory oi crack propagation. It was suggested therefore,
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that crack propagation occurred by a mechanism based on plastic

deformation, that is, on the movement of dislocations. Since

1949 additional mechanisms have been suggested( 7 -2 ) ,through

which cracks might arise as a consequence of plastic deformation.

Thus plastic deformation is no longer regarded as an unqualified

blessing; it can make stress concentrations harmless, but it may

also produce or propagate cracks. It is necessary, therefore, for

practical engineering purposesi, to understand the mechanism of

fracture in order to know whether, for improving the mechanical

properties of the material, plastic deformation should be promoted

or counteracted.

Table 7-I gives a survey of the main possibilities of

increasing the resistance to fracture. In substantially brittle

materials, there are only two ways of increasing the strength:

(1) cracks can be avoided by careful manufacture and fabrication;

or they can be removed, if surface cracks, by dissolution of the

surface layer; or they can be neutralized by a tangential compressive

stress at the surface; (2) the resistance to crack propagation can

be increased by the introduction of obstacles such as grain bound-

aries, inclusions, or by the use of a composite material.

In more or less ductile materials, fracture can be
counteracted either by increaeing ductility to the point at which

it is sufficient for removing stress concentrations, or by reducing

ductility if it is more important to inhibit a plastic crack formation

or propagation mechanism. The choice between these opposite

measures requires the knowledge of the fracture mechanisms that

may act in the material and at the temperature in question.

Naturally, the practical use of a material at high
temperatures may be limited by its low yield stress (softness)

rather than its low fracture stress (weakness). In this case as
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mentioned, the yield stress has to be increased by alloying or

by the incorporation of hard particles by precipitation or by

mechanical mixing.

The work described here progressed along two

lines. The first line of attack was a study of the strength of

polycrystalline MgO and Al 2 0 3 specimens as a function of

temperature, up to the highest temperatures of practical

interest. The main part of this work was the design and

construction of an elevated temperature testing machine capable

of loads up to 5, 000 lb. So far, the heating element used is made

of tantalum, and the highest temperature at which experiments

were carried out was 1, 5000C; the use of tungsten elements may

permit an extension of the temperature range to the neighborhood

of Z, Z0OO C.

The second part of the study was a microscopic and
x-ray study of the mechanism of fracture, mainly in single crystal

MgO, but also including alkali halide crystals. The crystals were

compressed, extended or bent in devices that could be placed on

the microscope stage, so that the development of photoelastic

patterns and slip lines during deformation could be observed;

after deformation, or between two stages of deformation, the

crystal could be etched to reveal dislocations or studied by imaging

x-ray photography,

2. WORK WITH POLYCRYSTALLINE SPECIMENS

A. Design of the High Temperature Testing Machine

The machine was originally designed for use in tension

and compression, with the possibility of carrying out bending tests

by means of an auxiliary attachment to the grips. The tensile

specimens were to be dogbones used for bending tests at the
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Armour Research Foundation, However, most of the specimens

were more or less warped, requiring a change-over to torsion 2'

tests, and a corresponding modification of the testing machine.

The original tension-compression machine will be described first

followed by a presentation of the machine as modified for torsion

tests.

In the tension-compression machine, the specimen

was strained by a mechanical gear and the load measured by

electric resistance gage load cells. Heating of the specimen is

accomplished by an electric resistance furnace with a vertical

tubular heating element split vertically in two halves from the

top nearly to the bottom. This makes i,. possible to observe the

specimen during the test; it also doubles the length of the current

path and reduces by half the cross section, so that the heating

current is halved for the same heater power. The heating element

is made of tantalum sheet; if higher temperatures, up to nearly

4, 000°F, are required, a heating element of tungsten can be

used. The heating element is surrounded by three sets of moly-

bdenum radiation shields (concentric cylinders around the tube,

circular plates above and below). Heating element, radiation

shields, specimen, and grips are in an evacuated steel vessel

with chromium plated and buffed interior walls. Both the walls

of the steel vessel and the pulling rod are water cooled. The

power supply is a saturated core transformer of 25-kva capacity.

Figure 7-1 shows a vertical and a horizontal section

of the machine, and a vertical view. The machine is built up on

a frame consisting of a base (7), two vertical steel columns of

2-in. diam, and a head-piece (5), giving a total height of

approximately 6 ft. Two steel columns (4) are suspended from

the head-piece; their lower ends carry a heavy steel disc (3)
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with a central threaded hole (2) into which the lower (fixed)

specimen grip is screwed The upper grip is screwed into a

threaded plug (1) closing the lower end of the lower part of the

pulling (or compressing) rod (8) Thia hollow rod is water-

cooled in a way seen in the drawing. It slides in the thick-walled

tube (9) which is the upper part of the pulling rod and has an in-

ternal thread engaging the threaded rod (13). The tube is

prevented from rotating by the key (16), so that it is lifted or

lowered when the threaded rod is rotated by the pinion wheel

(14) and the pinion (15). The pinion is supported on a swiveling

block so that it can be disengaged if the pulling rod is to be moved

rapidly.

The two parts (8) and (9) of the pulling rod are

connected by a thin-walled tube or thin strips, the ends of which

are screwed to (8) and (9) at the points (10) and (I!)! the connecting

tube or strips (not shown in the drawing) carry the resistance gages

and act as a dynamometer. Thin (and, if required, bent) strips

are used for very low loads; thick strips or a relatively thick-

walled tube for high load ranges, As is indicated in the drawing,

the lower part of the rod is guided in the upper part by three

vertical rows of steel balls in a single cage; similarly, the lower

part of the rod is guided in the bush (12) of the vacuum vessel by

three rows of steel balls. In this way, the friction is reduced

to a value between 1/2 oz. and I oz,, and the rod is guided with

no perceptible play. Consequently, it can be used for compressing

specimens as well as for pulling them, without much danger of

buckling at the sliding joint of the two parts (8) and (9).

A "Bellofram" rolling rubber diaphragm was used

to establish a vacuum seal between the pull rod and the tank,
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In Fig. 7-1, it can be seen that the vacuum vessel

consists of a short upper and a long lower part 'iolted together

by flanges with a sealing rubber O-ring between the flanges. To

obtain access to the specimen and the heating element, the lower

part can be lowered as shown in Fig. 7-2. It is balanced by a

weight sliding on one of the main columns (in' Fig. 7-1 two

counterweights, each on one of the columns, were planned); the

vessel can be lowered by unbolting the connet•tion and turning the

aind-wheel seen in Fig...' .2o

The heating element (18) of tantalum sheet is 60 mils

thick, and the upper horizontal and the cylindrical radiation

shields (26) and (25) are supported by two heavy molybdenum plates

(23) carried by water-cooled copper rods (24), which are intro-

duced through the 'op of the vacuum vessel electrically insulated

and vacuum-sealed. Above the vessel the two busbars (2 4 ) are

bracketed together by an insulating bar. The vertical section and

the vertical view in Fig. 7-1 show the position of the vacuum

connection; the horizontal section (lower right) shows the two

observation windows in the lower part of the vessel. The var um

diffusion pump, of course, is permanently attached to the upper

part of the vessel, as seen in Fig. 7-ý.

For reasons already mentioned, it was decided to carry

out the experiments on dogbones in torsion. Therefore, the initial

design of the machine was modifi A, in the manner shown in

Fig. 7-2 and 7-33

In torsion, the torque is produced by rotating a fork

(29) made up of a pair of short levers, so that the latter pressed

against a c,,ir of radial rods of a capstan (30). The fork is rotated

by a worm and worm wheel (31) driven by a motor with a two-

speed drive (32). The torque is measured by mean3 of resistance
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Fig. 7-2

HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTING FACILITY
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Fig. 7-3

UPPER PART OF TESTING MACHINE
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strain gages mounted on the two levers of the fork. The torque

assembly is sketched out in Fig.7-4, The capstan is the upper

termination of the twist rod (33). It is radially supported by two

ball bearings. A collar (34) is connected with the capstan by

means of a thin rubber tube (Gooch tubing) covering the gap (35).

The bushing is guided by a thrust bearing and is free to rotate

in an O-ring seal (36). This arrangement involving the floating

collar permits a certain amount of twist without significant

friction, primarily through the elastic deformation of the rubber

collar. Rotation of the collar in the O-ring seal allows for large

adjustments to tC .e care of initial differences itn specimen thick-

ness.

The specimens were twisted by molybdenum grips

(37), as shown in Fig. 7-5, with broached rectangular holes

slightly larger than the cross section of the heads of the specimen.

The torque was applied to the specimens through the rounded ends

of two tungsten pins inserted into each grip and protruding into

the broached hole. This assured contact in a horizontal plane in

bowed specimens and eliminated superimposed bending.

Since it is very difficult to measure the twist of the

specimen directly, the rotation of the capstan relative to the

frame of the machine has been measured by means of a flexible

phosphor-bronze leaf spring fixed at one end to the frame of the

machine with the other end bearing against an arm on the capstan.

The displacement of the end of the cantilever is measured as the

change in curvature of the cantilever by means of resistance straixi

gages mounted or the latter. Both the torque and the twist were

recorded with a Honeywell recorder (38) seen in Fig. 7-2.

Figure 7-2 also shows the power transformer (39), the Honeywell

temperature indicator-controller (40), the vacuum gage (41)

and indicator (42).
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Fig. 7-5

CENTRAL PART OF INSIDE OF TESTING MACHINE
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The temperature is measured by means of a tungsten

-- tungsten-rhenium thermocouple bearing against the specimen at

the lower grip. The temperature is controlled by switching between

two levels of heating current. This gives a very uniform control

of temperature in the specimen with a practically insignificant

ripple.

B. Dogbone Specimens

As noted, the dogbone specimens have an approximately

square cross section over the gage section. The stress distribution

in a purely elastic twisted square rod is given by:

0 ( o_ ln sinh kny

L (Zn+l) cosh k a/Z n
-48 - M ný o n noTax a- f 5 0 38 06 tanh k a/Z

a + 96r Z8n+41)4 (2n+l)5

n=o n= o

COn cosh knY

r 2 x -4a T - c ny sinkx
312 r3M n= 0 (Zn+I) cosh k na/2 n

=& ..a -l tanhk a/2
j• + 384ZIf 9 o-rI (2n+1)4 -34 (2n+1) 5

n= o n= o

where: kn = (2n+l)ir
a
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and

a/

The variation of the principal tensile stress on the surface of the

specimen, along a line perpendicular to its axis is plotted in

Fig. 7-6; the abscissa is the distance from one edge, the width

of the face being a. The dotted curve has been calculated, from

the elastic solution of the torsion problem; for the sake of

interest, the stress at the surface of a twisted rod with square

cross section has actually been measured and the result .compared

with the calculatioh0 'For this purpose, a square rod of ani

aluminum alloy of the 7075 - T6 type, heat treated to maximum

hardness, of a cross section Z-in. square, has been loaded in a

torsion testing machine, and the tensile stresses at the surface

measured by electric resistance gages of 1/8-in. length, cemented

to the face of the rod at 45 deg to its axis. Seven gages were

spaced at 1/4-in. on one face of the specimen; another gage, also

oriented at 45 deg to the axis, was cemented in the center of

a face at 90 dog to the first face. The stresses read from the gages

are represented by the'dots in the figure; the full curve fits the

measured points according to visual Judgment.

If the cross section deviates from a square, and be'v

comes a rectangle, the stresses on the long side rise to higher

levels than on the narrow side. Figure 7-7 shows the ratio of the
maximum tensile stresses on the long side (wB) to those on the
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narrow side (a-A) as a function of the ratio, R, of the lengths of

the two sides. Figure 7-8 gives the highest tensile stress in

the specimen (in the center of the long side acting across a plane

at 45 deg to the axis); the ordinate C is the factor to be multiplied

by the torque M and divided by the cube of the width A of the

narrower face in order to give the maximum stress in the wider

face. The cross sections of the specimens used were, in general,

not quite square; the maximum stress was calculated, therefore,

on the basis of the curve in Fig.- 7-8.

Two batches of dogbones were received. The first

sbipment consiited of ten MgO and ten Al203 specimens. * The

ten MgO Lpecimens, referred to 3s Group I, had a rough and

scaly sarfacc, ,nd were cons~drably bowed and twisted. Their

average cross se.ctional area was somewhat less than 1/16 sq. in.

These specimens are referred to hereafter as small specimens.

The specimens had what appeared to be a parting line (a very

flat re-entrant wedge) on the side surface following roughly the

median plane as shown in Fig. 7-9. The ten Al 203 specimens.

referred to as Group II, had a somewhat larger cross sectional

area, and a smoother satiny surface; these specimens were

considerably less distorted. No trace of a "parting line" could

be detected on the Group II specimens.

In addht.on to the curvature and the parting line, the

majorihy of ,;,he specimens contained one or more of a variety of

* No explanation accompanied the shipment. Since the test
results to be discussed in Subsection 4 indicated two distinct
kinds of behavior, scratch ha-rdness tests were made; they
indicated that one half of the twenty specimens was A!z0 3,
the other half MgO.
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Fig. 7-9
MAGNESIUM OXIDE DOGBONE SHOWING "PARTING LINE"

AND STEPED FRACTURE SURFACE

Fig. 7-10

TYPES OF CRACKS PRESENT IN
ARF MAGNESIUM OXIDE DOGBONES
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defects. A common type of defect was a crack either in the

plane across the direction of pressing, such as the ones seen

in Fig. 7-10, or more frequently along the edge, the crack

penetrating into the interior of the specimen. Other defects

were: colored spots (brown, orange-yellow, green), which were

frequently observable on the surface or slightly under the sur-

face of the specimens. As will be discussed, fracture originated

often from these sites of impurities. All specimens contained

varying numbers of surface pits and scales. The cross section

of the specimens often deviated markedly from that of a square.

A second batch of one-hundred and fifty MgO dogbones
was received later. Although the size of the specimens in this

batch was larger (0. 1 sq. in. ), their quality was similar to those

in the first batch. These specimens of larger cross sectional

area will be referred to hereafter as large specimens.

C. Experimental Results

Torsion Experiments at Room Tamperature

The results of the torsion experiments at room

teraperature of the first batch are given in Table 7-11. The first

half of the table shows the results on the small MgO specimens.

The first three specimens were tested in grips without the two

pins mentioned in Subsection 2B; there was therefore a certain

amount of superimposed bending stress, which is reflected in

the scatter of the measured stresses and also in appreciable

deviations from 45 deg of the angle between the fracture surface

origin and the specimen axis. The remaining six specimens

were loaded by means of the rounded pins described above,

eliminating the bending stress. The angle between the fracture

surface and the specimen axis was remarkably close to 45 deg.
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These specimens had a somewhat rectangular cross section; the

thickness in the plane of the dogbone was larger by as much as,

10 percent than the thickness at a right angle to it. It is to be noted

that fracture in these six specimens did not originate on the wider

face where the tensile stress must have been somewhat larger, but

-on the narrow side containing the longitudinal parting line.,

In Group I, specimens nearly all traces of the fracture

surface had a small kink at the parting line as shown in Fig. 7-9.

The mean fracture stress for this group was 13, 000 psi, which is

about 25 percent lower than the value of 16, 000 obtained in the

Armour Research Foundation. These lower values are of consid-

erable interest, especially in view of the fact that the most highly

stressed part of the surface in the torsion specimens is less than

in the bending specimens of Armour; for this reason, a higher

strength might be expected in tor ion. Consequently, these lower

values may be the result, either of a plane of weakness associated

with the "parting line, " or of certain defects having a higher stress

concentration in torsion than in tension or compression (see below).

No information about the way in which the manufacturing

process gives rise to the parting line has so far been available. It

is of interest that the strength impairing property of this defect

could not have been detected by tension or bending experiments, but

only with torsion experiments.

The second half of Table 7-II gives the results for the

Al 2 0 3 specimens. The mean fracture stress of this group was

32, 100 psi, which is about 20 percent higher than the average value

of 26, ?00 psi obtained in bending experiments at Armour.
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These specimens had a very nearly square cross

section; the origins of fracture were more uniformly distributed

between face and side, and no kinks were observed at the fracture

origin.

Of the second batch of (large) MgO dogbones, forty-nine

were tested in torsion at room temperature. The results of tensile

fracture strengths are presented as a "cumulative" probability

distribution in Fig. 7-11 by the solid curve. The results of the

earlier torsion experiments of the first batch (small specimens)

are given as the six points marked by "tx" in Fig. 7-11. The sixty

tensile fracture stresses of small specimens obtained in bending

at room temperature by the Armour Research Foundation are

entered in Fig. 7-11 as the dotted cumulative probability curve.

The fracture strengths in torsion are similar to those of the small

specimens. Their average strength is 13, 600 psi, and the distri-

bution has a standard deviation of 1, 830 psi. The average bending

strength of small specimens measured-by the Armour Research

Foundation was 16, 600 psi with a distribution having a standard

deviation of 1, 940 psi. Figure 7-11 shows that the MgO specimens

are considerably weaker in torsion than they are in bending. To

make certain that no differences in material or manufacturing

techniques were responsible for this difference in strength, five

large dogbone specimens were broken in four-pQint bending. The

fracture stresses are given in Table 7-111; they do not differ

significantly from the values measured at the Armour Research

Foundation.
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It seems certain, then, that differences between the

batch used in these experiments and the batches used at Armour

could not be made responsible for the higher strength observed

in bending. On the other hand, the difference cannot be attributed

to the testing machine, because the tensile strengths derived from

the torsion tests for A12 0 3 specimens were considerably higher

than those obtained from the bending tests at ARF. One circum-

stance that may be relevant is that in the majority of the MgO

specimens, fracture originated at a more or less spherical

cavity at or near the surface. Such cavities are visible in the

photographs shown in Fig. 7-12. The peculiarity of a spherical

cavity is that its stress concentration factor under a tensile stress

is lower than that under shear stress; more explicitly, if + ir and

- a are the principal stresses in a biaxial state of stress, the highest2
tensile stress at the wall of a spherical cavity is 2 times higher

than the highest tensile stress at the cavity wall if a uniaxial tensile

stress a is acting. This has the simple reason that, in uniaxial

tension, the stresses tangential to the wall of the cavity will vary

as shown in Fig. 7-13a; around the diameter parallel to the applied
tension, the tangential stress is compressive, while it is tensile

along the equator. Evidently, if a tensile stress and a perpendicular

compressive stress are applied, the tensile stresses generated

around the poles of the compression axis are superposed on the

(higher) tensile stress at the equator around the tension axis, and

the maximum tensile stress at the wall of the cavity is higher than

if the tensile stress were acting alone. Calculation leads to the

ratio just rrmentioned; if Poisson's ratio is assumed as 0. 2, its

numerical value is 1, 25. This happens to be close to the ratio

16, 600/13, 600 = 1.22 of the tensile strengths derived from bending

tests to those derived from torsion tests.
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A, Tension

B. Shear

Fig. 7-13

DISTRIBUTION OF NORMAL STRESS AT THE CIRCUMFERENCE
OF, A SPHERICAL CAVITY
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On the other hand, no spherical cavities were

observed in A12 0 3 specimens; since Al 2 0 3 is less plastic at

the sintering temperature, it may be assumed that any cavities

that may be present are likely to be crack-like in shape. With

a crack-shaped cavity, the stress concentration factors would

not differ significantly in tension and torsion; but there are two

circumstances. that may introduce a difference. First, if the

orientation of the cracks is not random, they may lie so as to

weaken the material more if the tensile stress s at 90 deg to

the specimen axis than when it is at 45 deg.

Secondly, it is not unreasonable to expect that the
crack surfaces will be rough so that there may be friction between

the walls of the crack, arising from mechanical interlocking.

If then the cracks are almost normal to the axis of the specimen,

the propagation of the crack by an axial tension is not hindered by

friction effects. In torsion, however, such a crack has to

propagate against the wall friction.

Torsion Experiments on Polycrystalline Magnesium Oxide at

Elevated Temperatures

A number of torsion experiments were performed in an

Ar atmosphere at 400°C, 12000C, and 1500"C at the standard

twist rate, which was 0. 057" per min. Two experiments at
12000 and 15000C were also performed at a twist rate of 1. 4

per min. The results are given in Table 7-IV.
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It is important to realize that fracture stresses in

Table 7-IV have been calculated on the basis of the stress distri-

bution in a twisted elastic bar. Since, as will be seen, the speci-

mens show strong relaxation effects at elevated temperatures, the

elastic calculation io unrealistic and the values given in Table

7-IV, particularly at the temperatures 1200 and 1500" C, can not be

regarded as representing the true fracture stress. Moreover, if

the material showed ideally plastic behavior (no strain hardening)

at a high temperature, and the stresses could be calculated from

the stress distribution in an ideally plastic twisted square rod,

the maximum stress obtained could not be a fracture stress,

because this stress would have acted from the beginning, through

the entire stage of plastic torsion, without causing fracture.

Consequently, the fracture could not have been of the brittle type,

governed by a critical tensile stress condition

Figure 7- 14 shows that, in fact, the type of fracture

changes with the temperature. The first of the three fractured

specimens shown broke at room temperature; the surface of

fracture is almost exactly at 45 deg to the axis. The second

specimen was tested at 1200*0; the surface of fracture is

irregular, and, on the whole, its angle to the axis is smaller.

The third specimen was broken at 15000C, and the fracture surface

is close to being at right angles to the axis than at 45 deg to it,

In other words, at I500°C, the orientation of the surface of fracture

is much closer to that observed in shear fracture than that in a

brittle fracture.

The numerical evaluation of the tests at the elevated

temperatures, therefore, is made impossible by the circumstance

that the stress distribution is not that in an elastically twisted rod,

nor, in general, that in a twisted rod of ideally plastic material.
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Fig. 7-14

CHANGE OF POSITION OF FRACTURE SURFACE WITH TEMPERATURE
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Of greater fundamental importance is that the character of the

fracture changes from the brittle to a ductile type an the temper-

ature rises. This means that the maximum tensile stress

fracture condition ceases to be valid. It was pointed out (7-3) xat

ductile fractures do~iot obey any critical stress fracture condition;

in other words, there is no single value of a ductile strength (or,

there is no ductile strength as a quantity that can be regarded as

characteristic of the material).

Naturally, the strain rate influences the fracture

mechanism in the same way as the temperature. Increased strain

rate is approximately equivalent to a reduced temperature. Only

a few experiments could be carried out in this direction. At 1200"C,

increase of the strain rate by a factor of 25 did not seem to influ-

ence the nominal fracture stress, while in two tests at 15006C, the

nominal strength rose from 2, 100 psi to 4, 100 psi as the strain

rate was increased by a factor of 25.

In summing up, it can be said that the torsion test

(or, for that matter, the bending test) can not be evaluated, and

the true maximum stress can not be obtained when the material

is noticeably plastic. The true stress at fracture could be found

in the plastic range from a tensile test. However, this would not

represent a fracture stress (strength) characteristic of the material

from which its behavior under other types of loading could be

calculated, because the maximum tensile stress fracture condition

is not valid in the plastic range where the fracture changes from

the brittle to a ductile type. At very high temperatures, the

problem becomes one of creep fracture ("stress rupture"); under

a general state of stress practically nothing is known about its.

solution. In simple tension at very high temperatures, the

fracture strain is usually approximately constant in creep

fracture tests; in the intermediate temperature range (between

room temperature and very high temperatures) not even this simple

approximate rule holds.
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For polycrystalline MgO a temperature of 800 C

appears to be the approximate limit of substantially elastic be-

havior; however, this is not meant to imply that plastic defor-

mation can safely be neglected at lower temperatures. Figure

7-15 shows torque versus twist curves of MgO dogbone speci-

ments; it shows that the curve for 400"C deviates considerably

from the su1•stantially elastic curve at 20°C. The deviation is

not merely a consequence of the temperature dependence of the

elastic modulus; the torque twist plot is distinctly curved.

Whether the entire deviation from the initial tangent was due to

permanent deformation could not be ascertained, since the

experiment ended with fracture.

Table 7-IV shows a point of interest in connection

with the slight plastic deformation observed at 400" C. The mean

nominal fracture stress (normal stress) from five specimens at

4000C is 14, 700 psi with a standard deviation of 1, 300 psi; at

room temperature, the mean value is 13, 600 with a standard

deviation of 1, 800 psi. There is a possibility that the difference

may be significant; if so, the simplest explanation would be to

attribute it to the reduction of stress concentrations by the plastic

deformation indicated by Fig. 7-15.

Figure 7-16a shows the surface of fracture of a speci-

men broken at 1200"C. It is quite different from the fracture

surface at room temperature, although this is not clearly visible

on the photograph. The microscopic observation shows very

suggestively that the fracture was not a simple crack propagation

process, but that the grains have been pulled apart, apparently

by the weakness of the grain boundaTies at the high temperature.

This is illustrated also in Fig. 7-16b, which shows a partly

broken specimen with a branching surface of fracture obtained

at 1200*C.
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If the weakness of polycrystalline MgO at higher

temperatures is due to the grain boundaries, as Fig. 7-16

strongly indicate, a point of great practical importance arises.

In an unpublished investigation, one of the participants in the

present work, -. Orowan, found many years ago that commercial

lead comes apart cleanly along the grain boundaries if it is

carefully '..eated over a gas flame and pulled by hand. The

questi ýn was whether this was due to the inherent weaknesd of the

grain boundaries as sites of atomic disorder, or to small amounts

of impurity lodged in the grain boundaries and depressing the

melting point. The experiment was repeated with spectro-

scopically pure lead, and the effect could not be reproduced.

Although commercial lead is an exceptionally pure met ;
impuri -ies accumulated in the grain boundsvaries"%Adnd p. W~ce a

Wa s c .l d -
radical change in its high temperature fracture b vior. Another

similar instance is the plastic deformation o olycrystalline ice

in glaciers. It seems that the creep of perate-zone glaciers

(in which the ice is approximately a e........ .me ;t... po nt•~e pressure melting point)l
is largely due to grain

aary sliding caused by a slight reduction

of the melting point the boundary, resulting from accumulated

impurities, of N NO formed from air by atmospheric
electric dism "•.. .. . .el c rges, seems to be the most important. The high
tempera, e creep fracture behavior of a polycrystalline material,

ther ore, may be determined by traces of impurities concentrated
ne grain boundaries.

From what has been said about colored specks present

Ot in the MgO specimens, it is clear that impurities are present in

visually observable quantities; the question is whether the use of a

purified material would lead to a radical improvement in creep

fracture strength. To answer this question would require experi-

ments with very pure MgO; the important point shown by the present
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work is that ýhe w.:akness of polycrystalline MgO may possibly be

due largely to sm, 11 arounts of impurities. Naturally, even if this

weakness would be remedied, MgO would still retain the disad-

vantage of considerable intracrystalline softening at higher temper-

ature s.

Relaxatior. Zxperiments

As mentioned, the MgO specimens showed consider-

able plastic deformation at temperatures approaching 1000°C.

A number of relaxation tests have been carried out to obtain

some orientation about the phenomenon. These tests consisted

in applying a tor'que at the higher rate given by the drive of the

testing machine (1. 4 deg twist per minute), stopping the drive,

and recording the decrease of the torque. One of the relaxation

curves obtained at 1500°C is shown in Fig. 7-17. It is useful

to compare such a relaxation curve with that of purely Newtonian

viscous relaxation characterized by

M = M° exp (- t/6)

where M is the initial magnitude of the moment and 0 the time

constant of the relaxation. If the logarithm of the moment M/M 0

is plotted against the time, t, a straight line is obtained. Figure

7-18 shows the logarithm of M/MIo plotted against t. The curve

ig-hot a straight line, but seems to consist of three straight por-

tions, the slopes of which diminish with the time. This is to be

expected. Being a crystalline material, MgO ought to show

non.-Newtonian viscosity of the type encountered with metals in

the hot creep range. Up to the "creep limit, " the creep rate

is very small, and then it begins to rise very rapidly. An. other

words, the effective coefficient of viscosity in creases rapidly

with decreasing load, and time constant vhich determines the

slope of the logarithmic plot ought to increase in the course of

the relaxation process. This is just what has been observed.
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It is conventional to compute the activation energy

from the temperature dependence of a creep process. Figure

7-19 shows the relaxation rate plotted over the reciprocal of the

absolute temperature for seven temperatures between 900 and

1500"C; the experimental points are grouped around a straight

line with considerable scatter. The slope of the line corresponds

to an activation energy of about 0. 7 ev. In view of the uncer-

tainties of the experiments, not too much weight is attached

to this value. In experiments with another specimen, at three

different initial torques, the scatter was too strong and no

plausible curve could be fitted. It is intended to clarify the

matter by means of further creep tests in tension at constant

load.

Because the polycrystailine MgO specimens were

warped, they were not suitable for tensile tests; for this reason,

torsion tests were carried out. At room temperature, the

maximum tensile stress at fracture was almost 20 percent lower

in torsion tests than in four-point bending tests; with Al 03

specimens, on the other hand, the tensile strength derived from

torsion'tests was higher than that from bending tests. The

majority of the MgO specimens contained roughly spherical

cavities at which many fractures originated. This may account

for the lower strength in torsion, since the stress concentra-

tion at such a cavity is higher under an applied shear stress than

under a tensile or compressive stress.

At temperatures approaching 1000*C, the MgO speci-

mens showed considerable plastic deformation, and the mechan-

ism of fracture gradually changed from the brittle type towards

a ductile type. This meant that the maximan tensile stress

could no longer be evaluated by means of calculations referring

to elastic materials. Moreover, even if the stress at fracture
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could be calculated, ductile fractures are not governed by a

critical ten,;le stress (or shear stress) condition.

The high temperature fractures seem to indicate

that much, if not most, of the deformation, as well as the

fracture itself, is likely to be due to grain boundary sliding.

Since boundary sliding may be accelerated by impurities

accumulated at the boundaries, the possibility is presented that

the inferior mechanical behavior of MgO at high temperatures

could be partly or mainly due to small amounts of impurities.

3. EXPERIMENTS ON SINGLE CRYSTALS OF

MAGNESIUM OXIDE

It was recognized early that the tensile cleavage

strength of NaCl crystals was much too low to be explained on

the basis of the Griffith theory, and that plastic deformation

must play a fundamental role in the fracture mechanism; the

proposition that cracks of subcritical size could propagate with

the help of the tensile stresses of edge dislocations approaching

the tip of the crack was advanced nearly 30 years ago. (7-)

Recently, it was proposed(7- 4 ' 7-5) that such a mechanism would

be responsible for the formation of cracks in MgO observed by

Parker and his collaborators in 1957.

Between 1948 and the present time, attention was

concentrated on the nucleation of cracks by the'interaction of

individual dislocations, or a few dislocations, with obstacles

such as grain boundaries, or with other dislocations. The forma-

tion of cracks by the piling up of edge dislocations at a grain

boundary was suggested by Zenir 7 2 •, mathematically investi-

gated by Stroh(7" 6 ' 7-7), and observed in MgO crystals by West-

wood(7-8) and by Stokes, Johnston, and Li(7"9). The formation
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of cracks by the fusion of edge dislocations was suggested by

Cottrell 7 "-;1 0 ); although similar mechanisms were used to

explain crack formation in single crystals, (7-9, 7-11, 7-12)

there is no conclusive evidence available in this respect. Slip

across a low-angle boundary was suggested as a mechanism of

crack formation by Orowan(7-13), -xnd quantitatively investi-

gated by Stroh(7" 1 4 ); its operation was observed by Gilman(7" 1 5 )

and by Deruyttere and Greenough (7"16). That the intersection

of twin bands can lead to crack formation has bee., known since

l868"7"17); the importance of twinning in the brittle fracture

of iron has been recentiy demonstrated by Low(7" 1 8 ), Hull(7- 19 ),

Edmondson(7 2 0 ) and others.

The following investigation was undertaken for

clarifying the processes which lead to the formation and propa-

gation of cracks in single crystals of MgO. It has shown the

importance of crack formation due to stresses produced by kink-

ing at the intersection of slip bands.

A. Preparation of Specimens

Large chunks of MgO crystals were purchased from

the Norton Company. The color of the raw crystals varied consid-

erably; however, this does not seem to have a significant effect

on fracture and therefore, chemical analyses were not made.

The raw crystals were cleaved to the desired sizes

and shapes; if chemical polishing was required, this was done

by continuous agitation in boiling orthophosphoric acid followed

by a succession of rinses in boiling water (to prevent thermal

shock), methanol and ether. The etch reported by Stokes, Johnston,

and Li (7-9), consisting of five parts of a saturated solution of

NH4 C1 in water, one part H2 so 4 , and one part of water, was used

to reveal dislocations. This etch differentiates between "grown-

in" and fresh dislocations.
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Slender compression and tension specimens of

square cross sections (3 mm x 3 mm) were initially mounted with

epoxy cement in brass collars. In the case of crimpression, this

eliminated undesirable spalling fractures at the compression faces.

A simpler technique used in later experiments consisted of pro-

ducing a slight convexity on the ends of the crystals by acid polish-

! n g, This not only eliminated s.palling fracture, but also made

subsequent etching and x-ray investigations more convenient.

The crystals equipped with brass collars were compressed or

extended in a specially constructed microscope stage testing

machine. The crystals with bulged ends were compressed in a

small, stiff machinist's vise. All loading experiments were

carried out on the stage of a polarizing microscope, so that

continuous observation of the development of deformation was
"a ible- '

The majority of the experiments was carried out

in compression to arrest the growth of cracks. Some tension

and bending experiments were also performed. These did not

show any feature that could not be studied more conveniently

in compression.

B. Features of Plastic Deformation in Magnesium

Oxide Crystals

If carefully cleaved MgO crystals are intensively

acid-polished, all surface irregularities in the form of cleavage

steps, cracks, and of fresh dislocations introduced by super-

ficial plastic deformation can be removed. Such acid-polished

crystals may fracture when bent at a high stress without any

sign of plastic deformation(7 -2 1 . If polishing is not carried

out to such an extent, or if mobile dislocations have been
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produced at the surface by mechanical surface damage, it is

possible to limit deformation to a few dislocation, In this

manner, the development of a few band intersections can be

studied in detail.

Figure 7-20 shows the surface of a moderately
polished crystal after two stages of compression, each followed

by a step of etching. The dark central portions of the inter-

secting dislocation bands show the width after the first stage

of compression; the somewhat lighter portions represent the

lateral growth of the bands during th~e second stage of compression.

The part of the thin diagonal band within the broad band is

uniformly sheared over; no discontinuity of the shear is apparent
at the boundary between the .primary and secondary portions of

the broad-band. This shows that, as in the case of Luders bands

in mild steel, additional deformation occurs only at the boundary

of a widening band, but not inside the band. The band widens by

"infecting" neighboring slip planes with dislocations, injected into

Dislocation-filled bands in MgO crystals are usually called
"slip bands". However, their nature differs fundamentally
from slip bands in the traditional sense of the word, which
arise in an already dislocation-filled crystal by the gradual
concentration of slip in bands (or '"zones") (in cubic face-
centered crystals, in the third stage of plastic deformation).
To avoid confusion, the deformation bands of the type occurring
in LiF and MgO, may be called dislocation bands, or after
their discoverers, Gilman-Johnston bands.
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Fig. 7-20
LATERAL GROWTH OF DISLOCATION BANDS DURING TWO STAGES OF
COMPRESSION, EACH FOLLOWED BY A STAGE OF ETCHING
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them apparently by double cross slip.

Within the band, the dislocation density is such that

the resultisng stiai, hardening makes further deformation in the

band impossible until. the stress is raised above the magnitude

required for widening the band. The shear strain in the band is

conveniently determined by measuring the angle introduced into

an intersecting conjugate*** slip line (single row of etch pits)

** The current term for this prccess is "dislocation multi-
plication. " However, it occurs usually by double cross
slip, in which case the number of ron-connected dislo-
cation loops does not necessarily increase; what ib "mul-
tiplied" is -.

(1) the length of the loops;
(Z) the number of dislocation etch-pits observed;
(3) the number of active slip planes.

Now ,'() the length increases also when a simple loop expands;
t2) the number of observed etch-pits may increase if a

simple loop becomes wavy and gives multiple inter-
sections with the plane of sectioning;

(3) 'he number of active slip planes does not increase
when a Frank-Read "source" operates in one plane,
a process also called dislocation multiplication.

To avoid ambiguities, therefore, it is convenient to refer to
the process here considered as the infection of neighboring
slip planes with dislocations, a term first used for this pur-
pose in Ref, (7-22).

It may be remarked here that the term "dislocation source"
involves similar ambiguities. A Frank-Read double "source"
may increase the number of non-connected loops in a slip
plane, but this is not an essential point; a single "source,
and in many cases the double "source, " merely increases the
length of a dislocation loop, without increasing the number of
loops or infecting other slip planes. It was for this reason
that the term Frank-Read "dislocation mill" was suggested( 7 "1 3 )
to replace "dislocation source.

***A pair of slip systems in which the slip direction of one is
normal to the plane of the other will be called conjugate.
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as it crosses a wide band (see Vig. 7-27). It can also be deter-

mined, somewhat less accurately, irom the tilt produced in a

cube face (cleavage face) where it is intersectes by a dislocation

band with a slip direction at 45 deg to the cube face. Such

measurements show that the shear angle is, on the average 5

deg, and may vary between 4. 8 deg and 5. 3 deg.

In the early stages of deformation, the dislocation

bands are narrow, and they can easily cut through each other.

As they widen, however, they become increasingly effective

obstacles to intersecting slip. The reason why the width of a

dislocation band determines its effectiveness as an obstacle is a

question of fundamental importance; a possible answer will be

discussed below. When a band bt 3mes wide enough to make

penetration by intersecting bands practically impossible, the

segments of the intersecting bands begin to widen more or less

independently from each other. If the segments of a band ýcquire

different widths in this manner, high internal stresses are bound

to arise. It will be seen that the internal stresaes arising from

the independent broadening of band segments are the cause of

crack formation in many cases.

When the dislocation bands have widened sufficiently

to give rise to independent widening of the conjugate band seg-

ments, the crystal becomes subdivided into regions in which

further deformation takes place preponderantly by. the widening

of one parallel set of dislocation tbands (out of the four possible

sets). It seems that this subdivision into regions is a consequence

of the constraint exerted upon the crystal by the grips of the

testing machine, in connection with the tendency of the crystal

to operate only one set of bands in one region. The operation

of only one set in the whole crystal would result in a relative
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tva",rverse movement of the grips; since the testing machine used

does not permit this, different slip planes become active i.n

different o-;io. s,' that the resulting transverse movement

of the ends of the crystal is cancelled, and only the longitudinal

movement remains.

At a given moment, therefore, each region contains

an active set of dislocation bands and a conjugate substantially

inactive set. Since slip in the segments of the active set (each

segment lying between two neighboring inactive bands) can not

fully penetrate the inactive bands, the shear in the areas of

intersection has to take place largely, if not entirely, by slip on

the slip planes of the inactive system, by the movement of edge

dislocations already present in the inactive band. In other words,

the deformation takes place by slip in the active segments and by

kinking in the prisms of intersection of the active with the inactive

bands.7"z3 Figure 7-21 shows this schematically; A is the active

band, I the inactive one; full lines indicate active slip planes, and

dotted lines the quiescent slip planes of the inactive band. The

lattice rotation . L the intersections can be recognized from

Berg-Barrett imaging x-ray photographs of deformed MgO crystals.

Figure 7-22a shows a low-magnification optical photograph of a

vertically compressed and then etched crystal, while Fig. 7-2zb

is the imaging x-ray photograph of the same crystal face" On the

optical photograph made with incident light, the dislocation bands

appear dark because they are saturated with dislocation etch-pits;

on the x-ray photograph, they are dark because of decreased

The top [01o edge of the crystal (in the coordinate system of
Fig. 7-25 was parallel to the x-ray plate and norpaý to the
x-ray beam. The Bragg reflection is from the 2011 planes
and the radiation is copper K. J
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Fig. 7-21

FORMATION OF A KINK AT AN INTERSECTION OF
TWO CONJUGATE DISLOCATION BANDS

Fig. 7-22

LATTICE ROTATION AT INTERSECTIONS OF CONJUGATE
DISLOCATION BANDS; (a) Dislocation bands on cube face in
visible light, (b) Berg-Barrett X-i;y back reflection from
(IZ0) planes showing detail of same surface
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primary e×' ,action However he mnter.ccti .ns ar whv'e -n thc
x-ray pho-ograph, showing that the lattice orientations ir 'bose
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direction, iJ the bound'aries BE and CD are parallel to the solid

lines of '%,e intersection. If elastic adjustments outside the kink

were Utregarded~and Hdoke's Law assumed valid, a high compres-

sive stress would be present in the intersection parallel to the

active band, and an equal tensile stress parallel to the conjugate

mnactive band.

't0bvge no•i- corrrnodation st.e-.es could be cancelled

in principle by additional kinking n the urea of l,-e mar , inter-

section. The boundaries BC and DE can be easily disr.aced into

a position of full accommodtion by additional growth -if the active

band, as shown in Fig. 7-23a. This would result in a* offset of the

boundaries of the active dislocation band across the irictive one.

Such offsets are indeed observed in many intersectiorii. Accommo-
dations of the boundaries BE and CD would appear to Le possible

by the displacement of these boundaries into positions BE and CD,

accompanied by additional qro,.4h r! he inactive ban,1, as shown

in '- '-X Tht reLating dash-dc id boundariea. of the inter-

section would now be fully accommod& ed, and the ii•terior of the

intersection would have undergone a ri gid body rota,•on. Evidently

the required displacement of the bound, uies BE and CD into

positions BE and CD, as well as the ad ýitional growth of the

inactive dislocation band for producing he accomrr 'dated config-

uration can be accomplished only by a hear strese opposite in sign

to t~at applied. That is, the slip requir, d for elimn'ating the non
accomodation stresses of the boundaries BE and CD is opposed by

the applied stress. Consequently, the ki kk stresses can not be

eliminated so long as a given shear strei ý is mai14ained; with

increasing deformation, they oppose furtl ar deformation

increasingly, and so •' are a contribut ry factnr to strain

hardening. The kink stresses are directlv observable between

crossed polarizers; and the rotation in th, kinked intersection gives
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rise to microasterism. As is seen from Fig. 7-23b, the kink

stresses can be relieved only by reversing the stress and

producing opposite slip iih one of the conjugate sets of slip bands,

Opposite slip is promoted by the kink stresses, and its result

is a reduction of the component of strain hardening due to the

non-accommodation of intersection kinks. The first circumstance

gives rise to a Bauschinger effect; the second to a permanent

softening (lowering of the stress-strain curve) on strain reversal.

Thus, the non-accommodation stresses play at least a contributory

role in the reversal (Bauschinger, etc. ) effects.

The internal stresses arising in the course of defor-

mation may finally arrest slip in the active bands and re-start

slip in the formerly inactive onces; in this case, kinking continues

in the expanding area of intersection of the two bands by slip on

the planes of the formerly active band. An example of this is seen

in Fig. 7-24a to c. Figures 7-24a and 7-24b show the optical

micrograph and the Berg-Barrett x-ray photograph respectively,

of an acid-polished crystal, which was provided with two opposite

knife-edge indentations at A and A' to nucleate dislocation bands.

The large intersection of the dislocation bands is shown at a

higher magnification in Fig. 7-24c (optical micrograph). The

intersection consists of three regions markef by arabic numerals.

The center region I was formed by kinking of band II, while I was

the active band widening by slip. Later, II became the active band,

and the kinked regions 2 and 3 were added to the intersection. In

*T•,e long [100] edge (in the coordinate system of Fig. 7-25) was

parallel to the x-ray plate and normal to the x-ray beam, The
Bragg reflection is from the (021)planes.
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(a) Cube face
in visible light;
Note crack at
point A

(b) Berg-Barrett
X-ray back re-
flection from (02T)
planes showing
twofold lattice
rotation at the
"large intersection

(c) Enlarged view of
same intersection as
pointed out in B; Note
"boundaries between
areas 1, 2, and 3

Fig. 7-24
TWOFOLD LATTICE ROTATION AT AN INTERSECTION OF TWO
CONJUGATE DISLOCATION BANDS. AND CRACK NUCLEATION
BY SIMULTANEOUS ACTION OF TWO DISLOCATION BANDS
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these regions, the lattice rotation is opposite to that in region 1;

it is evident from Fig. 7-21a and 7-Z3 that the lattice rotation

in the intersection kink is opposite if the other conjugate dislo-

cation band operates under the same shear stress. This is

confirmed by the imaging x--ray pfrotograpIFig. 7-24b, where

the reflection from the band intersection is split up into three

spots. The spots representing regions 2 and 3 are displaced

relatively to that from 1, and the corresponding rotations of

the lattice are opposite. The kinking of regions 2 and 3

occurred suddenly, accompanied by a drastic change of the photo-

elastic pattern. In spite of the very high stre ,ses indicated by

the birefringence, no crack was formed.

C. Tension and Compression in the Kinks

Figure 7-21 shows that in a non-accommodated kinked

(one in which the kink boundaries do not bisect the tilt angle of the

neighboring lattices) intersection between an active and inactive

dislocation band,' there is a tensile stress in the direction of the

operative slip planes of the kin, and a compressive stress normal

to these planes. It was mentioned in the preceding section that

the two stresses would be equal in riiagnitude: if Hooke's Law

remained valid and if the surroundings of the kink were indeformable.

Under realistic conditions, the two stresses must be approximately

equal if the intersecting bands are of equal width, so that their

intersecticn is a square; in this case, a nearly plane state of stress

exists, and the stress perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 7-21 is

approximately zero.

The situation is very different, however, if the inter-

secting bands differ considerably in width. If the kinked (inactive)

dislocation band (I in Fig. 7ý21) is very narrow, the tensile stress

in its direction (normal to the active band) is of the same order as if
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ttie surrounding material were rigid The compressive stress

normal to the band (parallel to the active dislocation band A),

however, is very small because the transverse expansion of the

band is not hindered much by the elastic r action of the embedding

matrix. The stress at right angles to the plane of the figure

(parallel to the line of intersection of the two bands) is then

considerable, and it is tensile, because it arises by the hindering

of the Poisson contraction corresponding to the tensile stress

in the direction of the narrow kink band.

If the number of independently deforming regions in

the crystal is large enough, widening can continue in o-ly one

set uf dislocation bands without necessitating any widening of the

c.:njugate set. In this case, the widening dislocation bands will

eventually fuse into a homogeneously sheared domain in which

the shear ang' , is about 5 deg the typical shear strain in a

dirlocatioi, bard. As this takes place, the kinked intersections

of the widening bands with the inactive conjugate bands will join

up and form long, straight, and highly birefringent kinked bands

This is illustrated in the sequence of Fig. 7-25. Several such

birefringent kinked bands can be seen in Fir.. 7-26, showing

clearly the sharp bend in the segments of the narrow bands

captured by the. broad, active band. Although their mode of for-
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Fig. 7-26

BIREFRINGENT KINK BANDS (Direction of polarizer and
analyzer axes were parallel to the cube edges, i. e., edges

of the figure

Fig. 7-27

CRACK FORMATION DUE TO SHARP VARIATION IN SHEAR ANGLE

IN DISLOCATION BANDS (Note the variation of widths in the wide bands)
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mation differs from the familiar kink joints in aluminum and

zinc, they produce very similar effects.

The nature of the residual stress in the long kinked

bands was investigated by the polarizing microscope and a

Berek compensator. Let the system of coordinates be chocen

so that the x-axis is perpendicular to the birefringent lamella L

(Fig. 7-25), the y axis lies in the lamella and in the plane of the

figure, and the z axis is perpendicular to the plane of the figure.

It may be expected, then, that all -tress components except

'xx are different from zero. In the median plane of the band,

however, only a r, a, and (r are likely to be considerable.

Thus, a sighting along the cube direction (z direction) permits

the measurement of ray , while another sighting at right angles,

* If a crystal with potential slip lamellae, as shown in Fig. 7-28a,
is extended, as in Fig. 7-28b, by slip only in region B without
any deformation in regions A, the crystal is said to have qi d,
and the interior of the band B is called a kink band- 7 "' I-)
The result of kinking then is a lattice rotation of the slipped region
inside a kink band relative to the unslipped part of the lattice.
Starting with a crystal with slip lamellae oriented as shown in
Fig. 7-29a, the same relative lattice rotation of Fig. 7-28b can
be achieved by compression, so that slip occurs only in regions B
(Fig. 7-29b). In this case, region B undergo the lattice rotation,
and therefore, are the kink bands, while region A, which does not
deform, retains its original lattice orientation. In spite of this
difference all long and narrow bands of both types have been
commonly called kink bands. As this distinction between the
two types of bands is not trivial, it is proposed that the name
kink band apply only to the first type of band, while the second
type of band in which the interior undergoes no deformation be
called a kink joint.
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along the face diagonal (y direction) would ý, ve IT .

Although the first measurement is easily carried out

in air, the second necessitates immersion of the crystal in

methylene-iodide (n = 1. 738) to overcome refraction effects.

Investigation of the sign of the residual normal
stress in a large number of long kinked bands, in this manner,

established that both ao and a- were tensile in all bands,yy z
regardless of the magnitude or sign of the average plastic

strain in the crystal, that is, whether the crystal was extended

or compressed. Assuming that the stress T in the plateletYY
results principally from the uniform shear of the surrounding

regions by slip on the (110) dodecahedral planes, which are

initially perpendicular to the kinked band (refer to Fig. 7-25)

and that the stress rzz is the plane strain stress preventing

Poisson contraction...e." -•l ation between the ........ .r el.a-.

retardation, Ain, and the stres , a, can be readily derived from

the phenomenological theory of crystal photoelasticity This gives,.

2 A - (7-1)
yy P11 44 -44

2 S12 All
°zz --- 3 44'"44 11 7)

0
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where n = 1. 736 is the refractive index of the unstrained

crystal, P4 4 = -0. 096 is the strain optical constant for shear,

and oil = 4.01 x 10"1 3 sq cm p r dyne, s12 = -0.93 x I0"13

sq cm per dyne, 844 - 6.46 x 10-13 sq cm per dyne are the

three elastic compliances of MgO(7" 2 6 ).

Measurements of 471 in five different bands of a

deformed MgO crystal* gave for a a value of 1. 75 x 109

dyne per sq cm with negligible scatter (that is, evn was equal

for all bands).

Reliable determinations of o- were not possible

because of the warping or bending of the platelets, which made

it impossible to get a clear view through the band in the direction

of the face diagonal. The sign of the stress was recognized only

after cleaving the crystal in half along the axial (010) (Fig. 7-25)
plane. This permitted a clear sight as well as a measurement

of a zz. Since the cleavage resulted in considerable relaxation

of the or stress component, however, no significance couldyy
be attached to the measurements of the magnitude of or

D. Crack Formation in Magnesium Oxide Crystals

All compression experiments were terminated after

the detection of the first crack. The method of detection relied

* As described in the early stages of deformation of MgO cry-
stals, when dislocation bands broaden, there is no relation
between the macroscopic average plastic strain and the strain
inside dislocation bands, which is nearly constant. Thus,
the kinked segments of the narrow dislocation bands will be
subjected to a constant lattice rotation independent of the
macroscopic plastic strain.
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on visual observation of the specimen in polarized light. Cracks

normal to the surface of observation would reveal themselves

as a short dark line or spot in the highly colorful photoelastic

pattern, while cracks parallel to the surface of observation could

be detected by the formation of longitudinal crack channels

appearing suddenly as bright streaks in the field of view

Although, as will become clear later, there is only

one basic mechanism of crack formation, it is possible to classify

the various types of observed cracks into three groups, examples

of which will now be discussed in order of decreasing frequency

of occurrence.

Cracks Resulting from Differences of Shear Strain in Segments

of a Dislocation Band

It was commonly observed that widths of slip bands

could change abruptly across an intersecting conjugate band,

as shown in Fig. 7-27. As can be seen from this figure, this

has lead to crack formation practically in every case. It is

evident from the sketch of Fig. 7-28a that if the shear strain were

the same on both bides of the band, cracks would have arisen

in the corner B; in reality, however, they occurred at A. Examin-

ation of the density of etch pitt in the bands in Fig 7-29a and b,

which are enlarged views of bands similar to those in Fig. 7-27

(observed in another crystal), show that the shear strain must

be considerably smaller in the wider segm,-nt of the band. This

was directly confirmed by measurement of the angle introduced

into a conjugate row of dislocations intersecting the wide band.

These measurements showed that the product of the width and the

shear strain in each segment of the band was approximately

constant. That is, the displacement between the two sides of the

band is the same in all segments, wide or narrow; this is
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(a) Crack formation accoxn-
panted by the formation of
a kink boundary to delineate
the rotation in the quadrangle

(b) Lattice rotation bouinded by
by the exctetision of the crack

Fig. 7-29

CRACK FORMATION RESULTING FR~OM VARIATION
IN S1HEAR STRAIN
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(a) Crack formation accomn-
panied by the formation of
a kink boundary to delineate
the rotation in the quadrangle

NS

(b) Lattice rotation bouinded by
by the extension of the crack

Fig. 7-29

CR~ACK FORMATION RESULTING FROM VARIATION
IN SHEAR STRAIN
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indicated in Fig. 7-28b. The highest tensile stress must

then occur at A where the crack is actually observed. After

the formation of a crack at A, parallel to the edge of the

intersecting band, it has a tendency to change its direction on

further propagation by swining into the cleavage plane (100), This

is seen in Fig. 7-29b.

Cracka Resulting from the Arrest of a Dislocation Band

by an Obstacle Band

If an intersecting dislocation band is very wide, it

does not suffer kinking in the entire area of intersection, but

only in the neighborhood of the boundary that is "hit" by the

intersected band. The dislocations of the intersected band

penetrate into the intersecting band to a limited extent, and,

in addition, kinking is also observed, the intensity of which

decreases towards the interior of the intersecting band. This

is seen in Fig. 7-30 where a very wide band (only a part of its

width is visible in the photograph) intersects a number of narrower

(vertical) bands. It is . en how the intensity of kinking in the

wide band decreases with the distance from its boundary; light

streaks where its boundary is hit by the intersected bands

indicate higher dislocation densities, that is, a piling of

dislocations of the intersected band. This is shown schematically

in Fig. 7-31, in which the horizontal row indicates piled-up

dislocations, and the two vertical rows kink dislocations; the size

of the symbols 1 and T indicates the density of dislocations at

a given point of the row.

The horizontal row of piled-up dislocations in Fig. 7-31

represents a low angle boundary. If the vertical band could stand

at the angle demanded by this boundary, no macroscopic stress

would arise. However, the band is embedded between bands of

undeformed material which, by opposing its low-angle tilt, exert
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a bending moment on it. From the direction of the shear

recognized in Fig. 7-30 (indicated by framing arrows), it

follows that the tensile side of the bent vertical bands is where

cracks are actually visible.

The crack across the third band from the right, which

formed first, has been embedded into the horizontal band, which

continued to widen before cracks formed across the remaining

five bands. In the case of this band, the presence of the crack

made the formation of a vertical kink boundary possible inside

the growing horizontal band. Propagation of the primary cracks

across cleavage planes at 45 deg, giving them the shape of a

letter S, occurred later, before the crystal could be unloaded.

The third crack from the left and the one on the

extreme right, after having propagated along the cleavage plane

for some distance, have gone back again into the dodecahedral

plane. This suggests that the presence of the many dislocations

in the dodecahedral slip planes of the dislocation bands reduces

the cohesion across that plane almost to the. level of the cleavage

plane. In addition, there is a decreas-e-of cohesion in the kink

planes, as has been observed by Mugge in 1898(7"4). In Fig.

7-30, the original cracks have arisen alorng (horizontal)kink planes;

the photograph, however, does not indicate whether, in addition

to the macroscopic bending stresses, a weakening of the kink

planes (attributed by Mugge to microscopic bending stresses

in the kink lamellae) was also present.

Stokes, Johnston, and Li(7 9 ' 7-11, 7-27) were the

first to observe cracks of the type seen in Fig. 7-11 in MgO;

they attributed them to the cooperative action of a number of

parallel dislocation pile-ups in the intersected dislocation band.

Why this interpretation is unsatisfactory will be discussed below.
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Cracks Resulting from. the Simultaneous Widening of

Two Conjugate Bands

In highly polished crystals with very few slip sources

a conjugate pair of dislocation bands can emanate from the same

surface defect, and the widening of these bands may then

represen* the entire slip activity. An example of such simultan-

eously widening conjugate dislocation bands can be seen in

Fig. 7-24a, as the two orthogonal bands II and III. This has

led to the formation of a crack at point A, at the corner of the

rigid-elastic wedge between the bands; the plane of the crack

is parallel to the direction of compression. An elarged view of

this crack is seen in Fig. 7-32a. A low angle boundary is visible

on the convex side of the crack, as indicated by an arrow, and

sketched in Fig. 7-32b. This is also confiTmed by the overlapped

reflections in the Berg-Barrett photograph of Fig. 7-24a.

The mechanism of formation of this crack is shown

in the sequence of Fig. 7-33. If the crystal is sectioned along a

plane bisecting the angle between the two dislocation bands and

is then allowed to deform freely inside the dislocation bands, the

two parts will distort as shown in Fig. 7-33a. As the penetration

of the dislocations of one band into the conjugate band is physically

not permitted, the slanted surfaces of the cut faces will be bent

outward when the two halves are joined together. This would

lead to the observed crack, as shown in Fig. 7-33b. Cracks

of this type have apparently been observed first by Reusch in

1867(7-28) in compressed rock salt crystals.

If compression is continued after the crack has formed,

spalling fracture invariably results. An example is shown in

Fig. 7 -34.
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(b) Sketch of terminated
tilt boundary arising
from the homogeneous
shear of the wide bands;
Note overlap on the Berg-
Barrett reflection of
Fig. 7-24 b

(a) Enlarged region
of point A in crystal
of Fig. 7- 2 4 a

(c) Same mechanism
"leading to crack for-
mation normal to
stress direction in
tension

Fig. 7-32

CRACK FORMATION BY THE SIMULTANEOUS BROADENING OF
TWO CONJUGATE DISLOCATION BANDS
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Fig. 7-33 (b)

MODEL OF CPACK FOR1c m A TION X Or THE COMPRESSION
CASE OF FIG. 7-32 a and b

Fig. 7-34
SPALLING FRACTURE IN A COMPRESSED CRYSTAL RESULTING

FROM A CRACK OF THE KIND SHOWN IN FIG. 7-32 a and b
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If the crystal has been pulled in tension instead,

evidently the distortions of the sectioned crystal would be as

shown in Fig. 7-35a. If these halves are put together, large

tensile stresses are required to bring the oppositely slanted

surfaces together. This would then lead to the formation of a

crack starting from the surface. The low angle boundary which

would form in this case is shown in Fig. 7-32c. A crack of
(7-29)this type has been reported by Parker

The crack shown in Fig. 7-36 is a rare hybrid.

Here the shear strain is the same in regions A and B of the

growing wide band on opposite sides of the obstacle band,

indicated with an arrow, and the additional shear displacement

of the wider portion A of the growing band is compensated by

a kind of "stitching" shear in region C on the slip planes

conjugate to those of the wide band. The overhand of part A

of the wide band has been accommodated by formation of a

kink boundary in the narrow obstacle band. This has transferred

the highly stressed region to the other side of the narrow obstacle

band. This crack shows a striking similarity to a type of crack

observed in kinked zinc crystals by Gilman(" 1 5 )

E. Discussion of Results

a. Deformation

Magnesium Oxideoin common with other ionic crystals
of the rock salt structure, deforms by glide primarily on dodeca-

hedral planes in the direction of the face diagonal. In the

com~r~ercially obtainable MgO crystals, the grown-in dislocations

are firmly anchored to the lattice by, most likely, impurities.
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Fia. 7-35

MODEL OF CRACK FORMATION FOR THE TENSION CASE OF FIG. 7-32c

Fig. 7-36

CRACK FORMATION BY INHOMOGENOUS DISTRIBUTION OF SHEAR
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This necessitates the generation of fresh slip dislocations at

the edges of dislocation bands by a process of dislocation

srouting (multiplication), qualitatively described by Johnston

and Gilman( 7 - 3 0 ) for LiF crystals*

The dislocation density, p , inside unobstructed

portions of dislocation bands was determined by direct count

and found to be 108 lines per sq cm on the average. As the

distribution of pits inside a band is quite isotropic, it was

assumed that the spacing of slip lines in a band is

1 -- /2= cm= 1L

*Although the conditions for dislocation sprouting (multiplication)
are still not fully understood, a minimum requirement for it is
that there exist highly stressed and normally less favored cross
slip planes connecting the preferred slip planes connecting the
preferred slip planes. In the rock salt structure, both the cube
planes and octahedral planies fulfill the requirement. In most of
the commonly performed experiments of extension and compres-
sion along a cube direction, however, all cube planes are
unstressed and can, therefore, not serve as cross slip planes.
Evidently, thermal .activation can not alter this conclusion.

It is possible that the chief requirement for dislocation sprouting
by the double cross slip mechanism is a critical resolved shear
shear stress on the octahedral plane. The fact that this
necessary stress may only be achieved at stress levels where
the dislocations move with an appreciable velocity on the
dodecahedral planes world also explain the aPR rent velocity
threshold observed by Gilman and Johnston(T"31M.
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To produce the observed shear strain y of about

0. 1 radians in a slip band, it would be necessary that, on the

average, il = Wy/b "" 350 dislocations move through the

crystal in every active slip plane inside a dislocation band.

Once this occurs, the active slip plane hardens, and no further

slip takes place in it by the applied stress alone, as long as

undeformed regions exist in the crystal into which slip can

expand. As was discussed above, further slip can be enforced

locally inside an already hardened band by the shear stress

concentration of a widening conjugate dislocation band, which

leads to kinking at the intersection.

The mean free path X of a glide dislocation was

calculated from the relation X = V /bp , where Y is the shear

strain inside a dislocation band, and b is the magnitude of the

Burgers vector. This was found to be 1. 2 x 10-Z cm.

From the above results, it nmust be concluded that

a freshly released dislocation glides, on the average, a distance

of 10"2 cm, where it finds an obstacle which it can not overcome,

and its useful life is thus terminated. This simple life history

leads to a number of important conclusions (1) the inactivation

rate of dislocations is equal to the multiplication rate, (Z) the

number of dislocations in motion at any one time is constant

and may differ only if the rate of straining or the temperature

of straining is varied, (3) the obstacles stopping the motion

of dislocations do not preexist, but are manufactured by the

dislocation itself, possibly in the process of cross slipping into

an octahedral plane. Although the initial net spacing

( 1 = 10- cm) .,.;.,out equal to the mean free path of a

dislocation, this can not serve as an obstacle, as it had to be

overcome in the first place. This sequence of events in

MgO is very similar to that in the easy glide deformation of
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copper repcrted by Young7. 3 2 , ated appears to be representa-

tive of all ductile crystals in which single slip is possible.

Stowell(7- 33 ) has studied "kink bands" in extended

crystals of AgC1 and concluded that the thin and straight bire-

fringent bands were platelets of crystal composed of dodecahedral

planes that were stressed only in their own plane. For small

average plastic strains, he found these platelets in residual

compression in the direction of the face diagonal, and in

residual tension along the cube edge. For large plastic strains,

the sign of both of these stresses vs reversed. To account for

these observations, he suggested second ordar effects due

largely to the core of the dislocations.

In MgO, the_ widening of active dislocation bands

of a deforming region, gradually extended all kinked intersections

with inactive orthogonal dislocation bands into birefringent kinked

bands. The two residual principal normal strains a and eyy z
were found to be tensile, regardless of the sign or magnitude

of the average plastic strain.

A simple explanation can be given for the observed

residual strains in both MgO as well as in AgCl, without straining

the argument. With reference to the coordinate axes of Fig. 7-25,

consider a plastically undeformable platelet embedded at 45 deg to

the direction of extension in a matrix which is to undergo a

homogeneous plastic strain i . Specifically, we consider a (110)

platelet which has hardened by having undergone slip on (110)

planes and that the resulting dislocation density on these planes

strongly inhibits plastic deformation on any other intersecting

slip plane. This platelet is inserted in a cubic crystal with (010)

and (001) side faces, pulled in the [110o direction.
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If the plastic deformation in the matrix is achieved

by slip on (I10) planes in the I1O1] direction, the (110)z
platelet will be subjected to a tensile strain e = * in itsYY
plane. Such plastic deformation of the matri., will create plane

strain conditions, so that the elastic contraction of the platelet

will be prevented by the matrix and, disregarding end effects,

E in the platelet would be zero. Thus, a relative retardationzz
measurement will give positive residual strain values for both

E and 4 (relative to r xx). In MgO, the strain in the matrixzz yy x

is inhomogeneous; it occurs only in widening dislocation bands where

it is constant and of magnitude of y = 0. 1 radians. Hence the,

strains 4 = y 2/2 and s = 0 in the portion of the plateletSyy zz
captured inside a widening dislocation band, and zero outside.

As the slip planes and slip directions are initially normal to

the platelet, the same state of residual elastic strains would be

produced in the platelet, regardless of whether the crystal is

'extended or compressed.

If the plastic deformation in the matrix is achieved

by slip on at least two systems, such as (110) 110 and (101)

[101] , plastic contractions in the direction (Fig. 7-25) will be

possible. For the most ideal case, if the matrix deforms plastically

as a structurelss material with uniform lateral plastic contractions,

the embedded platelet will be subjected to strains

1= -1 1
yy re4 --- zz -T

by the deforming matrix. This latter case is that of AgCI, at

large average plastic strains.
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If the plastic deformation in the matrix is achieved

by slip on (110) planes in the [I1O] direction, the (110)

platelet will be subjected to a tensile strain t =i 2 in itsYY
plane. Such plastic deformation of the matrix will create plane

strain conditions, so that the elastic contraction of the platelet

will be prevented by the matrix and, disregarding end effects,

f in the platelet would be zero. Thus, a relative retardationzz

measurement will give positive residual strain values for both

' and 4 (relative to 4 xx). In MgO, the strain in the matrixzz yy
is inhomogeneous; it occurs only in widening dislocation bands where

it is constant and of magnitude of y = 0. 1 radians. Hence the

strains y/Z and t = 0 in the portion of the platelet

captured inside a widening dislocation band, and zero outside.

As the slip planes and slip directions are initially normal to

the platelet, the same state of residual elastic strains would b,

produced in the platelet, regardless of whether the crystal is

extended or compressed.

If the plastic deformation in the matrix is achieved

by slip on at least two systems, such as (110) 110 and (101)

1 101] , plastic contractions in the direction (Fig. 7-25) will be

possible. For the most ideal case, if the matrix deforms plastically

as a structurelss material with uniform lateral plastic contractions,

the embedded platelet will be subjected to strains

4 l I
yy "-4 "'" Tz "

by the deforming matrix. This latter case is that of AgCl, at

large average plastic strains.
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A comparison of these estimated magnitudes with the

previously given measured values for MgO and those of Stowell

on AgCl shows that in reality, the (110) platelet permits the

passage of a limited number of dislocations through it on planes

other than the (110) slip planes.

Stowell's initial compressive and tensileYY
V" stresses and their reversal can not be explained as satis-zz
factorily. In any event, the core effects, which he proposes to

account for the compressive residual stresses (his Read effect)

would not appear to bear any relation to the stresses inside the

biiefringent bands. If it was to be otherwise, all low angle tilt

boundaries should produce strong birefringent effects in rock

salt crystals, which is certainly not the case.

As was mentioned, Stowell's thin, straight, and

birefringent bands should more properly be called kink joints,

as they differ fundamentally from the conventional kink bands

-observed in NaCl by Brilliantow and Obreimow(7" 3 3) and in

Kcl by Schutze(7"34). The kinked bands resulting from elongated

kinked intersections of two dislocation bands in MgO are a

limiting case of conventional kink bands. In them slip takes

place on slip planes parallel to the long boundaries, When the

widening dislocation bands sweep through the whole width of

the crystal, and the kinked intersection with the captured

inactive orthogonal band goes completely through the crystal,

the short kink boundaries would leave the crystal, and the kinked

bands would be indistinguishable from the kink joints. It is

for this reason that the narrow birefringent bands in MgO have

been named kinked bands in preference to kink bands.
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The lattice rotation at dislocation band intersections,

resulting from the conversion of slip in the active dislocation

band into kinking in the inactive one, has the direction shown by

x-ray asterism of the microscopic type. The resulting config-

uration is in principle identical to the one suggested by

Burgers .735) Asterism of this type differs fundamentally from

the macroscopic asterism which results from the bending of the

slip lamellae(" 3 6 )

b. Crack Initiation at Dislocation Band Intersections

The uniform shear strain inside the dislocation bands

in MgO and their lateral growth makes their behavior strikingly

similar to that of twin bands in b c c or h c p metals. Thus,

these observations reported here do not only clarify the belabored

subject of crack formation in MgO single crystals, but also

contribute to the understanding of crack formation by intersection

of deformation twins in b c c metal single crystals, and the

origin of the often very puzzling spalling fractures occurring in

compres sion.

Previous attempts to explain crack nucleation have

largely relied on the cooperative effect of a long train of edge

dislocations, such as the Eshelby, Frank, Nabarro(7- 3 7 )

dislocation pile up. Stroh's analysis(7-6, 7-7) of the conditions for

crack nucleation by this mechanism established that about 1, 000*

*The number of necessary dislocations in the pile up for the
nucleation of a crack at its tip by the Zener mechanism is
roughly equal to the ratio of the Young's modulus to the
yield stress in tension.
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edge dislocations on either one or several closely spaced active

slip planes have to be arrested by an impenetrable obstacle to

form a stable cleavage crack. These predictions have been

confirmed in experiments by Westwood( 7 -8) and Stokes, Johnston

and Li(7 - 3 8 ) on MgO bicrystals, where the edge dislocations are

made to pile up at the grain boundary. In single crystals, no

such strong obstacles exist. A number of intricate dislocation

reactions have, therefore, been proposed to furnish sessile

obstacle dislocations strong enough to block the motion of the

large number of required cooperating slip dislocations.

Stroh(7- 3 9 ) has argued that such efforts can not be fruitful, as

no single sessile dislocation can support more than a small

fraction of these required slip dislocations.

In MgO single crystals, similar conditions hold, that is,

obstacles such as conjugate dislocation bands are not completely

impenetrable. A considerable number of the obstructed dislocations

of a blocked band actually penetrate partially into the conjugate

obstacle band. This makes it impossible for very long dislocation

pile-ups to form. The stress amplification is, therefore,

insufficient, and no crack forms. This result follows from the

earlier statement that, on the average, 350 dislocations move

through any active slip plane inside a band. Thus, if the cause

of the fracture was to be a Zener crack, dislocation bands of

only three rows of pits would have been sufficient to nucleate

a crack.

The evidence presented above indicates that cracks

in MgO are nucleated by the stresses of a finite tilt boundary,

formed in the process of widening of the dislocation bands. We

now discuss the cases presented in Subsection D in somewhat

greater detail.
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Consider first the formation of cracks resulting from

an inhomogeneous shear strain inside a dislocation band, as in

Fig. 7-29a. This intersection, which is also sketched out in

Fig. 7-28a and 7-28b, is made up of a dislocation arrangement

of the type shown in.Fig. 7-37a.

The total number of dislocations is the same for the

two segments AC and BD. Thus, no long range stress field

will result from the arrangement. There will, however, be

local stress fields of range 12 or 11, resulting from the

inhomogeneous arrangement of dislocations, which leaves regions

such as AE and CF free of dislocations. We note that the

arrangement of Fig. 7-37a is equivalent to the sum of two

-isioca"oun arrangements of Fig. 7-37b and 7-37c. The homo-

geneous arrangement of Fig. 7-37b represents an included grain,

free of stresses of range longer than W, the spacing of slip lines

(dislocation rows) inside a band*. The arrangement of Figure 18c,

however, will have stresses of a range of order 1. The tensile

stress acting across the boundary at a distance c from point A,

can be obtained by summing the stress fields of the individual

edge dislocations. It is to first order quantities,

¥2• 12

T 2 ln 2 (7-3)z Tr n (I - V) -'-

where ýt is the average shear modulus and 1 the width of the

narrow portion of the band These stresses cafi ba relived by

a crack of the type shown in Fig. 10a.

* We consider here, for simplicity, the boundaries fully accommo-
dated, that is, they are symmetrically situated with respect to
the lattice on both sides. This will not be the case in MgO, where
kink non-accommodation stresses are always present. As will
be shown in the Appendix, such kink non-accommodation stresses
can not lead to the formation of cracks on the boundaries *of the
intersection.
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Fig. 7-37

ANALYSIS OF STRESSES PRESENT IN THE CASE OF CRACK
FORMATION BY THE MECHANISM ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 7-29 a
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The case of Fig. 11 is far simpler. Here, a horizontal

tilt boundary has formed, as shown in Fig. 12. Such a boundary

will produce a high tensile stress acting across the plane of the

boundary at A. This tensile stress, at a distance c from point A,

can be obtained agin by the summation of the stresses of individual

dislocations in the boundary. It is,

"= - -v) In -L(7-4)

This stress can be relieved by the type of crack shown in Fig. 7-30.

The case of Fig. 7-32 is no different from the two

discussed above. Depending upon whether the superimposed stress

is tensile or compressive, there appear to be two possibilities for

relieving the local stresses of such a boundary. The tensile stress

acting across the boundary at a distance c from the surface in

Fig. 7-32c is identical to that given in Eq. (7-4)

The tensile stress acting at a distance c from the end

of the boundary and across a plane normal to the boundary, as in

the compression case of Fig. 7-32b, would be,

S= ") Y(.I- In .21 (7-5)(IV) e c

If these tensile stresses are to lead to the formation

of a stable crack, they would have to equal or exceed, for all

distances c, the nominal tensile stress necessary to hold the

elliptical crack of half length c in unstable equilibri,'m, that is,
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-(1- 7 c >/ -y f a (7-6)

where o is the ideal tensile coheison and a/2 is the interionic

distance between Mg+ , and 0 - -.

Since the curvature of the stress field (as a function

of c) on the left hand side of the inequality (7-6) is always smaller

than that on the right hand side, it is sufficient to equat the stress

fields at the point c = a/2. This gives for the critical width of

the dislocation band

I ?.T Z) oc

1: a exp (i (1- V2 c (7-7)

where E is Young's modulus. Accurate values for the ideal

entsile cohesion for crystalline materials are not available. They

are usually estimated from crude models, which can not claim any

accuracy. As the band width is very sensitively dependent upon

the ratio r c/E, an accurate evaluation of Eq. (7-7) is not possible.

For instance, if o c/E is taken in the range TU - -" the critical

band width would vary between 6. 10-6 cm and 10 cm. This very

strong dependence of the width of the band on the ratio oc/E"

explains why experimentally a large variation is observed in the

width of the bands, which in one mode or other have resulted in the

formation of cracks. This is presumable due to small local

variations in the effective ideal strength, crc.

As was mentioned earlier, Fig. 7-29 and 7-30 show

* We have neglected here the effect of the free surface, which
would reduce the stresses by a factor of order unity.
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that in nearly every case there is some dissipation of the stress

field of the finite tilt boundary by incomplete kinking in the

obstructing band. The two diffuse kink boundaries inside the

intersection of Fig. 7-29a and the streaks in the heavily slipped

region at the extensions of the arrested bands are very clear

cases. As soon in Fig. 7-31, the incomplete kink accommodation

attempts to taper off the tilt boundary by gradually decreasing

kinking in the obstructing region. When full kink accommodation

is possible in the obstructing band, such as the case of Fig. 7-24,

no significant long range tensile stresses will remain, and a crack

will not be nucleated. In the case of(Fig. 7-22) kink accommodation

is crystallographically not possible, and fracture will invariably

result.

There are thus two effects competing against each

other: formation of a finite tilt boundary with high accompanying

tensile stresses, and kink accommodation tending to eliminate the

high stresses of the tilt boundary.

An immediate extension of these observations would

be to the case of crack nucleation by twin band intersections.

Crack nucleation resulting from the obstruction of one twin by

the boundary or another is especially common in body-centered

cubic crystals,- and-has been observed by many investigators.

The twinning shear strain = l/ 2 in a b c c lattice is very large

in comparison with the shear strain in a dislocation band In MgO.

It would, therefore, lead to the formation of a crack almost as

soon as the path of the impinging twin is obstructed by the

primary twin. Examination of twin intersections in b c c crystals

has shown that, although cracks are commonly observed, uncracked

intersections are equally, if not more, common. This is due to

the possibility of dissipating the shear strain concentration of the

impinging twin by an accommodation mechanism. The untwinning
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of a portion of the obstructing twin by the impining twin can

lead to full accommodation in some cases where the twin

direction of the two twins are parallel. This case which has

been observed first by Smith, Dee, and Young(7"40) in

meteoric iron, is a trivial case, as the shear displacement of

the impinging twin has no component normal to the boundary

of the obstructing twin and would, therefore, not tend to

produce a, tension crack. A second, more c )mmon, and more

effective mechanism of accommodation would appear to be the

kinking of the portion of the obstructing twin band subjected to

the concentrated shear strain of the impinging twin. The forma-

tion of another twin or a slip band on the opposite side of the

kinked obstructing twin, would then eliminate nearly all the

strain concentration. As the (11Z) composition plane of the

twins in b c c crystals is also a good slip plane, kinking of

the interior of a twin should be a distinct possibility. Hull(7- 1 9 )

has observed unambiguously some kinked twin intersections of

this type in silicon iron.

It is attractive to offer the mechanism of crack

formation in MgO also for the formation of an internal crack in

the tension experiment. Consider the necked portion of a plane

strain specimen shown in Fig. 7-38a. Further deformation might

be expected to concentrate in the two slip bands approximately at

45 deg to the tensile axis. As the shear stress on the sides of

the bands facing the constriction of the neck will be,ihigher than

on the sides which face the shoulders, the bands will preferentially

widen by consuming the approximately right triangular blocks

at the constriction. If the deformation of one band can not fully

go through its conjugate, diffuse tilt boundaries are bound to form

as shown in Fig. 7-38b. The stresses resulting from such
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Fig. 7-38

PROPOSED-'MECI4ANISM OF CRACK FORMATION IN THE PLANE
STRAIN TENSION EXPERIMENT
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diffuse boundaries may then reach very high values at the

center of the neck and lead to the nucleation of a transverse

crack. Naturally, if the material is impure, and highly

inhomogeneous, holes may open up at the neck before any

genuine crack nucleation mechanism can become active. On

the other hand, if the deformation bands remain essentially

transparent to each other, no diffuse tilt boundaries will form,

and the specimen will continue to thin to a knife edge and

rupture.

4. APPENDIX

The kink non-accommodation stresses at an inter-

section of two dislocation bands, such as those in Fig. 7-21 and

7-23, lead to stresses, which are not of a nature to cause crack

formation at the boundaries of the intersection. We show this

by a method consisting of sectioning, freely deforming, and

sticking together blocks of the crystal in a fashion used by

Eshelby 7"37" in the treatment of inhomogeneities.

Considering the case of Fig. 7-21, we first let.the

crystal plastically shear homogeneously inside the narrow band

of width 6 until the maximum shear strain y is attained, as in

Fig. 7-39a. Then, as showvn in Fig. 7-39b, we cut out and

remove from the narrow band, a parallelepiped segment with

corner angles, y /2, and length, 1, equal to the width of the

wide band to be introduced in the vertical direction. Then, as

shown in Fig. 7-39c, we let the crystal with the hole plastically

shear homogeneously inside the wide band until again the maxi-

mum shear angle is attained. To reintroduce the cut out

parallelepiped block back into the hole, which has now beefl

distorted into a mirror image shape, it is necessary: a) that
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(a) (b)

(d) (

Fig. 7-39
NORMAL STRESSES ARISING IN THE QUADRANGLE OF AN INTER-

SECTIONWHICH IS DUE TO LATTICE ROTATION
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we apply normal surface stresses - and

on the short and long faces respectively, and b) plastically shear

the strip homogeneously along planes parallel to the long edge by

an angle of , so that the parallelepiped is transformed into its

mirror image. Note that this is the shear, which is permitted

physically inside the narrow band. To complete the process, we

add volume forces of - '" (I- V) and - to the-1-2 v I1-2 V

crystal along the short and long faces of the parallelogram. The

calculation of the stresses at any point inside the crystal can now

be performed by straight forward superposition of distributed

volume forces. Such integration is, however, not necessary,

since it is obvious from equilibrium considerations that the

normal stresses across the edges of both the narrow band and the

wide band will be compressive, and thus, cannot lead to formation

cracks along these planes. The above argument is based on

Sj consideration that the two short boundaries inside the narrow

band are in their position of symmetry, that is, the plane of the

tilt wall bisects the angle y in the narrow band. This configuration

minimizes the elastic energy inside the quadrangle before it is

inserted back into the crystal.
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TASK 8 - IMPURITY INFLUENCES

Principal Investigator: I. B. Cutler
University of Utah

ABSTRACT

The objective of this task is to study the effect of carefully
controlled addition* of selected impurities on the mechanical
properties of high purity polycrystalline MgO and Al 0 . Success-
ful refinemnents were carried out to improve specimen ýurity of
oxides prepared with predetermined amounts of doping elements.
The removal of a surface layer by chemical etching, or testing
in a liquid N environment, was found to increase the strength
of undoped pilycrystalline MgO bodies.

Ferric oxide and Cr 0 additions (up to 2 x 104 ppm) had
a consistently deleterious ehelt on MgO; Al 0 and TiO *
decreased the strength only at concentrationb ii excess •f l03 ppm,
while ZrO and SrO left the room-temperature strength of MgO
largely uniffected. At elevated temperatures, a significant
weakening was noted only for TiO concentrations- exceeding
10- ppm; other additions, had no Aiscernible influence on the
elevated temperature strength of MgO which, however, was
greater in all instances than room temperature values at
idential concentration levels.

Aluminum oxide tested at 1050"C, was shown to have
been weakened by increasing concentrations of MgO; TiO
served to reduce the strength only at concentrations in elcess
of 100 ppm. Doping with Cr 0, Fe 03 and Na 0 had no per-
ceivable effect on the strength f Al • 3 at elevaied temperatures.
The weakening effect of TiO was also confirmed in room temper-
ature experiments. In cont'ast to MgO, the room-temper~ture
strength of Al 03 was consistently higher than its elevated
temperature sirength.

Microhardness studies carried out on single-crystal
MgO showed that the hardness was largest in the< 110>direction
and least in the •-I00 >direction. Post-sintering diffusion of
Fe 0- increased the hardness of MgO; polishing, if continued
beri3 2 min, effected an unusually large drop in the hardness
measurements. The microhardness values of polycrystalline
MgO were found to increase with rising concentrations of
Cr 0 3 , Fe 0 and Al 03; additions of ZrO , TiO and SrO
lowered thel rxiicrohkriness values. Prelin;nary 4ork was
performed on sintering and recrystallization studies, and on
the preparation of translucent high-density MgO.
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TASK 8 - IMPURITY INFLUENCES

1. INTRODUCTION

The basic objective of this task is to investigate the effects

that carefully controlled additions of selected impurities have on

the mechanical properties of high-purity polycrystalline MgO and

Al 0 3 Studies reported here represent a continuation phase of

work done from September 1960 to October 1961, as has been

reported previously (8-1) The researches made during the

continuation phase of this program are discussed in the present

report in the following order:

(1) Improvements in the methods used for the prepar-
ation of high-purity MgO and A 2 0 3 powders and
polycrystalline test specimens,

(2) Effects of annealing and/or etching on the modulus
of rupture of pressed and fired specimens of MgO,

(3) Modulus of rupture of pressed and fired MgO as
a function of temperature from liquid N 2 temper-
atures (ca. -196°C) to 1000'C,

(4) Influence of Fe 0, Al 0O, ZrO , TiO , SrO,
and Cr 0 impurilies oAf tie modulus orupture
of presieg and air-fired MgO,

(5) Influence of Fe 03, TiO , Cr 0. Na 0, and
MgO impuritie on the rWodulud oAf rupture of
pressed and air-fired Al O3 at room temper-
ature.

(6) Statistical treatment of data on the modulus

of rupture,

(7) Microhardness measurements,

(8) Sintering and recrystallization stidies, and

(9)__ Preparation of translucent, high-density MgO.
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In addition studies were originally also planned in connection
with

(1) The effect of Fe 0 ZrO , Cr O,, MgO and
MnO on the mod~luls of rupture ýf pressed and

air-fired A 1 2 0 3 at high temperatures

(2) The preparation of high-purity translucent
AlO203

2~ 33(3) The preparation of ultrahigh-purity AI 2O3

from zone-refined aluminum ingots, and

(4) The effect of post-sintered doping with
selected impurities on the modulus of
rupture of polycrystalline MgO and Al 0
However, the pursuit of these researci sludies
was frustrated by equipment failures and lack
of time.

2. METHODS OF SAMPLE PREPARATION

Methods used for the preparation of high-purity MgO and
AlO_ powders were essentially the same as those previously

reported ( 8 1 . In the past, difficulty was encountered quite

f, equently at the stage of the MgO preparation where Mg(OH)Z

is precipitated from an aqueous MgCl 2 solution by the addition

of NH 4 OH: which is subsequeritly separated from the chloride-

containing solution by filtration and washing. The MgýOH) 2

would sometimes form a gelatinous cake of very small particle

size that se~erly retarded the filtration and washing operation.

As a result, the operation required too much time. The-re was

often sufficient MgC1 2 left the cake to give a product that

contained intolerable amounts of Mg(OH)C1 after calcination,

and loss of Mg(OH) 2 through the filter was sometimes excessive.

An innovation was introduced into the previous preparation

procedure that largely circumvented these problems. It was

found that whenthe precipitation of the Mg(OH' 2 was carried

on at ca. 8°C and a pH of ca. 9 7, a more suitable precipitate

was obtained. With the filtration and washing operation also
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conducted at 8'C. a satisfactory cake was consistently obtained

It is suspected that loss of Mg(OH) 2 through the filter, though

reduced from that suffered previously, is still large Efforts

to improve further this aspect of the MgO preparation pro-

cedure may be worthwhile.

In an effort to eliminate any variation in the control sample,

a large single batch of the MgO and one of the Al z03 was prepared

All the specimens fired in air in the high-temperature electric

kiln were made of material drawn from these two large batches

Spectrographic analyses of the small lots of MgO that were

blended to make up the si.ngle large batch are given in Table 8-'"

Those of the small lots of Al203 were not considered meaningful

owing to the fact that a comparatively impure Al 203 was mistakenly

used as standard. However, the same careful technique was used

as previously reported (8" and it ' believed that the resulting

materials are equally as pure Tlot 3 of the MgO was discarded

because of the abnormally high Ag content The Al Z 0 3 specimens

broken at 1050°C, and the powders used to prepare the trans-

lucent, high density, high purity MgO were taken from the lots

made earlier,

The porosities of pressed and fired specimens prepared

from the as-calcined Al203 powders were found to be higher than

was considered desirable This was attributed to clustering

of At 2 0 3 particles in the powder. These clusters were not alto-

gether hroken down in the pressing process, leading to a result-'

ing porosity in the fired pieces. It war, found that the pressed

and fired densities of the Al 2 0 3 specimens (in this case., firing

was in a gas-fired kiln) could be increased from 3.71-3.74 to

3 81 gram per cc by either of two modified pressing processes

The modified pressing processes were as follows,
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Table 8-I

COMPARATIVE SPECTROGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS

Al Ca Cu Fe Ni Si Ag Na V

Our MgO (1961) tr 2 0 0 0 0 5 0 0

J.M. Standard MgO (1961) tr z 0 0 0 0 6 0 tr

J. M. Analysis of J. M. Mgo 0 Ippm lpprr 0 2ppm 0 Ippm Zppm 0

j .M. Standard MgO (1962) 2 1 2 3 0 2 2 0 0
ARF MSO (1962)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0

2 2 1 3 2 0 1 3 0. 0

3 2 1 2 5 0 1 Ix 0. 0

4 z 1 3 3 0 1 3 0 0

5 2 1 3 4 0 1 3 0 0

6 2 1 3 4 0 1 3 0 0

7 2 1 3 3 0 1 4 0 0

Batch No. 8 2 1 3 4 0 1 3 0 0

9 2 1 3 4 0 1 3 0 0

10 2 1 3 4 0 1 4 0 0

11 2 2 3 3 0 1 3 0 0

1Z 2 1 1 3 0 1 2 0 0

13 2 z 1 4 0 1 2 0 0

14 2 1 1 3 0 1 1 0 0

15 z 1 2 3 0 1 Z 0 0

16 z 1 z 2 0 1 2 0 0

17 2 '1 2 2 0 1 2 0 0

Noy: Relative impurity levels identified by:

x P-13- 220 3 140-52 61-tr2 0

with x largest, and tr (trace) smallest
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Process I

(1) Cold-press calcined AlZO3 powder into discs using
a pressure of 20 t/in ,

(2) Grind the pressed discs back to powder in a poly-
ethylene container and mix,

(3) Repress the powders into discs using a pressure
of 20 t/in2 ,

(4) Fire the resulting discs at 1735*C (+ 20°C) for
8 hr.

Process 2

(1) Cold press calcined Al 03 powder into discs using
a pressure of 20 t/inZ, Z

(2) Fire the discs to ca. 1500°C,

(3) Tumble the fired discs in a polyethylene bottle
until they are broken into a fine powder,

(4) Repress the powders so obtained into discs at
20 t/1r 2 ,

(5) Fire the resulting discs at 1735°C (+ 20*C) for 8 hr.

Another approach used to overcome the high porosity

which is due to clustering involved dry tumbling of the calcined

Al203 powders in polyethylene bottles with clean chunks of high-

purity aluminum metal. This procedure left metallic aluminum

in the powder which was later converted to the chloride by the

addition to reagent grade HCl, The Aidl 3 was subsequently

washed from the Al 2 0 3 powder with distilled and deionized water.

This procedure lead to specimens with fired densities comparable

to those obtained with the powders produced by Processes 1 and 2.

However, it is important that care be taken during the leaching

operation to avoid an intolerable degree of rehydration of the

Al 203 powders. Aluminum oxide that has been excessively

rehydrated does not tend to sinter satisfactorily,
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Another important improvement in the sample preparation

procedure was in the final firing of the pressed discs. Previously,

firing was in gas-fired kilns, and the nature of the firing atmos-

phere was not reproducible from one firing to another. This year,

the majority of the firings used to prepare test specimens were

in a high-temperature (1750"C) air atmosphere electric resistance

furnace. It was also found that specimen damage during the sawing

operation was reduced substantially by pre-firing the pressed

discs to ca. 1450°C in a Globar kiln, sawing the test prisms from

the prefired discs, and finally firing the cut prisms in the high-

temperature electric furnace at ca. 1740*C.

3. STUDIES ON POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE

A. Effect of Annealing, Polishing and Temperature on Strength

Studies conducted during this phase of the program concerned

first the effect of annealing on the strength of high-purity poly-

crystalline MgO. The annealing cycle consisted of soaking for 30

min at 1500°C, followed by various cooling schedules in different

environments. In addition, some specimens were broken in

liquid N2 (,.'77°K) to eliminate the effect of adsorbed water on the

strength and, further, preliminary studies were conducted to

evaluate the effects of chemical polish on the fracture strength

of the resulting pieces.

It was hypothesized (8"-1 that the increase observed in the

strength of the MgO specimens at temperatures up to 1000°C is
due to adsorbed water vapor that reduced the strength near room

temperature. It was assumed that as the temperature is increased,

water is desorbed from the surface, thereby increasing the strength

Accordingly, it was decided to anneal some MgO specimens at
1500°C, then cool these to room temperature.
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The specimens were annealed in an impervious tube with

the closed end inside a gas-fired kiln. A dry atmosphere was

achieved by applying a vacuum of about 1 torr to the specimens

when they had cooled to ca. 1000°C by means of a mechanical

backing pump connected to the encapsulating tube through a

rubber stopper and vacuum hose. Some of the specimens were

cooled in a vacuum to room temperature where they were put

into mineral oil without being exposed to the air, Other speci-

ments were quenched in mineral oil after they had cooled to

508*C; none of the specimens were exposed to air during the

quenching process. The specimens were subsequently broken
*

under oil at room temperature

The results, given in Table 8-I1, show that the annealed

specimens have lower average strengths than the untreated

specimens. In fact, the manner of annealing and the suppression

of air (moisture) contact with the specimen during quenching

appears to have little influence on the resulting strength of the

MgO specimens, with the exception that specimens quenched

in oil from 500°C showed a decidedly lower strength than those

used in the other series. If the re-adsorption of water vapor

upon the surfaces of the annealed specimens were the only

cause of the decreasing strength with decreasing temperature

below 500°C, one would expect the strengths of the annealed

and quenched specimens to be slightly higher than those of the

control samples. It is evident that some factor (or factors)

in addition to the re-adsorption of water vapor is operative.

For example, it appears that thermal stresses set up during

cooling may have introduced cracks to weaken the specimens.

This would be particularly true in the case of the specimens

quenched in mineral oil from 500°C.

*Specimens studied in these particular tests were cut from
discs fired 2 hr at 1700°C in a gas-fired kiln.
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Table 8.. II

THE EFFECT OF ANNEALING, POLISHING AND TEMPERATURE
ON STRENGTH OF HIGH-PURITY POLYCRYSTALLINE

MAGNESIUM OXIDE *

Annealing and Quenching No. of Average Modulus I Range Standard
Treatment Specimens of Rupture Deviation

(10-3 psi) (10-
3
psi) (10-3 psi)

No treatment, broken fresh 15 22.6 18.4-Z6.5 Z. 25

No treatment, broken after 8 days
in unfiltered air 15 22.8 14.4-26.0 3.20

Annealed at 1500"C for 30 min. 15 20. 4 16. 8-Z 3. 3 2.75
Cooling rate, 2. 7C/min to
1000"C. Below 1000"C, air
blown on specimens to cool
faster. Broken in air at 25'C.

Annealed at 1500"C for 30 min. i5 16. 12 8. 1-23. 2 5. 34
Cooling rate, 2. 7"C/min to
500"C, then quenched in room
temp. mineral oil until;
broken under oil.

Annealed at 1500*C for 60 min. 15 20.6 16.7-23.7 2.44
Cooling rate, 0. 9"C min to room
temp. in air. Broken in air.

Annealed at I500"C for 60 min. 15 20. 9 16. 8-25. 1 2.20
Cooled at 0. 9*C/min to room
temp. Vacuum was used below 1000*C
Specimens removed from vacuarm
into oil at room temp. Broken
under oil.

Etched in boiling H PO washed by 15 24.4 12. 3-31.9 5.69
hot and warm water, alcohol, ether.

"Wtoken in air atmosphere of 1Z 25. 7 20. 3-29. 7 2.92
liquid N2 (- 195"C)

* Fired 2 hr at 1700'C in gas-fired furnace.
Average density, 3.51 g/cc (98. 001 of theoretical range: 97. 42-98. 59% of theoretical density)
Calcined 2 hr at 1100"C in gas-fired furnace.
Average grain size: 27.9 j. -,
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These investigations were augmented by further studies,

in which the effect of annealing was examined onr undoped high-

purity MgO prepared by a different method, as well as on

specimens doped with FeZO 3 additions For the undoped speci-

r•e "i• an electric furnace was used with the firing schedule noted

on Table 8 - III. The doped specimens were fired in a gas-

furnace, according to the schedule noted on Table & - II. All
specimens were annealed at 1500°C, the undoped specimens

being soaked for 10 min, the FeZO 3 -doped ones for 30 min.

Cooling was carried out inside the gas-fired furnace with the

gas and air lines closed.

The data resulting from these experiments are presented

in Table 8-I1; note, in particular, that grain size and density did

not change greatly as a result of annealing. The results shown

in Tables 8-lI and 8-111, excluding the iron-doped MgO series,

but including some elevated temperature test results obtained

during the previous phase of the program (8-1), are summarized

in Fig. 8-1 1.

The hypothesis that adsorption of water vapor on the

specimen surface has a deleterious effect on the strength of poly-

crystalline MgO received some additional support from tests

carried out in liquid N2 ; in this environment the strength is

substantially larger than those obtained at room temperature in

ordinary air, as shown in Table 8-I and Fig. 8-1. This might

be attributed to the elimination of adsorbed water at the low

temperature of liquid N2 which could enhance the strength of the

specimen. However, it is much more likely that this strengthen-
ing effect is a reflection of the N2 environment on the one hand,

and that of the testing temperature on the other, In support of

this observation, one may note that in Task 11 G. T. Murray
reports a similar strength enhancement fcr MgO tested at,

elevated temperatures in a gaseous N environmrent, while the

work of N. J, Petch (Task 6) shows that the strength of both
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Ai203 and MgO was significantly raised when tested at liquid
N 2 temperatures.

It will be noted from Fig. 8-1 that there are two different

average strengths given for the room temperature values. This

is because the specimens used for the room temperature and

liquid N 2 test series were prepared by different firing methods

than those used for the test series involving temperatures from

room temperature to 1000*C, with the result that the grain size

of the specimens used in the liquid N2 tests was about 28L, as

compared to an average grain size of 52 V for the high tenperi---

ature tests. As would be expected and in agreement with the

findings of Task 4, and the specimen with the larger grain size

proved to have a lower strength.

B. Effect of Impurities on Strength of Room Temperature

Iron oxide, Al 20 ZrO2, SrO, TiO2 and Cr203 were

added to high-purity MgO powders in controlled quantities of 0,

100, 1000, 10, 000 and 20, 000 ppm. Procedures for adding these

impurities and obtaining the test prisms for breaking were

essentially the same as those used in the previous phase of this

project(•8 1 •'. An ilnportant difference is that in the present

investigation the pressed discs were fired in air in an electric

kiln. Furthermore, all the discs to which a given kind of

impurity had been added were fired together. A few undoped

discs, used as control samples, were includea with each firing

The firing schedule is used in preparing these specimens is

plotted in Fig. 8-2.

Experiments in this series were confined to room

temperature tests. Results of these tests are given in Fig. 8-3,

8-4, 8-5, 8-6, 8-7 and 8-8. Table 8-IV presents the average

grain sizes and densities for the specimens corresponding to each

level of impurity.
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Table 8-IV

AVERAGE FIRED DENSITY AND GRAIN SIZE OF MAGNESIUM
OXIDE SPECIMENS DOPED WITH IMPURITIES BEFORE SINTERING

Nature of Amount Density Percent of Average Grain
Imapurity Added Theoretical Size

(ppm) (g/cc) Density (ii)

0o 3. 500 97.8 Z1
103 3.516 98.2 23

Fe 2 03 104 3.519 98. 3 24
1xl0 4  3.525 98.5 31
2xl0 3.530 98,6 28

0 3.498 97.7 29
102 3.5Z1 98.4 29

Al2O3 010 4 3.508 98.0 222X104  3.500 97.8 31

Zx10 3.481 97. 3 25

0ZZ 3.488 97.5 23
0 I3 3.486 97.7 2410 4 3.489 97.5 37

1x10 4  3. 530 97.6 20

Zxl0 3.490 97.5 30

02 3.496 97.7 23
102 3.495 97.6 28

SrO 104 3.490 97.5 17
1x104  3.498 97.7 10
2x10 3.514 98.2 9

02 3.497 97.7 22
103 3.497 97.7 25

TIO 104 3.477 97.2 30
Ixl00 3.488 96.0 57
2x10" 3.484 97.4 48

0z 3.496 97.7 24
3.:524 98.5 25

10 4 3.515 98.2 32
Cr203 lxlO4 3.516 98.2 i6

2x10 4  3.446 96. 3 10

Theoretical density of pure MgO = 3. 5789 g/cc
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Linear regression analyses were made of the strength

data obtained by breaking the doped and undoped MgO prisms.

A Burroughs 1620 digital computer was used for these calcula-

tions. Modulus of rupture was considered the dependent variable.

AcIded impurity concentration, grain size and density were taken

as the independent variables. The results of statistical tests

aimed at determining whether the undoped MgO control speci-

mens that were fired with different doped lots came from the

same or a different population than the average of all control

specimens as given in Table 3-V, while the results of the

regression analysis are summarized in Table 3-VI.

SStudies made to determine the effects of chemical polish-

ing on the strength of MgO were aimed at determining the effect

of surface cracks and a number of other factors that give rise to

spurious results. Phosphoric acid at room temperature give

a very rough surface and resulted in an insignificant change in the

strength over that of unetched specimens. Sulfuric acid was also

found 4nsatisfactory; it attacked the grain goundaries too

extenLively. Hot H 3 P 4 , an etchant used by numerous investi-

gators in studying MgO, was found&-F-p4%kdeý Visually smobth

surfaces. Specimens were dye-checked for cracks, prior to

the chemical polishing; and those with detectable cracks were

discarded. The remaining specimens were boiled in H 3 PO 0 4 ,

washed vigorously in boiling water, then in warm water (400C),

followed by alcohol and ether ri.nses, Modulus of rupture tests

run an hour following the etching treatment gave an average room

temperature strength of 24, 400 psi with a standard deviation of

5,690 psi.

It was subsequently noted that the etched specimens

had a thin coating, presumably redeposited MgO 8 "Z. Attempts

were made to eliminate this coating by changing the etching

procedure, by using clean acid with a low MgO content and
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Table 8-V

STATISTICAL ANALYSES FOR POPUL, TION IDENTIFICATION
OF UNDOPED MAGNESIUM OXIDE SAMPLES FIRED

WITH DIFFERENT DOPED LOTS

Impurity With Which Pure Z = 1 aSample From Same Or
MgO Discs Were Fired c (.1 2 12 Different Population *

Fe20 3  5, 032 Different

A2 03 0. 151 Same

ZrO. 3. 409 Different

SrO 0. 200 Same

TiO2  0. 476 Same

Cr 2 0 3  1. 253 Same

Zc - 1. 96 for samples from population different from the average, and

Zc <1.96 for those from the same population.
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moving the specimen iapidly from the hot acid into the hot wash

water(8" 2 ). In the present investigation, however, it was found

that rapid introduction of specimens into the boiling wash water

from the hot H 3 PO 4 resulted in excessive thermal shock.

Specimens were cracked and broken. The only successful method
for removing the coating, once it was deposited turned out to be

mechanical polishing; this, however, defeated the purpose of

etching.. Even though the chemically polished specimens dis-

played a superior strength, as can be seen from the data

listed in Table 8-11, the remanent coating was believed to have

almost as great an effect on the strength as normally existing

surface cracks or impurities might have had. Further studies

with chemical polishing techniques, therefore, were abandoned.

A brief statement regarding certain aspects of these

results for polycrystalline MgO now seems to be in order. Note

from Table 8-VI that the regression analyses indicate that in the

lots doped with Fe2 0 ZrO., SrO, TiO2, and Cr2 0, variables

other than added impurity concentration are specified as having

the most significant effect upon the modulus of rupture. Only

in the case where the doping element was Al 203 was the added

impurity concentration indicated as being the most important

independent variable. Yet the plots of modulus.of rupture versus

added impurity concentration show obvious dependencies for

Fe2 Oy3 CrzOyV and TiO2 impurities. Consider, for example,

the lot in which Fe2 O 3 was added as the impurity. Regression

analysis indicated density as the prime independent variable

affecting strength. Inspection of Table 8-IV reveals that density

increases in a regular fishion with the impurity added, but that

this increases in a regular fashion with the impurity added, but

that this increase is only 0. 8 percent. The change in strength

seems too large to arise exclusively from such a small density
change. Furthermore, one sees that while density increases
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with added Fe 2 0 3 , the modulus of rupture decreases. Modulus

of rupture should increase with increasing density( 8 - 3 ' 8-4, 8-5)

So while the regression analysis specifies density as the most

important independent variable, the accuracy of this conclusion

is doubted. The regression analysis does not take into account

the fact that density (and grain size as well) is not independent

of the impurity content. Furthermore, the concentration range

of the added impurities is large (0 to 20, 000 ppm) and one

might expect corisiderable non-linearity. This could also

contribute to spurious answers from the regression analyses.

C. Effect of Impurities on Strength at Elevated Temperatures

Measurements of the modulus of rupture of MgO specimens

containing controlled levels of impurities were made at 660"C +

10°C and at 1000*C. The MgO used as a basis for these tests was

some of the ... p.. , atria produced during the pr

year's work(8"1). Iron oxide A1 2 0 3 , TiO2 , and SiO2 were the

impurities added, sintering was accomplished in a gas-fired kiln.

The results are summarized in Table 8-VII. Notice that with the

exception of the two series with SiO2 and Fe 2 O 3 as the added

impurity, the general trend of increased strength at increased

temperature reported previously for MgO continues(8-"). The

1000*C strength values !or MgO doped with Fe203 are less than

the 660°C + 10 0C values.

4. STUDIES ON POLYCRYSTALLINE ALUMINUM OXIDE

A., Effect of Impurities on Strength at Elevated Temperatures

The Instron testing machine, fitted with the high temper-

ature furnace described previously,(8-1), was used to determine

modulus of rupture of A 2 0 3 at 1050°C as a function of added

impurity concentration. The high-purity Al 2 0 3 at 1050°C used
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Table 8-VII

SUMMARY OF MODULUS OF RUPTURE EXPERIMENTS ON DOPED
MAGNESIUM OXIDE SPECIMENS TESTED AT 660"C,1k 10"C

AND AT 1000C IN AIR

,Impurity Amount Numbe r Modulus of Rupture
Added Broken (16-3 psi)

(ppm) Arithmetic Range Std. Dev.
Average

Fe 2 0 3 * 10. 9 28.5 23.2 - 35.6 3.50
1,000. 10 26.1 18.0 - 32.5 4.60

None* 4 234 0 21.3 - 23. 9 1.28

Fe 2 0 3  10. 8 25.2 22.0 - 28.2 2.75
1,000. 8 25. 1 21.1 - Z9.8 2.65

A 2 0 3  10. 4 27.8 25.1 - 32.0 2.09
100. 5 26.9 23.5 - 30.9 2.81

1,000. 3 22.0 19.0 - 25.1 3.00
10,000. 5 1 30.2 23.5 - 39.4 6.39

TiO2  10. 5 27.7 22.9 - 30.2 3. 33
100. 5 30.4 21.3 - 35. 3 5, 8,

1,000. 5 23.9 19.3 - 27.2 3.25
10,000. 6 19.2 19.1 - 19.8 0.14

SiO 10. 6 22.0 18.3 -22.8 3.00
100. 1 22. 0 ..--

1,000. 5 25.0 24. 37- 25. 4 0.24
10,000 2 33.9 29.1 - 38.7 6.78

* For the first added impurity of ZFe O3 a temperature of 660"C + 106C

was used; for the remainder a temperature of 1000*C wan used.
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as a base material was aame as that prepared last year, and

sintering was done in a gas-fired kiln. The added impurities

were Cr 203 MgO, FeZO3, TiO2 and Na O; the test results

are summarized in Table 8-VIII. When comparing these

results with data obtained on the same materials at lower
(8-1)temperatures , it is noted that with the exception of the

case where TiO2 was added as the impurity, the strength at

1050"C is consistently less than that measured at the lower

temperatures. This behavior is in contrast with that observed

for MgO. The density and grain size data for the specimens

used in the current test series are also compiled in Table 8-VIII.

In addition to the impurities mentioned above, a special

ser~es of Fe 2 0 3 -doped Al 2 0 3 specimens was prepared, doped

with an added amount of Na 2 0 sufficient to alter the grain

growth strikingly, as shown in Table 8-VIII. The Fe Z03

was added to the high-purity A! 0 in controlled amounts by-. r.-. "*Z 3 • Thea 2 O, on the

the procedure previously described . TheN

other hand, was introduced adventitiously during firing by

placing the specimen on a bed of Na 2 O contaminated Al 03

setting sand. The ratio of Na to Fe in these specimens was

not determined. The excessive grain growth that was

characteristic of this series was not observed when setting

sand essentially free of Na 2 0 was used. Table 8-VIU summarizes

the results for this series.

B. Statistical Analysis of Data

In order to evaluate the significance of data obtained,

statistical tests were made to determine the influence of two

primary parametric groups. The first was an analysis to

determine if specimens with the various impurity additions

(i.e., TiO2 , Fe 2 0 3 , Cr 2 0 3 , MgO and Na 2 0) came from
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different populations according to the particular kind of impurity

added or if they were merely random samples from the same

population. The second kind of test was a linear regression

analysis to ascertain the extent to which the strength measure-

ments correlated with impurity content, density and grain size.

Regression analyses were run for each kind of impurity except

Cr 2 0 3 at three temperatures: viz., 25°, 500", and 1050"C.

For specimens doped with Cr 2 0 3 , data for only two temper-

atures (25* and 500"C) were available for analysis. Many of

the data used for these statistical tests were obtained previ-

ously(8 1)

The first test involved the same statistical formula

used to obtain the data on the high-purity MgO (Table 8-V):

~x -y xc •pure ""i pur I

pure pre + i

V pure

where Zc is the index number, X is the arithmetic meanc pure

value of the modulus of rupture for all undoped specimens, X
I

is the arithmetic mean value of the modulus of rupture for

specimens in the ith group of doped specimens, a-o- is
pure

the standard deviation of the difference of the means "r andpure
X' N is the number of pure specimens broken, and Ni isI pure t
the number of specimens of the it- group broken. Results of

these analyses are summarized in Table 8-IX.

A program employed in these statistical evaluations was

devised by the Hercules Powder Co., Batcchus, Utah, using an

IBM 7074 digital computer. The results are presented in

Tables 8-X apd 8-XI, which are based on a Cartesian and

logarithmic treatment of the impurity content, respectively.
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Table 8-IX

STATISTICAL ANALYSES FOR POPULATION IDENTIFICATION
COMPARING DOPED POLYCRYSTALLINE ALUMINUM

OXIDE SAMPLES WITH UNDOPED LOTS

Impurity Amount 250C 500"C 1050 C

TiO2 10 same s ame same100 different' different same

1, 000 different different different
10, 000 different different different

Fe2 0I0 same same same

1 100 different same same

1,000 different same same
10,000 different same same

Cr 2 0 3  10 same same same
100 different same same

1, 000 different same same
10, 000 different same same

mgO 10 same same same
100 same diffe rent different

1, 000 same same different
10, 000 same same different

Na20 10 same same same
100 same same same

1, 000 different same same
10, 000 same same same

Note: All specimens were sintered in a gas-fired kiln.
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From these tests, it appears at first glance that, with the

exception of the series with the TiO2 additive, impurity content

has little influence on the strength. However, one should exer-

cise the same reservatiorns regarding the conclusions indicated

by the regression analyses as those already mentioned in the

discussion of the air-fired MgO data. Neither density nor

grain kize are independent of the impurity content, and the

concentration raiige is comparatively large. These factors

could lea4 to spurious results from the regression analyses.

Titanium oxide was the only additive for which strength

was found to be consistently correlated with impurity content

(correlation coefficient > 0. 7). For specimens doped with

Fe 2 0 3 , Cr 2 0 3, or MgO, the regression analyses would lead

one to conclude that grain size and density have the most

influence on the strength. Even for grain size and density,

however, the correlation coefficients are very low. For this

reason, no attempts were made to use the Knudsen(8-5) or

Petch(g' 6 ) equations to subtract the effects of grain size and

density from the overall results.

These results should be regarded as preliminary in

nature. Effects of additive content, grain size and density

on the strength could easily have been masked by some

uncontrolled and undetermined factor or factors. For example,

the surface condition may strongly influence the strength. Also,

tests made by Harbison-Walker Co. (8-7) show that the impurity

contents of some samples of high-purity A12 0 3 used in this

research were increased by factors of from two to ten by sintering

in the gas-.fired kilns at this laboratory. This was one reason

for firing subsequent specimens in an electric resistance furnace

rather than in gas-fired kilns. The specimens broken to obtain

the data used for these regression analyses were not systematically
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checked for any increase in the impurity content as a result of firing.

C. Effect of Titanium Oxide Additions on Strength of

Aluminum Oxide at Room Temperature

To eliminate the potentially deleterious influences intro-

duced into the previous series by firing the specimens in the gas

furnace, a new series of experiments was planned using multi-

crystalline Al203 specimens sintered in an air atmosphere in an

electric resistance heated kiln. The test specimens were cut

from discs made from high-purity AlZ0 3 powders that had been

treated to eliminate clustering of the powder particles. The

procedure involved in this treatment was discussed earlier in

this report. Discs were cold-pressed at 20 tons per sq in,

then fired at ca. 1740'C for 8 hr in an air atmosphere electric

resistance furnace. The heating and cooling portions of the

firing schedule were essentially the same as for the MgO discs

fired earlier in the same furnace (Fig. 8-3).

The results of bend tests made at room temperature

on specimens of high-purity Al 203 doped prior to sintering

with 0, 100, 1000, 10, 000 and 20, 000 ppm TiO are summarized

in Fig. 8-9. As can be seen, the extremely strong dependence

of strength upon TiO2 impurity concentration, noted in the

previously discussed experiments, has been reconfirmed in

this series using the expectedly much less contaminated,

electric-kiln sintered, specimens. Additional modulus of

rupture measurements were also planned for air-fired Al 203

doped with Fe 2 0 3 f ZrO2, Cr 2 0 3, MgO and MnO. However,

an untimely burn-out of the electric kiln, prevented

the execution of these plans.
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D. Recrystallization Studies

The excessive grain growth experienced with certain

Al 2 0 3 specimens that had been doped with Fe203 was investi-

gated. Oxides of Cs, V, Mo, Cd, Ti, Mn, Mg, Ce, B and Fe

were added to high-purity A 2 0 3. It was found that of these

additives only the Fe 2 O 3 gave the excessive grain growth, and

that only in the presence of Na. When discs that had been doped
with Fe2O3 were placed on Ai O3 setting sand that was contam-

inated with Na, excessive grain growth was found to occur. When

these Fe0 3-doped discs were packed in Na 2 0, fluxing of the

A1 2 0 3 occurred, but the excess grain growth was observed only

in regions of the A 2 0 3 disc that were not in direct contact

with the Na2O and were, therefore, not fluxed.

5. MICROHARDNESS STUDIES

All microhardness measurements reported here were

made with a diamond indenter on a Tukon microhardness

instrument. A magnification of 20 X was used for measure-

ment of the indentation. The scale is Knoop hardness. Small

fractures were observed to occur around the indentation marks

in the majority of the early tests. As long as the measurement

technique was not improved to the point where the formation of

these fractures could be avoided, results were considered to be

of questionable value. Some of these earlier results are interest-

ing, however, and will be discussed here. Many variations in

the measurement technique were tried before a satisfactbry

method was finally evolved. I t was found that fracture-free

indentations could be made consistently when the time involved

in making the indentation was of the order of a minute. Fractures

were almost always observed when indentation times of thirty

seconds or less were used. When the shorter indentation times

were used and fractures were prone to appear, the size of the

weight used to drive the indentor into the material seemed

inconsequential as far as eliminating the fractures was concerned.
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Previous microhardness measurements on polished but

unetched specimens of our pressed and sintered Al203 showed

negligible variation of microhardness with the amount of

impurity (8.l). Current results on polycrystalline A12 0 3 and

MgO, and on single crystal MgO indicate that the surface condition

of the specimen has a profound influence on microhardness values.

Thus, polished specimens that had been etched gave different

results than specimens that had only been polished. Also,

microhardness values obtained on the single crystal MgO were

found to be dependent on the orientation of the diamond indenter

with respect to the crystallographic directions of the MgO speci-

4 men, and on how well the crystal had been cleaved.

Several procedures that seemed attractive for the

preparation of specimens for microhardness determination

were investigated. One of the early procedures used for poly-

crystalline MgO consisted of the following steps.

(1) Specimen was mounted in plastic.

(2) Polishing was done sequentially with 600 mesh
SiC, 1000 mesh SiC and 0. 3L Al 2 0 3 powder

(Linde A5175) until specimen surface was
uniformly flat.

(3) Surface dust from the polishing operation was
removed from the specimen with a mild
soap and water solution. The specimen was
then wiped gently with soft paper.

(4) The polished specimen was etched for four
minutes in dilute H 2 So 4 solution (one part

acid to nine parts water).

Later procedures for polycrystalline MgO were similar to those

listed, except that ethanol was substituted for the soap and water

solution in Step (3), the gentle wiping with soft paper in Step (3)

was eliminated, and other etchants such as boiling H 3 PO 4 and

dilute HC1 solution (one part acid to nine parts water) were

used. The etchants H 3 P 4 , HCl, and H 2 so 4 all left undesirable

surface precipitates on the MgO specimens that affected the
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values of micrchardness obtained. It was later decided, therefore,

to omit the etching step in the procedure, and measure micro-

hardness •on the surfaces of the specimens that had been mounted

in plastic, polished as in Step (2), and washed with ethanol. An

early procedure for preparation of polycrystalline Ai 2 0 3 speci-

mens for measurement of microhardness included Steps (1), (2),

and (3), but Step (4) was replaced with a ten-minute etch in hot

H3 O4 . Treatments that were used to prepare single crystal

MGO specimens for measurement of microhardness will be

discussed later along with the descriptions of the tests.

The inicrohardness and modulus of rupture values for

doped and undoped polycrystalline Al 203 sintered in a gas-fired

kiln are summarized in Table 8-XII. Table 8-XIII presents

similar data for both etched and unetched polished specimens

of polycrystalline MgO taken from discs sintered in a gas-fired

kiln. Note the differences in the values obtained for the etched

and unetched specimens; the microhardness values in these

particular tests do change considerably less with the amount of

added impurity in the case of the polished but unetched specimens

as they do for the etched specimens. The data reported in

Tables 8-XII and 8-XIII were obtained prior to the time when

the problem of the fractures around the indentation marks was

solved and are, therefore, to be regarded with appropriate

reservation.

The MgO single crystals used in these investigations were

cleaved from stock purchased from the General Electric Co.

These crystals contained ca. 2 percent Fe impurity. In experiments

made early in the continuation phase of the program, a cut

specimen was first mounted in plastic with the freshly cleaved

face exposed. The cleaved surface appeared smooth. The

microhardness of the cleaved surface was determined before

polishing. These measurements were made with the indenter
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Table 8-XII

ROOM TEMPERATURE KNOOP HARDNESS AND
MODULUS OF RUPTURE FOR DOPED AND

UNDOPED POLYCRYSTALLINE ALUMINUM OXIDE *

Impurity Amount of Knoop Modulus qf
Impurity Hardness Rupture,( 0- psiY

Added
(ppm)

MgO 0. 40 3. 4** 35. 1
10. 456.0 ,* 32.0

100. 1970.8 32.7
1,000. 2124.0 34.0

10,000. 1796.6 30.8

Cr 2 03 0. 343.6** 35.1
10. 351. 4** 28.3

100. 492.6** 25.6
1,000. 302.0** 21.4

10, 000. 2068.0 30. 6
TiO02 . 306.2** 35.1

10. 597.8 34.5

100. 351. 4** 30.5
1,000. 480.0** 24. 3

10,000. 2208.0 13.3
Na 20 0. 413.0** 35.1

10. 367.4** 30.8

100. 384. 8** 32.3
1, 000. 907.4 27.8

10,000. 208.4 31.6

* All specimens etched.
** Specimen fractured around indentation mark.

Note: The difference in microhardness values for each added
impurity at zero ppm is due to the fact that all compo-
sitions in each impurity type were fired together.
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Table 8- XIII

ROOM TEMPERATURE KNOOP HARDNESS AND
MODULUS OF RUPTURE FOR DOPED AND

UNDOPED POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE*

Impurity Amount Knoop Hardness Modulus of
Added Etched Unetched" Rupture
(ppm) (10-3 psi)

None 219.0 790.4

Fe203 10 - 830.8100 790.4

1,000 - 413. 0*
10, 000 - 248.6**

A. 2 0 3  10 846.0 21.0
100 - 760.0 21.8

1,000 - 728.0 19.8
10,000 - 253. 0** 19.2

TiO2 10 740.4 907.4 18. 3
100 846.6 790.4 21.8

1,000 780.4 804.0 18.7
10,000 145.2 714.8 13.9

Cr 2 0 3  10 764.8 817.6 14.1
100 776.2 764.0 13.1

1,000 222.8 716.0 12.6
10,000 126.4 650, 0** 7.9

SiO2  10 840.0 20.6
]n00 820.0 16.0

1,000 790.0 18.4
10,000 634,0** 14.8

* Etched and unetched polished specimens
** Fracture occurred around indentation
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at various angles with respect to the <100>direction. The

results, summarized in Table 8-XIV, chow that the micro-

hardness is minimum in the <100ldirection and maximum

in the .4110> direction.

The effects of polishing and etching on the microhardness

of single crystal MgO are presented in Table 8-XV. Polishing

was done on a high speed wheel with 0. 3V A12 0 3 powder. Etching

was done for various times with dilute H 2 SO 4 (one part acid to

nine parts water). During polishing, a high and uniform density

of dislocations was produced on the surface being polished.

Proper etching would be expected to remove the work-hardened

surface and reveal more truly the nature of the bulk crystal.

This task would be more difficult with polycrystalline material

than with a single crystal. The unusually large decrease in

microhardness observed following a two-minute etch is interest-

ing. No definite explanation of this phenomenon is offered,

although it may be that the high value is due to the presence

of some sort of surface precipitate,

In some microhar\ness experiments made with single

crystal MgO during subseq ent phases of the program, a freshly

cleaved specimen was mount d in a disc-shaped metal holder with

wax. Great care was taken to rotect the cleaved surface from

damage before, during and afte mounting had been completed.

The surface was not handled man ally, and care was given to

prevent dust particles from settlin on the surface prior to

testing. Results of the microhardness measurements on the

freshly cleaved single crystals are presented in Table 8-XVI.

After the microhardness of a freshly cleaved MgO single

crystal was determined, the specimen was mounted in a

plastic briquette and polished onrhigh-speed wheels successively

with 600 mesh SiC, then with 1000 mesh SiC, and finally with
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Table 8-XIV

MICROHARDNESS SINGLE CRYSTAL MAGNESIUM OXIDE
AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE

Angle, 9 (deg) Crystallographic Hardness Fracture (see Fig. 8-10i Direction

0, 90, 180. 270 . <100> 442.4 large fracture to slip
(001> direction and fracture
(010> directions also

45, 135, Z25 (1101 876.45 no fracture
( 101>
<011>

225, 67.5 <210> 639.7 a few fractures in the
11Z.5. 157.5 I120> direction to-ll0> and
202.5, 247.5 <201> <100> directions (slip)
292.5, 337.5 <102> <010> (fracture) (or cleavage)

Table 8. XV

EFFECTS OF POLISHING AND ETCHING ON THE MICRO-
HARDNESS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL MAGNESIUM OXIDE *

Polishing Time, Etching Time, oo Hardness
(min) (mm)in Ulet*h

<1 105, <1 10' <110 c'li 101.O1

0 (as cleaved) 0 876.5 442. 4
2 0 790.4 370. 2**
5 0 244. 0** 103. 3**
7 0 273. 6** 124.8*:
9 0 207.8** 103, 3** 1 6
9 z - - 1653.2Z 634.
9 4 - 239.6** 95. 1"*
9 6 - 433. 8* 143. 1**
9 8 39b. 05*

* Preliminary data only.
*$ Fracture occurk'ed a' ound Indentation.
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0. 3* A1 2 0 3 powder (Linde A5175). The final polishing step was

done because the surface was too rough and dark for fully satis-

factory observation of the indentation mark following the polish-

ing with SiC. Surface dust was removed with ethanol before

microhardness measurements were made. Surfaces were dried

by evaporation without wiping. Microhardness determinations

were made following each stage of the polishing operation.

These results are also presented in Table 8-XVI. The polishing

operation employed for the polycrystalline MgO specimens used

to obtain the data in Table 8-XVI is identical to that described

for single crystals.

Following the polishing operation and the subsequent

microhardness measurement, both single crystal and polycrys-

talline specimens were carefully removed from the plastic

briquette without touching the surface, and annealed 30 min at ca.

1500*C in a closed Mullite tube in a gas-fired kiln. Recrystallized

alumina boats were used to contain the specimens during this

firing. Specimens were either pulled quickly out of the hot zone

of the furnace and quenched in the cold air, or allowed to remain

in the furnace for slow cooling to room temperature after the

furnace was shut down. The heat treated specimens were again

mounted in the iron disc with Wax, and tested for rnicrohardness

on the same surface as before. The results for this set of tests

are again given in Table 8-XVI.

Wide variation in hardness was found from one location

on a single crystal surface to another. This variation may

arise from chemical heterogeneity in the specimens. The

average Knoop hardness of freshly cleaved MgO was found to

be 891.4 in the <110.> direction.

The same surface of the specimen was polis-hed in the

I00. - direction with 600-mesh SiC. As has been pointed

out, the condition of the specimen surface following polishing
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ith 600-mesh SiC was such that fully satisfactory measurements

could not be made. However, it was interesting to note that

essentially no fracture occurred for indentations made in the

<100> or <11•0 directions, even when indentation times

of the order of 30 sec. were used. Polishing of the surface

with 1000-mesh SiC improved the surface condition over that

obtained with the 600-mesh SiC, but not enough to give good

measurements. Again, no fractures occurred around the

indentations. The surface was next polished with 0. 3-I&

Al 2 0 3 powder. It was found that the value measured for micro-

hardness and the extent of fracture was dependent in a sensitive

way on the polishing technique used. For example, careful

polishing using plenty of the AlzO 3 powder and water yielded

higher values with less fracture than when less Al 2 0 3 powder

was used.

When the single crystal specimens were annealed at

1450*C to 1500"0 for 30 min, they acquired a spotty appearance,

which may be due to segregation of impurities. It was found

that the quenched specimens had lower values of microhardness

with less fracture than the specimens that were cooled slowly.

In the case of the high-purity polycrystalline MgO, it

wax observed that heat-treated specimens, quenched or slow-

cooled, had large clear regions and small spotted areas. The

clear areas had lower apparent microhardness than the spotted

areas, and were more highly susceptible to fracture around the

indentation,

Microhardness measurements were also made on a

single crystal specimen of MgO into which FeO had been

diffused. The measurements were taken at points on the

specimen located as shown schematically in Fig. 8-10.
The concentration of FeO at Boundary 2 in Fig. 8-10 is

between 50 and 60 mole percent, At Boundary 3, the FeO

concentration is only slightly greater than that originally

existing in the MgO. Two sets of measurements in which

the virgin MgO was cleaved from single crystal stock obtained
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Boundar, 2: External boundary of original MgO crystal. Diffusion

of FeO was from the crystal periphery towards, its interior.

Region 1-2: MgO'•FeO polycrystalline region formed from a mixture

of FeO and MgO powder that was packed around the M~gO

single" crystal.

Region 2-3: MgO" FeO single crystal (i. e., single crystal MgO into

which FeO has diffused from Region 1-2.

Boundary 3: Boundary between virgin MgO and the diffusion zone.

Region 3: Zone within MgO single crystal into which FeO has not

yet diffused.

Line A-D: Line along which microhardness measurements were made.

Long axis of indentation was in a direction normal to the

line A-D.

Fig. 8-1I0
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING LOCATIONS AT WHICH MICRO-
HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS WE3.E MADE ON SINGLE CRYSTAL
MAGNESIUM OXIDE INTO WHICH FERROUS OXIDE HAD BEEN
DIFFUSED.
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from G. E. gave similar results. Indentations were made

starting at A and moving along the line A-D toward D. Micro-

hardness was found to be ca. 275-300 on the Knoop scale from

position A until just before B was reached. In the vicinity of

position B (Boundary 3) the microhardness seemed to rise to

325-350. We have not yet ascertained the meaning of this

apparent rise in hardness at Boundary 3. It may be no more

than scatter in the experimental points. However, other data

taken in similar fashion on a Norton single crystal MgO that

had been diffused with FeO showed the same trend of behavior

at Boundary 3. The Knoop microhardness was found to

* increase from 850 to ca. 950. Moving from position B to

position C, the microhardness falls off slowly but steadily.

Beyond Boundary 2, the microhardness rises rather sharply

from a little over 200 to ca. 600 on the Knoop scald.

Table 8-XVII and Fig. 8-11 present the summary of

microhardness data obtained on doped and undoped poly-

crystalline MgO sintered in air atmosphere in an electric

resistance furnace. Specimens were prepared for micro-

hardness measurement by

(1) Mounting in plastic.

(2) Polishing successively with 600-mesh SiC,
then 1000-mesh SiC, and finally with 0. 3-V

4 AIO03
Al2 0 3

(3) Washing with ethanol.

In making these measurements, the time of indentation was

extended to the order of one minute, and a weight of fifty

grams was used to drive the indenter. Indentations were

found to be fracture-free, and a plot of log (indentation length)

versus log (load) gave a straight line. These are probably

the most reliable microhardness data obtained to date in these

investigations.
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Table 8-XVII

KNOOP MICROHARDNESS MEASUREMENTS AS FUNCTION OF
IMPURITY CONCENTRATION IN POLYCRYSTALLINE

MAGNESIUM OXIDE

Impurity Amount of Knoop Hardness Indentation
Impurity Length

Added
(ppm) ( )

02 941 27.5
0 1013 26.5

Fe 03 104 1035 28.2
lxl04 1139 25.0
zxl0 1166 24.7

0 983 26.9
102 1089 25.8

Al20 103 1077 25.7
A2 3  1xlO4  991 26.8

2x10 4  1121 25.Z

0 1029 26. 3
0 O3 914 27.9

""xl04 901 28.1
2x10 4  852 28.9

02 955 27. 3
103 1086 25.6SrO 10 870 28.-6xlo4 852 28.9

2x10 708 31.7

0 2 1013 26.5
2 898 28.6

TiO2  103 914 27.9

IxlO4 889 28.3
2xl0 4  807 29.7

02 950 27.4
103 969 27. 1
104 1013 28.5

Ixl0 4  1150 24.9
2x10 1176 26.6

(Test Load = 50 grams, Indentation time, ca. 1 min.)
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6. SINTERING AS A FUNCTION OF IMPURITY CONTENT

D. L. Johnson, a former graduate student of the University

of Utah, recently extended existing sintering theories; his studies

contribute significantly to the understanding of sintering

phenomena( 8 "8). These studies included the high-purity Al 2 0 3

and high-purity AlZ0 3 doped with MgO. The theory developed

and work done on the doped and undoped high-purity A12 0 3 are

briefly summarized along with some preliminary data on the

effect of TiO2 additions on the sintering of the high-purity
A12032

AlO203

Johnson re-evaluated diffusion models for sintering by

first refining the geometrical approximations used by previous

investigators. A graphical method was used to determine the

quantities p/r, x/r and A/r, which were related to Lr/r for

various diffusion paths and vacancy sinks for spheres and for

shapes other than spheres. Table 8-XVfII 8 "8) shows the

differences between these improved relationships and those

obtained by previous workers.

For the case of bulk diffusion, the following assumptions

were made.

(1) The excess vacancy concentration at the concave
surface of the neck is given by the Kelvin equation

C-C 0 a l (8-2)

0

where C is the concentration of vacancies at
the concave surface of the neck, C the equil-
ibrium vacancy concentration under a flat
surface, y the surface free energy, a 3 the
vacancy volume, k is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature, and X:'-.p.
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(2) The vacancy concentration at the center of the

neck is equal Co.
(3) The slow step is the diffusion of vacancies

through the bulk.

(4) The vacancies diffuse with cylindrical
symmetry(8-9, 8-10)

(5) The vacancy annihilation rate is constant over
the entire, grain boundary.

(6) Fick's first law can be applied. Diffusion is
rapid compared with neck growth and appears
to be steady state.

(7) The concave neck surface is circular in cross
section and tangent with both spherical particles.

(8) The vacancy diffusion constant is independent
of vacancy concentration.

The following assumptions were made for the case of

grain boundary diffusion

(1) The slow step is the diffusion of vacancies within
the grain boundary that is formed between the
particles.

(Z) The grain boundary vacancy diffusion constant
is independent of vacancy concentration.

(3) The assumptions designated (1), (2), (4), (5),
(6), and (7) under the case for bulk diffusion.

Johnson then derived an equation of the form,

AL ( ) m tm (8-3)
o kTr P

where K, M and p are numerical constants, - AL is the

shrinkage, and D is either the 'volpme or grain boun ary

self-diffusion coefficient, depending on the model. Johnson

found m = 0. 21 for the grain boundary diffusion case. Table

8-XIX gives values of K, m and p for the various models

proposed.
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Table 8-XIX

VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS APPEARING IN EQUATION 8-3
FOR VARIOUS DIFFUSION MODELS

Diffusion Path I Initial K rn p Reference
Contact

z0Bulk Spherical 2 0.40 3 8-9

Bulk Spherical 0.50 3 8-80

31Bulk Spherical •, 0. 46 38-8

Grain Boundary Spherical 15a 0. 33 4 8-10

5lb
Grain Boundary Spherical 7 0. 31 4 8-8

Bulk Paraboloid 20 0.46 8-8

Bulk 160* Cone on 180 tan2 10 0. 33 3 8-8
a plane 1(2

45 tan2z 10*Bulk' 140° Cone on 45 tan- 0. 33 3 8-8
a Plane

Grain Boundary Paraboloid 10 0.31 8-8

Grain Boundary 1600 Cone on 55(tanZ106)b 0.25 4 8-8

-rain Boundary 1400 Cone on 46(tanZZ0.) 0.25 4 8-8
a Plane

Note: The neck surface is the vacancy source and the grain boundary is
the sink.
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It was found that after a specific amount of initial

shrinkage had occurred, the shrinkage of non-ideal compacts

of several different Al 2 0 3 powders became ideal. This initial

shrinkage was found to be dependent upon the type of Al 203

starting powder and the pressure used in pressing the specimen,

but was independent of temperature. The pressing pressure

dependence was observed to be characteristic of Al203 in

which the powder particles had agglomerated into compartively

loose clusters. When suitable corrections were made for this

initial shrinkage, the shrinkage due to sintering was found to be

proportional to to. 3. This indicates that the mechanism that

controls in the sintering of the powdered Al 2 0 3 studied(8-I)

is grain boundary diffusion. The activation energy for the

process was found to be 151 kcal/mole for the high-purity

Al2 0 Previous investigators, using less refined models

and somewhat different conditions, had concluded that the

sintering of At 203 powders was a bulk diffusion process.

Johnson's conclusion was supported by the work of other investi-

gators on grain growth in Al203 and the diffusion of an oxygen

isotope of at wt. 18 into Al 2O y3

Preliminary work on the effects of small amounts of

MgO and TiO2 in the high-purity Ai203 gave interesting results.

It was found that 100 ppm MgO retarded the sintering of Al 203

without changing the activation energy or the rate controlling

mechanism. The addition of TiO2 (added as TiC14 then calcined

at 500°C and cooled before pressing) to the high-purity Al20 3

increased the sintering rate. Figure 8-12 indicates the difference

in sintering rate at 1488°C between an undoped sample and one

doped with 10, 000 ppm TiO 2 The- exponent m in Eq. (8-3) is

ca. 0. 31 for TiO2 concentrations less than 1000 ppm and ca.

0. 46 for 10, 000 ppm. This would indicate that TIO2 promotes

sintering by creating cation vacancies in the Al 20 which, in

turn, causes bulk diffusion to predominate over grain boundary
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diffusion with increasing TiO2 content. Since a period of time

is required for the Ti+4 to diffuse into the Al 203 the preceding

results may have to bt. re-evaluated as more data are obtained.

Samples of higher TiO2 content are being prepared which will be

calcined as a powder before pressing into discs so that the Ti+4

will be more homogeneously distributed in the AI 2 0 3 lattice.

7. PRELIMINARY STUDIES FOR THE PREPARATION

OF HIGH-PURITY, POLYCRYSTALLINE OXIDES

An effort was made to make translucent polycrystalline

MgO of high-purity. It was also planned that work would he

done to prepare dense, translucent, high-purity Al 2 0 3 , but

time did not permit execution of the plan.

Discs of the high-purity MgO were pressed at a pressure

of 20 tons per sq in. Firing was done at ca. 1650"C inside a

Mullite tube that had been mounted- horizontally in a gas -fired

kiln. Satisfactory connections were made with the tube, and

oxygen gas was fed through the tube throughout the firing. - T-The-

MgO specimens were put on alumina boats in the Mullite tube

to circumvent fluxing with the Mullite. The first firing was

of 84-hr duration, and specimens were removed at intervals

of 12, 36, 60 and 84 hr. The second firing was of 108-hr

duration with specimens being removed at intervals of 12,

36, 60, 84 and 108 hr. Table 8-XX shows the density as a

function of firing time for the two firings. Also given are

data on grain size for the first firing. Some of the fired

specimens were quite translucent.

8. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this task is to investigate the numerous

problems associated with the presence of impurities in ceramic

oxides. To undertake a systematic study of this broad problem

area, the investigation started out with developing methods for
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Table 8-XX

DENSITY AND GRAIN SIZE OF POLYCRYSTALLINE,
HIGH-PURITY MAGNESIUM OXIDE AS FUNCTIONS

OF FIRING TIME

Firing Time, Density, % of Theoretical Grain Size

(hr) Run I RunZ (__)

12 98.4 98.3 52.0

36 98.8 99.2 68.1

60 97.2 100.0 78.0

84 98.4 99.4 -78.0

108 - 99.4 _

Firing done at ca. 16500C in 0 atmosphere
Run I only
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producing MgO and Al 20 3 bodies of the highest attainable purity,

and adding carefully controlled amounts of impurities to them.

Methods for this purpose, using the presintered doping methods

were successfully developed, largely during the previous phase

of the program. Refinements in specimen preparation during

the current year consisted primarily of substituting an electric

resistance heated furnace for the gas-fired furnace used pre-

viously for sintering of the polycrystalline bodies, to preserve

specimen purity in the greatest possible degree. Some work

was also carried forward on post-sintered doping methods,

primarily in connection with single crystals used for hardness

measurements.

The findings of research conducted during the current

phase of the program can be summarized as follows.

(1) Annealing treatments carried out on high-purity

MgO polycrystals had a consistently deleterious effect on strength.

(2) Prevention of moinsture deposition on MgO poly-

crystals by means of vacuum-cooling following annealing, and

breaking the specimens subsequently under oil, had no strength-

ening effect on the test pieces. These specimens, in fact,

were found to be weaker than the c.ontrol specimens broken

fresh in an open air atmosphere, presumably because of the

possible thermal shock damage suffered during quenching.

(3) Chemical polishing by a boiling H 3 P0 4 etch

significantly increased the strength of pure MgO bpd.ies, .on

account of the removal of a surface layer containing severe

flaws and scratches.

(4) Testing at liquid N2 temperature also raised

the strength of MgO appreciably. While this may be ascribed

to a suppression of a moisture surface film formation at this

temperature, it is much more likely that the observed strength

enhancement is due to the N 2 environment on the one hand, and

the cryogenic test temperature on the other, in keeping with the

findings of research conducted on Tasks 6 and 11.
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(5) Regarding the effect of impurities, added in

concentrations varying from 0 to 2 x 10 ppm, to polycrys-

talline specimens, none were found that improved the room

temperature strength of MgO. Ferric oxide and Cr20 3 had

pronouncedly deleterious effects, the strength of MgO dropping

nearly linearly with the logarithm of the impurity concentration;

with AI2 0 3 and TiOz a slgnficant drop in strength was noted only

at concentrations in excess of 103 ppm, whereas ZrO2 and

SrO left the strength of MgO largely unaltered at concentrations

up to 2 x 104 ppm.

(6) Statistical regression analysis carried out to

segregate the effect of porosity, grain size and impurity levels

upon the strength of multicrystalline MgO bodies appeared to

show that only in the case of A12 0 3 additions was the impurity

concentration the primarily influential variable. Since, however,

all three of these variables are intrinsically interrelated on the

one hand and, on the other, considerable non-linearities are

bound to be present at doping levels up to 2 per cent (as opposed

to a linear model assumed in the (regression analyses), the

results of these statistical studies must be treated at present

with a substantial degree of reservation.

(7) The effect of added impurities, represented by

Fe 2 0 3 , A12 0 3 , TiO2 and Si2, on the strength of MgO was

explored at elevated temperatures, principally at 1000"C.

It was found that a significant weakening resulted only for TiO2

at concentrations in excess of 103 ppml the other doping

element left the strength largely unaltered. Silicon dioxide,

in fact, had a distinct strengthening effect as its concentration

rose from 10 to 104 ppm in MgO. Moreover, the strength of

these bodies at comparable impurity concentrations was always

higher at 1000C than at room temperature.
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(8) In regard to polycrystalline A12 0 3 , tested at

1050"C, MgO additions had a distinctly weakening effect, while

TiO2 served to reduce the strength only at concentrations in

excess of 100 ppm. Cromic oxide, Fe203 and Na 20 additions

had no perceivable effect on the strength of AI 2 0 3 over the

concentration range of 10 - 104 ppm.

(9) StatistiIa-i regressian anatyses confirmed the

effect of the TiOz impurity as the primary factor influencing

the strength of Al203 at I0500C. However, for the other

doping elements, including MgO, either porosity or grains

was found to be the statistically most important variable. These

regression analyses must be regarded with the same reservations

as those mentioned for MgO under Point 6.

(10) The effect of TiO2 additions on the strength of

Al203 was repeatedly explored on specimens maintained free

of possible contaminations by means of firing in an electric

resistance heated kiln. Tests at room temperature confirmed

the pronounced weakening effect of TiO2 impurity additions.

The strength of TiO2 -doped Al 203, however, was consistently

higher at room temperature than at 1050*C for comparable

impurity concentrations.

(11) Extensive microhardness measurements carried

out on single crystal MgO showed fracture-free indentations

could be made only at indentation fimes larger than about 1 min.

The surface condition and crystallographic orientation of

specimens were found to have a profound influence on microhard-

ness values. The microhardness was highest along the <110>

directions (and its conjugates), and at least in the 4100>

directions and its conjugates. Polishing induces an unusually

large decrease in microhardness if continued beyond 2 min

probably because of a rapid multiplication of dislocation slip-

hands due to thermal stress generated near the surface.
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Chemical polishing invariably increases the microhardness

values. On the other hand, polishing done successively with

600 mesh and 1060 mesh SiC powder, followed by 0. 3-gi A12 0 3

powder,results at first in an increase (600 mesh SiC powder)

of hardness as compared to cleaved specimens, followed by a

gradual diminution of Knoop hardness values. Rapid cooling

following annealing is also more deleterious to residual hard-

ness values than slow cooling.

(12) For single crystal MgO specimens, into which

FeO was diffused from the external boundary, the hardness was

found to be lowest at the central portion containing pure MgO,

and increased gradually with rising impurity concentration

of the FeO.

(13) Heat-treated high-purity polycrystalline MgO

developed large clear regions and small spotted areas; the

former displayed lower microhardness values than the latter,

which probably represent areas to which impurities have

diffused during the high-temperature soaking cycle.

(14) The microhardness of polycrystalline MgO

increases with rising concentrations of Crz0y Fe2 O 3 and

Al 2 0yV but declines with increasing amounts of ZrO2 ,

TiO2 and SrO added.

(15) Extensive theoretical studies were carried out

by D. L. Johnson, in partial fulfillment of his Ph. D. require-

ments, on the subject of sintering, This work, closely allied

with the investigation carried out on this task, is reported

here as an adjunct of the investigation. The theory developed

represents a substantial improvement over previously existing

analyses, and its predictions were confirmed on sintering work

conducted on Ai 2 O 3 powders whose activation energy, inciden-

tally, was found to be 151 kcal per mole.
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Sintering studies carried out on doped Al O3 showed that

small amounts (100 ppm) of MgO additions retarded the sintering,
while TiO2 additions had an accelerating effect on the sintering

of Al 203

Additional preliminary work was also carried out on
recrystallization studies, and on attempts at producing high-

density translucent Al 2 0 3 and MgO. This work will be continued.
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TASK 9 - STATIC FATIGUE: DELAYED FRACTURE

Principal Investigator: Dr. R. J. Charles
General Electric Research

ABSTRACT

The corrosion processes which affect the long-term
strength of single and polycrystalline Al 0 were studied. It was
found that single and polycrystalline Al 6 'is subject to static
fatigue. The reaction responsible for iatzigue near room tempera-
ture is probably one in which water vapor from the atmosphere
combines with the Al 20 to form one or more of the many possible
hydrated states of Al O. The reduction in strength of sapphire
and polycrystalline AZI 3 * specimens caused by corrosion fatigue
can be as high as 80 perd'ent of their intrinsic strengths. In mech-
anical tests, the fatigue process in Az0 3 manifests itself in the
same fashion as is observed in glass.

The application of a fatigue theory to the low tempera-
ture fatigue data for sapphire and polycrystalline Al. 0 resulted
in values for the activation volume (0. 66 cu cm per mole), the
surface energy between AI 2 0 3 and its hydration product (less than
one-hundred ergo per sq cm) and the activation energy for the hy-
dration reaction (14 kcal per mole) which are reasonable for a
stress corrosion reaction.

The observed bend strength of sapphire is quite sensi-
tive to its prior thermal history. In this investigation, hear-
treating as-received ground rods improved their low-temperature
strength in all atmosphores by about 50 percent, up to about 5000C.
The atmosphere present during heat-treatment at 1125"C has no
noticeable effect on the low-temperature bend strength. With an
essentially inert gas saturated with water vapor at room tempera -
ture, the fatigue reaction in both Lucalox and sapphire is suffi-
ciently strong to give evidence of fatigue up to temperatures
approaching 800"C. Superimposed on the atmosphere fatiguing
process of sapphire, which operated up to about 800.C, appears
to be a further weakening process of equal severity which may de-
pend only on temperature and not on atmosphere. Strengthening
of sapphire by plastic deformation is observable at temperatures
as low as 9000C. Evidences for plastic deformation in Lucalox
at temperatures below 11000C were not obtained.
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TASK 9 - STATIC FATIGUE: DELAYED FRACTURE

Principal Investigator: Dr. R. J. Charles
General Electric Research

I. INTRODUCTION

Task 9 consisted d a study of the corrosion process which af-

fect the long-term strength, of single-crystal and polycrystalline

aggregates of AlO 3 . It was desired to obtain information on the

identity of the corrosion reactions, their mechanisms, and their

effect upon the rupture strength of these ceramics.

The most noticeable effect of delayed failure, or static fatigue,

is the sharp dependence of observed strength on the test atmosphere.

Another related effect is the decrease in resistance to failure with

decrease in the rate of loading in certain atmospheres, i. e., the

observed strength is lower the longer it takes to apply the breaking

load. At zero rate of loading (dead-weight loading), the observed

strength should be at a minimum, and time-to-failure under a given

set of external conditions may be measured.

Much work along these lines has been done on inorganic glas-

ses. Oxide glasses are nearly ideal materials for study of this

kind because of their homogeneity, isotropy, and brittleness. DIa

layed failure has been found to depend heavily on strain rate, tem-

perature, pressure, atmosphere, surface condition, composition,

and prior thermal history.

Very little work has been done, however, on crystalline oxides.

Among the first references to the delayed failure effect in crystal-

line oxides was that of Roberts and Watt, (9-1) who, in 1949, noted

that sintered A1zO 3 test specimens failed at 5 minutes and 120

minutes after loading in tension. Wachtman and Maxwell,(9" 2 )

working in air with single-crystal A11 03, found a delayed fracture

effect in most of the dozen samples tested at room temperature.

Williams, (9-3) using a low-density (3. 84 g per cu in. ) sintered
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A12 0 3 body, found times-to-failure in air as long as 105 seconds,

depending on the stress level applied, Pearson(9-4) also working

with rather low-density sintered A1aO3, found that delayed frac-

ture effects in ordinary atmospheric conditions could be largely

eliminated by heating to about 350 °C, cooling, and testing, all

under a vacuum of less than 10- mm Hg. From this it was con-

cluded that the effect was caused by an unspecified atmospheric at-

tack on Griffith flaws in the stressed material.

All of these investigations were conducted at room tempera-

ture. At other temperatures, Brenner(9-5) statically loaded sap-

phire whiskers at I100 "C and 1450 °C in dry hydrogen and found no

evidence of delayed failure: These results were inconclusive, how-

ever, since the load was only one-third to two-thirds of the dynamic

failure stresses, and the times were relatively short. Later work

in both hydrogen and oxygen atmospheres demonstrated fatigue in

whiskers, the time-to-fracture being exponentially related to the

appiied stress. Charles(9-6) reported work on oxides including

fused silica, granite, albite, spodumene, hornblende, sapphire,

quartz, and magnesium oxide. This work included both crossbend

tests on sapphire and compression tests on the other oxides, done

in atmospheres of nitrogen-water combinations over a temperature

range of -200 * to 240 *C. It was shown that minimum strength values

were obtained with a simultaneous application of stress and corro-

sive atmospheres. Atmospheres alone had little weakening effect

on stress-free material, even MgO. Of great interest was the ap-

pearance of a definite strain-rate dependency of the failure stress.

In summary, it is clear that both polycrystalline and single

crystal Al1O3 exhibit static fatigue in normal atmospheres. It is

not clear, however, whether MgO, either in single or polycrystal-

line form, exhibits behavior which may be characterized correctly

as static fatigue. It seems(9-6) that MgO hydrates readily and that

hydration with simultaneous plastic deformation can lead to low rup-

ture strengths. Since it has been, however, the experience of the
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present author, and others,( 9 7 ,• that standard dead-load tests on

single crystal MgO specimens under ordinary conditions do not give

evidence of static fatigue, this material was not studied under Task 9.

Z. METHOD OF APPROACH

To determine whether a delayed failure or fatigue effect exists

in a given material, it is generally useful to obtain "base level"

data, gathered in the absence of fatigue, against which comparisons

of failure strengths under ordinary conditions may be made. The

possibilities which exist for gathering base level data include;

(I) using low temperatures to inhibit the temperature-
dependent kinetic factors which govern reaction
rates.

(2) maintaining environmental conditions such that an
atmospheric reaction cannot occur, i.e., vacuum
or inert atmospheres.

(3) using a very fast loading rate.

For a given group of specimens with equivalent severity of sur-

face notches or microcracks, destructive tests may be made under

various conditions of load, time, and environment and the failure

strength values compared to a maximum strength obtained under

one of the above base level conditions. In this manner the severity

of the fatigue effect may be estimated.

A. Dynamic and Static Testing

Obviously, if fatigue does not occur, the strength of a sample

is dependent only on stress level and not at all on time. Converse-

ly, if fatigue occurs, the failure strength or observed strength will

be a complex function of the time of load application and the load

changes, if any during testing. Thus, in principle, fatigue data

can be obtained from tests at constant load or constant strain

rate. " Both techniques were used in the experimental work

described.
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B. Atmospheres and Temperatures

It is a4parent that water vapor is one of the most influential

atmospheres which cause fatigue in oxides. The reaction is general-

ly the formation of a hydrate. In the case of AlO3, the specific hy-

drate formed is a function of temperature and pressure, with water

or (OH) groups being lost as temperature increases.

Thus, if the hydration reaction is important in the fatigue of

Al12 3 , one would expect to emphasize the delayed failure effects by

conducting tests at moderate or low temperatures wherein mono-or

multi-layer absorptions of water vapor are readily obtainable (i. e.,

the vapor pressure of water should be at least 0. 4 times the satura-

tion water vapor pressure for the temperature considered). These

coisiderations led to a selection of an experimental temperature

range for static testing from -35 °C to about 200 ZC wherein fatigue

effects due to hydration could be studied.

It is conceivable that mechanisms dependent on the hydrogen

reduction of AlZO 3 to sub-oxides could result in static fatigue. Such

a reduction reaction is known to result in the formation of AIZO 3

whiskers at high temperatures and it is possible that similar mass

transport processes may change microcrack geometries such that

a stressed specimen may experience a time dependent failure. For

these reasons it was considered necessary to perform further experi-

ments with Al0 3 at temperatures in excess of 800°C in hydrogen at-

mospheres to determine whether or not a reduction reaction could

lead to fatigue. Vacuum tests at these temperatures allowed esti-

mates of the severity of the fatigue effect to be made.

3. MATERIALS

The specimens used in this investigation were both single-

"crystal and polycrystalline Al12 0,.

*A. " Sapphire

The sapphire single crystals used were obtained from the Linde

Company, and consisted of random lengths of ground rod from which
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specimens of appropriate size were prepared. The diameter of

these specimens was 0.070 + 0. 0003 inches. To ensure that proper

correlations between these specimens and the 0. 125-in. specimens

used throughout the other Tasks could be made, a number of these

larger specimens were obtained and their bend strength values

were compared with bend strength values of the 0. 070-in. material.

Correlations were exact within a few percent.

The use of such single crystals in a research program presents

certain special problems. The material itself is made by the Ver-

neuil process, and is rarely completely free of spherical gas bub-

bles trapped during the process. Careful selection of specimens

must be made to exclude such faulty material. Internal strains are

to be expected because of the discontinuous manner in which mate-

rial is added to the growing boule. Annealing after manufacture

(details unavailable) is done to help lessen the effect of these strains.

And finally, the individualistic nature of each rod must be taken into

account, for, during growth, each rod experiences somewhat differ-

ent conditions such as temperature fluctuations and different seed

stock. Because of all these inherent sources of non-uniformity, it

was decided to use numerous individual rods in each test and take

their average, rather than try to compare the properties of indivi-

dual rods under a given range of conditions.

Sapphire presents further problems because of its anisotrophy.

In bending, the effect of specimen orientation with respect to the op-

tic axis is especially important: it has been reported 9 -8) that load-

ing parallel to the optic axis results in observed strengths nearly

three times as high as loading perpendicular to the axis. It was de-

cided to use one standard orientation throughout testing, with the

load applied perpendicular to the line of intersection of the neutral

surface with the basal plane, which intersection was in turn per-

pendicular to the specimen rod axis (Fig. 9-1). This position cor-

responds to a maximum extinction position in polarized light when

the rod axis is parallel to the vibration direction of one of the crossed

polarizing prisms.
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No account was taken of the test orientation with respect to the

second-order prism axes a,, a,, and a3 , i.e., the 3Lz axes.

These axes correspond with the direction of basal slip in the mate-

rial, which is important at higher temperatures in producing plas-

tic flow and fracture. This investigation, however, was concerned

only with brittle fracture at temperatures generally well below those

required for plastic deformation at the strain rates employed. In

addition, experimental work(9-8) indicates that little or nol effect

of LA axis orientation on the observed low-temperature bend

strength can be observed. Thus the angle 0, with the optic axis

in the plane of bend, was taken as the only critical parameter.

Boules grown by the Verneuil process as a rule do not have op-

tic axis parallel to the boule axis, and similarly the rods made from

them have optic axes tipped at some angle from the rod axes. The

effect of the growth angle on mechanical properties is quite large,

as seen by modulus of rupture values reported by Seemann(9"9) and

the Linde Company (Table 9-1. test conditions unknown). The angle

is usually measured as the one enclosed by the optic axis (normal

to the basal plane 0001).and the longitudinal rod axis: This is desig-

nated by $ in Fig. 9-1. The preferred growth direction is near

60 deg according to the manufacturer. To check the orientations of

incoming samples, a fixture was constructed to orient the samples

by optical principles and to obtain values of 0. Some specimens

were also oriented by x-ray techniques, partly as a check on the

optical equipment. Figure 9-2 demonstrates the angular distribu-

tion of 0 for some 360 samples checked during the investigation.

This distribution is similar to that of Wachtman and Maxwell(9- 2 ' 9-10)

whose "X" is the complement of 0. Only those samples falling in

a range of 58 to 68 deg were used in this investigation. It is of in-

terest that some 15 percent of the off-the-shelf samples received

from the manufacturer were rejected in this manner; this percent-

age of nonstandard specimens could seriously effect the results of

almost any testing program.
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All specimens were cleaned before testing to remove oil, dust,

and other contaminants from the surface. The cleaning process

was a series of baths of toluene and acetone, interspersed and con-

cluded with distilled water rinses. Specimens were dried and

stored in cardboard until ready for use.

Table 9-I

REPORTED ROOM TEMPERATURE BEND STRENGTH

DATA FOR SAPPHIRE (9-9)

Opic Axis - Rod Axis
Included Angle, • Modulus of Ruptare

(deg) %

30 100,000

45 78,000

60 65,000

75 94,000

B. Polycrystalline Aliuirnnum Oxide

Lucalox* Al 2 0 3 wat used for the fatigue experiments. The

type of testing done by this Task required a specimen size and

shape different from the dogbone. Therefore, polycrystalline

samples were extruded to order, prefired, and finally sintered

to the requisite degree of density and strength. Pains were taken

to ensure that the rod specimens used had the same surface grain

size and strength characteristics as the specimens used in the

other investigations. To do this, some preliminary work was

done on the relationship between the density, grain size, and ob-

served four-point bend strength of polycrystalline AlZ0 3y

* Trade-mark of General Electric Company.
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All polycrystalline material was tested in the as-fired condition.

No particular preparation of the surface was made, other than the

pretest cleaning by consecutive rinses in toluene, distilled water,

acetone, and distilled water, as described for the sapphire speci-

mens.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The equipment and fixtures used in this investigation were de-

signed to test the material in two ways, dynamic bending and static

bending.

A. Dynamic Bending

Dynamic bending consisted of four-point bending with a constant

strain rate applied to the gage section of the specimen. Four-point

bending was selected because of the constant bend moment it pro-

vides across the inner span. Because of the brittle nature of the

specimens and their small deflections prior to fracture, the usual
MC

expression for stressing load beams was used, i.e. , Tr = "

where

a, = failure stress at outer fiber,

M = bending moment,

c = distance from outer (tension) fiber to neutral axis, and

I = section moment of inertia.

An Instron testing machine was adapted for dynamic tests at

temperatures up to 11500 C in varlous nieutralor reducing atmos-

pheres. This consisted of a molybdenum bend fixture which could

be used in air or encased within a stainless steel jacket for other

atmospheres. A triple -would Kanthal furnace surrounding the

jacket provided heat for the higher temperature tests using liquid

nitrogen. Temperature in all cases was controlled by three

chromel-alumel thermocouples within the bend fixture itself, and

could be held to within + I OC of the nominal temperature at all

temperatures.
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In view of the large number of tests required for the program,

a molybdenum fixture permitting the sequential testing of up to

twenty specimens per run was constructed. This fixture, adapt-

able to the temperature range mentioned previously, is shown in

Fig. 9-3. Specimens are loaded at four points as the outer fix-

ture moves past the inner one. Loading spans are 1. 20 x 0. 70,

respectively. Various modifications have not changed the prin-

ciple of the apparatus. During tests involving sapphire, orienta-

tion was assured by winding the specimens with three wraps of

0. 010-in. nickel wire, and allowing the weight of the wire to keep

the specimen oriented correctly. Effect of the wire on specimen

strength was apparently negligible. Fracture seldom occurred

at the point of wire contact.

Vacuum levels to 10-5 mm Hg pressure were provided by
mechanical pumps and an oil diffusion pump, and were measured

by a cold cathode gage. "Wet' hydrogen atmospheres and satu-

rated air atmospheres were provided by bubbling these gases

through several water bubblers and a detraining flask. Dry

hydrogen atmospheres were produced first by using commercial

pure tank hydrogen; later dry hydrogen was produced by putting

line hydrogen through oxygen, liquid nitrogen, and desiccant

traps. The measured dew point was -460C, corresponding to a

water vapor concentration of 5 x 10-5 mols per liter.

B. Static Bending

Static bending consisted of four-point bending with a constant

stress applied to the gage section following a nearly instantaneous

loading. This was accomplished in the apparatus shown in Fig.

9-4. The heating jacket shown on the autoclave permitted the use

of saturated steam atmosphere up to 200 psi. Ten specimens can

be tested at a time in this fixture. A relay-contact system per-

mits times-to-failure to be read directly from the series of clocks

shown, to an accuracy of + 5 seconds. A Styrofoam jacket permits

testing in any atmosphere down to -1501C, using liquid nitrogen.
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Fig. 9-3 MOLYBDENUM HIGH-TEMPERATURE TEST APPARATUS

Fig. 9-4 LOW-TEMPERATURE AUTOCLAVE TEST APPARATUS
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Weights may be adjusted to permit any stress level desired to

be applied to the specimen. Outer and inner spans are 3. 75 and

1. 0 in. , respectively.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR SAPPHIRE

A. Condition of Specimens

The marked anisotropy o! sapphire monocrystals required a

certain standard orientation to make comparative results meaning-

ful. Another effect of this anisotropy is the variable resistance to

wear or abrasion which different crystallographic planes and direc-

tions exhibit. Steijn (9-11)has shown experimentally that resis-

tance to wear of the basal plane can be nearly two orders of magni-

tude lower than that of the prismatic and rhombohedral planes. In

particular, it is shown that the rate of wear of sapphire rods is some

thirty times greater for "ninety-degree" material (0 = 900) oriented

for attack on the basal plane than for zero-degree material oriented

on prismatic planes. This is indicated schematically in Fig. 9-5.

The standard material used in the present investigation is

around 60 deg, so that its wear rate in the orientation illub :ated

is intermediate between the two extremes. This means that dur-

ing the centerless grinding of sapphire rods the grinding rate will

be increased when the rods come into this relative orientation with

the grinding rolls. The result is that the rods will not be ground

round in cross section.

This effect was quite noticeable in the present work. Under

medium reflected light and at the proper viewing angle, "flats" or

bright bands on the as-ground rods can be easily detected on oppo-

site sides of the rod. This amounts to a diameter difference of

0. 2 to 0. 4 mils, which is usually within the specified tolerance of

the rod as supplied. Thus the gross geometrical effect on the rod

is negligible. However, the effect on a microscopic scale may be

more serious, for the areas of greatest grinding attack are also the

top (compression) and bottom (tension) surfaces of the specimens
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when in the standard test orientation. No attempt was made in this

investigation to find the real significance of this effect; all data are

uncorrected for it.

B. Effect of Thermal History

Jackman and Roberts, (9-12) and Wachtman and Maxwell, (9-13)

noted that the observed bend strength of sapphire at first declined

with increasing temperature, and then rose again at temperatures

near I 000°C. Also, Tomilovskii (9-14) found that heat treatments

of sapphire prisms to temperatures of 1300 0 C produced a 30 to 40

percent increase in the observed bend strength, measured at room

temperature. In both cases the effects were ascribed to high-tem-

perature relief of internal stresses which had been introduced during

manufacture.

Both of these observations were confirmed in the present test

work, indicating that the observed strength of sapphire is very

sensitive to its prior thermal history. Figure 9-6 shows the de-

pendence of observed bend strength of as-received sapphire rods

at room temperature on annealing time at 1200 0 C in air. It is

seen that the "annealing' mechanism operates fairly quickly at this

temperature, with the bend strength reaching its maximum value in

a few hours. Longer heat treatments (up to 6 hours), produced less.,

scatter. Results of various annealing tests are presented in Table

9-11. The atmosphere during the heat treatment apparently has

little effect on the final mechanical properties, at least at the. temr-

perature studies.

C. Base Level Strength of Sapphire

Because of the sensitivity of sapphire to its prior thermal his-

tory, it was decided to conduct parallel tests on both "asmreceived"

material and samples heat treated at 1200 0 C for 6 hours in air.

These two sets of samples are referred to as "as-received" and
"annealed", respectively, through this paper. Table 9-111 lists

the liquid nitrogen and room temperature bend strengths of sapphire
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Table 9-11

EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT OF SAPPHIRE ON
BEND STRENGTH AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Original Final
Strength Temperature Time' Strength Increase

(psi) (
0

C) (hr) Atmosphere (psi) (M)

65,000 1300 1-6 Air 87,600 35

59,000 1000 4 Vacuum 92,200 56*

54,000 IZOO 1-6 Air 69,000 28

71,000 11 25 6 Air 100,000

Wet
Hydrogen 100,000

Dry

Hydrogen 100,000 40**

Vacuum 100,000

Dry
Nitrogen 100,000

* .- all tests in vacuum
** -- all tests in liquid nitrogen

a.

b 80

i 70- o

o 50
M

I-

um50-

40 I I I I
I 2 3 4 5 6

ANNEAL TIME AT 1200OC(HOURS)

Fig. 9-6 EFFECT OF ANNEAL TIME AT IZ00°C ON BEND
STRENGTH OF SAPPHIRE
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Table 9-I,

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND BASAL PLANE

ORIENTATION ON OBSERVED BEND STRENGTH

OF SAPPHIRE

Rupture

Orientation No. Tests Temperature Test Strength
(0C) Atmosphere (psi)

Zero-degree
0. 070 in. diam 10 25 Air 102,000

Zero-degree Liquid
,[ 0. 070 in. diamn 20 -196 Nitrogen 170,000

60
060U 0. 070 in. diam 9 Z5 Air 54,600

4)

600 Liquid
, 0.070 in. diarn 35 -196 Nitrogen 71,000

60o
0.IZ5 in. diam 11 Z5 Air 59,800

600 Liquid
0. 125 in. diam 9 -196 Nitrogen 75,100

Zero -degree Liquid
0. 070 in. diam 3 -196 Nitrogen 175,000

62O Liquid
"• 0.0070 in. diam 35 -196 Nitrogen 100,000

S600
0. 070 in. diam 35 25 Air 69,000
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crystals in which the base planes exhibited two different orientations

to the specimen axes.

It will be noted that the strength of the zero-degree rods is ap-

proximately twice that of the 60 deg specimens at both temperatures

for the as-received material. This shows a very real effect on

strength of variation of the angle 0, as discussed. The close agree-

ment between the strengths of the two different specimen sizes, in-

cluding a nearly two-fold variation of diameters, is also evident.

Annealed zero-degree material is still stronger than annealed

60 deg stock, but not as wide a margin as in the as-received speci-

mens. In fact, there seems- to-be little or no change in the observed

liquid nitrogen strength of zero-degree sapphire on annealing. This

indicated that: (1) either the zero-degree material has had a full

anneal before leaving the manufacturer, or (2) its unique crystallo-

graphic orientation masks any thermal effects.

For subsequent comparisons, the base-level strengths of sap-

phire were taken to be 71,000 psi and 100,000 psi for as-received

and annealed 60 deg specimens, respectively, on basis of the test

results presented in Table 9-11I.

D. Constant Strain-Rate Tests on Sapphire

Figure 9-7 presents the variation in the strength. of as-received

sapphire rods as functions of environment and temperature. Each

point represents the average of 10 to 20 samples, tested in four-point
-4.

bending at an outer-fiber strain rate of 3 x 10 in. per in. per min.

"Wet" hydrogen refers to hydrogen saturated at room temperature

with water.

Several items are of immediate interest from these data. First,

at temperatures up through 850 0 C the bend strength diminishes in the

order of vacuum dry hydrogen, and wet hydrogen atmospheres. Thus

strength decreases as the atmosphere becomes more reactive chemi-

cally, which is one of the main predictions of a stress-corrosion hy-

pothesis. Secondly, strength minima occur at intermediate temper-

atures, confirming the findings of previous investigations (9-12, 9-13)
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Third, the difierrvw- - . .bw d rý. ol ýot- mry ' i& l 11, ' at in u.- -
p . ... increasing temperature, iridic•ing that the

,iiect is lcsexriiyig. Above 9000 C there is no apparent
effect

At I 0000C, plastic deformnation of the samples was evidenced

by curvature in the load-time plots no equilibriumn flow stress

was reached before fracture. Extrapolated data from a recent

paper by Kronberg (9" 5) on strain-rate effects in sapphire indi-

cate that the maximum strain rato to observe an initial yield

point in sapphire is about 5 x t0 -6 in. per in. per nin. at I0000 C,

about two orders of magnitude less than the strain rate actually

used. However, at 1150 0 C the maximum strain rate plotted

from Kronberg's data is the same as the strain rate used here.

Thus, it seems quite plausible that the extraordinarily high

strength of as-received sapphire at I 000GC is occasioned by

localized stress relief by plastic deformation.

Figure 9-8 presents the behavior of annealed sapphire rods;

each point represents the average of 4 or 5 tests. It is seen that

these curves are fundamentally different from. those shown in Fig.

9-7 for the as-received material. No minima are evident in Fig.

9-8 up to 850 0 C, and the stress values are very much higher.

The order of decreasing strength in the various atmospheres is

preserved to about 850 0 C. No attempt was made to perform

comprehensive tests at higher temperatures because of the ob-

served plastic flow which defeats the study of brittle fracture.

Figure 9-9 combines, for comparison, the curves of Fig.

9-7, and 9-8 for both the "as-received" and "annealed" varieties

of sapphire tested. Their behavrior is that of two different ma-

terials up to a temperature of about 850 0 C, above which mecha-

nisms of plastic flow take over at the strain rate.

Figure 94.0 presents normalized values of the vacuum strength

and Young's Modulus of sapphire as a function of temperature up to
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850 0 C. Both are approximately linearly dependent upon tempera-

ture, but it is seen that the observed strength for sapphire is much

more strongly affected by temperature increases than is Young's

Modulus,

E Delayed Failure Tests on Sapphire

Table 9-IV lists times-to-failure data for various conditions

for sapphire specimens under static load. Figure 9-1 1 is a plot

of the observed breaking stress (normalized on the base level

stress) versus time-to-failure. No complete curve for any one

temperature could be obtained, because the median times-to-fail-

5 ure were either forbiddingly long at low stresses for the low-tem-

perature segment, or impossibly short to measure at high stresses

for the high-temperature segment. The temperature dependence

of the apparent corrosion process is obviously quite strong.

F. Sapphire Fracture Surfaces

It might be expected that a stress-corrosion mechanism would

affect the mode of fracture, which could be detected by examining

the fracture surfaces.

Pigolina, et al, (9-18) and Winchell investigated fracture

modes of sapphire crystals. Their work shows that the first- and

second-order prism planes, basal plane, and rhombohedral planes

are the common parting planes. Of these, the basal and rhombo-

hedral (1012) faces have the highest degree of development possibly

indicating that these planes are most susceptible to parting during

fracture. Petch (9-20) suggests that "interrupted cleavage" may

occur on basal, prismatiL, and bipyramidal (1122) planes.

Examination of the fracture surfaces produced during this pro-

gram indicates that a considerable variation in fracture behavior

can be induced by varying the test conditions. Failure under static

load in a water vapor atmosphere at 200 0 C, for example, almost

invariably produces a bright curved mirror surface, completely
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free of markings. The identical test at -35oC produces almost no

mirror surfaces, and conchoida] surfaces with a horde of checks,

steps, rivulets, etc. , predominate. At room temperature an in-

termediate appearance obtains. Occasionally minor cleavage or

parting occurs along definite crystallographic planes; x-ray analy-

sis determines these planes to be (1012).

Failure under a dynamic load operates in a similar manner.

Zero-degree material commonly fractures along (101Z) at room

temperature in air, but in liquid nitrogen it is extremely rare to

find a planar fracture. Standard material fracture surfaces

showed the effect of both temperature and atmosphere: tests

conducted in wet hydrogen at all temperatures generally produced

more mirror surfaces than in dry hydrogen; dry hydrogen and

vacuum testing produced generally rough, featureless fracture

surfaces, with a few planar facets showing.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR POLYCRYSTALLINE

ALUMINUM OXIDE

A. Strength Versus Grain Size and Testing Rate

Figure 9-12 represents the results of the preliminary grain

size-strength investigation mentioned earlier. Each point repre-

sents twenty to thirty individual tests, performed at a constant

strain rate of 1. 4 x 10-Z in. per in. per min, in air at room tem-

perature on as-fired specimens. Support and loading span lengths

varied from 1. 25 x 0.25 to 1.50 x 0.68 in, to preserve the constant

strain-rate feature of tests on the different diameters of the vary-

ing batches of material which averaged out at about 65 mils. Den-

sity was measured by standard displacement methods. The average

grain size was determined from the relationship Da 3 ere
I021l) ave 7

71 is the mean traverse length - as obtained from lineal

measurements taken on photomicrographs of the surface layers of

specimens.
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6
As Fig. 9-12 shows, essentially full density is achieved above

30-micron grain size. The lower density material may be likened

to high-purity commercial A1 2 0 3 , with the reservation that the grain

size is more uniform in the Lucalox, An exception to this was the

single point shown at a nominal grain size of 66 microns. This par-

ticular batch of material had experienced rather severe discontinuous

grain growth during processing, and had a very broad grain-size dis-

tribution. Some surface grains were as large as Z00 microns. To

preserve consistency in the handling of data, the nominal grain size

of this batch was computed from lineal analysis measurements as

before, and was plotted accordingly. The standard material selected

for use throughout the major portion of the fatigue work ranged 30-40

microns in grain size, with a corresponding bend strength of about

45, 000 psi under the cited conditions. The microstructure of this

standard Lucalox AlO 3 is presented in Fig. 9-13.

Figure 9-14 illustrates the effect of grain size and testing rate

on the strength of the polycrystalline AlZ0 3 for this investigation

was selected. This figure also includes the strength-grain size

dependence for tests at liquid nitrogen temperature, Even with

these results it is clear that a fatiguing effect operates for, in gen-

eral, the strength of the specimens tested in air at a strain rate of

2. 7 x 10-4 is approximately 20 percent less than that tested at a
strain rate of 1. 4 x 10 Z and 30 percent less than the base level

strength determined at liquid nitrogen temperature. Within the

limits of accuracy of the data it would appear that although grain

size affects the base level strength, it does not alter the fatigue

effects that are observed,

B. Constant Strain-Rate Tests on Lucalox

A calculated strain rate of 2. 7 x 10-4 in, per in. per min. on

the outer tensile fiber was selected for the bend tests, Figure 9-15

presents the bend strength behavior of this material in the same

temperature -atmosphere conditions as for sapphire.
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dependence for tests at liquid nitrogen temperature. Even with

these results it is clear that a fatiguing effect operates for, in gen-

eral, the strength of the specimens tested in air at a strain rate of

2. 7 x 10-4 is approximately ZO percent less than that tested at a

strain rate of 1. 4 x 10-2 and 30 percent less than the base level

strength determined at liquid nitrogen temperature. Within the

limits of accuracy of the data it would appear that although grain

size affects the base level strength, it does not alter the fatigue

effects that are observed.

B. Constant Strain-Rate Tests on Lucalox

A calculated strain rate of 2 7 x 10-4 in. per in. per min. on

the outer tensile fiber was selected for the bend tests. Figure 9-15

presents the bend strength behavior of this material in the same

temperature-atmosphere conditions as for sapphire.
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(a) Overetching of Grain Boundaries has Occurred

Fig. 9-13 MICROSTRUCTURE OF STANDARD LUCALOX
TEST MATERIAL (Average surface grain size:
30-40 Microns Etchant: H P3 4 l4i0 ri)
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It can .)e seen that this behavior is somewhat similar to that of

sapphire in that the bend strength decreases in the order vacuum,

dry hydrogen, and wet hydrogen atmospheres. Again, the curves

become indistinguishable around 850 0 C, showing that corrosion fa-

tigue effects have largely disappeared.

Figure 9-16 illustrates the normalized vacuum strength of

Lucalox as a function of temperature.. compared with the normal-

ized Young's Modulus of polycrystalline A1 2 0 3 over the same tem-

perature range. A similarity of the curves suggests that the fall

off of strength of Al O3 in vacuum with increased temperatures may

possibly be attributed to the changes in theoretical strength as re-

flected by the changes in modulus with increased temperature.

A, slight curvature in the load-time plots at the highest temper -

ature u..rdl (1 150 0 C) raised the question of whether or not plastic

deformation of the p- . :rystalline samples was occurring. Plastic

deformation may tz:e..e .ace by grain boundary sliding or by the

Nabarro-Herring stress-induced diffusion mechanism; for the latter,

Folweiler (9-24) has calculated the oxygen diffusion coefficient over

the temperature range 1400-1800 0 C. Extrapolation of these data

yields a diffusion coefficient of about 10- 15 sq cm per sec at 11 50'C;

however, the coefficient as calculated from the experimental data

in this paper, assuming plastic flow occurs, yields a diffusion co-

efficient of about 1011, which is absurdly high. Therefore, the

observed curvature is very probably only that associated with the

metal parts of the fixture, and no plastic flow of the Al O3 is occur-

ring. The presence of the curvature, however, means that the

strain rate is being changed; and no further tests were done at this

temperature.

Both bend strength and Young's Modulus are seen to decay quite

rapidly in this high temperature region. This is in marked contrast

to the behavior of single-crystal sapphire, whose apparent bend

strength increases rather than decreases at these temperatures, and

whose modulus remains linear. The strength increase of sapphire
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can be explained qualitatively on the basis of local stress relief by

basal slip, well known to operate at these temperatures and strain

rates. Presumably, polycrystalline material shows increased

viscous characteristics with increasing temperature, whose source

must be sought in the enhanced tendency of grain boundary layers

for viscous creep.

C. Delayed Failure Tests On Lucalox

Table 9-V presents time-to-failure data at several temperatures.

It is seen that again the data, while not extensive, are analogous to

those obtained for sapphire, with times-to-failure being strongly re-

lated to stress level and atmosphere at each temperature. This

facet of the investigation, however, was not pursued in great detail,

major emphasis of the delayed-failure investigation having been

placed on experiments with standard single crystal specimens.

7. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Fatigue Failure Theory

Charles and Hillig (9-Z5) have presented a theory for static fa-

tigue of isotropic brittle materials in which the material is considered

an elastic continuum which chemically reacts with its environment.

Failure of the material under load is attributed to the alteration, by

a corrosion or dissolution reaction, of the geometries of pre-exist-

ing flaws or cracks on the surface.

The well known "Joffe effect" is concerned with the blunting or

rounding out of surface flaws by etching or dissolution. By this

process the effectiveness of surface flaws as stress concentrators

is reduced, and the solid will withstand a larger than usual load

before rupture. It is not generally recognized, however, that if

the rate of etching or dissolution is sensitive to the stress state,

as well as the chemical conditions existing around a flaw or crack,

sharpening (rather than blunting) of the crack with time becomes a

possible consequence under certain conditions, leading to catas-

trophic failure. The failure time depends on the magnitude of the
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applied stress, the duration of exposure to a reactive environment,

and parameters characteristic of the material,

The model examined (9-Z5) consisted of an element of material

under unia~dal stress and containing a semi-elliptical surface flaw.

The material was considered to be immersed in a reactive environ-

ment such that, under zero stress, the thermally activated reaction

rate of a plane surface would be given by an Arrhenius equation of

the form:

v= v0 exp ( -A/RT) (9-1)

where

v2 is the rate of penetration of the solid-reaction product
plane interface,

v , the constant,

A s t h e activation energy,

R is the gas constant, and

T is the temperature, 0 K,

The reaction rate of a curved surface differs from that of a plane

surface and since the curvatures associated with stress con,.entrat-

ing flaws are very large the effect must be considered. Thus, for

a curved surface Eq. 9-1 took the form:

V = v 0 exp [_ (A+ rVM/P )/RT] (9-2)

where

v1 is the rate of penetration of the solid-reaction product
curved interface,

r is the surface free energy between the solid and the
reaction product,

VM is the molar volume of solid material, and

p is the radius of curvature of the interface.

Many kinetic processes in solids (diffusion, ionic conductivity) are

affected by hydrostatic pressure in a manner that indicates that the

activation energies for the processes are linearly related to the
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applied pressure. The proportionality constant is termed an activa-

tion volume and has typical values of a few cu cm per mole of react-

ing species, The assumption is made that such a description of the

effect of stress on the reaction rate model under discussion is ade-

quate. Thus the local velocity, v, of corrosion or dissolution nor-

mal to the solid surface is expressed by:

v = v 0 exp [_ (A - V! + rvM/P) /RT] (9-3)

where V* is the activation volume and u the local stress.

Starting with a flaw of known geometry one can apply the Inglis( 9 -Z6 )

theory and determine the stress distribution around the contour of a

flaw. Equation 9-3 may then be utilized to set up a differential equa-

tion expressing the change of the flaw contour with time. It is evi-

dent that a change in flaw contour leads t~o a change in stress distri-

bution which, in turn, modifies the rate of change of flaw contour.

ThusuA depending on the relative values of the parameters involved,

a number of possibilities exist for the progress of the flaw with time.

Figure 9-17 illustrates these possibilities. If the applied stress is

sufficiently high the change of stress concentration of the flaw with

time (Bu/8T) may be positive and the flaw will sharpen and lead to

specimen failure (Fig. 9-17a); if the applied stress is low the change

of stress concentration with time may be negative and the flaw will

round out and the specimen may appear to strengthen (Fig. 9-17c).

At some intermediate applied stress, the sharpening of the flaw by

stress corrosion may just balance the rounding out effect and the

stress concentration of the flaw may remain constant (Fig. 9-17b).

It is evident that a theory, as proposed, is of little value unless

it is applicable to cracks or flaws which differ in initial configura-

tion. In the testing of brittle solids, a measure of the initial sever-

ity of a flaw may be obtained by testing under conditions whereby no

alteration, except elastic deformation, of the flaw occurs until

spontaneous propagation takes place, It is felt that, experimentally,

testing at liquid nitrogen temperatures satisfies these conditions
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for most materials. Further, the comparison of the initial config-

uration of a flaw with its configuration at a later time, just prior to

spontaneous propagation, is of little practical interest. What is of

practical interest, however, is the failure stress of a material when

flaw growth is prevented as compared to the failure stress of the

material when flaw growth, by stress corrosion and prior to spon-

taneous propagation, occurs. Because of the direct relationship

between flaw configuration and failure stress, it is probably evident

that a comparison of a failure stress, S, obtained under arbitrary

conditions, with a failure stress, SN, obtained under liquid nitrogen

temperatures is nothing more than a comparison of final and initial

configuration of a flaw subject to alteration by corrosion.

It is for this reason that the static fatigue equations for failure

time as a function of stress, developed by the previously mentioned

authors, do not require any further knowledge of the geometries of

flaws than their initial depths.

The basic equations which are a result of the above theory are

given as follows:

S | 3T th F VIM(94
sL- (9-4)

L [ 8V* L

where SL is the fatigue limit stress, or the applied stress below

which no failure of the specimen can occur (condition (b) in Fig.

9-17), th is the theoretical strength of the material and L the

initial depth of the flaw. The other terms have previously been

defined. From this result, the relationship governing static fa-

tigue can be shown to have the following pseudo-normalized form:

log (t/t 0 5 ) - - th - f/2 f (S/SN), (9-5)

where t is the time to failure, to. 5 is the time to failure at one-

half of the liquid nitrogen applied stress, f (S/SN) is a slowly

.varying function which relates the short time behavior of a fatigue
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system to the time behavior of the system as it approaches the fa-

tigue limit., and all logarithms are Naperian Figure 9 -18 illus-

trates the essential characteristics of Eq. 9-5.

An examination of Fig. 9-18 shows that to evaluate the para-

meters that control fatigue in a given system, it is necessary to

make fatigue measurements in the range near the fatigre linrit for

an estimation of the ratio SL/SN as well as jn the range i>SISN >
0. 5 to determine the slope d (S/SN/d [log (t/t 0 5)] Substitution

of reasonable values for the theoretical strength of the material,

the molar volume and the initial lengths of cracks then allows cal-

culations to be made for estimates of the surface energy, f, and

the activation volume, V* for the fatigue process in question.

As mentioned, the above theory was developed for an isotropic

solid. Even theugh-single crystal A120 3 is anisotropic, it was felt

that the application of the above -theory to the material at hand might

prove worthwhile if reasonable r and V* values were obtained

from experimental results.

8. APPLICATION OF THE FATIGUE THEORY TO LOW TEM-

PERATURE TESTS ON A 2 0 3

A. Sapphire

The data for low temperature fatigue of sapphire in saturated

water atmosphere were plotted in Fig. 9-11, in accordance with

the plotting procedure illustrated in Fig. 9 8

The fatiguing characteristics of sapphire in a water-contain-

ing atmosphere are sufficiently extensive that a test temperature

as low as -35 0 C was requirec' for the material to withstand stresses

of the order of 0, 5 to 0. 7 the liquid nitrogen failure stresses for

measurable lengths of time (0. 01 to 10 min) The slope of the line

passing through the -35 0 C data in Fig. 9-11 is approximately -0.1.

Thus d log t/d (S/SN) - - V*c- th /RT • -10. The modulus of

elasticity, E, of sapphire at this temperature is approximately

3.6 x 106 kg/cmr and thus one wot.'4 -timate the theoretical
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strength, 0 th' of sapphire as about E/5 or 7 x 10 kg/cm

Using this value, the activation volume for the corrosion reaction

resulting in fatigue of sapphire is about 0, 66 cc/mole (referred to

a uniaxial stress). This result compares with such typical values

as about 0. 5 cm/mole for the activation volume for carbon in iron

(referred to a hydrostatic stress) and about 4. 0 cc/mole for acti-

vation volume of alkali metal ion diffusion in silicate glasses (re-

ferred to a hydrostatic stressý

Referring owice more to Fig. 9 -11, it is noted that the fatigue

data, at a test temperature of Z00°C, appear to approach a fatigue

limit of about SL/SN Z- 0. 2. This value is only slightly higher

than that for typical glasses, -._e. , about 0. 15 (9-25). Using Eq.

9-4, a value of the molar volume of sapphire of about 25 cc in Eq.

9-4, along with the pxeviousiy estimated values of 0 th and V*
5

the ratio r/L turns out to be approximately 105. Thus, for a

crack depth of Z microns, r is about 20 ergs/cm Since " is

the surface energy between Al20 3 and its hydrated corrosion pro-

duct, it-would certainly be much lower than the surface energy be-

tween Al 2 0 3 and vacuum, which is variously estimated to be be -
2tween 1000 and 2000 ergs/cm . This value for r may be low

but is perhaps correct to within an order of magnitude.

In Eq. 9-1 to 9-3 the factor A, is defined ap the activation

energy for the chemical reaction which results in the static fatigue

of Al 2 Oy3 In Table 9-IV, it will be noted that sapphire rods under-

went static fatigue tests in saturated water vapor at two different

temperatures (-35 0 C to 250 C) at equal applied bending stresses of

34,400 psi. This applied bending stress corresponded to an S/SN

value of 0. 48. The estimated failure time for the specimens at

room temperature was one second, whereas, under the same load,

the failure time at -35 0 C was estimated at 7 min. Utilizing these

data an estimate of the quantity A may be made from any of Eqs.

9-1 to 9-3 in the form;
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7(60) = A (I Ilog -T.--=• 2" "

From the above, A calculates to, be about 14 kcal per mole. Thir

value is reasonable for the activation energy of a low-temperature

hydration reaction of an oxide such as Al 2 0 3 .

B. Polycrystalline Aluminum Oxide

Insufficient experimental results on the low-temperature static

fatigue of Lucalox Al203 were obtained to draw definitive compari-

sons between its fatigue behavior and that of sapphire. It is noted,

however, by reference to Table 9-V, that most of the failure times

for applied stresses of 29, 600 psi under saturated water vapor at

Z00GC were in excess of 104 mrin. The fatigue limit stress for

Lucalox must therefore be approximately this value. Since the

liquid nitrogen bend strength of these particular samples was about

90, 000 psi, the fatigue limit ratio, S/SN, would be about 0. 33. It

is of interest that this value is considerably higher than that ob-

tained for sapphire under similar conditions, i. e., 0. 2. From

these data it is concluded that the low-temperature fatiguing behav-

ior of polycrystalline A12 0 3 is not as severe as that for sapphire.

The presence of grain boundaries and the small MgO addition in

Lucalox would, in all probability, lead to a difference in the corro-

sion behavior between Lucalox and sapphire. From this it would

follow that the fatigue behaviors would also differ. Whether, under

the above fatigue theory, one would attribute this difference to a

change in the activation volume for the corrosion reaction or to a

difference in the interfacial surface energy values cannot be resolved

at this time. In all probability both factors are sensitive to the

compositional and structural characteristics of the two materials.

That fatigue of Lucalox occurs under constant strain rate rzondi-

tions is shown by the data in Fig. 9- 14. Under constant environ-

mental conditions, a lowering of the strain rate results in a lowering

of the rupture stress and this effect is independent of grain size.
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Further, at liquid nitrogen temperatures where corrosion cannot be

a weakening factor, highest rupture strengths are obtained.,

With reference to Fig. 9-14 one concludes that the fatigue mecha-

nism in Lucalox is not affected by constitutional variables such as the

grain size of the material. This conclusion follows from the fact

that the relative reduction in strength from the base level value of

the Lucalox to the level obtained at room temperature under a small

strain rate is independent of the grain size. It is well to elaborate

somewhat on this point for within the initial planning of that phase of

the overall program assigned to Task 9, consideration was given to

the manner in which the data obtained on the special samples required

by Task 9 could be correlated with data on different samples used by

other investigators in the program. The necessary correlation

proves to be relatively simple and results from the following argu-

ment, The intrinsic strength of an actual brittle ceramic body is

controlled by the factors that determine the theoretical strength of

the mater-ial composing-the body, along with the geometry of the

particular surface flaw subjected to the most sever stress conditions.

Failure occurs when the stress at the tip of this flaw reaches the

theoretical strength of the material. Thus the intrinsic strength of

the body is subject to constitutional variables such as grain size and

distribution, surface treatment, and the area of sample under stress

as well as the variables introduced by test arrangements, As has

been shown in the previous data, the intrinsic strength of an AI 2 0 3

specimen, of arbitrary preparation and shape, may be reduced if

the environment permits a fatigue reaction. Prevention of this

fatigue reaction by testing at reduced temperature, however, allows

a measurement of the intrinsic or base-level strength of this speci-

men. Since the data already obtained (e.j. Fig. 9-11) indicate that

the maximum reduction of the intrinsic strength of AlZ0 3 by corro-

sion fatigue is approximately 80 percent one can, in principle, ob-

tain the approximate fatigue level stress of any specimen of AlO 33

tested in a water-containing atmosphere, by first determining the

intrinsic or base -level strength at low temperature.
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9. THE HIGH TEMPERATURE FATIGUING CHARACTERISTICS

OF A120 3

A. Sapphire

Figure 9-9, which is a summary of all the constant strain rate

bend tests performed on sapphire rods, indicates that the sapphire

specimens were markedly strengthened by a prior anneal at high

temperature. However, irrespective of the initial states of the

specimens, testing in various atmospheres showed a fatiguing effect

which, to a limit, became more severe with increasing temperature.

As mentiored previously, other investigators have shown the trend

to decreasing strengths as temperature is increased. In the present

tests, however, it is seen that a wet atmosphere has the most pro-

nounced fatiguing effect and vacuum (105 mm Hg) has the least.

The dry hydrogen tests are somewhat inconclusive for it was found

after the experiments that the quoted dew point of the hydrogen was

not as low as initially expected (-600 C). In any event, for both the

annealed and as-received specimens, the difference in failure be-

havior in different atmospheres must be interpreted as an atmos-

phere effect. This difference diminishes with increasing tempera-

ture until, at a temperature of about 800 0 C, an atmosphere effect

on the failure strengths can no longer be observed. As mentioned

previously, the upturn of the failure strength curves at temperatures

in excess of 8001C is probably due to a plastic flow process.

The question remains as to whether or not the initial drop off

in strength of the vacuum-tested specimens up to the 600 to 800 0 C

range should be attributed to a residual atmosphere and therefore

a corrosion effect, Such an explanation may be entirely reasonable

for a vacuum of 10 5 mm Hg must be considered as still relatively

reactive. Because of this ambiguity five annealed sapphire speci-

mens were tested at the end of the program at a temperature of

5000 C in a positive pressure atmosphere of nitrogen gas derived

solely from gas evaporated from liquid nitrogen. As far as water

vapor was concerned this atmosphere would be considered dry, yet,

the failure stresses were no different than those previously obtained
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under a vacuum of 10 mm Hg. This last experiment indicates

that a water reaction cannot be responsible for the strength drop off

with temperature of the vacuum tested specimens. This experiment

also suggests that sapphire decreases in strength as temperature is
raised to about 800 0 C and that this strength decrease is a consequence

of temperature alone.

B. Polycrystalline Aluminum Oxide

Figure 9-15 shows the effect of atmosphere on the bend strength

of Lucalox. Once again the vacuum-tested specimens are stronger

than the wet-hydrogen tested specimens until a temperature of about

900 0 C is reached, and no atmosphere effect remains. Thus it must

be concluded that evidences of corrosion fatigue due to water vapor

may be obtained in the testing of Lucalox to relatively high tempera-

ture. As might reasonably be expected, Lucalox shows no evidence

of strengthening by plastic flow at as low a temperature as observed

for sapphire.

10. CONCLUSION'

The results reported in previous sections confirm and extend

previous investigator's findings that A1 2 0 3 , both in single and poly-

crystalline form, is subject to static fatigue. - From these results

a number of general conclusions may be made.

(1) The reaction responsible for fatigue near room temperature

is probably one in which water vapor from the atmosphere combines

with the Al 03 to form one or more of the many possible hydrated

state s of Al O 3. The reduction in strength of sapphire and poly-

crystalline A1 2 0 3 specimens due to corrosion fatigue can be as high

at 70 to 80 percent of their intrinsic strengths.

(2) In mechanical tests, the fatigue process in A12 0 3 manifests

itself in the same fashion as is observed for other materials (e..&. ,
glass). First, one observes delayed failure of Al203 specimens at

constant load in which the most probable failure time is a very

strong function of the applied stress, atmosphere, and temperature.
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Second, the failure stress at a constant loading rate increases with

the absolute value of the loading rate (Fig 9-14). Third, the co-

efficient of variation of failure stresses of samples subjected to

similar mechanical testing procedures is considerably less when

the fatigue process is permitted than when it is prevented. This

situation is illustrated by the data in Table 9-VI in which the co-

efficient of variation for mechanical tests at liquid nitrogen tem-

perature or in vacuum (fatigue process prevented) is considerably

higher than that obtained in mechanical tests in wet hydrogen or air

at moderate temperatures (fatigue process permitted). Fourth, the

fracture behavior of single crystals at a given temperature depends

on the atmosphere present during the test Mirror fracture sur-

faces, characteristic of delayed faulure fractures, appear only when

humid conditions obtain. Under other conditions, interrupted cleav-

age or parting on definite crystallographic planes is the rule.

(3) The application of a fatigue theory to the low temperature

fatigue data for sapphire and polycrystalline A1 2 0 3 resulted in values

for the activation volume (0. 66 cu cm per mole), the surface energy

between Al20 3 and its hydration product (less than one-hundred ergs

per sq cm) and the activation energy for the hydration reaction (14

kcal per mole) which are reasonable for a stress corrosion reaction.

(4) The observed bend strength of sapphire is quite sensitive

to its prior thermal history. In this investigation, hear-treating

as-received ground rods improved their low-temperature strength

in all atmospheres by about 50 percent, up to about 500 0 C. The

atmosphere present during heat-treatment at 1 251C has no notice-

able effect on the low-temperature bend strength.

The mechanism by which this strengthening occurs is not firm-

ly known, but the fact that annealing has less of an effect on samples

in which the base planes are at zero deg to the longitudinal axis of the

rod specimens than on samples whose base planes are at 60 deg to

the rod axis suggests that surface preparation (grinding) may intro-

duce more surface flaws on the latter specimens and that these flaws

heal under the annealing treatment.
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Table 9-VI

LOW-TEMPERATURE BEND STRENGTHS AND COEFFICIENTS

OF VARIATIONS OF STANDARD LUCALOX SPECIMENS

Z = 3 x 10-4 in. per in, per min

N = number of tests

(r = average faulure stress x 103 psi

v = coefficient of variation

Temperature Saturated Dry Wet Liquid
(vC) Air Hydrogen Hydrogen Vacuum Nitrogen

-196 0 C N T0
66.5

v 13.276

Room N 11 11 10 10 -
46.5 52. 3 44.9 65

v 576 5.976 6.8% 990

200 0 C N I1 9 34

48° 4 42 57,2

V I 7.8% 7.4% 12.8%
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(5) With an essentially inert gas (hydrogen) saturated with water

vapor at room temperature, the fatigue reaction in both Lucalox and

sapphire it sufficiently strong to give evidence of fatigue up to temperatures

approaching 800 0 C.

(6) Superimposed on the atmosphere fatiguing process of sapphire,

which operated up to about 800 0 C, appears to be a further weakening process

of equal severity which may depend only on temperature and not on atmos-

phere. Whether or not such an effect truly exists can only be determined

by very exacting experiments.

(7) Strengthening of sapphire by plastic deformation is observable

at temperatures as low as 9000C. Evidences for plastic deformation in

Lucalox at temperatures below 11000C were not obtained.
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TASK 10 - EFFECT OF THERMAL-MECHANICAL HISTORY

Principal Investigator: R J Stokes
Minneapolis: Honeywell Research Lab

ABSTRACT

The objectives of this study concern the determination of the
effect of thermal or mechanical treatment on the stress, strain be-
havior of ceramic oxides The work carricd out during the current
period included three pr'incipal investigations: (1) the effect of heat
treatment on the aging of fresh dislocations. (2) the effect of heat
treatment on the microstructure MgO single crystals and the resist-
ance of the lattice to the movement of fresh dislocations, and (3)
the mobilizatiorn of grown-in dislocations by various means including
heat treatment, fluctuating thermal stresses and stressing at high
temperatures

These studies were pursued by means of mechanical tests.
etch pit studies and electron transmission milcroscopy. All work
was done on MgO single crystals, most of which were preannealed
at 2000* C.

It was found that the strength of crystals containing fresh
dislocation was unchanged up to an annealing temperature of 600 C;
their ductility fell and their strength rose as the annealing tempera-
ture exceeded 600° C, The rise in strength with anneal-tempera-
ture above 600°C is approximately linear until a strength is reached
at which the crystal simply crushed without any evidence of plastic
flow. This phenomenon is actually equivalent to an aging treatment,
the reasons for which are attributable to (1) an increased lattice
resistance to dislocation motion by a precipitation hardening pro-
cess, (2) migration oI impurities to dislocation sites and the conse-
quent locking of dislocations, (3) changes in dislocation configura-
tions.

'Grown-in' dislocations in MgO show an amazing resistance

to stress, and cannot be moved at all by the experimental approaches
attempted. This is ascribed to a rigid impurity locking of grown-
in dislocations in this material,
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TASK 10 - EFFECT OF THERMAL-MECHANICAL HISTORY

I INTRODUCTION
It has been shown in previous work on this project (10-1)

that the plastic deformation normally associated with magnesium

oxide single crystals at room temperature is entirely dependent

upon the presence of 'fresh' surface dislocation sources. Nor-

mally fresh surface dislocations can move when a shear stress of

approximately 5, 000 psi is applied to the (10-Z) and s'ingle crys-

tals show macroscopic plastic bending when the outer fiber stress

resolved over (I10) planes reaches a value of about 15, 000 psi.

Under these conditionu the stress deflection curves are smooth

and the plastic deformation before fracture is considerable. How-

ever, when great care is taken to eliminate fresh surface disloca-

tions by a chemical polishing technique, the crystals become ex-

tremely strong and deform elastically up to. stresses well in ex-

cess of 100, 000 psa(I 0 1 ) While chemical polishing removes the
surface dislocations. it obviously does not remove the dislocations

grown into the bulk at the melting temperature. Thus it is c.oncluded

that 'grown-in' dislocations in this material can withstand stresses

at least 20 times (and probably much more) the stresses at which

fresh dislocations have been shown to move.

It is important to understand the nature of the extremely

strong dislocation locking mechanism responsible for immobilizing
'grown-in' dislocations in this material and most of our recent work

on thermal-mechanical history effects has been directed to this

end. The work falls into a number of categories. First, we have

studied the effect of heat treatment on the aging of individual fresh

dislocations using mechanical tests, etch pit and electron trans-

mission techniques. Although part of this work was described in

the previous final report(101) it is included here for the purpose
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of continuity. Second, we have studied the affect of heat treat-

ment on the microstructure of MgO single crystals and the lattice

resistance to the movement of fresh dislocations. Third, we have

attempted to mobilize grown in dislocations by various heat treat-

ments, by applying e, fluctuating stress or by stressing at high

temperatures.

2. EFFECT OF THERMAL HISTORY ON THE MOBILITY OF
'AGED' DISLOCATIONS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

A. Experimental Procedure

All of the tests to be described in this section were con-

ducted under bending. Single crystal beams were cleaved to the

appropriate dimensions (1/4 iNx 1/8 in.x I in4 and were generally

given a preliminary anneal in a carbon furnace (through which ni-

trogen was passed) at Z000"C for 1/2 hour. The preliminary an-

neal served a number of purposes: first it standardized the start-

ing condition by dissolving the impurity precipitate particles to

produce optically clear specimens and second it provided a back-

ground which was clear for etching purposes. It will be indicated

later that this preliminary anneal actually had a profound effect on

the subsequent mechanical behavior.

The annealed beams were chemically polished to remove

surface microcracks and then sprinkled with silicon carbide to

introduce a moderate density of fresh surface dislocation loops.

They were preloaded in the Instron machine at a deflection rate of

0. 002 inper min until the macrosopic yield point could just be de-

tected. Preloading served two purposes: first it introduced 'fresh'

slip band segments well beneath the tension surface of the beam

and second it provided a measure of the room temperature flow

stress of the individual crystals.

The prestrained crystals were next subjected to.a variety of

heat treatments and then retested at roomtemperature to establish

the yield strength and deformation behavior of crystals 'in the 'aged'
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condition. In addition the effects of heat treatment and restressing

were assessed by double etching techniques. It is important to

mention that during all annealing, etching and handling steps of the

experimental procedure it was essential to support the beams care-

fully at their ends, otherwise mechanical contact within the gauge

length led to the reintroduction of 'fresh' dislocations and thereby

to erroneous conclusions regarding the behavior of 'aged' disloca-

tions.

To supplement the mechanical and etch pit studies, changes

in dislocation configuration during heat treatment were examined

with the electron transmission technique. Thin films were pre-

pared using the procedure developed by Washburn,et al (10-3) and
described in the book by Thomas (10-4) in which a jet of boiling

orthophosphoric acid was directed at the area to be thinned. It was

found advantageous to add Z percent of concentrated sulfuric acid

to overcome the tendency for 'pyramids' to form on the surface in

the vicinity of the thinned area.

B. Mechanical Tests

A typical sequence of mechanical tests is illustrated in Fig.

10-1 where the annealing time at the different* temperatures was one

hour, As can be seen in Fig. 10-1 all of the specimens increased

in strength after annealing and most of the stress deflection curves

became very jerky, both indications that 'aging' had taken place.

Figure 10-2 contains a plot ofthe flow stress ratio a-,/ T1(where

(r was the stress level at which preloading stopped and o- was

the maximum stress level supported by the beam after annealing)

as a function of the temperature and time of anneal.

There are a number of interesting points to be made in con-

nection with these curves and the corresponding mechanical behav-

ior.

(1) Anneals at temperatures u• to 500°C produced vir-
tually no effect on the subsequent mechanical behavior,
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(2) An anneal at 600"C resulted in a slight increase in

strength, with the flow stress ratio increasing from 1. 02 after

I/2 hr at temperature to 1. 25 after 4 hr at temperature. However,

the stress strain curves remained smooth and the plastic deflection

before fracture was considerable as indicated in Fig. 10-1 for all

periods of annealing at this temperature.

(3) When the annealing temperature was raised above

6009C the strength increased markedly, the stress-deflection curves

became initially very jerky and the ductility anneal decreased. At

modest temperature, such as after I- hour at 700"C (see Fig. 10-1),

the curve was initially jerky but became smoother, leveled out and

finally exhibited some work hardening before fracture. It is impor-

tant to note that the curve leveled out at a stress higher than that

value normally required to promote deformation in the presence of

fresh dislocations. This is an observation to which we shall return

in a later section. After 1 hour at 8000C the curve likewise became

smoother but never leveled out. At higher anneal temperatures,

such as after I hour at 10000C or 1200"C, the yield drops were very

pronounced and the specimens quite brittle.

(4) Prolonged annealing at 1200"C or short time anneals

at higher temperatures (14000C and above) resulted in specimens

which were so strong that they deformed by crushing at the upper

loading beam before yielding commenced in the tension surface.

This, naturally, placed a limit on the measurement of the flow

stress ratio in bending. As indicated in Fig. 10-2 the limit occurred

at a value of (r above 2.0.

From these studies therefore it is obvious that 'fresh$ dis-

locations which can move through the preannealed (2000 C) MgO

crystals at a relatively low stress level (approx. 5, 000 psi) ex-

perience a strong resistance to their motion following an aging

treatment at a sufficiently high temperature. The question now

arises as to the nature 6f the strenthening following heat treatment;

is it due to impurity locking of the dislocations alone, is it a conse-
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quence of precipitation increasing the lattice resistance to dislo-

cation motion, or is it due to a combination of both of these two

factors. Our present contention to be amplified in later sections

is that the strengthening observed in their experiments is a com-

bination of both.

C. Etch Pit Studies

The fact that individual dislocations are locked by impuri-

ties when annealed above 600"C has been demonstrated directly

by etch pit techniques. The essential feature of the technique is

to etch a prestrained crystal after its anneal so that the location

of the aged dislocations is marked, and then to re-etch the crys-

tal after restratning so that.the particular dislocations which par-

ticipated in the plastic deformation may be identified.

Figure 10-3 compares the appearance of two crystals an-

nealed at 600 C and 800S C for aie hair and subjected to this double

etching procedure. For an anneal at 600 *C there were many ex-

amples of short slip band segments on the tension surface of the

bend specimen which had been reactivated upon restraining as

shown in Fig. 10-3(a). From this observation, and the mechani-

cal studies described earlier, it was obvious that dislocation lock-

ing by impurity at this temperature was not very great. By com-

parison, the specimen annealed at 800"C showed only a few exam-

plea of reactivated slip bands (one such is shown in the photomi-

crograph in Fig. 10-13(b) ); in fact the number of reactivated

bands corresponded exactly with the number of yield drops (see

Fig. 10-1) observed upon restraining. This represented direct

evidence for impurity locking of the dislocations in the slip band

segment, and confirmed that the yield points represented their

sudden release from the impurity atmospheres.

There was further evidence of dislocation interaction with

impurities at temperaturea of 700"C and above. This was the

change in appearance of the etch pits. Etch pits on fresh dislo-
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(b) at 8000C
X 250

Fig. 10-3
EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON ETCH PIT

APPEARANCE FOLLOWING A ONE HOUR ANNEAL
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cations and dislocations aged up to 6001C were sharper, larger,

more regular in size and more unsymmetrical than dislocations

aged at temperatures above 600"C as may be seen by comparing

the larger etch pits in Fig. 10-3(a) and 10-3(b). Figures 10-4(a)

and 10-4(b) also compare the appearance of a short slip band seg-

ment etched before and after an anneal at 1000"C for I/2 hr. It

was shown that the change in symmetry and size of the etch pits

was not associated with a change in the plane in which the dislo-

cations lay, but rather was due to a slowing of the etching rate

along the dislocations lines. This was interpreted as being due to

the fact that impurities had condensed on to the dislocation lines

to lower their elastic core energy.

It was interesting to note that etch pits in Fig. 10-3(a) on

dislocations aged at 600"C were still sharp after restraining.

This indicated that the surface dislocations responsible for them

had not moved upon restressing and they too were presumably

locked temporarily by-the anneal. By contrast, the application

of a stress to dislocations annealed at 500"C for 2 hr resulted in

many of the old etch pits becoming flat-bottomed indicating that

their site\ of etching had been displaced and therefore that the

dislocations were not locked.

Double-etching techniques were also used to study the change

in dislocation density and distribution upon annealing. While these

experiments showed that many of the dislocations were eliminated

during the anneal, they were not nearly so revealing in detail as

the thin film studies to be described in the next section..

In summary, the mechanical and etch pit studies compliment

one another well, and show that fresh dislocations in preannealed

(at 2000"C) MgO cryitalr. ca~n be locked temporarily

by an anneal at 600"C. The locking becomes much stronger and

more permanent once the annealing temperature exceeds 700" C.

Thus at least part of the strengthening observed in Fig. 10-1 is

due to impurity locking of the individual dislocations.
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(a) before I /Z. hr
anneal at 1000C

(b) after 1 A hr
anmeal at 1000CX 500

Fig. 10-4

EFFECT OF HALF-HOUR ANNEAL AT 10000C
ON ETCH PIT APPEARANCE
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D. Thin Film Studies

To gain a better appreciation of the changes in dislocation

configuration occurring during annealing use was made of the

electron transmission thin film technique for MgO. Transmission

electron microscopy has already shown that slip bands produced

in magnesium oxide at room temperature contain a high propor-

tion of elongated prismatic edge dislocation loops (10-3) and the

breakup of these loops upon annealing by diffusion has been con-

sidered in detail by Groves and Kelly (10-5). However, the ex-

act temperature range where annealing effects may be resolved

and their possible relation to the strengthening observed here

have not been considered.

To study the room temperature dislocation configurations,

fairly thin Norton single crystals were preannealed at 2000°C,

chemically polished, sprinkled with silicon carbide and bent be-

tween the fingers to an approximate angle of 30 deg and restraight-

ened. They were then thinned by the jet polishing-technique. To

study the effect of heat treatment on slip bands the deformed bulk

crystals were annealed before thinning. Attempts to anneal

thinned films resulted in a contamination on the surface and con-

sequent loss of resolution.

In order to appreciate many of the features found in slip

bands produced at room temperature it is useful first to examine

the simple dislocation distributions produced when slip bands are

injected into thin films. Besides providing an introduction, such

studies can also provide fundamental information on dislocation

behavior. Figure 10-5 is a particularly instructive example. The

plane of the film is (100) so the (110) slip planes cut across it at

45 deg to leave traces in the surface parallel to [001] as shown in

Fig 10-5. Since the slip direction is [ 110] pure edge dislocations

project as straight lines parallel to this [1001] direction while pure

screw dislocations project as straight lines perpendicular to it,
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i. e,, - along 1O0o1. The lines joining the points where pure screw

dislocations emerge through the top and bottom surfaces of the

film are separated by a distance Id in Fig. 10-5) equal to the thick-

ness of the film, There are many examples such as X in Fig. 10-5

where a dislocation in the screw orientation is observed with a

length less than d; these represent cases where the screw dis-

location has cross slipped out of the (110) plane. probably over

the (001) plane normal to the film

As mentioned earlier, many of the features found in room

temperature slip bands are in fact elongated prismatic edge dis-

location loops. The mechanism by which these loops are formed

has been the topic of a number of recent papers (10-3, 10-6, 10-7)

The mechanism or4 iinally proposed by Johnston and Gilman( 1 0 -6)

and Washburnet al suggests that an advancing screw dis-

location (SzSZ' in Fig. 10-6(a)) becomes held up at some point in

the slip plane. In overcoming thl obstacle the screw dislocation

cross slips leaving the jog J in the Fig 10-6(a) behind. The

two edge components E and E' move toward one another re-

sulting in the formation of an elongated positive and negative edge

dislocation dipole. When the screw dislocation cross slips back

again the dipole is pinched off and remains immobile as 'debris'

in the slip plane. The spacing between the edge dislocations and

thus their chance of being resolved in the electron microscope

depends upon the size of the jog I. The spac~ng J along a given

dipole may increase or decrease discontinuously due to further

cross slip of the advancing screw dislocation. Tetelman (10-7)

has criticized this mechanism on the grounds that obstacles to

the advancing screw dislocation are never seen in the microscope.

He has suggested another mechanism whereby dipoles are formed

by the interaction of mixed edge and screw dislocations of oppo-

site sign moving on adjacent planes.

While both of these mechanisms may opec'ate in bulk ma-

terial, the observations included in the slip bi nd at ABCD in
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Fig. 10-5 cannot be accounted for satisfactorily by either of them.

The dislocations in this slip band probably originated at the edge

of the film to the right and were pushed into the crystal from right

to left. Because they were formed in the thin film they were as-

sumed all to have the same Burgers vector, the same sign and

therefore to move in the same direction. In a bulk crystal, dim-

location multiplication (10-6) can result in dislocations of oppo-

site sign moving in opposite directions on adjacent planes so that

Tetelman's (10-7) mechanism may operate. However it is not

considered that a film is thick enough for the multiplication me-

chanism to operate. Thus we have the situation at A and B in

Fig. 10-5 where apparently two screw dislocations of the same
sign have either interacted or crossed over. The possibility of

them lying on intersecting orthogonal (110) planes is ruled out

since the intersection would then always take place at their mid-

point (d/2) and it can be seen that this is not the case.

Figure 10-6 illustrates a mechanism whereby two screw

dislocations of the same sign can become crossed. It is issumed

that the two screw dislocations (S 1 and S.) cross slip at the points

J and J' by equal amounts but in the opposite direction. The two

screw components S' and S2 then find themselves on the same

slip plane, as do S and S', and they cross link as shown in

Fig. 10-6(c) to form a crossed screw dislocation pair. The com-

ponent S cannot overtake SI unless the spacing between them

(equal to J) is large enough to avoid elastic interaction. As a

result of this mechanism debris is left in the slip plane between

3 and J3.

Variations of this mechanism can be used to explain some

of the features in Fig. 10-5, For example, if J and J' are

coincident and equal in magnitude then no debris is produced, this

may be the case at A and B in Fig. 10-5. If the two original

screw dislocations S1 and S2 should become separated again,

then a dipole must stretch between them. This may be the case
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at C in Fig 10-5 where a faint trace possibly corresponding to

the dipole can be seen linking the two screw dislocations. The

situation at D appears more complicated since two crossed dis-

locations are linked to a third by a dipole At the moment this

mechanism seems the most reasonable one to explain the obser-

vations in Fig. 10-5; however, further studies are obviously re-

quired to substantiate it or to suggest a modification.

Figure 10-7 illustrates the dislocation distribution and de-

bi is left in a slip band produced in the bulk material at room temp-

erature. There are many examples of screw dislocations with di-

poles dragging behind them as illustrated in Fig. 10-6(a), see for

example at A. In addition much of the slip plane contains fine and

coarse debris of varying 1ength and direction, see for example at

B. Unfortunately one sees no examples of crosslinked screw

dislocations as illustrated in Fig, 10-6(c). This means either

that this mechanism does not occur in the bulk or that it is mod-

ified by further dislocation reactions.

Figure 10-8 shows the effect of annealing for 2 hr at 6500C,
While the general dislocation density has not decreased, there

does appear to be a decrease in the debris, especially the short

segments of fine debris, It seems reasonable to presume that
this has dispersed by diffusion of the excess vacancies or inter-

stitials to the nearby debris which grows coarser at its expense.

After 2 hr at 8500C almost all of the fine debris has disappeared

and there is a decrease in the screw dislocation density. There

is no resolvable evidence for breakup of the coarse dipoles at

this temperature.

The first evidence of breakup becomes apparent following

anneals between 875"C and 900'C for 2 hr, Figure 10-9 shows

the appearance of an annealed slip band after 2 hr at 9200C. The
dislocation density has obviously decreased t.temendously and

most of the debris remaining in the slip bands is in the form of

coarse partially broken up debris.
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Annealing at temperatures of 950'C and above for 2 hr re-

sults in a complete breakdown of the coarse dipoles into strings

of circular prismatic loops as described by Groves and Kelly( 10 -5)

Figure 10-10 shows -an example of this. There are instances as at

A where the original cross slipped screw dislocations are still

attached to their respective dipoles. At higher temperatures the

circular loops get larger through bulk diffusion and by 1250'C

each coarse dipole has become almost a single circular loop, and

only a few dislocations remain. The appearance of a slip band

after 2 hr at 1Z50"C is shown in Fig. 10-11.

To summarize the electron transmnission studies, it has

been found that the high density of dislocations and debris pro-

duced in a slip band at room temperature undergo the first dis-

cernible change as a result of annealing around 650-700"C. At

this temperature the fine dislocation dipoles disappear and the

coarse ones become more prominent. This transfer of material

must involve bulk diffusion over short distances. As the temper-

ature is raised, the dislocation density decrease@ while the di-

poles becoire coarser and longer, the first evidence for their

breakup into circular loops occurs at 900"C, the loops then be-

come larger until they form single loops by 1250"C. The agree-

ment between the temperature (650"C) where debris starts to

disappear and where strengthening due to dislocation locking is

observed may be coincidental or real. The coincidence may lie

in the fact that short range bulk diffusion is necessary both to

disperse the fine debris and transport impurities to the disloca-

tions. On the other hand, dislocations locking may result from

the diffusion of vacancies or interstitials constituting the fine de-

bris to the dislocation lines which become Jogged and thereby im-

mobilized.
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It is significant to note at this point that the electron micro-

graphs do not provide direct evidence for either of these two pos-

sibilities. One sees neither jogged dislocations nor any resolvable

precipitate on the dislocation lines.

3. EFFECT OF THERMAL HISTORY ON THE MOBILITY OF

'FRESH' DISLOCATIONS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

The purpose of these experiments was to determine the var-

iation in lattice resistance to the motion of 'fresh' dislocations

following heat treatment so that its contribution to the strengthen-

ing observed in Fig. 10-1 could be assessed. A series of me-

chanical tests were performed on single crystals cleaved from the

same parent block but having two different starting conditions,

(1) as-received (i.e., after a slow cool from the melting tem-

perature), (2) pre-annealed at 2000°C. The respective crystals

were sprinkled and prestrained slightly to establish their initial

room temperature strength and then annealed at a low tempera-

ture (600 0 C) for two hours. They were then resprinkled so that

fresh dislocations were reintroduced and the room temperature

yield strength redetermined. The procedure was repeated on the

same specimen but with the two hour annealing period at succes-

sively higher temperatures. Since the resistance to dislocation

motion was directly related to the macroscopic yield point, this

parameter could be plotted as a function of the annealing

temperature.

Figure 10-12reproduces the preliminary results from such a

test. It can be seen that in agreement with the observations of

Gorum et al(I0"8) the material preannealed at 20000C was initial-

ly much softer (by 50%) than the as-received material. The

strength of the preannealed material showed an increase upon re-

annealing above 600 C rising to a maximum at approximately

1200 C. It is interesting to note that the shape of this curve

corresponds closely with yield stress dependence upon
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temperature 1Dr preoannealed crystals as described in the pre-

vious annual report (10-1) and by May and Kronbergf( 1 0 -9). By

comparison the strength of the as-received material dropped

sharply at 800 0 C and obviously must drop further by 20000 C to

equal the value of the preannealed crystal.

To supplement these mechanical studies we examined the

etchpit distribution produced on MgO c€eyitala fol-

lowing different heat treatments. As described previously( 10 -1 )

as-received MgO showed a distribution of etch pits similar to

that normally associated with the distribution of & precipitating

phase in a two phase aUoy. Upon annealing at 2000°C most of

* these etch pits disappeared indicating that the precipitating phase

had been taken into solution. It was interesting to know whotheor

the etch pit technique could detect any reprocipitation upon rean-

nealing at lower temperatures around 1000 0 C for etample. It

was found that there was indeed an increace in the background

density of pits upon reannealing as may be seen for example in

the background of Fig. 10-4(b).compared with Fig. 10-4(a).

However there were a number of variables which made a sys-

tematic study difficult, first the impurity level changed from

crystal to crystal, second the impurity level within a given

crystal changed from the surface to the interior of the grain and

finally the grown-in dislocation density varied and impurities

"precipitated on to them preferentially. Variations in the mechan-

ical strength appeared to provide a much more sensitive indi-

cation of the microstructure than could be revealed by etching.

This aspect is still under investigation.

From the observations reported in this section it could be

deduced that a change in microstructure brought about by anneal-

ing preannealed (2000 0 C) crystals above 6000 C contributed

partly to the increase in strength observed in Fig. 10-I. The

fact that curve 4 in Fig. 10-1 did not drop all the way down to
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the original stress level when the dislocations were unlocked was

almost certainly a consequence of the change in microstructure.

4. SOME ATTEMPTS TO MOVE 'GROWN-IN' DISLOCATIONS

IN MAGNESIUM OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS

Now that we have a fairly comprehensive understanding of

the effects of heat treatment on the mobility of fresh and aged

dislocations there remains the question of the mobility of 'grown

in' dislocations. It is known from electron transmission (10-10, 10-I1)

and ultramicroscopic (10"1studies that grown in dislocations have

impurity particles strung along their length and these particles
(3-13)

have in certain instances been identified as ZrO 2  . We have

made a number of attempts to free the grown-in dislocations from

their environments by various thermal, and mechanical treatmonts.

A. By Heat Treatment

In the first series of experiments crystals were given dif-

ferent heat treatments prior to stressing at room temperature.

Crystals from both Norton Company and Semi-Elements Inc.

stock were tested following anneals for I hr. at, 600 0 C, 1000 0 C,

15000 C and 20000C respectively and double anneals consisting of

a 2000 C preanneal followed by a reanneal at 600 °C, 1000°C and

1500 0 C all with fast rates of cooling. After annealing the crys-

tals were polished thoroughly so that no fresh or aged surface

dislocations remained and then loaded in three point bending.

Irrespective of thoe heat treatment all the crystals behaved es-

sentially the same. They all deformed and fractured by the

mechanism described elsewherc involving crushing at the upper

compression loading point. Slip did not occur in the tension

region even though stresses as high as 60-90,000 psi (based on

the elastic beam formula) were reached there.
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The conclusion was that heat treatment alone could produce

no striking change in the locking of grown in dislocations at least

not within the resolution of the present technique.

B. By the Application of a Tensile Stress at Room Temperature

The second series of experiments was designed to see if

the grown in dislocations could be unlocked by the application of

unidirectional or fluctuating tensile stress at room temperature.

The remainder of the mechanical tests to be described in

this report were conducted under simple tension. Although the

technique underwent many revisions the procedure was essentially

* to machine reduced gauge sections into single crystal slabs with

an ultrasonic cutter, the large reduction in cross section being

accomplished either in single or multiple steps. Such crystals

were all preannealed at Z000°C, polished and carefully mounted

into split tensile grips with an epoxy resin cement,

"The room temperature tensile behavior has already been

published elsewhere (1 0 "1 ) but a number of additional tests have

been performed and their interesting features will be included

here. One opecimen supported a tensile stress of 160,000 psi

before fracturing in the gauge section. This specimen was etched

before and after loading and etch pits on the grown in dislocations

Save no indication that they had moved, The fracture stress was

approximately E/Z00 (where E is Young's Modulus) of 1 /20 of the

theoretical fracture strength, Presumably fracture originated at

an internal flaw, although the fracture surface was too compli-

cated to identify the source on this particular specimen. At this

stress level a defect 0.5 I in length could propagate tLy the sim-

ple release of elastic energy according to the Griffith criterion.

Defects in the form of included gas bubbles or precipitate parti-

cles of this dimension were almost certainly present.
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A second specimen supported a stress of 98,000 psi elastical-

ly before dropping suddenly down to 15,000 psi. This lower yield

stress is the characteristic stress level at which fresh disloca-

tions can move and multiply fast enough in. MigO for t he

plastic elongation of the specimen to keelp up with machine

This specimen, like a number of others with less spectacular yield

drops, started yielding; by the propagation of fresh dislocations,

unavoidably introduced at the grips, down into the reduced gauge

length region. Slip propagated from the source by the expansion of

a single slip band along the gauge length in the manner of a Liders

band. When the slip band reached the end of the gauge length

(corresponding to about 5 percent elongation) it slowed down be-

cause the stress level dropped at the head of the slip band. As the

load started to increase the sharp stress discontinuity at the edge

of the band could be seen to build up under polarized illumination

and then fracture occurred. Separation took place in all he speci-

mens over the (110) plane defining the interface between the slipped

and unslipped material. The cleavage lines pointed toward the

surface as the s aice of fracture. It was interesting to note that

the surface defe~.t responsible for fracture had already supported

a stress of 98,000 psi elastically and yet it propagated for failure

at 20,000 psi in the presence of the slip band. This was considered

as further evidence to support the current attitude that plastic

flow assists the growth of subcritical Griffith cracks(10-14, 10-15)

The weakness of the (110) interface at the edge of the slip band

was understandable since many atomic bands were already broken

there. This represented another example of fracture resulting

from heterogeneous slip in MgO, whereas in previous cases slip

bands have been held up by microstructural discontinuities in

this case the slip band was arrested by the change in specimen

geometry.
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C. By the Application of a Fluctuating Stress at Room

Temperature

The purpose of theme experiments was to determine whether

fluctuating stresses would promote yielding from grown in die-

locations at room temperature. Fatigue typc taste were conducted

in the Instron using both tension-compreseion (referred to as full

cycle) and tension-release (half-cycle) methods of loading.

A few specimens were fatigued under elastic stress conditions

at levels up to 23,000 psi for a few hundred cycles in both full and

half-cycle loading. Unfortunately difficulties in alignment and the

operation of dislocation sources introduced at the grips prevented

cyclic loading to higher stresses. There was no evidence for the

movement of grown in dislocations or the operation of grown-in

sources in those specimens which were fatigued successfully.

* More interesting were the observations made concerning

the contrast in slip distribution between specimens containing

fresh surface dislocations subjected to half cycle and full cycle

* loading. Under half-cycle loading fairly uniform broadening of

, slip bands between orthogonal intersections of the type developed

in conventional tensile tests at room temperature were developed

as shown in Fig. 10-13. Under full-cycle loading on the other

hand the slip bands showed most unusual intersections as illus-

trated in Fig. 10-14. II was considered that they developed by

the non-uniform expansion of a slip band along different segments

of its length during any cycle, the segments being defined by

intersections with other slip bands particularly those intersec-

tions at 60 deg. or 120 deg. Attempts were made to determine

whether these two slip band distributions would result in different

tensile properties subsequently, however, the observations were

not conclusive.
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x 150
Fig. 10-13

SLIP BAND INTERSECTIONS PRODUCED IN
CRYSTALS SUBJECTED TO HALF CYCLE
(TENSION- UNLOAD) MECHANICAL STRESSING.

X 2s0
Fig. 10-14

SLIP BAND INTERSECTIONS PRODUCED IN
CRYSTALS SUBJECTED TO FULL CYCLE
(TENSION- COMPRESSION) MECHANICAL
STRESSING.
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D. By the Application of a Tensile Stress at High Temperatures

The tensile behavior of preannealed (2000 0 C) and chemically

polished MgO single crystals was investigated at elevated tem-

peratures. The purpose here was to determine whether the grown

in dislocations could be moved at a temperature where impurities

were known to be mobile. The initial tests were performed in an

argon atmosphere at 850 0 C, and are reproduced in Fig, 10-15.

The most interesting features of Fig. 10-15 were the large

yield drops and the considerable amount of plastic deformation

(/.1/20 percent) which generally preceded fracture. Furthermore

the curves were Jerky and all showed non-linear work hardening

immediately after the yield drop. By constrast the stress-strain

curves at room temperature(10"1) showed little or no work harden-

ing after yielding while the L•ders band spread along the gauge

length.

Etching the specimens deformed at 850 0 C after any amount

of plastic deformation, including specimen I which apparently

underwent no plastic deformation before fracture, showed that

the gage length was always densely filled with slip dislocations.

The implication both from this observation and from the non-

linear rate of work hardening was either that slip was nucleated

homogeneously throughout the gauge length at the yield point or

that the rate of slip band widening by cross slip was faster at

this temperature than at room temperature. Whether the

homogeneous nucleation of slip corresponds to the release of

grown in dislocations remains to be determined by more careful

etch pit studies. At the moment indications are that it does not,

although this study is continuing.

In summary, there was no evidence that 'grown-in' dis-

locations in MgO could be moved under tensile stresses as high

as 160,000 psi at room temperature. The application of a

fluctuating stress at room temperature and the use of different

heat treatments had no effect on this result.
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S5. CONCLUSION

We have studied the effect of heat treatment on the mobility

of fresh, aged and grown in dislocations in MgO single crystals.

Most of the tests have been performed on crystals which were

preannealed at 2000 0 C and the rcsults are summarized in

Fig. 10-16. The strength of crystals containing fresh disloca-

"tions is unchanged until the annealing temperature exceeds 6000C

whereupon the strength rises to a maximum following a re-anneal

at 1200 0 C. Crystals containing aged dislocations show an in-

crease in strength when the annealing temperature exceeds 600°C

which rises approximately linearly with temperature until the

strength is so high that the crystal cannot be tested in bending.

Crystals containing grown-in dislocations only are always too

strong to be tested in bending irrespective of the heat treatment.

The increase in strength of crystals containing aged dislocations

with the annealing temperature must be attributed to the com-

bination of a number of factors:

(1) the increase in lattice resistance force to the

motion of dislocations by a precipitation harden-

ing process

(2) dislocation locking by impurities

(3) the change in dislocation configuration

A similar study of the behavior of fresh and aged dislocations in

an-received crystals is currently being made.

Numerous attempts have been made to move 'grown in'

dislocations in MgO, all apparently without success. The

amazing resistance of grown in dislocations to movement under

stress must be attributed to the presence of impurity particles

strung along their length.
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Fig. 10-16

EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON YIELD STRESS
OF CRYSTALS PREANNEALED AT 2000°C

Yield stress ratio after anneal to before anneal plotted
as a function of annealing temperature for crystals
containing fresh, aged and grown-in dislocations
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TASK 11 - SURFACE ACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

Principal Investigator: G. T. Murray
Materials Research Corporation
Orangeburg, New York

ABSTRACT

The objective of this task was to explore the embrittling
effect of different environments at various temperatures on the
mechanical properties of single- and multicrystalline forms of
MgO and A12 03.

Lengthy exposures (160 hr) at 600°C embrittled MgO single
crystals in an environment of oxygen or air, with a lesser degree of
embrittlement noted for exposure to nitrogen or argon. To deter-
mine whether a similar embrittlement would occur at grain boilnd-
aries, bicrystals of MgOwere exposed first to the commor':c6nsti-
tuents of the atmosphere (N&, 02, C0 2 , and H& 0) at 800 C for
160-200 hr, and subsequently tested at room temperature, 900 "C
or 1400 C. Although the mode of failure varied with the tempera-
ture of testing, none of these environments induced any significant
amount of embrittlement in MgO bicrystals.

Exposure of sapphire crystals to moisture resulted in
serious embrittlement through the formation of hydrates, confirm-
ing the findings of previous investigators. This effect, however,
proved reversible; the hydration products could be removed by
heating in dry argon which led to a full restoration of the initial
strength of the specimens.

Exposure of sapphire to hydrogen or nitrogen at 800-
1000 *C for 200 hr caused no embrittlement, nor did a 52 hr steam
exposure at 180 C impair the strength of multi-crystalline Alz 03.
Although this contradicts the results of previous investigators,
the current exposure tests were conducted with the specimen in an
unstressed condition, where the chemical attack mechanism may
be substantially different from that corresponding to the conven-
tional delayed fracture test.
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TASK 11 - SURFACE ACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of certain non-metallic crystals

are stongly dependent on surface condition and environment. In

the case of NcCl, which has been extensively investigated, em-

brittlement has been attributed to surface flaws, residues, com-

pound formation, and dissolved solutes!11-11(11-2)(11-3) For

NaCI crystals free of surface flaws and residues it has been

shown ( 1 1-1) that the embrittlement incurred by short exposures

to the ambient atmosphere is a result of the formation of a thin

coherent NaC103 surface layer. In a study* of the effect of vari-

ous environments on MgO single crystals, it was shown that the

common constituents of the ambient atmosphere (O, N 2 , H2 0,

and COS ) did not embrittle carefully polished MgO crystals at

temperatures below 250 "C, even after prolonged exposures. The

only embrittlement of real practical significance found was that

of air-aging at 600 *C. This was thought to be due to the diffusion

of gaseous atoms into the surface layers and the locking of dislo-

cation sources.

The present work was undertaken to investigate the effects

of various gaseous atmospheres on the fracture strength of by-

crystals of MgO and the single as well as the polycrystalline forms

of Al 2 03. In the case of Al2 03, the effect of moisture on the

fracture strength was of particular interest in view of the fact that

moisture embrittlement in the presence of a stress has been re-

ported ( I I - 5)(l 1-6)(1I1-7)(1I1-8)(11-9) for sapphire crystals and

polycrystalline Al 2 Os. Some "clean-up'-type work was also con-

ducted on MgO single crystals to complete the previous

year's study.

Reference 11-4, Task 11.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURZS

A. Materials

Magnesium Oxide Single Crystals and Bicrystals were ob-

tained from two sources: Semi-Elements, Inc. and the Norton

Company. The specimens obtained from Norton have been coded

N and those from Semi-Elements, S; and the impurity content

was quoted by the supplier as follows:
Semi- Norton Co.

Impurity Elements Material
Material

(pm)

BeO 50

Fea 0, 700 1500

SiO0 500 2000

CaO 800 2000

K 100

AI OS 3500

B 15

Magnesium oxide bicrystals were cut from large lumps con-

taining several grains. The dimensions of prepared specimens

were appi'oximately 3/16 in. x 1/8 in. x 5/16 in., with the grain

boundary at a 45 deg angle to the longest specimen dimension as

shown in Fig. 11 - 1.

All specimens were carefully polished in hot phosphoric acid,

followed by a hot water rinse, an alcohol rinse, and'thoroughly

d r i e d. Magnesium oxide single crystal specimens were cleaved

from Semi-Elements blocks and prepared by chemical polishing

as described previously. I 4 )

Sapphire single crystals were obtained from the LindeCompany in

the form of rectangular blocks from which specimens of dimen-

sions I in. x 0.08 in. x 0.08 in. were cut using diamond wheels.

(Optical Grade Magnorite
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Fig. 1 1-I FORM OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE BICRYSTALS

USED IN THE TESTS
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Because of its anisotropy, the mechanical properties of sap-

phire are strongly dependent on specimen orientation. It has been

reporteda1 '1O-) that in bend tests, loading parallel to the optic axis

gave a strength nearly three times the value obtained from loading

perpendicular to the axis. Because of this marked effect of speci-

men orientation, all specimens were x-rayed using the JAue back-

reflection technique. Standard information obtained for all speci-

mens included: the angle between the optic axis and the longitudi-

nal rod axis (4), the angle between the optic axis and the loading

direction (0), and the angle between the rod axis and the nearest

11401 direction (x). These crystallographic orientations relative

to the specimen faces are shown in Fig. 11-2. In the tests per-

formed two standard orientations were used which have the follow-

ing crystallographic characteristics:
(1) (2)

S60" 75"

0n 30" 0a 60*

x = 30 ° x = 30*

These two types of oriented specimens have different fracture

strengths and have been analysed separately.

Sapphire also presents an additional problem by way of in-

ternal faults and inhomogeneities that may have been introduced

during its growth from the Verneuil process. The specimens may

contain large internal strains as well as trapped air bubbles.

Therefore, great care was taken to examine microscopically all

specimens and the tests were conducted on selected specimens

only.

All specimens were polished in phosphoric acid at 375"C.

The procedure used was as follows: the specimens were suspended

by means of thin platinum wire (outside the gauge length of the

bend apparatus) in a 'pyrex beaker containing orthophosphoric acid

at room temperature. The temperature of the acid was raised
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above boiling at which point it converts into a complex mixture of

metapolyphosphoric acids. (1 -l 11) At 375"C the mixture begins to

turn cloudy when the temperature is held constant for about 25 min.

At this point, polishing was discontinued by removing the burner

and allowing the mixture, with the specimen, to cool. The speci-

mens were removed between 100 - 130 *C, cleaned in boiling water,

then rinsed in hot water followed by alcohol, and thoroughly dried.

Polycrystalline Aluminum Oxide rods having a uniform grain size

were obtained from Morganite. From these specimen* having

1/8 in. diameter and I in. length were cut. The specimens were

cleaned in benzene and acetone with distilled water rinses then

thoroughly dried and stored in a desiccator.

B. Specimen Exposure

In all cases a number of freshly polished specimens were

tested as controls, without any prior exposure to a gaseous en-

vironment. Others were exposed to various gaseous media and

then tested. .,

For exposure to N& and H&, the MgO bicrystal specimens

were encapsulated in 0. 5 atmosphere of the gas and

held for about 200 hr at 800*C for H3 exposures and 1000*C for

Ns exposures. These specimens were then carefully repolished

to remove any possible surface effects prior to testing.

A humidifier was used for lengthy exposures of sapphire

crystals to moisture at room temperature. Specimens were also

exposed to steam by placing them near the orifice of a boiling water

container. A higher temperature exposure was accomplished by

heating the specimens with a radiant energy lamp during the steam

exposure. Single crystal MgO specimens were encapsulated in

Ar, NA and O3, and heated for long periods at 600 *C. Other

specimens containing intentional surface flaws were heated in air

and AR at 240*C for long periods.
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C. Testing Procedure

The single crystal Al 2 O and MgO specimens were tested,

after the exposure to various gaseous media, in three-point bend-

ing at room temperature employing a constant deflection rate of

0.0024 in. per min. The average outer fiber strength was com-

puted from MC/I.

For bicrystal specimens the fracture strength in compres-

sion was determined at various temperatures. The specimens

were loaded between a fixed alumina pedestal attached to a rigid

base plate and an alumina plunger. The load was transmitted to

the plunger by a lever arm attached to a shaft operated by a 1/50-

hp constant-speed motor with reduction gears. The bicrystalgrain

boundary was oriented at a 45 deg angle to the stress direction so

as to be subjected to a maximum shear stress. This apparatus is

shown schematically in Fig. 11-3. During operations the speci-

mens were heated with a molybdenum-wound tube furnace: The

whole apparatus was enclosed by a water-cooled metal bell jar in-

side which an Ar atmosphere was maintained.

3. RESULTS

A Magnesium Oxide Bicrystal Studies

The various gaseous environments that were studied for MgO

bicrystals consisted of H2, N2 , air and water vapor. An Ar at-

mosphere was employed on control specimens.

It had been previously determined("- 1 2 )( 1 1 - 1 3 ) that MgO bi-

crystal specimens usually fractured transgranularly at tempera-

tures below 1200 C, whereas above this temperature failure most

often occurred along the grain boundary (the exact behavior is also

dependent upon the misorientation of the two crystals). It was

thought that if grain boundary embrittlement resulted from the

gaseous exposure, fracture along the boundary should be evident

at temperatures much bilow the 1200 "C "transition' temperature.
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Fig. 11 -3 SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF BICRYSTAL IN
TESTING JIG
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Consequently, the earlier experiments were designed to determine

if grain boundary embrittlement could be detected in room tempera-

ture tests after gaseous exposures at elevated temperatures. The

results obtained on specimens cut fromthe same high-angle bound-

ary are listed in Table 1l-1. All of these specimens fractured in

the body of the crystals rather than along the grain boundary. No

grain boundary embrittlernent was obtained. The apparent

strengthening effect of N8 is, in all probability, a volume effect

and has nothing to do with the grain boundary.

Table 11-I

MAGNESIUM OXIDE BICRYSTAL* COMPRESSION TESTS

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Exposure Fracture Max Shear

Atmosphere Time (hr Stress Stress Type of
at 800'C) (g/mms) (ghnos)along Fracture

Boundary

Ar 160 5060 2530 Transgranular

HS 160 4700 2355 Tranagranular

Na 160 8460 4230 Transgranular

Water Vapor 120 4000 2000 Transgranular
Bicrystal with high angle boundary misorientation.

In a second series of experiments, similar bicrystal speci-

mens of different misorientations, were exposed to N, and Ha

for long period at 800 C, but were subsequently tested at 900 * and

1400 C. Here, the object was to work on both sides of the tempera-

ture (-,1200 "C) at which grain boundary sliding occurs in order to

determine if the gases either weakened (i. e., embrittled) or

strengthened the boundary with respect to the boundary shear

strength. The results are listed in Tables Il -II and li-III.

At 900 C all specimens fractured by shattering indicating

that the fracture was initiated within the grain. For NZ -exposed
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Table Il-II

MAGNESIUM OXIDE BICRYSTAL COMPRESSIVE

TESTS AT 900 C

Misorientation Atmosphere Fracture
Spec. * No. Twist Tilt (exposed at 800 'C Stress

(deg) for Z00 hr) (g/mm')

NA- 1 14 24 Ar 11,620
NA-2 14 24 Na 6,550
SA- 1 28 19 Ar 15,550
SA-2 28 19 N, 16,040
NB- i 24 43 Ar 7,870
NB-2 24 43 Na 9,200
SB-i 41 44 Ar 19,170
SB-Z 41 44 NZ 16, 070
NC- i 17 32 Ar 11,250
NC-2 17 32 H2  9,320

*N series obtained from Norton Co., S series from Semi-Elements

Table I I-I1I

MAGNESIUM OXIDE BICRYSTAL COMPRESSIVE
TESTS AT 900 *C

Misorientation Atmosphere Shear Stresa
Spec. * No. Twist Tilt (exposed at 800"C on Boundary

(deg) for 200 hr) at Fracture
(g/mm3 )

NA-3 14 24 Ar 314
NA-4 14 24 N2  199
SA- 3 28 19 Ar 2,441
SA-4 28 19 Na 2,681
NC-3 17 32 Ar 1,368
NC-4 17 32 H2  46
NB-3 24 43, Ar 6,200
NB-4 24 43 Ha 6, 380
SB- 3 41 44 Ar 6,400
SB-4 41 44 Ha 8,670
SB-5 3 19 Ar (600 'C

for 168 hr)
SB-6 3 19 Air (600 *C

for 168 hr)
*N series obtained from Norton Co., S series from Semi-Elements
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specimens, in only one case was there a significant change in the

fracture stress and here the fracture was still transgranular. It

is highly probable that some undetected specimen defect could be

responsible for this low fracture stress. For the Hj -exposed

specimens the fracture stress was about 80 percent of the control

specimen, which cannot be considered a significant difference.

At the 1400 * test temperature, no grain boundary embrittle-

ment or strengthening was observed for MA exposures. In the

case of H2, three groups of bicrystal specimens with different

crystal misorientations were tested. , the first group (Table 11 -

IM, specimens NC) there was a difference in the grain boundary

fracture stress of the control and the Hg -exposed specimens.

However, both the control and the exposed specimens had some

grain boundary voids. The remaining two groups of bicrystal

specimens (Table 11-II, specimens NB and SB) had a good defect-

free grain boundary. With these specimens no grain boundary em-

brittlement was obtained. All specimens fractured intergranua11 y.

The effect of OS was studied by exposing a bicrystal speci-

men (Table 11-1, specimen SB-6) to air for 168 hr at 600"C.

Again no significant change was observed in a subsequent test at

1400 *C.

The results obtained indicate that HS , N& , Ol and water

vapor do not have any significant effects on the shear fracture

strength of the grain boundary in MgO bicrystals, at room or at

elevated temperatures.

B. Magnesium Oxide Single Crystal Studies

In the earlier work ( 1 1 ,4) it was shown that cleaved and

carborundum-sprinkled specimens became embrittled when ex-

posed to air at 240 "C, whereas carefully polished specimens re-,

mained ductile. The carborundum sprinkle is capable of intro-

ducing surface microcracko.(11-14) It was suggested( 1-4) that

the ingredients of the atmosphere reacted preferentially at these
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microcracks thereby causing the observed embrittlement. To en.

sure that the heating effect alone waa not involved, similar speci-

mens were heated in Ar for identical period#. The results are

summarised in Table 1 I-IV. The embrittlement obtained in air-

aging is evident.
Table ll-IV

OUTER FIBER STRAIN AT FRACTURE

ON MAGNESIUM OXIDE CRYSTALS CLEAVES AND SPRINKLED

WITH 250-MZSH CARBORUNDUM POWDER

Aging Treatment No. Specimens Strain at StandardTested Frecttre Deviation
___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ (5) _ eviatio

None 8 1.2 0.2

40 hr in Ar at 250"C 8 1.3 0.8

40 hr in Air at 250 "C 8 0.5 0.4

It was thought that the embrittlement observed in these tests

resulted from enhanced compound formation or crack growth at

the surface defects. Consequently, smali surface cracks were

intentionally introduced into carefully polished crystal surfaces

by sliding the specimens through a glass tube. These specimens

were then aged in air at 240 "C and the crack appearance observed

microscopically as a function of time. No significant change could

be detected even after a 112 h r i ag ing period. It is conceivable

that some reaction does occur on the crack's fracture surface

that does not appear when viewing the crack slit microscopically.

Other experiments were conducted on MgO single crystals

to determine if the 600 "C air-aging embrittlement reported pre-

viously (" |-4) was due to either O or NA. Specimens prepared

as before were encapsulated separately in these media and heated

at 600'C for 160 hr. Specimens were also heated in Ar for a

comparison of the effect of the heating itself on the subsequent

ductility. The results obtained are listed in Table 1 I-V. For
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comparison, the earlier results (114)on control specimens and the

effect of air-aging at 600"C are also Included. It is apparent that

Os is a more severe embrittling agent than Na . The Na -exposed

specimen* showed a higher strength level and about the same aver-

age strain at fracture as was found for the Ar-exposed specimens.

It is not clear whether the slight embrittlement observed in these

two groups d specimens is a result of the N& r s..e or traces of

Os that could be present in both capsules. The release of gas

from the quartz capsule during encapsulation or the original re-

agent grade gases employed could account for the O& content. In-

ternal impurities could also cause an embrittlement, such as that

found by Stokes.(1I-
4 )

C. Aluminum Oxide Sinsle Crystal Studies

The control specimens consisted of freshly polished crystals
subjected to no gaseous environment and free of microscopic defects.

Seve•al specimens were employed to obtain the average result re-

ported(outer fiber strength) in Tables 11-VI and 1I-VII for control

specimens of the two different orientations used in this investiga-

tion. For specimens in which 0ow75 deg, the average cuter fiber

strength obtained in three-point bend tests at room temperature

*as 96,742 psi. For specimens with 0ow60 deg the average outer

fiber strength was 141, 000 psi.

Table I I-VI

EFFECT Or HYDROGEN AND NITROGEN
ON THE ROOM-TEMPERATURE BEND STRENGTH

OF ALUMINUM OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS

"specimen No. of Average Frac-
Orientation, o Treatment Specimens ture Stress*

ideg) Tested (psi)

Control 5 96,742
(std. dev. 6, 580)

75 H& (800"C, 200 hr) 2 98,'50
75 N& (1000"C, 00 hr) a 10 L 200

'Computed from MC/I
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Table 1I-VII

EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON OBSERVED BEND STRENGTH
OF ALUMINUM OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Specimen No. of Average Frac.
Orientation, • Treatment Opecimena ture Stress*

(deg) Tooted (Pei)

75 Control (as polished) 5 96,742

75 Humidifier (rot. 400hr) 2 107,800

75 Steam spray (~100 °C 2 101, zoo
4 hr)

S75 Steam spray (Spec. held 3 83, 13Z
at 160 OC, So hr)

75 Steam spray (Spec. held 4 69, 350
at 180 C, 5O0he)

75 ate1am spray (as above, 4 110,980
180 "C followed by heat-
ing in Ar for 60 hr at
400 -C) 1

75 Control (heated in Ar for 2 109, 000

60 hr at 400 "C)

60 Control (as polished) 4 141,000

60 Steam spray (opec. held 5 109, 140
at 180"C, 50 hr)

60 Steam spray (as above 4 144. 333
. followed by heating in

Ar for 60 hr at 400"C)

60 Conrol (heated in Ar 2 139, 300
for 60 hr at 400 "C

Computed from MC/I
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The results obtained on specimens exposed for lengthy peri-

ods to Hz and N, gases at elevated temperatures and then tested

at room temperature are compared to control specimen data in

Table I1-VI. All the specimens used in these tests had a similar

orientations of 0475 deg. No effect of the gaseous exposure on

strength could be detected in either case. Microscopic examina-

tion of the surface did not reveal any precipitate formation.

The deteriorating effect of atmospheric water vapor on the

mechanical properties of a number of oxides and silicates has

been reported. Watchman and Maxwell( 1 1 -5 and Charles("1- 6 )

have shown that sapphire crystals are susceptible to delayed fa-

tigue in the presence of moisture. It was of particular interest

in the present work to examine the effect of water vapor in the

absence of stress.. Moisture reportedly reacts with Ala O to

form hydrates. The exact nature of the hydrate probably depends

upon the temperature and the vapor pressure. A series of experi-

ments were carried out by exposing unstrained sapphire -specimens

to moisture under different ambient conditions. The results of

subsequent room temperature bend tests listed in Table 1 I-VII

were used. In each case appropriate standard control specimen

results are listed for comparison.

Exposure to moisture at room temperature in a humidifier

for about 400 hr did not alter the strength of the crystals. Like-

wise, specimens exposed for 4 hr to steam ('100"C) by placing

them near the orifice of a boiling water container showed no ef-

fect of the gaseous exposure on the subsequent room temperature

strength. Microscopic examination revealed only a very few

scattered precipitate spots.

As the room temperature moisture exposure and 100 1C

steam exposure did not show any significant surface precipitate

formation it was decided to increase the exposure temperature.

This was accomplished by heating the specimen with. a radiant
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energy lamp during the steam exposure. When specimens were

heated to 180"C during steam exposure a definite precipitate for-

mation (along with smne surface dissolution) occurred (Fig. 11-4)

The strength* of these crystals were markedly reduced, for both

types of orientations, as shown in Table 11 -VIL. A similar set of

specimens -was also subjected to a steam spray but heated only to

160TC. The amount of precipitate formation was less than that ob -

served on specimens steam sprayed at 180"C. The specimens

were embrittled but the reduction in strength was less in compari-

son with those embrittled at the higher exposure temperatures.

These experiments indicate that the strength impairment is

related to a surface compound formation, presumably an Ala 03

hydrate of some type. Although several modifications of this hy-

drate exist, Ala 0 • Ha 0 de-composes at about 360'C. To check

for compound formation effects, similar steam exposed specimens

(i. e. steam-sprayed at 180 C) were encapsulated under dry Ar

and heated for 60 hr at 400"C. Control specimens were heated

under the same conditions. On subsequent testing the steam-

exposed specimens were .und to have strengths comparable to

those of the control specimens. Thus, a recovery effect is evident

and is presumably due to the hydrate decomposition. The recovery

specimens on subsequent microscopic examination revealed pre-

cipitate spots. However, it is not possible to predict the nature

of the precipitate and its degree of coherency or incoherency on

the specimen surface after heating to 400 *C.

To determine the nature of the surface precipitate and the

temperature conditions under which a, hydrate is formed, and to

correlate the embrittlement effect with compound formation, ex-

periments were carried out in an attempt to identify the surface

compound by x-ray techniques. To obtain sufficient compound

volume for x-ray diffraction large surface areas are needed.

Consequently thin layers of a-Alz 05 powder were spread out on

aluminum foil and placed in alumina boats in a temperature gradient
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Fig. 11-4
ALUMINUM OXIDE CRYSTAL SURFACES
EXPOSED TO STEAM SPRAY FOR 48 HR.
SPECIMEN HELD AT 180 *C.
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furnace. Steam was passed for about 60 hr through a perforated

tube over the powder held at different temperatures. The upper

layers of the sprayed powders were analyzed by x-ray diffraction

to determine the nature of the compound or compounds formed.

Four different exposure temperatures used were, namely, 100, 140,

180 and 300 C. A portion of the powder exposed at 180 *C was re-

heated for 60 hr at 400 C to duplicate the conditions under which

strength "recovery" occurred in the sapphire single crystal speci-

mens. The results obtained from the x-ray analysis are compared

in Table 11 -VIII. These results indicate that at 100 C no compound

formation was detected. At 140 "C, diffraction lines corresponding

to A12031 H&O and AI1Oj" 3H& 0 were obtained along with Al$0 3

lines. In addition, an unidentified diffraction line of medium in-

tensity corresponding to a d-spacing of 1. 96 a. u. diffraction line

is more intense. At 300 C a few weak hydrate lines are present

but the 1. 96 a. u. diffraction line is very weak in intensity. The

powder reheated to 400 "C for possible "recovery" does not have

the prominent 1. 96 a. u. line, although some weak hydrate lines

are still present.

Table 1I-VIII

X-RAY ANALYSIS

OF STEAM-SPRAYED ALPHA-ALUMINUM OXIDE POWDER

' Test Temperature Compound Identification (excluding Ala 03)

(exposed for 60 hr) AlaOS, HO AaO1 " 3HM O Unknown Phase
(d= 1.96 a. u.)

100 *C absent absent absent

140 *C medium medium medium

180 4C medium weak strong

300 "C very weak absent very weak

Steam Spray at
180 "C - Reheated weak absent absent
in Air to 400 "C
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D. Polycrystalline Aluminum Oxide Studies

In the preceding section it was shown that AIX Os single

crystals were not embrittled by exposure to H2 or Na, but there

was a definite embrittlement effect on exposure to steam in the

temperature range 160*-190*C. It was, therefore, decided to

determine the effect of moisture alone on the fracture strength of

polycrystalli ne Al g O.

The exposure to steam was carried out at 180'C. This was

accomplished, as with sapphire, by heating the specimens with a

radiant energy heat lamp. The specimens were subsequently

tested in three-point bending at room temperature. The results

obtained, shown in Table Il-IX, do not reveal a strength impair-

ment as a result of the moisture exposure.

Table 1I-DC

EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON OBSERVED BEND STRENGTH
OF POLYCRYSTALLINE ALUMINUM OXIDE (MORGANITE)

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Treatment Average Frac- No. ofture Stress*.(psi) Specimens

Control 34,083 3

Steam Spray at 180'C 35, 160 3
for 52 hr

Steam Spray at 180"C
for 52 hr Followed by 39, 183 3
17 hr at 400"C in Vac.

Computed from MC/I
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4. DISCUSSION

A. Magnesium Oxide

The results obtained on MgO bicrystal tests show that there

is little cause for concern about grain boumdary embrittlement

from the common atmosphere constituents. The single crystal

tests show that, despite profuse surface compound formation on

exposure to moisture, one need notbe alarmed about atmospheric

exposures at temperatures below about Z50"C. However, elevated

temperature air exposure does cause impairment of ductility as

measured in subsequent room temperature beadtests. Stokes( 1 1 -4)

has also reported marked increases in strength and loss of ductil-

ity on heating above 800 *C. Whether these two phenomena are

related is not clear at the moment. Nevertheless, the results are

similar and must be considered when elevated temperature appli-

cations are in question.

These results must now be extrapolated topolycrystalline MgO

behavior. (Unfortunately, suitable polycrystalline test specimens

were not available.) It has been recently demonstrated (11 l2)(11-13)

that above about 1200 *C, MSO fails by grain boundary sliding and

fracture. Thus, for operation in this vicinity, surface condition

and environment is of little consequence. In the vicinity of room

temperature, Stokes has shown 1 1- 1 5 ) that polycrystalline MgO is

inherently brittle because of dislocation pile-up and crack nuclea-

tion at grain boundaries. Thus, at this temperature surface con-

dition and environment would play a secondary role at most with

respect to ductility. In the intermediate temperature range (e.g.

400- 1200 C) polycrystalline MgO would be expected to become

more plastic as a result of the relative ease for cross slip.l1-15)..

If environment or surface condition plays a role in polycrystalline

MgO properties it would do so within this temperature range.

Again, the grain boundary behavior may be the controlling factor

but an exact answer to this question must await experiments on
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polycrystalline material subjected to atmospheres and stress

within thts temperature range.

B. Aluminum Oxide

The results reported in this investigation on the effect of

moisture on the strength impairment of sapphire crystals are in

accord with those obtained by previous investigators. However,

most of the previously reported results were for specimens ex-

posed to moisture in the presence of a stress field, while the ef-

fects reported herein are in the absence of stress. Both Watch-

man and Maxwell(11-5) and Charles( 1 1 -6) in reporting a delayed

fracture effect in sapphire concluded that the reaction responsible

for static fatigue was probably one in which water vapor from the

atmosphere combined with Al 2 s0 to form a hydrate, The experi-

mental results obtained in this investigation show rather conclu-

sively that the effect of moisture on sapphire is due to the forma-

tion of a hydration product on the surface and the removal or

change in this surface compound causes a "recovery" whereby no

strength impairment is obtained.

Although the reaction has been determined, itis not yet pos-

sible to define the exact mechanism involved. It is conceivable

that a coherent layer of a hydrate is formed on sapphire speci-

mens and that such a layer blocks the egress of dislocations from

the crystal, thereby causing dislocation pile-up and crack-up nu-

cleation. A similar embrittlement effect has been observed( ( 1-1)

with NaCI because of the formation of a coherent NaCIO1 coating.

Strength impairment of polycrystalline AIl O3 resulting

from moisture in the presence of a stress has been reported by
several investigators ,ll-6)(1l-7)(l1-8)(l1-9) In the present

work, exposure of polycrystalline specimens in the absence of a

stress did not disclQse any strength impairment. It is possible

that porosity in the specimens employed in the present work
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controls the strength and thus masks any surface effect. On the

other hand, the observations of static fatigue (delayed fracture)

in the presence of moisture could operate by an entirely different

mechanism than that currently observed on "before and after"

tests conducted on sapphire.
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TASK 12 - DISLOCATION STUDIES

Principal Investigator: A. E. Gorum
Stanford Research Institute

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this task is to study the existence of plastic
flow in polycrystalline samples of non-metallic ceramics. Two
methods of approach were followed: thin fiber electron trans-
rnission microscopic and plastic flow studies in bulk specimens.

Electron transmission microscopy studies have been con-
fined to thin fibers of Al103, deposited in the amorphous condi-
tion and crystallized by heat treatment. To date it has not been
possible to study the mobility of dislocations in the samples,
because of extensive wrinkling of the fibers in the thermal field
of the microscope.

Bulk specimens of MgO were studied for *videnco•af plastic
flow by means oi careful determination of stress-strain curves
and by post-fracture etch-pit studies and clear evidences of plas-
tic deformation were found in an MgO specimen of 70 R grain size
having dimensions of 12 units thickness and 300 units width.ý Etch-
pit studies on the fracture facets confirmed the existence of up to
three operative slip systems in some of the grains.
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TASK 12 - DISLOCATION STUDIES

1. INTRODUJCTION

With the increased demand for high temperature struc-

tural materials, more and more emphasis is being placed on the

inherently attractive temperature and environmental resistance of

ceramics.

Normal ceramics, of course, exhibit sufficient plastic

deformation at high temperatures, but thermal shock sensitivity
and a supposedly characteristic brittleness at low temperatures

make them unusable in most any type of dynamic structure.

In the last few years, it has become apparent that many

materials, at least those with relatively simple structures, ex-
hibit a certain amount of ductility at room temperature. The

problem remains then to take advantage of this inherent ductility

to improve the shock resistance of an engineering ceramic.

The research on plastic properties has been primarily
concerned with single crystals, and the most-investigated high

temperature material has been MgO. Out of these studies has

come a fair understanding of the basic flow and fracture phenom-

ena which must be evaluated for a concrete approach to a shock-

resistant polycrystalline material. It appears that slip must take

place to a small extent on many planes for a polycrystalline dam-

ple to exhibit sufficient deformation to be observed in a mechani-
cal test. If a few planes are involved, then very high stresses

build up at the boundaries, and fracture in the boundaries proba-
bly prohibits observation of any ductility in a mechanical test.

The purpose of the work reported here was to ascertain if
there is any appreciable plastic flow in polycrystalline materials

at moderate temperatures and to study the optimum structure for

the urban cement ductility at these temperatureq. The work was
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concerned with two materials; Al.,O, and MgO. Two methods of

investigation were followedf thin-film electron microscopy and

mechanical studies on bulk polycrystalline samples. The thin

film work was confined A1 1 0 and the bulk sample work MgO.

Z. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND OBSERVATIONS

A. Electron Microscope Studies

As stated in ASD-TR-6I-6Z84(l'ZIhe AI109 specimens are

prepared by evaporation on electron microscope grids in an amor-

phous condition, and crystallised by heat treatment. The speci-

mens are then subjected to a high thermal gradient in the micro-

scope, causing a recrystallization front to move through the ma-

terial, which results in a final grain size of about one micron,

Early heat treatments were at 6000 C and the final structure of the

AlgOl was the delta phase. Subsequent heat treatments have been

at 9004C, which has resulted in a final structure of o,-Al&O3,

The reason for this change in structure is not readily apparent;

the structure after heat treatment is the same (gamma). What

happens on the final step as a result of the thermal gradient is not

clear at all, and considerable thought is being given to this phe-

nomenon; hopefully, some mechanism can eventually be defined.

The bulk of the work has been done on films in the order

of A thick, and some structure effects have been observed, but,

because of wrinkling in the films, a large number of interference

effects tend to mask the observation of dislocations. Attempts to

use films in the order of 1000 A thick have been unsuccessful.

It has not been possible to bring about the final recrystallisation

step in the thicker films. Further work should explore various

thicknesses up to 1000 A and also techniques for producing

polycrystalline films of other materials. It is very unlikely that

the films really represent the bulk material, but it does seem

likely that dislocation interactions observed in the films, particu-
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larly at the boundary, should be representative of polycrystalline

material, and, consequently, this method of investigation is worth

a considerable effort.

B. Plastic Flow Studies in Bulk SMmple. a Polycrystalline
Magne sium Oxide

Magnesium oxide specimens prepared as indicate& previ-

ously by hot-pressing MgO containing 2 percent. LiF, followed by

subsequent heat treating to produce a larger grain size. Mechan-

ical testing thus far has been in three-point bending on a micro

testing machine. The tests are not designed to determine the

mechanical properties, but to try to observe plastic deformation

during the test followed by subsequent indirect studies on disloca-

tion mobility through etch pit techniques. Figure 12-1 shows typ-

ical test results. Except in one case, the specimens did not in-

dicate plastic deformation. The specimen that indicated plasticity

was of a different geometry: 12 mile thick by 300 mils wide, where-

as the others were approximately 25 mils thick by 100 mils wide.

The grain sizes were approximately the same: about 50-75 mi-

crons. If this indicated plasticity was real, it should certainly

have been apparent in the grains, and this was indeed found to be

the case, as is shown in Fig. 12-2. Three slip siteixn are w.

to have been active in one of the grains photographed. These

grains are quite difficult to photograph because of the prior treat-

ment of the specimen. It was observed earlier that mechanical

damage during polishing would obscure any subsequent observa-

tions of slip, so it was reasoned that if the specimen were polished

before the grain growth step, the subsequent heat treatment would

remove the bulk of the damage. This indeed was the case, but un-

fortunately the grains do not retain the flat surface exactly; in-

stead they tend to distort during growth, and, while observation of

dislocations structures is possible, high magnification photography

is difficult. No crack nucleation has, as yet, been observed, but
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X 350
Fig. 12-2

TENSION SURFACE OF POLYCRYSTALLINE
MAGNESIUM OXIDE BEND SPECIMEN
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future work with thinner specimens (so that effective use of trans-

mitted polarized light is possible) should lead to interesting ob-

servations. It has at least been shown that deformation can take

place in a polycrystal, and future observations will hopefully lead

to some criterion for geometry, grain size, etc. It should be

borne in mind that no great attention has, as yet, been paid to

purity, and this, of cou-se, may be quite significant.

3. CONCLUSION

Studies for the direct observation of dislocation mobility

and corresponding plaatic flow in multicrystalline ceramic oxides

have been begun using two techniques: electron transmission mi-

croscopy and etch-pit studies.

Electron transmission microscopy is being pursued with

thin fibers of AlaOS, deposited in 300 A to 1000 A thickness in the

amorphous condition on a substrate, and crystallized by subse-

quent heat treatment to a final grain size of about I micron. The

bulk of the work was carried out with fibers 300 A thick crystal-
lized by a 900"C heat treatment to a-AlOs . However, these

fibers were found to wrinkle and distort in the thermal field of !he

electron microscope, masking the direct observation of disloca-

tion movement in the samples. Attempts to recrystallize fibers

of 1000 A thickness, whose greater stiffness might prevent the

deleterious distortion observed, did not yet prove to be success-

ful.

Etch-pit studies for dislocation mobility were confined to

bulk specimens of MgO, using multicrystalline samples of 50-75

micron grain size. Successful plastic deformation was accom-

pUshed in one sample 12 mils thick by 300 mils wide; subsequent

etching of the fracture facet of this sample disclosed the existence
of three actively operative dislocation slip systems. This method

requires extremely careful control of the polishing and etching

techniques employed, since improper polishing may preclude any
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observation of subsequent slip, while excessive etching may re-

sult in developing only grain-to-grain textural variations by means

of excessive attack at the grain boundaries.

Work on both of these methods will continue during the ex-

tension period of this program. In addition to studies already in

progress, crack nucleation studies in thin samples of bulk multi-

crystals will be begun using polarized transmitted light techniques,

and an investigation will be made of the effect of the nature and

amount of impurities upon dislocation slip system formation in

polycrystalline oxides.
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TASK 13 - CRACR PROPAGATION

Principal Investigators: Part One: W. F. Riley
Armour Research Foundation

Part Two: E. L. McDowell
Armour Research Foundation

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this task is to study conditions surrounding
the propagation of cracks in brittle materials, in order to define
conditions required for the catastrophic propagation of such cracks,
and methods that may be available for their arrest. The investi-
gation is pursued in two parallel parts, dealing with experimen-
tal and theoretical studies respectively.

Experimental work centered about developing techniques
for the determination of stress fields about cracks. A Schardin-
type multiple spark camera unit was built with Foundation support,
capable of 20 exposures spaced at 5 to 50 R sec intervals. The
method was successfully adapted.-to the determination of stress
fields about moving cracks in birefringent brittle plastics; however,
an attempt to adapt the method to opaque brittle materials provided
with photoelastic coatings has failed for lack of an available light
source having the requisite flux strength. Further work will be
concentrated on birefringent brittle oxides, as represented by MgO
single crystals.

Analytical studies have been limited to a searching review
of existing steady-state and dynamic solutions for stress fields
surrounding cracks in semi-infinite plates. Some common
features of existing solutions have been defined, and preliminary
work has been initiated on the solution of the transient lynamic
problem.
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TASK 13 - CRACK PROPAGATION

Part One - Experimental Work
Principal Investigator: W. F. Riley

Armour Research Foundation

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of investigators have been con-

cerned with the problem of determing the stress distributions

associated with both stationary and moving cracks and crack

propagation velocities in various types of ceramic materials.

The failure of glass under impact has been studied, among others,

by Barstow and Edgerton( 1 3 -1 ) in this country, and by Schardin
and Struth(1 3 "2) in Germany. In these investigations high-speed

cameras of various types were employed to determine the crack
propagation velocities. Similar measurements of crack propa-

gation velocity were made electronically by Dimmick and

McCormick{1 3 "3 ) and by Lundborg and Johansson. 1 3 "4), In these

investigations the time required for the crack to propagate the

distance between thin metal lines deposited on the surface of the

specimen was accurately measured.

Experimental investigations concerned with the determina-

tion of stress fields in the vicintty of stationary or moving cracks
have been conducted using either electrical resistance strain

gauges or photoelasticity methods. Since the strain gauge ap-

proach can provide information only at isolated points near the

crack, the photoelastic method which provides full field cover-

age has been used more extensively. Recent stationary crack

studies using conventional two-dimensional techniques include
th wrkofPo( 1 3 -5 ) (13-6) (13-7)
te work of Post( ), Dixon , . and Guernsey and Gilman

More recently Gerberich{1 3$ 8 ) has conducted a study about a
slowly growing crack using the photoelastic coating method. Dy-

namic crack propagation studies to date have essentially been

limited to the work of Schardin( 1 3 ' 9 ) and Wells and Post(13 -10)
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Over the past eight years a considerable amount of research

effort in the ARF Experimental Stress Analysis Section was de-

voted toward developing dynamic photoelasticity and moire methods

for determining transient stress distributions. The objective of

the research conducted in this phase of the current program was

to investigate the feasibility of applying these same methods to a

study of crack propagation in opaque ceramic materials by using

photoelastic coatings.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

At the time the current program was initiated it was decided
tthat existing equipment would be used if possible in all of the early

phases of the work. The equipment which was available included

a 14-in polariscope suitable for'dynamic studies, a single spark

type light source (microflash) together with associated electronic

timing units, several Fastax cameras, and a number of falling

weight and explosive loading devices. All of this equipment had

been i,, ed successfully in studies with low modulus model materi-

als but had not been used for studies with the conventional rigid

model materials.

The model material selected for the current sturWai Columbia

Resin CR-39. This material is Dne of the commonly used photo-

elastic materials with a modulus of elasticity of approximately

Z50, 000 psi. The specimen shape selected for the study was a

rectangular bar 12 inix I in.x 1/4 in. The bar was supported as

a.simple beam and subjected to a central transverse impact. The

impact was provided by a Z. 0-lb weight falling from a height of

30 in. This particular type of loading was used in the early studies

since it is easy to apply and is very reproducible. A number of

photographic records of the fracture of the beams were recorded

using an 8mm Fastax camera operating at 15000 frames per sec-

ond. From these records it wag possible to conclude that frac-

ture of the beam occurred apprqximately IZOO vsec after impact
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of the striker, if a 0. 0S-In.deep cut was introduced into the bottom

surface of the beam to serve as a crack initiator. The photo-

graphic records obtained using the Fastax camera were not suit-'

able for analysis, since the time required for the crack to prop-

agate across the beam was less than the approximate 601L sec time

interval between frames. Photographs suitable for analysis had to

be obtained using a very short duration spark-type light source

(microflash) and a 5 in x I in studio camera. Since the duration

of the flash from one of these unit a only 0.51Lsecp the

fringe movement is effectively stopped and the fringe patterns

appear sharp and clear. Typical jxamples of the fringe patterns

obtained at the instant the crack has moved 15 percent and 85 per-

cent of the distance across the depth of the beam are shown in

Fig. 13-1. These two photographs were obtained by fracturing

two different beams. The patterns were obtained using trans-

mitted light in a polariscope whose optical elements were arranged

as shown in Fig. 13-Z.

The results of the transmitted light studies with CR-39 beams

indicated that the crack propagation phenomena are not reproduc-

ible from specimen to specimen. Therefore, all data required

for a stress analysis must be obtained during a single loading.

The technique of using repeated loadings to obtain fringe patterns

at different times after loading or to obtain additional information

required for separating stresses, which was successfully used for

wave propagation studies, will be difficult to apply in crack prop-

agation work.

For this reason the Foundation decided to support the crack

propagation program by supplying internal funds to construct a

multiple spark-type camera. The camera being built is patterned

after the one originally designed by Crans and Schardin
When completed, the camera will have the capability of recording

20 photographs at equal ti me periods which can be varied
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over the range from 5 to 50 sec. The exposure time for each

photograph will be approximately 0. 5Iisec.

After the techniques were developed for obtaining single

photographs of a crack as it propagates, some beam specimens

were prepared with photoelastic coatings on one face. Since re-

prcducible loadings could not be used to obtain fringe patterns

with the coatings to compare with those obtained using CR-39

beams and transmitted light, the optical elements of the polari-

scope were rearranged so that patterns from the coating and

beam could be simultaneously recorded and compared.

A schematic drawing of the system is shown in Fig. 13-3.
In future studies this same type of arrangement can be used to

record simultaneously the two types of. data required to separate

stresses.

Thus far in the program the results from the coating eval-

uation study have been completely negative. The amount of light

available from the microflash unit has been found to be insuffi-

cient to produce usable fringe patterns. In fact, it is estimated

that the intensity cf light required to produce useful fringe patterns

with this method would require an intensification of currently avail-

able light flux by several orders of magnitude. Since a flash dura-

tion of one microsecond or less is required for sharp clear pat-

terns, little can be done to compensate for the lact of intensity

by increasing the exposure.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

During the last few weeks several samples of transparent

MgO were obtained and cut into specimens suitable for photoelas-

tic analysis. A preliminary examination of these specimens in-

dicates that the material is birefringent and sufficiently sensitive

to receive serious consideration for photoelastic studies. As a
result of the preliminary study conducted under the current pro-

gram, the photoelastic coating approach should be temporarily

abandoned, and future
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research effort s h ould be devoted to a study in which transpar-

ent MgO is used as the model material.

Part Two - Theoretical Work
Principal Investigator: E. L. McDowell

Armour Research Foundation

Problems in linear elasticity which are pertinent to crack

propagation studies can be roughly classified as being static,

steady-state dynamic or transient dynamic. Of these three cate-

gories, the largest proportion of available solutions are devoted

to the static problem. The present study has been limited to a
review of the existing literature and an attempt to consolidate

certain existing solutions (including static and steady-state dy-
namics) in common terms. In addition, some preliminrý.ry

efforts regarding the tranrent dynamic problems have been

initiated.

4. STATIC AND STEADY DYNAMIC CRACK SOLUTIONS

The presently available solutions examined thus far have
been the static solution of Westergaard( 1 3 - 1) the steady state

solutions of Craggs (13"1) and Yoffe( 1 3 "1 3 ) and the general

Sneddon- Radok(13-14) solution of the plane dynamical equations.

These solutions are as follows.

Westergaar l13-1 I) has shown that in an important group
of cases the normal and shearing stress in a plane strain prob-

lem can be written in the form

S= ReZ - yImZ'

S= ReZ + y1mZ' (13-1)

Txy = -y ReZ'

where Z is an analytic function of the complex variable z = x + iy.
This solution has the property that on the line y = o,

"xy = o and Wx = O'y
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Two readily available solutions in this form are for the internal

crack and the crack opened by a wedge ( the cases shown in

Fig. 13-4 ) which have the stress functions:

Internal crack

Z P/ 1-a/ (13-2)

crackopened.Yqy wedge

Z (LP (13-3)

where P, p, and a are as defined in Fig. 13-4

Cragg (13-12) has provided a solution for the propagation

at constant velocity of a semi-infinite crack in an infinite plate

under the action of wedging stresses on the surface of the

crack(Fig. 13-5). The solution is made up of two complex func-

tions of the form

(13-4)

Log A,.+ - 2 iA 1/

A+ + i Z Zj7

where IL is the shear modulus

V ts thb crack velocity

CI, C2 are dilatation and-distortion wave velocities

P, S wedge stresses of Figure 2

a loaded length of crack

Z = X + i ( - v2 /c. 2 ) 1/2 y

X a x-Vt

and j takes the values 1 arid 2.
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Yoffe (13-13) provided another steady state solution for the

internal crack of constant length propagating with constant veloci-

ty in an infinite plate (Fig. 13-6), This solution is derived for-

mally from an integration of all possible Rayleigh type waves

along the line y = o ahead of the crack. However, the solution

indicates a relation between the Westergaard static solution of the

internal crack with the steady dynamic solution. In order to avoid

dealing with mixed boundary values along y = o, Yoffe indicates

that the static form of solution can be used to transform the line

y = o to either a purely stress or purely displacement dependent

boundary. In fact her solution, in final form, is seen to be a lin-

ear combination of Westergaard's static solution with combinations

of elastic and dynamic constants as coefficients.

The Sneddon-Radol (13-14) in general form, applies to dis-

.turbing influences moving with constant velocity parallel to the

axis. According to this solution two analytic functions FI (Z1 ),

and F 2 (Z 2) give rise to displacement components satisfying the

steady dynamic equations of elasticity. From these functions the

stresses are derived by

y = (I +P22) [F1 . (ZI) + F2
t (Z 21)

(rx + (ry -2 (P12 - 12) Re [F1 " (Z 1 )J (13-5)

T xy 2 Irn 1 I (ZI1) +(l+ F" (Z2

where

22p1 = (V/C 1)'

p12 = 1-(V/C2 )2

X = x-Vt

Z = X + ip 1 y

S2 =X + iP2 y
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5. STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS FROM-STATIC SOLUTION

Sneddon has also shown how the solution for the moving
internal crack (Yoffe) can be derived from the static internal

crack holutioii of Westergaard, by applying the Sneddon-Radok
form of solution. Thus if the functions F, F are taken as de-

fined by..

Fl" (Z 1 ) = A1 + B1 I I (A/Z 1 ) Z

(13-6)
Fz" (zz) Az + B -/1 (A/Zz) 2

where A, B, H , B are constants (possibly imaginary) which
are evaluated to satisfy stress boundary conditions. The con-

stants are readily evaluated as

A1 - -A 2 =.~ l +.pt)zJ + L(.!z2.I (1 + P2) -4PIP2t

(13-7)

B (1 + P2 2) P Bp

[! J-PZ - (I+"3)z] A 1 + P2 i (_ •- ';•z'-

which is Yoffe's solution.
What seems to have been generally overlooked, however,

is that Cragg's solution can alsq be obtained using the Westergaard
static solution with the Sneddon-Radok dynamic equations. In fact,
there appears to be a close relation between the Westergaard form
and the steady state, at least for some range of problems.

To obtain the steady-dynamic solution for the semi-infinite
crack we must first obtain a modification for the Westergaard
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crack opened by a wedge. Instead of the solution for a concen-

trated force, P, previously cited, we replace P by a distributed

load over a small length of crack, da, and sum up such loads for

all b -- a m 0 ,. as shown in Fig. 13-7. After integrating and

manipulating, a new solution is obtained for the semi-infinite crack

loaded by uniform compressive stress, w, for a distance, b, be-

hind the crack tip. (The solution for shear stresses behind the

crack has not been obtained but should be similar in view of

Cragg's solution to the result given here. ) These considerations

lead to

= -2 F.- bl/ z 1/- +i a/Z
a -_ + i z 11/-]

For this solution, which applies to the static case, the term in

brackets is exactly that obtained by Craggs in the dynamric solu-

tion. The exact form of Craggs' solution follows by assuming the

functions FI, F2 in the Sneddon-Radok solution to be defined by

Fog b1/2 i 1/2 + Z 1/21IL bT + i Z 1/ Z 1 1/2

(13-9)

Fz" (z 2 ) =:6 og b 1 2 - z--'1/2 + i 2 ib1/

2 E~Lo b1S ZT7 T7z

where A and B may be complex. To satisfy stress boundary con-

ditions (including shear stress on the crack) the constants must

have the values

ReA = ReB -24 2 S

(13-10)

Im A IM B -P

0-+ P2 1
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where P and S now refer to normal and shear stress on the crack

boundary -b = -X :! 0 . With appropriate change in notation

this is exactly Craggs' solution.

In passing we also note that by a transformation

i1= ZZ -d

we can arrive at a static solution of the case shown in Fig. 13-7.

We cannot employ the Sneddon-Radok solution in this case, how-

ever, since the appearance of a boundary makes the problem in-

herently non-steady. In other words, d , in this case would de-

pend on time.

6. TRANSIENT DYNAMIC CRACK PROPAGATION

The transient-dynamic solution available to date is by

Baker( 1 3 - 1 5 ) for a problem similar to Craggs' semi-infinite

crack. For the transient-dynamic solution the semi-infinite
crack suddenly appears in a stretched sheet and then propagates

with constant velocity. An apparent difficulty with this solution,

however, is that in the limiting case of zero propagation velocity

after the crack appears we have the case of the semi-infinite

length of crack loaded along its entire length. Contrary to the

steady-dynamic problems, this situation does not have a static

counterpart.

7. CONCLUSION

We have shown how the two available steady-dynamic crack

propagation solutions are related to the analagous static solutions.

It appears at least plausible, also, that additional steady-dynamic

problems can be derived in this manner.

The investigation of the transient dynamic problem has, as

yet, not progressed to a stage where definitive conclusion can be
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reached. The study will continue in the direction of determ-

ing the strain energy distribution in the vicinity of the tapof

the crack as well as the establishment of transient dynamic

solutions for bounded regions.
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TASK 14 - RHEOTROPIC BEHAVIOR

Principal Investigator: P. R. V. Evans

ABSTRACT

The initial purpose of this task was to explore the possi-
bility of introducing small but measurable amount of room
temperature ductility into multicrystalline oxides by means
of rheotropic effects ascribable to elevated temperature de-
formation. Magnesium oxide was selected as the candidate
material, and extrusion as the process for achieving high
temperature deformation. Back ext.'usion using a 3:1 reduc-
tion ratio yielded promising results. However, the perfection
of extrusion studies appeared to require a major effort, dis-
proportionate to the size of the current study.

Emphasis, therefore, was diverted to a study of the
sintering characteristics of submicron MgO powders produced
by the Vitro Laboratories; studies were carried out for hot
pressing, and for cold pressing and sintering methods.

The Vitro material and Fisher powder were subjected to
hot pressing at 2350 F and 3000-psi pressure, with or with-
out i/2 w/o LiF. The LiF addition proved beneficial for the
Fisher powder, but had no effect on the Vitro material. High-
est densities were obtained for the Fisher MgO powder with
1/2 w/o LiF; under identical conditions the final grain size
of the Vitro material was about 50 percent larger than that of
the Fisher powder. - -'
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TASK 14- RHEOTROPIC BEHAVIOR

Part One - Sintering Studies of Submicron
Magnesium Oxide Powders

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task is to examine whether the rhec-

tropic effects observed in body-centered cubic metals which re-

sult in significant improvements in low-temperature ductility

following high temperature deformation, exist also in polycrys-

talline metallic oxides. Two approaches recommend themselvea

in this regard:

(1) Using small amounts of prestrain up to 10 percent;

so that "grown-in" dislocations are unlocked from

their impurity atmospheres. This prestrain has to

be carried out at temperatures where the impurities

are essentially immobile,

(2) Infroducing considerable prestrain between 40. 60 per-

cent, to cause extensive glide and dislocation slip band

formation throughout the body of the material. The

slip lines generated will tend to cause twinning, thereby

reducing the effective grain sise, and increasing the

density of screw dislocations which are thought to act

as considerable barriers to the propagation of brittle

type fractures.

2. DISCUSSION

Work commenced with MgO, since this material appeared to

be more promising with regard to achieving some ductility than

Lucalox. Results from Task 4 suggest that uniaxial compression

testing is not a satisfactory method of achieving plastic deforma-

tion in polycrystalline MgO. Therefore, attention has been devoted
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to studying extrusion as a method of prestraining. Two different

extrusion techniques, illustrated in Fig. 14-1, were investigated

in the temperature range of 1200"C-1600"C. Briefly, the results

indicate that back extrusion, Fig. 14-l(b), is a considerably more

promising method of extruding MgO than direct extrusion, Fig.

14-1(&). Even the experiments on back extrusion, however, have

not, so far, yielded satisfactory specimens for teoting. Extrusion

ratios up to 3:1 have been investigated. It appears at this time

that the achievement of satisfactory extrusion techniques for ce-

ramics oxides Is, in itself, a major development area.
In view of the fact that the development of successful extru-

sion techniques is a prerequisite to the intended nature of this

task, further work on a study of the rheotropic behavior of multi-

crystalline oxides Is suspended. Remaining effort was then re-
oriented towards a study of the sintering characteristics of sub-
micron MgO powder.

Part Two - Sintering Characteristics of Submicron

Magnesium Oxide Powder

3. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study was to exaniue the sintering
characteristics of submicron MgO powder supplied by the Vitro
Laborntories, West Orange, New Jersey and compare them with
the behavior of some commercially available powders produced by
more conventional techniques. It was thought that the extreme fine-

ness of the Vitro product and thus its enhanced activity might pos-
sess certain advantages such as increased sintering rates. Of
particular interest was the possibility of producing a high density

magnesia ceramic at lower than normal fire temperatures. The
Vitro powder is produced by an erosion process of the anode of a
plasma arc apparatus.
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STUDIED FOR MAGNESIUM OXIDE
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Most of the experimental work involved a detailed study of

the sintering of cold pressed bodies of known but varying green

density. Green density may then be related to fired density and

an analysis of such data provides comparable and accurate meas-

urements of sinterability. This approach has been used bafore
114-1, 14-2, 14-3, ) and takes into account the influence of initial

powder particle size on sold-pressing characteristics which, in

turn, effects subsequent sintering behavior. This consideration

is important in the present study since the initial powder particle

sizes varied considerably.

A limited number of hot pressing experiments was also per-

formed.

4. MATERIALS

Three powders were studied.

Vitro Submicorn Magnesium Oxide, Lot MgO-9-10 (C); produced
by:

Vitro Laboratories, Inc.
200 Pleasant Valley Way -

Wept Orange, New Jersey

Mallinckrodt AR-Grade Magnesium Oxide, Cat. No. 6015, Lot
9012L1; produced by:

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
Second & Mallinckrodt Streets
St. Louis, Missouri

Fisher Magnesium Oxide, USP Light Calcined Magnesia, Cat.
No. M-49, Lot 71064; produced by:

Fisher Scientific Company
Fairlawn, New Jersey

The Vitro powder was not commercially available and was obtain-

ed through the courtesy of Dr. J. D. Holmgren of Vitro. The

Mallinckrodt and Fisher powders were obtained through commer-

cial channels.
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The Mallinckrodt and Fisher powders were chosen for

study because they had been used to produce specimens for this

program. The Mallinckrodt powder is used to produce the stan-

dard ARF cold-pressed and sintered MgO. It was selected three

years ago after a survey and trial of thirteen commercial and

experimental magnesium oxide powders on the basis of its high

purity, excellent pressing behavior. uniformity, availability,

and low cost. At the time of the survey, the Mallinckrodt powder

was one of the few powders which could be relied upon to produce

hot pressed MgO specimens for Task 4. Only the Vitro and

Fisher powders were used in the hot-pressing experiments.

The chemical and physical properties of the three powders-

are tabulated in Tables 14-1 and 14-2. Electron micrographs

are shown in Fig. 14-2, 14-3, and 14-4. The Vitro powder is

produced by an erosion process of the anode of a plasma arc

apparatus which produces a powder of high surface area, small

average particle size, and presumably, quite different absorbed

surface layers and surface stresses than powders produced at

lower temperatures. The Mallinckrodt and Fisher powders are

produced by the conventional method of precipitating MgO from

solution as the basic carbonate and calcining the precipitate at

low temperature, 14000F for the Mallinckrodt powder, to pro-

duce the oxide. This method has been found to produce MgO

with high sinterability and calcination of other magnesium salts,

the chloride and sulfate for example, has been found to produce

MgO of lower sinterability.
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Table 14- I.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE POWDERS

Percent Impurity

Vitro Mallinckrodt Fisher
purity Pwder*' Ceramic Powder* Ceramic** Powder* Ceramic**

(Cold Press- Hot Pressed)Ted and Sin-
tered)

Al 0.002 0.05 0.03
As <0. O01l**
AsB 0. 002
B <0. 005
C 0.27 0.018
Ca 0.05 0.03 0.04 <1. 5 0.5
Cr 0.002 0.003 0.0006
Cu 0.001 O.000Z 0.0003
Fe 0.03 0.005 0.005 <0.05 0.03
K 0.1 0.003
Mn 0.007 -<0. 0005
Mo 0.003
Na 0.02 0.1
Ni 0.002
Pb <0.003---- <0.004
Si 0.1 <0.04 0.03 0.02
Sr 10. 001
Ti 0.001 0.004

*Supplier's Typical Analysis
**Semi-Quantitative Spectrochemical by Chicago Spectra-Service Laboratory, Inc.

• As OKide

Reference to the tables and figures mentioned above

shows that its unconventional method of production does indeed

give the Vitro a higher surface area and smaller particle sine

altho not as high as that of some experimental calcined magnes-

ium hydroxide which range to 200 sq meters/gram. The electron-

-micrograph of the Fisher powder (Fig. 14-4) shows a relic struc-

ture of the basic carbonate indicating that this powder may have

been calcined at a higher temperature than the Mallinckrodt

powder; the exact tempertture is considered proprietary by

Fisher. This structure gives the Fisher powder a much larger

particle size than the other two powders.
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Table 14-11

P-1OPERTY DATA

Property Powder

Vitro Mallinckrodt Fisher

Surface Area* 68.5 12.9 13.2
(sq. meter/gram)

Bulk Density** 4-6 8-12 10.14
(lb/cu ft)

S * Surface area determined by BET nitrogen absorbtion
method by Particle Data Labs, Bronxville, New York.

** Bulk density varies with method of determination and
cannot be determined precisely.

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

A. Hot Pressing Experiments

The hot pressing experiments were confined to the condi-

tions previously used at ARF to produce ultra-high density

MgO for Task 4 with the exception that LiF additives were not

made in some instances. The procedures used were described
(14-4)

in detail previously . Briefly, cylinders I/2 in.diam by 1

in. long were pressed in graphite dies at 2350 0 F and 3000 psi

pressure. This was followed by a dicarburization treatment

involving heating air at 1200 0 C for 168 hours to okidize the

carbon picked up during pressing. Density and grain size

measurements were then performed.

The density results are given in Table 14-111 and repre-

sentative microstructures are illustrated in Fig. 14-5 through

14-7.
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Table 14- Ill

DENSITY DATA FOR MAGNESIUM OXIDE COMPACTS

Vitro Mallinckrodt Fisher

Compacting Pressure Range (psi) 150 - 60, 000 300 - 60. 000 z00 - 50, 000
Height of Compacts Range (in) 1.46- 0.45 1.18 - 0.49 1.24- .51-
Green Density Range (glcc) 0.72 - Z.16 0.93 - 2.29 0.56 - 1.29
as % of Theoretical Density 23 - 60 Z7 - 61 16 - 36

Fired Density Range, 1300°C, g/cc 1.83 - Z. 87 1. 2U - Z. 81 0.96 - 1.67
as % of Theoretical Density 51 - 80 34 - 79 Z7 - 47

Fired Density Range, 1700aC, 3/cc Z. 65 -, 3.48 2.91 - 3.46 3.08 - 3.39

as % of Theoretical Density 71 - 97 81 - 97 86 - 95

The following conclusions are based on their data:

(1) The highest density hot pressed bodies prepared in

this investigation were obtained using Fisher powder with

LiF addition.

(Z) Lithum fluoride additions made little difference to

the fired density or grain size of the Vitro powder. However,

LiF greatly influenced the densities obtainable with the Fisher

powder.

(3) The grain sizes of the Vitro specimens were about

"- 50 per cent larger than the Fisher material. Also, the Fisher

powder gave a significantly smaller grain size than is normally

associated with the hot pressing conditions used here. This

observation remains unexplained.

The varying grain sizes might be explained by the aver-

age particle size and size distribution of the starting powders.

Size data is currently being collected for these powders and

will be included in the final report on the cold-pressing and

sintering experiments described below.

Grain sizes were determined using equation described in Task 4.
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X Z50
Fir. 14-5

FISHER MAGNESIUM OXIDE POWDER + A/2 W/o LITHIUM FLOUIJDE
HOT-PRESSED AT 2350"F. Grain Size = 0.012 mm Density = 3.57 gicc

X Z50
Fig. 14-6

VITRO SUBMICION MAGNESIUM OXIDE POWDER + /Z W/o LITHIUM
FLOURIDE HOT-PRESSED AT 2350 F. Grain Size = 0.019 rnm
Density = 3. 49 g/cc Etchant = 50 % conc H2 504 + 50% Sat. Sol. NH4 Ci
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rig, 14.7
VITRO SUBMIION MAONXSIUM OXIDZ POWDER HOT-PRESSED AT
2350 W WITHOUT A1Y ADDITIVES. Gumt Site a 0,018 mm
Density = 3, 48 Ilcc Mtchant a 0 % cone Hzso04 + 50% Sat. Sol. NH 4 C1
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The lower densities exhibited by the Vitro powder may

be attributed, in part at least, to the trapping of gas pockets

between the very fine particles during compacting which remain

trapped during subsequent sintering. Low densities have also

been noted in the sintering of submicron metal powders (14-15)

and it is thought that this is also due to a gas trapping mechanism.

The larger grain sizes noted in the Vitro compacts could be due

to the slightly higher purity of this material, according to Table

14-I, this material has lower purity than Fisher or Mallinckrodt

together with its finer initial particle size.

The above results indicate that from the standpoint of

producing ultra-high density fine grain ceramics, Fisher powder

is a superior starting material at least for the hot;-pressing con-

ditions used here.

B. Cold Pressing and Sintering Experiments

In this phase all three MgO powders were used. The

powders were treated with the binder for light fluffy powders

developed at ARF and described previously (14-4). The binder

is composed of stearic acid and polymethylmethacrylate dis-

sorbed in solvent, it is mixed with the powder to form a slurry

and evaporated to dryness. The treated powders wemre compacted

at varying pressures from both sides in a 1-in. diam. die to form

compacts with as wide a range of free densities as possible. The

lower limit of the green density range was determined by the need

to produce a compact with sufficient integrety for handling; the

upper limit was determined by the onset of laminations for the

Vitro and Mallinckrodt powders and by reaching a terminal

green density for the Fisher powder. The green density was

varied by changing the compacting pressure; the variation of
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green density with compacting pressure for each powder is

shown in Fig. 14-8; the Mallinckrodt was the easiest to press

while the Fisher was the most difficult. The green density was

determined from the weight and dimensions of the compacts,

allowing for the weight of binder.

The compacts were dried for 48 hr at 110 0C., divided

into two random groups, and placed in random 6ider into tb-

kilns. The low temperature firing was made in an air atmos-

phere in a Glo-bar kiln in which the temperature was increased

at the rate of 10 0 C/hr to 1300 0 C., held one hour, and allowed

to cool to room temperature before the specimens were removed.

The high temperature firing was made in the combustion gas

atmosphere of an air/gas kiln in which the temperature was

increased at the rate of 200 0C/hr to 17000 C., held for three

hours, and allowed to cool to room temperature before removing

the specimens. The high temperature firing is the standard

firing schedule for ART M&O. It was observed that all the Vitro

compacts in the low temperature firing with green densities

greater than 35 per cent of theoretical density had completely

disintegrated to the extent that their fired density could not be

determined. Compacts of the other powders were not affected

nor were any of the compacts in the high temperature firing

affected. The reason for this phenomena is not apparent.

The lower firing temperature was selected as 1300 0 C.

since that is approximately the Tarnmann temperature for

MgO, the temperature at which the effects of bulk diffusion

starts to become active in sintering. The upper firing tem-

perature is the standard firing temperature for ARF MgO.
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4.

The bulk density of the specimens frows the low tem-

perature firing were determined by immersion in Meriam

Red manometer oil, specific gravity 0. 8Z7; to avoid possible

hydration that of the specimens from the high temperature

firing by immersion in water, a less messy fluid. A few of

the most dense specimens from the low temperature firing

were also measured in water and their densities were found

to be the same as those determined in oil. A bubble-free

single crystal of MgOwas used as a standard, its density

was found to be between 3. 57 g/cc and 3. 58 g/cc in both oil

and water which is the theoretical density for MgO.

The results of the firings are tabulated in Table 14-111.

The plot of the green density as a percentage of theoretical
density versus fired density as a percentage of theoretical

density for the three powders at two firing temperatures is

shown on Fig. 14-9, 14-10, 14-11. The lines were deter-

.mined by regression analv:-is least squares method and have

a correlation coefficient -' 99. 5 per cent or greater. The

inflection points in the lines for the Vitro and Mallinckrodt

powders at the upper firing temperature were determined

visually. The regression of the points on either side of the

inflection was found to be linear. Only the regression lines

for the two firing temperatures and three powders are shown

on Fig. 14-12 and 14-13. The slope, limits, and formula

for these lines are given in Table 14-IV.

Considering Fig. 14-12 with the results of the low tem-
peraeure firing, it will be seen that the Vitro powder sinters

to a higher density than either of the other two powders. If the

slope of the Vitro line is Continued to the maximum green

density obtainable in compacts of this powder, it will be observed
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I
that fired ceramics of very high density might have- been

ootained at this low temperature without the addition of LAF

or other fluxing agent.

From Fig. 14-13, the results of the high temperature

firing, it will be observbd that the compacts of Vitro powder

reach the terminal density sooner than those of Fisher or

Mallinckrodt powder and that for low green density compacts,

the Fisher powder produces much higher fired densities.

Perhaps this is due to the fluxing action of its impurities.

The difference between the terminal density reached by both
Vitro and Mallinckrodt compacts *ith a green density greater

than 42 per cent is not significant and the average of the two
groups, 95 per cent of theoretical density can be considered

the terminal density for both powders fired in this manner.

In the course of preparing more than a thousand specimens

of ARF MgO, the density of several hundred of them was

measured; the green density ranged between 55 and 60 per cent

while the fired density ranged between 95 and 97 per cent with

monotonous regularity.

Photomicrographs of polished sections of ceramic spec-

imens made from the three powders are shown in Fig. 14-14,

14- 15, 14-16. These specimens were fired at 1700 0 C. and have

a density of 95 per cent of theoretical. Grain counts were made

from photomicrographs of two typical areas on three specimens

made from each of the three powders. The data on the specimens

and the results of the grain counts are given in Table 14-V. It

will be noted that the variation of grain counts for the two areas

on each specimen are smaller than the variation among the

variation among the three specimens made from the same powder.

The latter variation in the grain count does not seem to be
dependent on either green density or fired density of the speci-

mens. The difference in grain counts for the Fisher and

Mallinckrodt specimens is not significant but there is a significant
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difference between these two and the Vitro specimens. It is

interesting to note that both the Fisher and Mallinckrodt powders

have the same average surface area and there may be an inverse

dependence of fired grain size to surface area of the unfired

powder.

Table .14- V

GRAIN COUNT DATA FOR SPECIMENS FIRED AT 17000 C

Powder Specimen Density (S) Grains/ Variation Variation of Variation
No. Green Fixed q mm Coeff. Three Coeff.

M(V) Specimens (V)

Vitro 28 35 95 570 16 504
37 44 95 565 -- grains per 23
53 57 95 377 -- sq mm

Mallinckrodt 92 44 96 1100 3 778
101 56 95 510 -- grains per 44
109 61 95 790 11 sq mm

Fisher 131 36 95 1300 8 754
150 32 94 585 -- grains per 51
158 33 94 615 -- sq mm

It may be concluded from the foregoing, that the Vitro

oowder may be fired into high density MgO ceramics at much

lower temperature than the Mallinckrodt on Fisher powders

without the need of adding LiF or other sintering aide; for higher

temperatures normally used to fire MgO, the Vitro and

Mallinckrodt powders yield equivalent densities and the

Mallinckrodt would be preferable on the basis of its higher

purity and smaller grain size.
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TASK 15 - EFFECT OF POROSITY

Frincipal Investigators: Part One: L. M. Atlas
Armour Research Foundation

Part Two: N. A. Weil
Armour Research Foundation

ABSTRACT

A two-part program was carried out on this Task to study
the effect of porosity on the strength and elastic properties of
ceramic oxides.

On Part One, the experimental phase of this work, groups
of AIZO bare varying in porosity, grain size and conditions of
fabrication have been prepared at temperatures between 16500
and 1845 0 C by normal sintering, and by hot pressing at pressures
ranging between 500 psi and 3000 psi. . The porosity of the prod-
ucts varied from 0. 5 to about 25 per cent; grain size measure-
ments have not yet been completed. These bars as well as spec-
fixiens of Lucalox, Wesgo AL995, and two grades of Alundumn were
subjected to measurements of Young's modulus, internal friction,
and flexural strength in four-point loading. Relations between
S and d, p, Q-I, and E will be examined by Ir'altiple regression
methods. A plot of log t vs P is preses-tei; the slope of the
resulting straight line is approximately 3. 4i

Part Two deals with theoretical studies of the effect of
porosity on elastic properties. Following a detailed literature
review, Hashin's analysis on the effect bf elastic inclusion is
extended to yield closed-form solutions for Young's modulus.
These results are then simplified for the particular case of por-
osity (empty inclusions), yielding definitive and simple express-
ions of uniform format for the effect of porosity on all ofj the
elastic constants, The H4asselman-Shaffer equation is shown to
be a singular case of the .more general Hashin equations, and a
semi-rational form of the strength-porosity relationship is sug-
gested.
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TASK 15 - EFFECT OF POROSITY

Part One: Experimental Work

Principal Investigator: L. M. Atlas
Armour Research Foundation

1. INTRODUCTION

As interest in ceramics for structural purposes has risen,

increasing attention has been devoted to establishing theoretical

and empirical relations between strength (and elastic constants)

and such textural parameters as porosity and grain size. In the

last few years, encouraging progress has been made in relating

these two groups of variables -- provided that the ceramics have

been fired at one temperature and prepared by the same general

method. This is a serious restriction-in cases where the previ-

ous history of a ceramic is unknown, or where new fabrication

techniques have been used for their production. Therefore, the

main objective of this program is to modify existing empirical

eqAations so that the strength of a ceramic may be predicted from

nondestructively measurable properties without knowledp of its

history.

Because of the large scope of the problem, an attempt has

been made to hold some of the undoubtedly important variables

reasonably constant (i. e., specimen size and surface condition).

Emphasis is being placed on parameters analogous to, or in add-

ition to, porosity and grain size, but which in some way may also

account for the more subtle changes of texture and bond strength

that result from different firing temperatures or modes of prep-

aration. Within the group of variables being studied, no attempt

has been made to isolate one at a time. Instead, all parameters

are being varied concomitantly, and multiple regression methods

will be applied to the final experimental results. Knudsen( 1 5 "I
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used this procedure to evaluate the constants for thoria in his

empirical strength equation:

S = kd a•bp (15-I)

where

S is the strength of a porous brittle polycrystalline body

d is mean grain diameter

p is volume fraction of pores

k, b , a = constants

Since regression analysis is more conveniently used with

linear relationships, Eq. (15-1) was converted to the logarithmic

form:

InS = Ink- aInd-bp s . (15-2)

In cases where Eq. (15-1) (and analogs for the elastic and shear

moduli suggested by Spriggs ("!-S2) and Spriggs and Brissette((15-3)

does not fully describe the data, the discrepancy has been assigned

to a variability of the constant b (rather than that of a or k).

This assumption not only gives the best agreement between calcu-

lated and measured strengths, but is also consistent with the

following physical interpretation of Knudsen. The porosity affects

strength through ite indirect geometrical influence on the area of

the minimum load bearing surface whose general trend is normal

to the loading force (.5"4. Knudsen's interpretation suggests that

this geometrical relationship (expressed through the term e•bs)

may change with temperature because of differences in the rela-

tive importance of necking and shrinkage. On this basis, appli-

cability of the strength equation might be widened if the minimum

load bearing area could be directly measured or at least indirectly

deicribed by a parameter (other than the porosity) which has a

more constant relationship to it. The ambitious task of measur-

ing the minimum load bearing area has been undertaken by Knudsen.
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In the present program. consideration is being given the replace-

ment of porosity by a ratio containing the area of grain contact

divided by the total area of grain surface (the shared surface +

one-half of the unshared surface) in the same volume of mater-

ial. This ratio appears to be sensitive to changes of contact area

produced by necking processes that cause little shrinkage;there-"

fore it may have a more constant relationship than porosity to

the load bearing area. Unfortunately, pore boundaries are not

clearly delineated in many of the polished and flash-etched sec-

tions prepared during this program; consequently, any gain de-

rived from the use of the more refined area ratio would probably

be offset by lack of precision of the measurements.

Another parameter that might be considered as a replace-

ment for the porosity term is the elastic modulus, E. 'This sub-

stitution rests on the premise that after correction by the grain

size term, the maximum stress in the ceramic (which governs

the failure point) is approximately K x the average stress (which

determines the overall deformation). If this is true, bS in

Eq. (15-1) equals K bE in the analog for the elastic modulus.

Some corroboration for this relationship may perhaps be seen

in Spriggos(iS"2) observation that bE , like bS , varies with

the fabrication conditions.

The special value of E in an empirical strength equation

arises from the fact that in addition to providing a measure of

the load bearing area, it should also be sensitive to variations

of grain contact strength and deformnability. Any weakening of

the contacts caused by lowering the firing temperature or rais-

ing the impurity content should act both to.increase the contri-

bution of grain boundary slip to the total deformation and to re-

duce the stress level needed to initiate cracking in the contact

zones. The question is, however, just how important these
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effecti are at room temperature, compared to the strenth and

deformation of the intragranular material.

The occurrence of extensive grain boundary slip in dense

polycrystalline MgO at room temperature is confirmed by the

internal friction measurements of Manna and Crandall(" 5" 61who

found that Q" I rises with Increasing total grain surface area.

Furthermore, their values of 0' are more than an order of mag-

nitude higher than is generally founc? in MgO single crystals.

Still, the close agreement between dynamic and static values of

E f'6ixiunheated delfse ceramics strongly suggests that the sum

effect of anelastic movements is relatively small compared to the

total elastic deformation of the grains themselves. However,. as

the porosity rises, intergranular slip may make an increasing

relative contribution both to the total deformation and to the

initiation of cracks. This contribution may be much accentuated

for those series of specimens in which low firing temperatures

and high impurity concentrations limit the development of the

highest possible grain contact strengths. The net effect of this

variation should be to cause errors in Eq. (i5-1) similar to those

presently attributed to the variability of bS and bE.

If for theoretical reasons it is desired to separate the effects

of load bearing area and contact strength, it may be necessary to

incorporate an independent function of the latter into Eq. (15- 1)

to widen the range of its applicability, A function of the internal

friction, Q-, may serve this purpose. This chuice is based on

two assumption: (1) that friction losses in polycrystalline oxides

are largely caused by grain boundary controlled slip -- even at

room temperature, and (2) that an increase of these losses is

inversely related to the contact strength. The first point is sup-

ported by the much higher losses that occur in polycrystalline

ceramics than in single crystals of the same substance, and by
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the grain size dependence found by Hanna and Crandali. The sec-
- I

ond point is not true for raw Q measurements; these must first

be normalized with respect to their dependence on grain size and

possibly porosity (remembering that the variation of Q-1 with

porosity may partly reflect a concomitant change of contact

strength). The normalization might be carried out by using mul-

tiple regression methods to establish the proportion of the total

variance of Q- might be assigned to variations of grain contact.

strength. This procedure will be applied to the Q-1 data mea-

sured during this program; however the poor precision of the-in-

ternal friction measurements makes the value of this project

somewhat doubtful for ail but very large differences of interanular

strength.

To summarize, the primary objective of this program is to

extend the applicability of an empirical strength equation based on

nondestructively measured parameters. At the present time, the

following specific approaches appear most promising:

(1) Wherever metallographic sections permit, porosity will

be replaced by a ratio of grain contact area per unit volume of

material, Sc, divided by one-half of the total grain surface area,

Sts in the same volume. The porosity term might then appear as:

-b (.1 - 2S /-t) (1-5-3)
ke c t

or, following the Ballhin form:

2Sm
K &(15-4)

where b and m are hopefully constant. The areas in question

may be statistically determined by the method of Smith and

Guttman( 1 5 -6) i.e.;
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Sc = 2NcIL (15-5a)

and
St 2 N L (15-5b)

where N and N are the number of intersections in a met-C 5

allographic section between a traverse line of xnown; length, L,

and grain contacts, N c , or grain surface, Ns.
(2) The porosity term will be replaced by a function of the

elastic modulus -- probably a term of the form KE. This is

based on the following premises:

S IebSp (grain size, etc. being constant)

(15-6a)

E e'bEp (15-6b)

b = kbE (15-6c)

(Both bS and bE are considered as variables in (15-6a) and

(15-6b) varying for example, with the impurity concentration

or mode of fabrication). -

(3) Attempts will be made to refine the grain size term

d -a by adding a range parameter. This might be the standard

deviation of a randomly chosen population of grains from its

mean diameter. This term might serve to compensate for the

opposed effects of cracks tending to nucleate within or adjacent

to the largest grains, and for smaller grains tending to act an

barriers to the propagation of these cracks.
A secondary objective of the program is to pr3vide addi-

-- tional information on the variation of E and Q-I with p and d

for Ala 0, ceramics prepared by different methods. Refine-

ments such as the substitution of I - 2SC/St for p, or the
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incorporation of an internal friction term to account for changes

of grain contact strength will be used wherever possible.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Preparation of Aluminum Oxide Specimens

Aluminum Oxide ceramics having an All 0, content above

99 per cent, a range of grain sizes of at least two orders of mag-

nitude, and porosities varying from less that 0. 5 percent to 25

percent, have been prepai'ed by the methods outlined in Table 15-1.

Each group number represents eight or more specimens except for

12686-9 which consisted of six. Specimens were in the form of

bars measuring approximately 1. 5 to 1. 6 in. long, 0. 2 in. wide,

and 0. 1 to 0. 13 in. thick. All were ground flat and parallel to

+ 0. 001 in. with the same grinding wheel. After grinding, the

bars were washed in organic solvents and distilled water, and

dried at about 500*C.

B. Strength Measurements

Bending strength was measured with a four point loading

fixture mounted on a swivel head. The span between the outer

loading points (all loading points were 3/16 in. diam. hardened

steel rods) was 1.312 in. and between the inner points, 0.436 in.

Cushioning the specimens from the inner rods with a sheet of

1/32 in. polyethylene reduced the coefficient of variation and

raised the incidence of failure between, rather than at the bear-

ing points. Load was applied at a constant rate of about 1-1/2 lb-sec;

since the elastic moduli of the specimens differed , this constant

loading rate resulted in a variable strain rate. However, the var-

iation was probably less than ten fold and according to Task 2, the

strength of All 0 appears to be invariant over a much larger range.
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Table 15-I

PROCEDURES FOR PREPARING ALUMINUM OXIDE CERAMICS

Grou Ms.. Fil.1n Tim at1A~,.-* Density

M. Materials Is .. t..4 Teniperat,." Mo.

11990-l2 Al..,, Mi,.- Is. 1. .1 12 3/4 hr 0 z3.91

*39904-26 Alm..,, Mi. c. P. .me t6*0 1/4 h' .1, 39

12146.13.0 Almn., Mix P. v. el 1700 4 hr P. rmh..' 3.70
:. * rartm.. 0.1-4rni petads. 3

The- .. .. ... ,6

1009 p.C Its..0.

12688.4 Al.,. Mi. h. P. .4 Isla 5 min. Ar cs,b. 3.91
600 PatP*.

02146.1 Al...., Mi. N*. p. at 1611s9 -1 .* At carb. 3.81
I"0 p.C Pass

*146 9P Aluc., Mix h*. p. at 11.10 0 n.1. A, carb. 3.91
30100P.1, "so.

12604.10 AN,... Mi. I. P. .1 *1655 q sel At car,. 3.98
1oo10..* P.#.

*1"06-13 Nc'.j flo. h*. p. 4* Ifiss 1 .1. A, .4,1. 3.11
36-900 *OO0p.i "a...

.21686-13 At..% ~ ". P. 4* 46*0 5 Mi" A, ,arb. 3.*I
A *4 ISO1pel Pass

11"46. 1*A-1 541% Al..,, MC C. p. * a n 1700 19 min £46 ,@nih,.l 3.04N
24% Al.,., MA a Wtrni prod-..
20% Neltm S16-100

124416.111 131b Aljme, MC c. p. and 1700 13 Mi. P. ,.nmb..* 3.06
lii Alm,., MA M*etered prods.
50% N.,*.e J6-900

12646-11-14 *17% Alm. MIC c, p. and 1700 Is .l. P. cornehw* 3. N
9% Alt-:; MA -. amelr.4 nreds.,

90% Norte. 36-900

124146-11-IS . Mort- .. P. a..d *100 15 nl, gas .onbust J. 13
00 i*ni*r.d pos

12606.*1-16 Aca cIt, ad 1700 15 mln Pa comibust 2.91J A14 &e.rdprods..

* Alu... Mix consists ofl1/3 0.11.,'. Al..,., MAI 13/ Al.,., MC 4 0.20?. Milo (added. as th

bak.l carbonae)a. to inl~hibi grain fir-h.

.4 a, .pcold Pr.*sedl h. P. - hal pr.8... in8 agraphiteOil.,,
*$* Thoma. Isa.. ny finely divde~d carbon black.

* Com~bustion products of eaturall gas In a hemmay kiln-probably slightly7 reducing.

84 Crboe-ea.* Pass from. *1h. graphitle hot4 pressing di. baeig %.&led in,,n A, atmos4phere.
#84 Notion 38.900 alundurnt electronic grade.

x Alcoa A-141 -328 meek, acid "~she.d.
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C. Elastic Modulus

Elastic modulus, E, was measured sonically in flatwise

bending vibration. One end of a specimen bar was supported by

a very fine wire located at or near the vibration node, while the

other end rested on a 1-mm diameter sapphire rod connected to

a ceramic phonograph pickup cartridge. The specimen was air

driven at its center by a conventional P. A. system driver col-

limated to some extent through a 1/4-in. aperture in a 1/4-in.

thick plate of sponge rubber. Reasonance was determined both

by observing the Lissajou figure with an oscilloscope and noting

the maximum deflection of a milliammeter. Elastic modulus

was calculated from the resonant frequency with the aid of

Hasselman's tables.(5- 7) Approximate values of Poisson's

ratio (which varies with the porosity) were taken from the curve

presented by Spriggs and Brissette.!15"3)

D. Bulk Specific Gravity, Porosity

The specific gravity of the specimen bars was measured

by the liquid displacement method, using Merriam (gage) oil.

After being weighed in air, the bars were vacuum-impregnated

with the oil to avoid drifting values during subsequent immersed

weighings. This necessitated a correction for the decrease in

buoyancy caused by oil filling some or all of the specimen pores.

The correction factor was determined by wkighing the oil-filled

bars after their surfaces were wiped clean with a slightly oily

cloth. The specific gravity, G, is then given by:

G Wd (15-7)
0 a

where W is the weight in air of the dry specimens

d is the specific gravity of the oil at the measuring temp-

erature (25" C) relative to water at 4" C
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W is the final weight of the specimens in air after having0 •

absorbed oil, and

W is the weight of specimens while suspended in oil.,

Oil was used in place of water because the specimen must

be suspended in the liquid by some sort of wire hanger. The

relatively high surface tension of water causes the apparent

weight of the hanger to vary -- a difficulty which is much re-

duced with oil. Using this method, a specific gravity of

* 3. 990 + 0. 005 was obtained for a block of sapphire. This value

was the basis for calculating the total porosities from the mea-

sured bulk specific gravities.

E. Internal Friction

Internal friction, Q-', was measured with essentially the

same apparatus and specimen mounting system used for the de-

termination of E. However, the amplified signal from the pick-

up cartridge was diverted to a Bruell and Kjaer high speed level

recorder which logarithmically plotted the damping of the speci-

men vibration after the driver was shut off. The slope of the

damping curve -- which ideally is a straight line -- is read as

a reverberation time, RT, with a special protractor. Rever-

beration time may then be converted to Q-I with the relation:

- 4.40 (15-8)Q- =

RT x f

where f is the resonant frequency of the specimen at which the

damping measurement was carried out.

In actual practice the damping curve was not always a

straight line, possibly because of interference by a background

damping effects (from the mounting system, etc.) at higher
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vibration amplitudes. In such cases, an average slope was

used for the calculation of RT.

F. Grain Size, Surface Area, and Grain Contact Area

Polished sections have been prepared for representatives

of each of the specimen groups described in Table 15-I and in

addition, for Lucalox, Wesgo AL-995, and for two grades of

Norton Alundum. Flash etching (15-8) was used to make the

grain boundaries visible. This is a very rapid and effective

procedure based on the selective evaporation of All 03 exposed

to the slightly reducing flame of an oxy-acetylene torch for

from five to ten seconds. The temperature is fairly critical,

being just below the melting point of the oxide. As yet no grain

size measurements have been made from the polished and etched

specimens which, however, have been nearly all photographed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -

Since grain size data are not yet available, the variation

of S and Q cannot be interpreted in this report. However,

Table 15-I1 presents a summary of the properties measured thus

far for the specimens fabricated at ARF and for a few commer-

cial ceramic bodies. Each listed strength is the average of

eight or more individual values (except for six in the case of

12686-9 and four in the case of Lucalox). The tabulated porosi-

ties, elastic moduli, and internal frictions are in the main the

average of two or three representative specimens of each group.

The coefficients of variation of the porosity and elastic modulus

are generally considerably lower than those of the strength and

internal friction. The high variance of S in some groups is

probably not related to the loading technique since there is con-

sistently low variance in groups made by other methods. In the
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came of the internal friction, it is more likely that the measuring

technique itself introduces the variance of Q . Since the speci-

mens made contact with both a thin supporting wire and a sap-

phire pickup rod, background damping might well be an impor-

tant and variable factor.

Detailed analysis of the data of Table 15-I has not yet be-

gun and is being deferred until grain size measurements hdve

been completed. However, a preliminary plot of E vs p is

shown in Fig. 15-I; the line being drawn (for the present) on

purely a visual basis. Nevertheless, considering the variety of

preparation methods, there is a surprising constancy of b

(= approximately 3.3) for all but the Alundum specimens. The

scatter of points near Z5 percent porosity occurs largely within

a single group of specimens, which also show considerable var-

iability of p and E.

The measured values of E for the Alundum specimens(3. 5

and 1. 6 x 106 psi) definitely do not fall on the line of Fig. 15-1.

Letting b = 3.3 and E. = approximately 58 x 106 psi, E

values calculated for these specimens are approximately 12 and

10 x 106 psi. The source of the anomaly may lie in a significant
difference of intergranular bond strength; Alundum consists of

dense AlaO, grains bonded by a glassy phase, whereas little if

any glassy cement occurs in any of the other ceramics. On this

basis, substitution of KE for e-bp in the strength equation

might permit a fairly close prediction of the strength of Alundum

with constants obtained from measurements on the other, vezy

different types of alumina ceramics. Even the addition of a

normalized internal friction term into the equation for E, appears

to have some promise for making up at least part of the discrep-

ancy. If one or' more of the refinements described in this report

turn'q out to be effective in enabling a single set of constants to
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predict the strengths of materials as widely divergent in mode of

manufacture and composition as Lucalox and Alundum, the main

objective of this program will have been fulfilled.

Part Two: Theoretical Studies
Principal Investigator: N. A. Weil

Armour Research Foundation

4. INTRODUCTION

A substantial amount of effort, past and present, has been

expended on the subject of the behavior of two-phased materials

consisting of a matrix containing discrete and dispersed inclusions

of a second material having different properties fromthose of the

matrix. The degree of interest evidenced in the subject is quite

understandable, in view of the fact -that cermets, some binary al-

loys, of the intermetallic substances and some of the ceramics, as

well, are composed precisely in the fashion described above. Fur-

thermore, almost all of the single-phase ceramics contain a cer-

tain degree of porosity; the successful development of a theory ap-

plicable to two-phase materials would also allow for the treatment

of a porous material (containing cly closed pores) by the simple

expedient of setting the rigidity oi Lhe included phase equal to zero.

Despite the importance of the subject, the specific appre-

ciation of the current state of understanding of theoretical treat-

ments, or their specific applicability, is inadequately understood.

Part Two of Task 15, therefore, was initiated to collect all of the

evidence available on theoretical predictions regarding the effect

of porosity on elastic properties, to extend the theories where

such appeared warranted, to define the extent to which analytical

studies are capable of predicting the actual performance of mate-

rials.

Several points are worthryof note at the very outset. The
first is that the primary purpose of this study is to define

theoretically the anticipated behavior of porous oxide ceramics.
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Thus, although porosity is recognized to be but a special case of

the more general problem of the elastic inclusions contained in a

matrix oi different properties, the latter problem will be treated

here only insofar as it assist* with shedding light on the problem

of the effect of porosity.

Secondly, attention will be concentrated solely upon the

effects of porosity. While it 1s recognised that numerous other

effects are also operative in determining the strength of elastic

substances, it will be assumed that such effects, if occurring

covariantly with porosity changes, can be suitably evaluated by

existing theoretical or empirical formulations (e. g. the effect of

grain sise being accounted for by the semi-empirical Petch equa-

tion or the empirical Knudsen formulation).

Lastly, and most importantly, the limitations and appli-

cability of analytical studies should be recognized. In this re-

gard it is quite a different matter whether one deals with elastic

properties or the strength of the material. The elastic proper-

ties, represeated by Young's modulus E, the shear modulus 0,

the bulk modulus K. and Poisson's ratio v, reflect the bulk

properties of the material. Phrased in another way, these

properties measure the average response of a large sample of

the material to elastic loads; therefore, idealizations of material

properties and porosity texture, necessarily made in analytical

attacks on the problem, are fully applicable to the treatment of

the effect of porosity upon the resulting elastic constants of the

material.

Stich, however, is not at all the case when it comes to the

consideration of the effec'. of porosity upon strength. Strength

in this sense is synonymous with fracture, and fracture depends

intrinsically upon the texture and nature of pores. In fact, two

separate elements come into play now: one is the bulk weakening

effect associated with the volumetric removal of the material by

the presence of the pores, the other one is the stress concentra-

tions associated with the shape, size and orient&tion of pores.
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It is primarily the latter that causes extreme problems, and pre-

vents the rigorows analytical treatment of the effect of porosity

upon strength. The case can be illustrated readily by consider-

ing the extremes of a fully dense ceramic plate with a single, in-

finitely sharp notch, and another one containing many uniformly

dispersed perfectly spherical cavities. Even though the former

will have a density near theoretical values, it will fail far sooner

than the latter which contains a substantial amount of pores. This

comparison, while somewhat forced, demonstrates the extreme
importance of the shape and texture of pores upon the resulting

fracture strength of the substance. Furthermore, this compari-

son also explains why rigorous theories cannot be expected to

solve the porosity-strength relationship; rather, one must adopt

an empirical expression based either upon semi-rational analytic

principles or upon experimentally observed behavior.

Because of the divergent effect of pores on elastic con-

stants on the other hand, and strength on the other, these two

topics will be treated separately below. Where appropriate,

the assumptions and limitations involved in analytical derivati6ni

will be fully defined.

5. EFFECT OF POROSITY ON ELASTIC CONSTANTS

A. The State-of-the-Art

All theoretical analysis dealing with the effect of porosity

upon the elastic properties assume that two-phased or porous

materials can be described by an elastic, homogeneous and iso-

tropic matrix, containing a uniform volumetric concentration of

another elastic, homogeneous and isotropic matrix generally in

the form of equi-distant discrete spheres placed according to a

predetermined packing arrangement. Thus, the problem reduces

to that of a material which can be regarded as being quasi-homo-

geneous and quasi-isotropic.

The first attempt to solve the problem consisted of a study
of the bulk compressibility of liquids containing uniformly
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suspended rigid spherical particles (15-9) where volume concentra-

tion was assumed small enough to prevent particle interaction.

The case of small concentrations, assuming always spherically

shaped inclusions, has been solved for a variety of conditions:

empty holes in an elastic solid"1 5 "1 0), rigid inclusions in an elas-

tic solid"1 5 1 1), and elastic inclusions in another elastic mater-

iai(15-12, 15-13). Recently, even the problem of the early plastic

behavior of polyphased materials containing a small concentration

of inclusions has been attacked( 1 5 1 4 ) with some success.

The consideration of finite (large) concentrations poses far

more difficult problems. Most of this effort has been to extend

Einstein's work( 1 5 "9) to higher concentrations in a semi-empirical

fashion; results have been differing formulas, at times leading to

direct contradictions. A review of these semi-empirical attempts

is found in two excellent summary papersI 1 5 ' 15-16)

The effort which, instead of attempting closed-form solu-

tions, concentrates on defining the upper and lower bounds for the

elastic moduli has been most fruitful. If these bounds are close

enough, then an empirical relationship remaining within these

bounds can be accepted as a reasonably valid description of over-

all behavior. The first solution employing bounds on elastic

moduli was presented by Paui 1P 5I 1 7) who obtained bounds for

Young's modulus under a simple. tension deformation for an ad-

missible displacement field, using variational theorems of the

theory of elasticity. While such bounds are exact, they are gen-

erally too far apart to give good estimates of the effective true

solution. A more successful derivation of this nature was car-

ried out by Hashin( 15 "1 8); because of tho importance of this work

to the present analysis, its basic assumptions and results will be

reviewed later.

Because of their application to earlier work relating to

porosity effects, it is worthwhile to identify the results of

Mackensie' s derivations, and to review briefly some of the em-

pirical formulas proposed. Mackensie( 1 5 - 10 ) considered the
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problem of a spherical cavity surrounded by a thick shell of the

solid; the bulk of the porous material lying outside of this shell

is represented by an "equivalent hnmogeneous" material forming
a continuum. The elastic constants K and G are then deter-

mined by applying a hydrostatic pressure and homogeneous shear,

respectively, to the outer sphere. The effective constants re-

sulting from thqse assumptions are given by

1 1 3 K°0  2

0

(i5-2)
5 (3 Ko 0  4G 0 ) 2

y 1 9 K + p UO BP

where

= K/k is the normalized bulk modulus

-y = Gs/G is the normalized shear modulus
p is the absolute poiosfl--(volu-me fraction pre*)

A, B are constants

and the subscript zero refers to the dense (matrix) material, the
asterisk to the-properties of the porous substance. The analysis

does not yield the value of the coefficients A and B. Actually,

the constant B can be evaluated from the boundary condition that

-* = 0 at p = 1; then, if it is assumed that K0 /G° = 2. 16 (which

corresponds to v = 0. 3), B = - 0. 91 results. No such simple

expedient can be found to determine the constant of A, the numer-

ical value of which must be derived experimentally. The remain-

ing two elastic constants can be found from the basic relationships

V 3K - 2G E 9KG (15-3)2(3 + G) ; W -- TMIS3

which are valid for the dense as well as the porous substance.
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The empirical expression most frequently employed is that

of Spriggs( 1 5 -2) and Spriggs and Vasilos( 1 5 "19 );

j * a •"bp (15-4)

where y = E/E 0 , b is a constant and e is the Naperian logarithm

base. While Spriggs and Vasilos did not so specify, presumably

similar expressions are assumed to hold either for X• or

Numerous experimental studies were carried out to deter-

mine the observed effects of porosity, and to confirm the validity

of proposed analytical or empirical relationships. Of these, the

work of Coble and Kingery( 15 "2 0 ) which provided some support

for the predictions f Mackenzie; the work of Spriggs and Vasilos

already quoted; and Knudsen' (1 5 "1 l) brief summary note which

appeared to confirm the formulation of Eq. 15-4, are worthy of

note even though rather wide variation in experimental results

exist. Interestingly, the value of b was found to equal 4. 5 for

both hot-pressed Al O3 and MgO by Spriggs and Vasilos ( 1 5 -19);

their reinterpretation of the Coble and Kingery results, in turn,
yielded a value of b = 2.6 - 2. 8 for slip cast and sintered Al2 O 3 1,

a similar reinterpretation of Lang's data provided a value of

b = 3. 0 for cold-pressed and sintered MgO. Knudsen( 1 5 "2 1), in

turn, derived a general value of b = 3. 95 from a collection of all

previous experimental work on porous polycrystalline Al 203

While the empirical expression Eq. 15-4 provides a reas-

onably acceptable fit to observed behavior, it has three shortcom-

ings. First, as all empiricisms, it relies on arbitrarily chosen

constants, in this case b, the values of which must be determined

experimentally. As noted, various experimenters have found the

value of b to vary from 2.6 to 4. 5. While variation may be

assumed modest, its effects, in fact, are enormously magnified

in that b appears in the exponent of Eq. 15-4. Secondly the

proposed relationship neither satisfies the basic interrelations

existing between elastic constants, as defined by Eq. 15-3, nor

accounts for the effect of other factors, such as K or v, which
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necessarily must-enter -this relationship. Thirdly, and most

importantly, the propos 4d form of Eq. 15-4 does not satisfy the

boundary condition of y* a 0 when p = 1. Instead, the formula

yields y* = e -b at p: I which, at an assumed value of b = 4,

provides y* = 0. 0182, Because this is patently impossible,

Eq. 15-4 must deviate im an increasing fashion as p -- 0.

The work of Has in(15"18), being based on rational ana-

lytical assumptions, sulffers from none of the shortcomings. In

fact, the rational aspects and correctness of predictions of the

Hashin theory are so pr-omising that a further development of this
work appeared to be armLply warranted. It is worth briefly men-

tioning here that HasselLman and Sheffer( 1 5 "2 2 ) came to identical
conclusions regarding t3he shortcomings of the Spriggs equation

and the promise inhereint in the Hashin development; their inter-

pretation of the latter tkneory, and the results of their experi-
mental work will be rewiewed later.

B. Analytical Studies

The Hashin solu.-tion( 1 5 1 8 ), the basis of this analytical

work, is based on the a. ssuxnptions that the inclusions are spheri-

cal, uniformly spaced, and the 4ction of the heterogeneous ma-

terial iupto a single inclusion is transmitted through a spherical

shell lying wholly in the matrix. Beyond these assumptions,

however, the treatment is quite general, and is not confined to

small concentrations oE the included substance. The bounds on

the elastic moduli are cýbtained by selecting a unit volume repre-

senting a quasi-homogeneous and quasi-isotropic material, and
analyzing it under conditions of (1) a space-wise homogeneous

stress system which suapplies the lower bounds for the solutions,

and (2) a linear surface displacement associated with a uniform

strain tensor which supplies the upper bounds, The solutions,

obtained by a minimia.-tion of strain energy, show that for the bulk

modulus the bounds me rge into a single expression
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* x • + 3(1 -ZVO)+ (,+ t)

where c is the volumetric concentration of elastic inclusions, the

subscripts and superscripts are as previously defined, and unsub.

scripted quantities stand for the properties of the inclusions (e. g.

/t K/Ks; it* a Ke/Ko).

Expressions for the shear modulus yielded two distinct

bounds, given by

1* V
V.-I .

+ 0 Yi) yli i

(15-6)

iu 1

where ¥I Y *<'Y2 and the notation is-analogous to that used

before, the expressions for y being given by

7 5

- (7 + 5 Vo) 0 0 0 15-7)

€ [ 7-5v 3 )

Y1 [ + .V (I-Y)(0-p3) + y2 210 -1 1

0r 1
(y + + 7 (p 1-0)+ (7 l -1v)p ] + 4(7-•lO v .01

F-S 0 2(4-S y P3]+2  ye
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with

03" - ; p =c

It will be noted that Eq. 15-6 are written fir the general

case of i inclusions of different elastic properties. For the

case of a single inclusion, the subscript i and summation signs

would simply vanish from these expressions.

It was found, following numerical evaluation, that the

bounds on shear modulus represented by Eq. 15-6 are very close

together, and that a simple formula, analogous in form to that of

Eq. 15-5, provided results which were always within the defined

bounds. This expression is given by:

15 (1 - V0) (N - 1) cS= I + -(15-9)
7 - 5v°0 + 2(4 -5v )[. ,Y -(Y, )c ]

With Eq. 15-3, 15-5 and 15-9, it is now possible to define

the third major item of interest, notably the value of Young's

modulus for the heterogeneous substance. Specifically, Ea.

15-5 and 15-9 can be put into the form

, blK + a1 [ 1 + (k- 1) c]

a1+bIle (15-10) .
b ... 'y +i -o a. + (y 1

• b2 V +a2 [l +(y-1)•c]

a 2 + b 2 [ -Y- - 1) c ]

where

a = 2 (1-2 vo ; bI I 1 + Vo

a 2  7 - 55 v 0 b2  2(4- 5v )
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It can be shown now th. t the second of Eq. 15-3 can be put into

the form:

K
0

E* 3K K

9 -- o Ko0 r (15-)2)
o 3K + G 0 03 0 0+ 0

o G K

But, from Eq. 15-3,

K 2V+)

and, when the notation of Eq. 15-11 is used,

K/Go = 4bl/3aI (15-a3)

With this result, Eq. 15-12 can be rewritten in the dimensionless

form adopted here:
bl

4- + Ia aI

4 1 + (15-14)

when Eq. 15-10 are inseetodknto Eq. 15-14

Ti = f1/f 2

where

f = (al+4bl) '14+ I + -I)c b 2 'y+a 2  (l+(Y-1l)

b1
f2 -(a, + 4bl)(I + l (a + b +Y

[ 2b lb2

- (ala2 + 3a 2bI - 4b b2) + b 1 (----"'+ a 2) • (15-15)

4bib 2 I
+ 7bib -y- b, (- -ra 2 - 3b 2)k y c-

b1 (a 2 + 4b 2 ) (1 - O) (1 - y)c 2
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or, when Eq. 15-11 are resubstituted into this result,

1: 1 ~+ V,1 1 -s 1 ( -S o•
= h+[1+(K -1)c]} 2(45Sv)-y+(7Sv )[l+(y.,l)c]}

0

S2(1 
+ v ) (5 - v o)

(I - 3 vo) (1 - 5Vo ) + v0 0 ( - (15-16)
0] 0 ( 1°)56v) - ZV°

2(7 + 4 15v2) + )(-V )(5-6v)

010-1Zy Y

(1+ V0) (13 - 15v) (1 -A ) (10 ) C2

To this extent the derivation concerns a heterogeneous
material containing an elastic dispersed phase within a matrix of

different elastic properties. Focusing attention on the porous

material, the problem simplifies considerably; the elastic prop-

erties of the inclusions can. now be represented by vanishing values,

while the symbol c is replaced by p. Thus,

for aporous material = y= 0 ;c =p

so that Eq. 15-10 and 15-15 reduce to

* a 1 (1 -p)

a 1 + blp

S a2 (1 - p)
y - (15-i7)

* a 2 (al+ 4bl) (1 - p)
a 2 (a, + 4bj) + bl(a2 +4b 2 )5,
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Reinserting Eq. 15-11 into these results and rearranging

the expressions to a unifo.rm representation, one arrives at the

extremely simple results

I?.* = 1-

Sl-p

where

k 1+ V 0kl=Z(1 - zVo0)

Z(4 - 5 v )
k - 7 (15-19)

(1 + vo) (13 - 15 vo)

3 Z(7 -Tv

Ai can be seen at a glance, Eq. 15-18 satisfy both boundary

conditions that

K* '* *
K Y ? 4 iat p = 0

K * *
K = = =0 at p = 1

Thus, the use of these expressions is not limited to small values

of the porosity, but is valid over the entire rang.e of 0-5 p SE 1.
subject only to the limitations of the assumptions stated above.

C. Evaluation and Discussion

It is now possible to compare these results with those of

Hasselman and Shaffer( 15 -22) who conducted an extremely well

decumented study on the effect of graphite inclusions and porosity
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on the elastic and strength properties of ZrB 2 . They proposed

a general expression, valid for all elastic constants, and covering

the general case of elastic inclusions in an elastic matric, rather

than its special variant of the simpler case of porosity, of the form

YA(I- E

0 1 - (A+.1) E o+ (1 - C

or, in terms of the notation used here

+= I + (15-20)
1 - (A + 1) T+ (I -') c

where A is a constant to be determined experimentally, and the

form of the equation is assumed to be equally valid for K and

'Y.

To evaluate the validity of this formulation, recourse

must be made to Eq. 15-5, which can be brought to the form

- 3 (1 - -v) (1 -A ) c

2( - 2V) -[ 2( - Zvo) -,3(1-vo) (K+(l-K)c ]

or

K *= 1 + A(-~
a, - (A 1 + a)[ + (l )c]

where (15-21)

A = -3 (1 - vo) -

a1 = 2(1- 2v0 )

Likewise, it can be shown that by a similar manipulation, Eq.
15-9 can be brought to the form
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S2 A(l - Y) c
a 2 - (A 2 +a 2 ) + (I -)c]

where (15-22)

A 2 = - 15 (1 - o)

a 2 - 7 -5 v

Lastly, Eq. 15-15 dealing with 1 *, cannot be'brought to

the form shown above.

The following conclusions become evident from a compari-

son of Hasselman and Shaffer's form of Eq. 15-20 with that de-

rived from, the Hashin solution, as shown in Eq. 15-21 and 15-22.

(1) Equation 15-20 is merely a simplification of the cor-

rect form of the expressions, valid only for the special case of

aI = a 2 = 1. To satisfy this condition, however, it is necessary

for v= 0. 25 to satisfy a1I 1 I and, alternately, for v° = 1. 20

to satisfy a2 = 1. Apart from the contradfctions involved in re-

quiring different values of v for the same material to satisfy

the Hasselman-Shaffer form of the equation, the second require-

ment for v is patently impossible.

. (2) While Hasselman and Shaffer leave the value of A

open, to be determined experimentally for each material and each

elastic constant, such does not appear necessary in view of the

fact that theory predicts specifically the value of A to be ex-

pected for each elastic constant.

(3) The expreusion for r= E /E, at this stage of theo-
retical development, cannot be brought to the form suggested by

Hasselman-Shaffer, for the case of elastic inclaisioni in an elastic

matrix. Such simplifications for -* become possible onily for

the simpler case of porosity (inclusions with vanishingly small

elastic constants).
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In conclusion, the Hasselman-Shaffer suggestion, while

correct format-wise is an oversimplification of the actual solution.

This oversimplification, first, leads to physica •y impossible stip-

ulations and, secondly, is unnecessary in view of the satisfactory

stage of correct theoretical development.

In the simpler case of porosity represented by Eq. 15-18

and 15-19, it is interesting to evaluate the numerical values of the

constants appearing in these expressions. This has been carried

out, with the appropriate numerical values presented in Tables

15-Ill and 15-IV. The results compiled in Table 15-IV are, in

turn, graphically presented in Fig. 15-2 to 15-4. The following

comments are apparent from inspection of these results.

Table 15-11I

VALUES OF CONSTANTS FOR ELASTIC MODULI

Numerical Values of Constants,
Poisson's Ratio from Eq. 15-19

for Matrix,
VI k 2  3

0 0. 5 1. 14285 0. 92857

0. 1 0. 6875 1. 07692 0. 96923

0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.3 1.625 0.90909 1.00455

0.4 3.5 0.8 0.980

0. 5 O 0.66667 0.91667

(1) The value of the bulk modulus, K* - K*/K shows the

largest sensitivity to the value of v0 , the Poisson's ratio for the

dense material. The equations correctly anticipate total corn-

pressibility of the material, represented by C = 0, when

V° = 0. 5, regardless of the porosity level. Naturally, this case

corresponds to volume constancy in the matrix material, so that

total compressibility at v° = 0. 5 must be interpreted as a
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Table 15-IVa

VALUES OF NORMALIZED BULIN MODULUS, K* = K*/K 0 , AS A

FUNCTION OF POROSITY AND POISSON'S RATIO OF MATRIX
Aboolute __ __ ______n Vt._ I
Porosity, Poisson's Ratio of Do&nee ubstanc.0 v .

p -0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3

0 1.Q I.0 1.0 1.0- 1.0 0.0
0.1 0.95714 0. 84360 0. 81718 0.77419 0.66667 0.0
0.2 0. 72727 0.70330 0. 66667 0.60377 0.47059 0.0
0. 3 C. 60870 O.58031 0.53846 0.47059 .:34146 0.0
0. 4 0.5 0.47059 0.42857 0.36364 0. 25 0.0
0.5 0.4 0. 37209 0.33333 0.Z7586 0.18162 0.0
0.6 0.30769 0.28319 0.25 0.20253 0. 12903 0.0
0. 7 0. 2222 O, 0.20253 0. 17647 0.14035 0.08696 0.0
O.6 0.14444 0.12903 0.11111 0.08696 .0.5263 0.0
0.9 0.06667 0.06178 0.05556 0.04061 0.0*410 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tabulated values based on first of equations (15-18).

Table 15-IVb

VALUES OF NORMALIZED SHEAR MODULUS, y* = G*/G 0 , AS A

FUNCTION OF POROSITY AND POISSON'S RATIO OF MATRIX
Absolute Poiseon's Ratio of Dense Substance, v.
Porosity,

p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.80769 0.81250 0.81818 0.175 0.83333 0.64375
0. 2 0.65116 0.65823 0. 66667 0. 67692 0.68966 0.70588
0. 3 0. 52128 0. 52907 0.53846 0.55 0. 56452 0.58333
0.4 0.41177 0.41936 0. 42857 0.44 0.45455 0.47368
0.5 0.31818 0.32500 0.33333 0.34375 0.35714 0.375

0.6 0.23729 0.24299 0.25 0.25882 0. 27027 0.48571
0.7 0. 16667 0.17105 0.17647 0.10333 0.19231 0.10455

0.8 0.10448 0.10744 0.11111 0.11579 0.12195 0.13043
0.9 0.04930 0.05096 0.05556 0.055 0.05814 0.0625
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tabulated values based on second of equations (13-11).

Table 15-IVc

VALUES OF NORMALIZED) YOUNG'S MODULUS, 71* = E*/E 0 , AS

A FUNCTION OF POROSITY AND POISSON'S RATIO OF MATRIX
Absoluteo u .
Porosity, .Pooo's Ratio of Denes* Substance, vo

p 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0. 1 0. 8a353 0. 2048 .81818 0. 81784 0.81967 0.82443
0.2 0.67470 0.67010 0.66667 0.66616 0.66890 0.67606
0 .3 0.54749 0.54231 0.53846 0. 53790 0.54096 0.54902
0.4 0.43750 0.43237 0.42857 0.4-2802 0.43103 0.43902
0.5 0.34146 0.33679 0.33333 0, 33283 0.33557 0. 34286

0.6 0.25668 0. 5292 0.25 O 24957 0.25189 0.25806
0.7 0.18405 0.:17874 0. 17647 0.17614 0.17794 0.18274
0.8 0.11475 0.11265 0.11111 0.11089 0.11211 0.11538
0.9 0.05447 0.05341 0.05556 0.05252 0.05313 0.05479
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tabulated valuse based on third of eq-ations (15-183.
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dimunition of volume of the material under hydrostatic compress-

ion at the sole expense of the shrinkage of pores This state of

affairs, naturally, must terminate when all the pores have been

completely filled.

(2) The effect of Poisson's ratio on the shear modulus is

comparatively modest, as shown by Fig. 15-3.

(3) The effect of Poisson's ratio on Young's modulus is

virtually non-existent. This conclusion, in fact, can be antici-

pated from the results shown in Table 15-Il, where k3 is seen

to vary over the narrow range of only 0. 917-1. 005. Because of

this, it appears completely admissible to set k3  1, which then

leads to the exceedingly simple expression

S= (I - P)/(I + P) (15-23)

(4) Tho-values of all three normalized elastic moduli are

identical at v° = 0. 2, for all levels of porosity, as can be seen

from Tables 15-IV, ,

(5) The analytical expressions satisfy the boundary con-

ditions in that all of the normalized elastic constants have a value

of 1. 0 at zero porosity; that is the elastic constants of the heter-

ogeneous material are equal to those of the dense material in the

absence of pores. Conversely, all elastic constants vanish when

the material consists entirely of pores (p =. 1. 0).

Because of their factual nature and simple closed form,

the analytical expressions derived here offer substantial promise

for determining the effect of porosity upon the elastic behavior of

substances. An extensive effort will be made to confirm the

correctness of the predictions rendered by this theory during the

continuation phase of this program-by carefully planned experi-

mental studies. In this regard, it is reiterated that the deriva-

tions presented here do not consider effects extraneous to that of

porosity; if, therefore, grain size on surface texture are also

allowed to vary in the experiments, such considerations must be
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taken into account by suitable analytical or empirical formulations

additive to those concerning the effect of porosity. Also, the

derivations assume purely elastic behavior. Therefore, elastic

effects; as manifested by such phenomena as dissipative damping,

must again be allowed for by additive factors modifying the basic

formulations presented here,

The discussion to this point has concerned only the varia-

tion of elastic constants in porous materials; the effect of porosity

upon the strength of elastic substances will next be examined.

6. EFFECT OF POROSITY ON STRENGTH OF ELASTIC
SUBSTANCES

As discussed, the effect of porosity on the short-time

strengtif of sintered bodies cannot be predicted on purely analytical

grounds, because the shape, size and orientation of the pores

(determining the effective stress concentration factors associated
with them) have significant bearing upon the resulting strength,

in addition to the gross volumetric effects .ascribable to the te-

moval of solid volume by the presence of pores. Thus the sub-

ject has been treated primarily by proposing empirical expressions

which were found to fit experimental results to a satisfactory de-

gree. These will be reviewed briefly below.

The first empirical relationship of this nature, and the one

in broadest use at present, was suggested by Duckworth(15Z3) in

a discussion to a paper by Ayshkewitch( 1 5 2 4 ). The expression

is of the simple exponential form
*-bp

S. SO o(15-Z4)

where

S is the strength of porous substance

S is the strength of dense substance

b is a constant



This expression will be recognized as identical in form to the

elastic modulus versus porosity relationship of Eq. 15-4 subse-

quently proposed by Spriggs and Vasilos( 15 "19 ) and, in fact, has
served as the model for the latter proposal. The objections to
this equation are, therefore, identical to those already voiced in
connection with Eq. 15-4 before, the principal amongst these be-
ing that this expression does not satisfy the boundary conditions:
at p M I Eq. 15-.24 still predicts a finite value of 'S, instead of
the correct value of S = 0.

We shall return later to the evaluation of Eq. 15-Z4 on the
basis of experimental work; in the meanwhile, we shall continue

t the review of other empirical formulations suggested on the
strength- porosity relationship. CcofI'- and Kingery(" -70 have
proposed in their paper, almost parenthetically, a reiationship
of the form

0. 6 p= exp -.

This function has the apparent advantage of not containing any
arbitrary constants. On the other hand, its form is very unwieldy,
and it would be much more easily applied if transformed to the
expression

S - - 8000 (1 -P} log (0.6F) (15-26)

The more serious objections to this empirical equation, as already
noted by Coble and Kingery, are that the functional form is inde-
terminate at p = 1, although it approaches zero at the limit.
However, at p = 0 (1. e., theoretical density), it predicts an infinite
strength which is patently impossible. Lastly, the constants of
8000 and 0. 6 have no rational basis, and were selected only to fit
the limited data of Coble and Kingery, Thus, it would appear far
more logical to replace these numbers by arbitrary constants de-
termined from experiments; in this event, however, the expression,
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apart from being less factual, would also become more cumber-

some than the simple Duckworth •.Ryshkewitch form.

Another form of the porosity-strength relationship is the

one suggested by Ba"shin( 15-4) which has the simple power funuc-

tion nature of
S S (1 _D)m (IS-27)

0

A comparison of this form with empirical data showed that m,

an arbitrary material constart, varied between 3 and 6 for differ-

ent materials. It is also of passing interest to note that the dif-

ferences between this form, and that of Eq. 15-24, for the case

of b = 1. 33m, amount to only 9 per cent for b 3 and 18 per

cent for b = 6, over the porosity range of 0<-'p -<0.6.

The objection to the form of the Balihin suggestion is only

that it is puzely empirical, requiring a reviewed determination of

m for each material considered. However, unlike the Duckworth-

Ryshkewitch proposal. Eq. 15-V7 correctly anticipates the boun-

dary conditions, in that S v-S when p = 0 and S - 0 when

p = 1. In this regard, at least, it is preferential to the much

more commonly employed Duckworth-Ryshkewitch form.

There is one more form of the strength-porosity relation-

ship attributed to Hasselman and Shaffer, which merits attention.

However, because of its intimate bearing on the semi-rational

strength-porosity expression to be proposed here, this subject

will be treated later in the text.

Let us return now for an appraisal of the adequacy of the

Duckworth-Ryshkewitch expression embodied in Eq. 15-24.

Recognizing that in practical cases porosity can be seldom made

to vary without a concurrent variation of grain size, Knudsen( 1 5 "1 )

proposed the general equation (shown as Eq. 15-1)

S = k d-a ebp (15-1, bis)

T'. portion dealing with the porosity dependence in Eq. 15-1 will

be recognized as identical to that of Eq. 15-24, excepting that the
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apart from being less factual, would also become more cumber-

some than the simple Duckwortho-Ryshkewitch form.

Another form of the porosity-strength relationship is the

one suggeste'd by Baishin( 1 5 -4) which has the simple power func-

tion nature of

S = S0 (1 _ )m (15-27)

A comparison of this form with empirical data showed that m,

an arbitrary material constant, varied between 3 and 6 for differ-

ent materials. It is also of passing interest to note that the dif-

ferences between this form, and that of Eq. 15-24, for the case

of b = I. 33m, amount to oniy 9 per cent fox b - 3 and 18 per

cent for b= 6, over the porosity range of 0ýP <0.6.

The objection to the form of the Balshin suggestion is only

that it is purely empirical, requiring a reviewed determination of

m for each material considered. However, unlike the Duckworth-

Ryshkewitch proposal, Eq. 15-27 correctly anticipates the boun-

dary conditions, in that S = S0 when p = 0 and S= 0 when

p = 1. In this regard, at least, it is preferential to the much
more commonly employed Duckworth -Ryshkewitch form.

There is one more form of the strength-porosity relation-
ship attributed to Hasselman and Shaffer, which merits attention.

However, because of its intimate bearing on the semi-rational

strength-porosity expression to be proposed here, this subject

will be treated later in the text.

Let us return now for an appraisal of the adequacy of the

Duckworth-Ryshkewitch expression embodied in Eq. 15-24C

Recognizing that in practical cases porosity can be seldom made

to vary without a concurrent variation of grain size, Knudsen (15-1)

proposed the general equation (shown as Eq. 15-1)

S = k d-a e~bP (15-1, bis)

The portion dealing with the porosity dependence in Eq. 15-1 will
be recognized as identical to that of Eq, 15-24, excepting that the
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symbol b replaces SO because of the added factors entering the

equation.

This expression, accounting for grain size dependence as

well, bring additional objections into the picture. Thus, the

strength is predicted as approaching an infinitely high value as

the grain size tends toward zero, and to fall to vanishingly small

values as the grain size becomes very large (i. e. , for large single

crystals). Both predictions are obviously objectionable; while

not pertaining closely to the subject, Weil( 1 5 "25) proposed a re-

lationship based on the Petch-type grain size dependence, which

would eliminate these objections, in the formI
S = (S 0  k d- I/Z) -bp (15-28)

The most extensive evaluation of Eq. 15-1 was carried

out by Knudsen himself 1 5 .1), who conducted original work on

ThO2 and re-evaluated the previous work of Hamjian and Lindman

on hot-pressed chromium carbide. These results are compiled

in Table 15-V. Also shown in ihis table is the reinterpretation

of -results on Lucalox by Knudsen( 1 5 " 5 , and the results of

Spriggs and Vasilos(15- 19) derived from tests conducted on

porous A12 0 3 and MgO. For completeness, Table 15-V includes

values of the grain size exponent, in addition to those pertaining

to porosity.

A review of the compilation presented in Table 15-V yields

the following observations:

The value of a, the grain size exponent, fluctuates very
near to a value of 1/2, the exponent postulated by Petch. In fact,

it is quite plausible that a value of a = 0. 50 would have been de-

rived, had the friction stress appearing in the Petch relationship,

as exemplified in Eq. 15-28, been taken into account. Such a

data review was not carried out here, primarily because neither

is this question the focal point of the current study, nor are the

forms of Eq. 15-1 or 15-28 adjudged suitable for the relationship

sought.
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The porosity exponent, b, is seen to vary over wide ranges

(3. 7 to 7. 3) in Table IS-V; even for the same material, such as
ThOe, b displays a large sensitivity to the firing temperattire.

This is quite disconcerting in view of the fact that it negates the
hope of fixing the value of b for a given material, and expecting
it to vary only from substance to substance. Such a variation with
firing temperatures, naturally, stands to reason, since the viscosity
and self-diffusion coefficients of the material are highly influenced

by the sintering temperature. Therefore. tb.•qhiger the sinter-
ing (or hot-pressing) temperature, the more rounded will be the
pores, and the lower should be the stress concentration factors

associated with them. Thus one should expect a lesser sensitivity

to porosity as the sintering temperature is increased.

This is substantiated by the data assembled in Table IS-V,
w 'here the value of b is seen to undergo a general drop with in-

creased sintering (hot-pressing) temperatures, both for the ThO2

of Knudsen, and for the chromi.um cafbide of Haznjiani and Lindman,

The finding also means that, if the Knudsen functional relationship
of Eq. 15-1 is accepted as valid, a revie "ed determination of all
the constants appearing in the relationsh.p for each variation in

pressing and firing technique would be required for the same
materials.

As an added attempt to provide some rational assessment
for his relationship, Knudsen (15" 1 ) assembled a set of values for
the constant b, using averages reasonably representative of each
material. This set of data, expanded by adding the averages cf

results shown in Table 15-V, is assembled in Table l5-VI,

There is no rational assessment that can be appended to this

compilation; the values of b are seen to vary over the broad
range of 4 to 9 for materials as widely divergent as sintered

powder metal objects and hot-pressed oxides. In fact, the
pressing technique is seen to be far more important than the

material considered: the listing of values in bracketed by the

same material, Al 2 0 3 , prepared by different techniques.
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Table 15-VI

COMPILATION OF VALUES FOR POROSITY EXPONENT,
FOR KNUDSEN STRENGTH RELATIONSHIP

Value of
Investigator Material PorosityExponent,

b

Ryshkewitch (15-24) A1s03 (sintered) 9.0*

ZrOz 8.0**

7.0

Spriggs and Vasilos (IS- 19) A1z03 (hot-pressed) 6.6

Duwez and Martens (15-26) Powder-metal steel 7.0

Powder-metal iron 5.0

Knudsen (15- 1) ThOl (sintered) 5.5

Hamjian and Lindman (15- 1) Chromium carbide 5.5

(hot-pressed)

Squire (15-27) Powder-lietal iron 5.0

Coble and Kingery (15-20) A12O 3 (sinteredd) 4.0

Knudsen (15-25) Lucalox A120 3  4,0

*Loaded, normal to sintgring direction.

Loaded para t lel to sintering direction.
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As this discussion shows, the Knudsen relationship can be

accepted, at best, for what it is: i, e., an empirical expression
which Me. experimental data reasonably well: particular'y in the
range of low porosities. However, the constants appearing in it
reqvire an experimental redetermination not only for eaco mat "
ial, but for each change in preparation technique. Because. its

complex form, such determinations generally require mult peo
regression techniques which, in turn, demand a great n ber of

tests for a reliable determination of the constants. T erefore,

it seemed extremely desirable to develop a relations 5p which

would place the porosity dependence of strength on ftirmer

ground, and require fewer tests for the determina on of the cor-

rect form of the equation.,

Such a relationship was recently propo ed by Hasselman

and Shaffer( 1 5 -12 ). Proceeding in the" reve se (and correct) sense

from the analogy of Spriggs and Vasilos, t ey argued that the gen-

eral form of their equation (15-20), foun to prcvide and excellent

correlation for the effect of porosity u . the elastic constants,

could also be extended to cover the e *ect of porosity on strength.

Thus, they proposed the relationshi

3 = SO - A c (15-29)

.where A and B are constan related to the mechanical proper-

ties of the matrix and the i•clusion, respectively; they are related

to one another by mean f a postulated relationship of the form

B - -a ÷BA.

Wop.£bg with ZrB2 , containing both a pre-deterinined

amou a graphite (added to the starting powder is carefully con-
oied amounts) and porosity (the by-product of the sintering

technique employed), they found the relationship proposed in

Eq. 15-29 to provide an excellent fit to the observed data. rhe
specific values obtained were:
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Strength normal to the prewsing direction

S = 30,000

B = -1.756 + 1.418A; A= 9.34

and

S= 30, 000' l +9.34 c
S = 30,I + 11.46c

whereas, for' strength parallel to the pressing direction

S = 30,000

B -1.756+ 1.281A;A= 8.03

and

S= 30, 000 8 +08 .3c

However, a closer exam-niation of equation ( 15-29) yields

the following results. It is clear that this expression, with the

explanatory notes appended to it, can be brought to the forms

= S0 I + (B-A)c 10=S 1 + Bc

or SM (15-30)sI - [Q+ (1 -0) A] c0ff 1o + (PA - a) c

and, in simpler notation
I +B c

S= S (15-31)
0 1 +B 2 c

where

rB - A
S)A-(15-32)r B

B• -le A - a

By extension of these concepts to the case of porosity, the

same expressions would remain valid, except. that one would have

to replace the symbol c by p, so that equation (15-31) would

modify to
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I + BlP
S= So T.-.p- (15-33)

the meaning of the constants being given by equation (15-32), as

before.

An examination of these expressions, which are" perhaps

the most realistic ones yet proposed, yields the following obser-

vations. First, as the form of equation (15-29) or (15-33) shows

the Hasselman-Shaffer suggestion is a "two-parameter" equation,

which is more complicated than the single parameter forms pro-

posed by Baltshin and Duckworth-Ryshkewitch. The use of such

an equation will invariably demand the application of statistical

regression techniques, as were indeed employed by Hasselman-

Shaffer tc, find appropriate values of the constants.

Secondly, and most importantly, the Has selman-Shaffer pro-

posal satisfies only one of the two boundary conditions, i.e., that

at p = 0, S = SO. However, at the other extreme of p= 1 (material

consisting only of porosity), the proposed form does not satisfy

S8 0. Instead, it tends to a value of S = S0 (1 + B 1 )/(1 + B 2 ).
Because of the complexities involved in the use of the

Hasselman-Shaffer form, and since it does not satisfy the pre-

scribed boundary conditions, it is appropriate to suggest a sim-

pler format for the effect of porosity upon the strength of porous

substances. Such a relationship suggests itself almost automati-

cally, in the light of derivations completed in the previous section

for the effect of porosity on elastic constants. Thus, following the

form of equations (15-18), the suggested porosity dependence of

strength would be written as

S = S (15-34)

where A is a constant to be determined experimentally. The pro-

posed form of equation (15-34) is seen to be a single parameter

equation, which satisfies both boundary conditions that S = So0 at

p= 0 and S= 0 at p= 1.
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The predictive power and adequacy of the proposed form

of this strength-porosity relationship has not been evaluated as

yet; such work, comparing the predictions of the proposed form

of equation (15-34) with past experimental data, -and test results

to be secured on this program, will be carried out on this task

by the work during the forthcoming year.

7. CONCLUSION

A detailed review on the effect of porosity on the mechani-

cal properties of sintered ceramics was carred out. Bacause of

the realization that vigorous analytical techniques are inapplicable

to the prediction of the effect of porosity on the strength of the re-

sulting body, the discussion was divided up into two parts: that

dealing with the elastic constants of the material, and a second

part concerning strength considerations.

The effect of porosity on elastic properties is determin-

able from the bulb properties of the material; since failure con-

sideration is not involved (only purely elastic behavior is consi-

dered), the direct effect of the pore shape and its associated

stress concentration factors do not enter the problem. It there-

fore becomes admissible to adopt idealization of identical spheri-

cal pores uniformly dispersed through the volume, and to study

the volumetric or disturtional changes of a unit volume containing

a single pore, when subjected to hydrostatic pressures or shear

tractions. Naturally, the actual pores will be neither spherical,

nor uniform in size, nor are they uniformly dispersed in the

matrix material. Nonetheless, the theoretical idealizations are

valid, provided one accepts the analytically assumed pore shape

as representative of an "equivalent spherical pore", quite iden-

tical to the "equivalent particle size" characterization involved

in the Stokes-law particle size determinations of the spectral

distribution of powders.

Prior to the development of rigorous theoretical formu-

lations, only empirical relationships existed on this subject.
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I
Among these, a brief review is made of the empirical relationship

of Spriggs and Vasilos, and the semi-rational form proposed by

Mackenzie. The analytical work is then reviewed, beginning with

the work of Einstein and culminating in the recent contributions

of Hashin. The latter's analytical derivations, valid for finite

(large) values of the absolute porosity, are presented, and the

derivation is extended to obtain closed-form solutions for the

variation of the elastic modulus as a function of porosity, in addi-

tion to comparable expressions for the bulk and shear morbius,

derived previously by Hashin.

These expressions refer to the completely general case of

an elastic inclusion contained in an elastic matrix; in addition to

the assumption of equidistant uniform spherical inclusions, the

only other postulate made is that the inclusions be sufficiently

spaced so as not to be in physical contact with one another (no

open porosity). It is then shown that the recent Hasselman-Shaffer

equation represents but a special case of the general Hashin form

for the bulk and shear modulus; it is inapplicable to the .'Uashin

formulation of the general case for Young's modulus.

When simplifying the case to the replacement of elastic

inclusions by empty pores, the derived equations take on a uni-

formly simple, identir.al, format. These expressions contain a

single constant, different for each elastic constant, dependent

only upon the Poisson's ratio, vo, for the dense (matrix) sub-

stance. These expressions are evaluated as parametric vari-

ables of vo and p, and presented in graphical form. The re-

sults for Young's modulus are %,und to be particularly simple,

and virtually independent of the value of v .

In regard to the effect of porosity on strength, it is shown

that only empirical or semi-rational relationships caa be postu-

lated, since the stress-concentration factors corresponding to

the particular shape of the "worst"pore initiating fracture have

an intrinsic effect upon strength considerations, in addition to

the otherwise analyzable volumetric effects associated with the
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presence of poies. Among the empirical r~elationships proposed, a

review is made of the Duckworth-Ryshkewitch, Coble and Kingery,

Bal'shin and Knudsen suggestions. Of these forms, the Bal'shin re-

lationship is found to be the only one satisfying the imposed bound-

ary conditions. However, this expression has received compara-

tively little attention in the literature. The most popular expres-

sion, the exponential form proposed by Duckworth-Ryshkewitch,

and extended by Knudsern, is then received. While this form is

capable of fitting experimental observations, at least within com-

paratively small ranges of the porosity, it requires extensive ex-

perimentation on account of the multiple-regression techniques

required by it for the determination of the constants entering the

expression. Furthermore, the porosity exponent is shown to be

more sensitive to the method of material preparation and fabrica-

tion than to the material itself, necessitating a redetermination of

the functional values of the constants for each change in the prepa-

ration technique employed.

Lastly, the recent Hass elman-Shaffer semi-rational form,

derived from an analogy with the influence of porosity on elastic

constants, is reviewed. The relationship, shown to have provided

an excellent fit to experiments conducted on ZrB2 sintered with

predetermined additions Of graphite and containing arbitrary levels

of porosity, is analyzed in the light of theoretical derivations, and

a more universal, simplified, form of the strength/porosity rela-

tionship is proposed which fits the prescribed boundary conditions.

The continuation phase of this program will be conicerned

with the following extensions of the current work:

(1) An evaluation of the adequacy of agreement between the

factually predictive closed-form expressions for the porosity ef-

fect on elastic moduli, and the experimental results obtained by

previous investigators.

(2) A comparable evaluation of the adequacy of the strength-

porosity relationship proposed here, in the light of previous test

work.
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presence of pores. Among the empirical relationships proposed, a

review is made of the Duckworth-Ryshkewitch, Coble and Kingery,

Bal'shin and Knudsen suggestions. Of these forms, the Bal'shin re-
lationship is found to be the only one satisfying the imposed boumd-

•ry conditions. However, this expression has received compara-

tively little attention in the literature. The most popular expres-

sion, the exponential form proposed by Duckworth-Ryshkewitch,

and extended by Knudsen, is then received. While this form is

capable of fitting experimental observations, at least within com-

paratively small ranges of the porosity, it requires extensive ex-

perimentation on account of the multiple-regression techniques

required by it for the determination of the constants entering the

expression. Furthermore, the porosity exponent is shown to be

more sensitive to the method of material preparation and fabrica-

tion than to the material itself, necessitating a redetermination of
the functional values of the constants for each change in the prepa-

ration technique employed.

"Lastly, the recent Hass elman-Shaffer semi-rational form,

derived from an analogy with the influence of porosity on elastic

constants, is reviewed. The relationship, shown to have provided

an excellent fit to experiments conducted on ZrB2 sintered with
predetermined additions of graphite and containing arbitrary levels

of porosity, is anaJlyzed in the light of theoretical derivations, and.

a more universal, simplified, form of the strength/porosity rela-

tionship is proposed which fits the prescribed boundary condi-,ons.

The continuation phase of this program will be concernA;d

with the followinag extensions of the current work:

(1) An evaluation of the adequacy of agreement between the

factually predictive closed-form expressions for the porosity l-f-

fect on elastic moduli, and the experimental r•sullt-ý obtained by

previous investigators.

(2) A comparable evaluation of the adequacy of the strength-

porosity relationship proposed here, in the light of previous test

work.
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(3) An extension of the porosity relationship derived here

to include the effect of grain size, textural effects, statistical

strength variations and anelastic properties, either in the form

suggested in Part One of this task, or in some other .suitable form.

(4) Experimental work on AllO3 and MgO specimens pre-

pared with carefully controlled levels of porosities, to assess the

validity of the proposed analytical and semi-rational relationships

advanced here. The experimental work will consist first of non-,

destructive experiments aimed at the determination of elastic con-

stants and internal damping on specimens subjected to a careful

determination of the relative ratio of open to closed pores, grain

£ size and surface finish. This will be followed by destructive tests

aimed at strength determinations, and subsequent fractographic

examinations inquiring into the nature and location of fracture nu-

cleation, the size and distribution of pores, and the apparent re-

lationships between grain texture, sintering practices and result-

ing porosity.
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